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Foreword

This volume contains contributions presented at the MONDILEX project fourth open workshop
“Representing Semantics in Digital Lexicography Innovative Solutions for Lexical Entry Content in
Slavic Lexicography”, held in Warsaw in 29 June – 1 July, 2009. This workshop is organized in the
framework the international project GA 211938 MONDILEX Conceptual Modelling of Networking
of Centres for High-Quality Research in Slavic Lexicography and Their Digital Resources, Capac-
ities — Research Infrastructures (Design studies for research infrastructures in all S&T fields), a
project developed under EC Seventh Framework Programme.

The workshop’s purpose was to study the representation of semantics, phraseology, etymology
and related issues in bi- and multilingual digital dictionaries, especially for Slavic languages.The
papers discuss current trends and achievements in the field of digital Slavic lexicography, especially
representation of semantics and phraseology.

Part I of the volume, “Common Theoretical Problems of Semantics”, discusses some the-
oretical achievements in the field. The paper by VKoseska and RRoszko presents a seman-
tic interlanguage for contrastive studies in the context of the MONDILEX project. The paper
by M.Korytkowska discusses some interlanguage problems in contrastive studies. The paper by
VKoseska and AMazurkiewicz is dedicated to the constructing catalogue of temporal situations.
M.Piasecki’s paper discusses a problem of the automated extraction of lexical meanings from a
corpus, namely a case study of potentialities and limitations. The interactive discovery of onto-
logical knowledge for modelling Language resources is considered in the paper by A.Wlodarczyk.
The paper by H.Wlodarczyk presents some ontological issues for modelling aspect and modality
semantics.

Part II of the volume is “Problems of Semantics and their Representaionin Slavic Digital Lex-
icography”. The paper by L. Iomdin discusses new developments of representing semantics in the
digital combinatorial dictionaries of the ETAP-3 System. The paper by L.Dimitrova, V.Koseska,
R.Dutsova and R.Panova describes the design and development of the first Bulgarian-Polish
online dictionary. V. Shyrokov’s paper deals with theoretic problems of lexicographic systems.
The paper by D. Fišer and T.Erjavec presents a proposal for semantic concordances in Slovene.
A syntactic-semantic treebank for domain ontology creation is described in the paper by K. Simov
and P.Osenova. M. Šimková, R.Garabík and L.Dimitrova present the design of a multilingual
terminology database prototype. The dictionary of Slovak collocations was described in the pa-
per by P.Ďurčo, R.Garabík, D.Majchráková and M.Ďurčo. A. Przepiórkowski’s paper presents
a comparison of two morphosyntactic tagsets of Polish. The paper by R.Roszko and D.Roszko
describes morphosyntactic specifications for Polish and Lithuanian.The paper by R.Roszko anal-
yses differences between the morphosyntactic descriptions for Polish verbs and MULTEXT-East
morphosyntactic specifications from the point of view of a prospective unification.

Part III of the volume is dedicated to some semantic problems of contrastive studies of Slavic
languages and related topics. The paper by S.Timoshenko and O. Shemanaeva discusses lexical
functions in Bulgarian and Russian. J. Satoła-Staśkowiak’s paper deals with the translation of
Polish uninflected present participle in Bulgarian literature — on the basis of Adam Mickiewicz’s
‘Pan Tadeusz’. M.Dushkin’s paper presents exponents of adnumeral approximation in Polish and
Russian. The paper by O.Bugakov analyses definitions of prepositions, conjunctions and particles
in explanatory dictionaries. E.Gwiazdecka’s paper examines the semantic description of Polish
verbal prefix.The lexicographic representation of relational nouns is discussed in the paper by
P.Osenova.

Part IV of the volume is a collection of abstracts of short presentations at the Workshop.

The workshop in Warsaw was highly useful and efficient. The editors hope that the presented
contributions will be of interest to both lexicographers and computer scientists.

V.Koseska, L.Dimitrova, R.Roszko
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Common Theoretical Problems of Semantics





Semantic Interlanguage and Contrastive Studies★

Violetta Koseska-Toszewa, Roman Roszko

Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland
amaz@inetia.pl ; roman.roszko@ispan.waw.pl

Abstract. The analysis of the language confrontation issues presented in the paper shows
the imperfection of the results of research where two or more languages are compared based
on a formal inventory, i.e. the so-called morpho-syntactical features and values. The use
of interlanguage as a language of consistent and simple notions helps overcome the formal
barrier, and ensures that the individual confronted languages are always referred to the
same meaning plane, known traditionally as tertium comparationis. The results of research
on natural languages obtained based on a confrontation with a semantic interlanguage are
comparable and have an equal status.

1 Interlanguage

Interlanguage (tertium comparationis) is a language used for comparing two or more natural
languages.

2 Contrastive linguistics

Contrastive (confrontative) linguistics is a field of synchronous linguistics with both theoretical and
practical applications[14]. When contrastive studies deal with analysing differences and similarities
for practical purposes (didactic or translation-related ones), we refer to them as a field of applied
linguistics, connected first of all with teaching foreign languages. We can also single out the stream
of research on the machine translation theory with a high degree of materialization.

2.1. In turn, we speak of theoretical contrastive studies in the case when they concern univer-
sal linguistic issues and use methods of language studies, aimed at isolating from languages the
elements which are either common or different for them.

With respect to research methods used, as well as the use of synchronous approach, theoret-
ical contrastive studies are close to typological studies, but differ from the latter in the aim of
description. Typological studies lead to classification of languages, while contrastive studies — to
systemic analysis of the compared languages. Moreover, typological classification of languages is
based on revealing such differences between languages which can be used as a basis for exhaus-
tive classification of many natural languages, while contrastive analysis is limited to just a few
(most often, two) languages. Hence the sphere of contrastive studies is more modest than that of
typological studies, see ([15], [14], [3, p. 366–456]).

2.2. Applied contrastive studies have used, and still use, the following basic notions, which are
worth reminding here:

Primary language (or home language, native language) is the first language system which we
master in childhood. Learning of any language later in life is based on mastering equivalents for
the home language.

The starting language, according to A. Szulc [13], is the language being the point of reference
in the practical process of teaching a foreign language. As a rule, it is the primary language,
though exceptions from that rule may occur. This can be especially the case when learning the
second foreign language, where the starting language may be the first foreign language (this is, for
★ The study and preparation of these results have received funding from the FP7 under grant agreement
Mondilex.
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example, the language situation of a Pole, who after mastering Serbian and Croatian is learning
Albanian).

The target language is the opposite of the starting language. This term denotes the foreign
language, either first or some in a row, being the target of teaching. The object language is the
language which directly expresses the contents. Its opposite is the meta language, i.e. a language
used for describing another language. In Szulc’s opinion [13], one should point out the fact that
in bilingual dictionaries the target language represents the object language, while the starting
language (attention!) is the metalanguage for the former.

The interlanguage is not only related to theoretical contrastive studies. The term itself was
coined by Selinker in 1969, in his talk at the 2nd International Congress of Applied Linguistics in
Cambridge. During it, Selinker said that interlanguage is the “type of competences in the target
language which is the product of the competences in the home language and the target language
system” (See [12]). However, this definition fails to tell us what type of competences in the target
language are referred to. We also have a problem of another nature, which we will discuss in more
detail below.

As we can see, both the term “interlanguage” and the notion itself are relatively new. Together
with the progressing development of the contrastive grammar theory, they may have been used not
necessarily in line with Selinker’s intention. In the hitherto developed contrastive descriptions, a
selected language, usually a foreign language for the recipient, was compared to another language,
usually the recipient’s home language. With such an approach, the description consisted first of
all in translating the surface constructions, characteristic for the foreign language and unknown to
the recipient, and their comparison with the constructions of the recipient’s home language. This
type of studies focused on a very detailed (and providing a lot of valuable information, by the way)
description of selected means for expressing given contents, whereby other means for expressing
the same contents, often equally important for the characteristics of the whole language system,
were totally disregarded.

However, in the case when the starting point for the contrastive description is the system of
formal categories of the language, the researchers often reach a quite erroneous conclusion, e.g. the
conclusion that Polish lacks the imperceptive modality or the definiteness/indefiniteness category
viewed as a semantic one. As a further consequence, comparison of languages which are relatively
remote typologically (which is the case with Bulgarian and Polish) in line with the traditions of
language confrontation does not give and has never given any guarantee for revealing problems
not noticed or described yet, and has never offered chances for viewing the issues discussed in
single-language descriptions from another, new perspective.

2.3. Traditional contrastive studies were treated in a reserved way, because researchers had in
mind solely studies comparing formal facts in one language with formal facts in another language.
Typology had necessarily an advantage over this type of contrastive studies, for it had at its
disposal a richer sand more diverse language material. However, typological studies might be of
greater importance for the natural language description theory only when observations of the
compared languages will proceed in the direction from the meaning to the form, and will refer
to an equal extent to each of the studied languages. This requirement is doubtlessly difficult to
meet in the cases when a researcher has at his/her disposal material from, say, 40 languages, but
knows only a few of them well, and interprets facts from others based on the subject literature
only. Indeed, it is well-known that the language phenomena considered in it are not treated in a
uniform way. Another problem is the phenomenon of terminological polisemy.

2.4. Doubtlessly, also in this case a good methodological solution would be an interlanguage
used for objective and equal comparison of meanings and forms of the examined languages. How-
ever, development of such a language is an extremely difficult task, even if we are comparing
two languages only. An equally difficult task is a description leading from analysing the content
plane towards formal analysis of the considered languages, but such a description guarantees the
maximum advantage for the recipient.
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3 Interlanguage in the Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar

The Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar team undertook to execute these two methodological
tasks, well aware of the difficulties involved in them (see [1]). The team rejected a description
going from language A as the starting point to language B as the goal, and started working on
development of an interlanguage. In order to separate descriptive descriptions of a single language
from contrastive descriptions, it was necessary to clearly distinguish between the notion of a
metalanguage describing a single language from that of an interlanguage, which constitutes a tool
for comparing at least two language systems.

3.1. Thus the notion of a metalanguage differs from that of an interlanguage first of all in the
fact that a metalanguage is used for describing one given language, while an interlanguage is a
tool for comparing at least two language systems. In our approach, it is also a semantic language,
which consists of semantic categories and notions necessary for their description.

3.2. It is worth noting that an interlanguage keeps developing and acquiring new notions as
the research progresses. In our opinion, the most important requirement during its development
is that the interlanguage be built based on theories which do not lead to a contradiction. For
example, when building the basic semantic units used to describe the linguistic category of defi-
niteness/indefiniteness in the interlanguage, we can use either the reference theory or the definite
description theory. However, a simultaneous use of both the theories is not recommended, since it
leads to internal inconsistencies in the concept system of the interlanguage. This can be seen in the
works which do not separate the notions chosen here as an example, such as reference and definite
description. Already from Volume 2 GKBP [5] we can see that a description choosing as a starting
point Bulgarian formal language means is quite different from a description oriented at Polish
formal language means. One the reasons for this is the more expanded morphological plane of the
means expressing the notions of definiteness and indefiniteness in Bulgarian compared to Polish
(see also [6]). This is, among others, why replacing the interlanguage by one of the contrasted
languages together with its metalanguage would be a major methodological error — and this is
how this issue is treated in most of the contrastive works we know.

3.3. The interlanguage for comparing Polish and Bulgarian within the semantic category of
definiteness/indefiniteness is based on the assumption on the quantificational character of that
category. Its basic notion of uniqueness (uniqueness of an element or uniqueness of a set) can
be written down using the linguistic iota-operator, that of existentiality — using an existential
quantificational expression, and of universality — using a universal quantificational expression (see
[5], [4]).

3.4. The interlanguage needed for comparing Polish and Bulgarian within the semantic cate-
gory of time and modality is based first of all on Petri net theory. For example, the notions of state,
event and process are distinguished as units of the interlanguage in exactly the same way as
they are defined in the net theory. Also the metalanguage for that interlanguage, i.e. the language
expressing the above notions, see e.g. places, transitions and arrows in the net, is described in
accordance with the definition of the interlanguage. The notions corresponding to modality types,
such as conditionality, hypotheticality or imperceptiveness, are also distinguished, and interpreted
in accordance with the net-based (granular/discrete/non-continuous) description of the semantic
category of modality adopted in our network volume. For example, conditionality is captured in
terms of branchings and forks in the net and the cause-effect law combining states and events;
hypotheticality is connected with free choice nets; and imperceptiveness is directly connected to
the global state.

4 State, event, process

The scope of the notions of state, event and process, known from the literature describing tempo-
ral, aspectual and modal phenomena in natural languages is not uniform. “Unfortunately,” wrote
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Lyons in 1977, “there is no appropriate term which would encompass states on the one hand, and
events, processes and actions on the other hand” [7, p. 101]. The above quotation illustrates the
multifarious applications of the English terms state and event in linguistics (see also [8]).

4.1. Also in logic, from which linguistics has borrowed these notions, they were not distin-
guished very strictly before the development of Petri net theory in the 1960s [9]. As a result, the
terms “state” and “event” were also used in different senses, and even interchangeably. For example,
B.Russell was of the opinion that the world could consist of events, with each of them occupying
a specific dimension of the timespace (. . . ) and that one could make a bundle of events which
could be considered as appearances of a “single thing”. He assumed that “each event occupies a
determined and limited part of space and time, and that it occurs simultaneously with an infinite
number of other events, which partially, but not wholly, occupy the same section of the times-
pace. A mathematician who wants to operate with points-moments can construct them with help
of mathematical logic out of overlapping sets of events” [11, p. 11, 15, 116]. When introducing
temporal notions to his theory of grammatical tenses, Reichenbach spoke of event, reference and
speech points. In the sentence Piotr szedł. [Piotr was walking], an “event point” is the moment
when Piotr was walking, and the “reference point” is the time between the event point and the
speech point. For Reichenbach, the notion of “event spread” existed too. “English” — he wrote
— “uses the active participle of the present tense, known as Present Participle, to mark that a
given event covers a certain period of time”, see e.g. the sentence with the continuing event I
had been seeing John. As we can see, Reichenbach does not use the notion of “state”, extending
instead the meaning of the “event” notion. In the literature, the terms state and event were used
interchangeably, without being separated like e.g. in the works of Petri [9].

5 Grammar dictionaries

In grammar dictionaries, terms of the type: state, event, process appeared in various meanings,
depending on the individual theory. This cannot be allowed in the interlanguage describing con-
trasted languages — the interlanguage can only contain unambiguous terms and strictly defined
notions. Indeed — this requirements follows from the purpose for which it is used. Thanks to the
interlanguage, we can compare different languages in a reliable way, i.e. so that specific contents are
represented by different formal means in the compared languages, and the languages are treated
equally. See the semantic interlanguage in Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar [4].

6 Selected notions of the interlanguage with elements of its
metalanguage

Collective quantitative quantification / collective quantification (concerns quantifica-
tion2). This kind of quantification is related to multiple quantification, which reveals itself as
detailing of the quantitative characteristics of multi-element sets. Collective quantification consists
in assigning the property following from predication P to the whole given set ((A)P (A)). Collective
quantification does not imply distributive quantification.
Current state. A state including the speech state; besides the speech state, it includes also other
states, coexistent with that state.
Differentiation between states and events. This is an essential feature of Petri nets. Each
event ends or begins a state; two different states following one another must be divided by some
event, which ends one of them and begins the next one. Similarly, between two events following
each other there is always a state (which can be described e.g. as follows: <<the first event has
already occurred, and the second one has not occurred yet>>).
Definitive quantitative quantification / quantitative definiteness (concerns quantifica-
tion2). Precise determination of the number [or quantity] of objects, events and states. Singularity
always satisfies the conditions of quantitative definiteness. In case of multiplicity, an indefiniteness
characteristics is also possible.
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Distributive quantitative quantification / distributive quantification (concerns quantifi-
cation2). It is related to multiple quantification, which reveals itself as detailing of the quantitative
characteristics of multi-element sets. Distributive quantification consists in assigning the property
following from predication P to each element of the given set ((∀a ∈ A)P (a)). In other words, for
each a belonging to the set A, it holds that a possesses the properties following from predication
P.
Eternal state. This is a state that neither has nor ever will be broken by any event. However,
such states are of no importance for dynamic aspects of the described situations.
Event. A point on the time axis being a border between states. An event cannot be extended in
time — it does not last. An event ends the existence of some state and/or begins the existence of
another one. For example, the four seasons of the year are states; the equinoxes and solstices are
events; the spring equinox (event) separates winter (state) from spring (state). Each event begins
or ends some state. Between two events following one another, there is always some state.
Existentiality, see scope-based existential quantification
Future state. A state being one of the possible consequences of the speech state.
Global state. Global state consists of the states of all objects in a given situation, in opposition
to a local state which only involves one or a few objects in that situation. For example, in the
situation: “door, windows” a local state is <<the door is closed>>, and a global state will be
<<the door is closed, the windows are open>>. We can say that a global state is a special case of
a local state since it includes, as mentioned above, all objects of the situation, while a local state
includes one or some of them.
Incomplete quantification Insufficient formal differentiation of the quantification types (unique,
existential, universal), resulting from ambiguity of quantification exponents. The kind of quantifi-
cation is determined in strict cooperation with the context or situation (which includes also a
minimum knowledge of the extra-language world common for the sender and the recipient).
Indefinitive quantitative quantification / quantitative indefiniteness (concerns quanti-
fication2). Approximate determination of the number or quantity of objects, events and states.
Quantitative indefiniteness is never connected with singularity — it concerns multiplicity only.
Local state. A property of a certain selected object (or objects) of the described reality. Local
states constitute interpretations of single network places: a marked place corresponds to occurrence
of the property, and an unmarked place — to its non-occurrence. Events occur locally, i.e. they
change local states. If we want to describe the real world in a natural language, we must refer
in it to local states; certain modal forms of a natural language reflect effects of the locality of
states. According to Petri net theory, with a given local state we can associate a set of global
states — namely, all the states which are compliant with the local state in the given fragment of
the universe.
In the semantic structure of an imperceptive sentence, a local state is connected with occurrence
of an obligatory feature — participation of more than one observer in the net, which constitutes a
representation of a primary information act (primary information situation) that is being related
by the current sender.
Multiplicity. See multiple quantitative quantification.
Numerical quantification, see quantification2
Past state. A state whose consequences include the speech state.
Precedence — succession relation. Succession relation, see the arrow in networks. Precedence,
succession and simultaneousness do not depend on the speech state only. This is because the states
and events mentioned can refer to states and events which had occurred before the speech state,
to those simultaneous with the speech state, and finally to states and events which occurred after
the speech state, rather than directly to the state of speech.
Present state. See current state.
Process. A process is a configuration of states and events in the network representation. The
basic argument of the proponents of the linear approach to describing time is their perceived need
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for introducing a notion of a process in which a certain quantity (or quantities) change(s) in a
continuous way. Let us consider, for example, the process described in words as “X is growing”.
In the linear (continuous) representation, the process is represented by a section expressing the
period of growing. In the network (discrete) representation, this notion is represented by the state
of <<growing>>, either together with the events beginning that state or without them. The
description of phenomena on a linear scale is a special example of the network description, i.e. the
network description is a generalization of the well-known and commonly used method of describing
temporal phenomena. All that can be expressed in a linear model can be expressed in a network
model of the same complexity degree. However, the network model allows for a concise description
of situations which in a linear description would require introducing a great number of variants.

Quantification, see quantification1 and quantification2. Operation of binding variables with a
quantifier (numerical, universal, existential one, or iota-operator).

Quantification1 / (=logical quantification) / scope-based quantification, see quantifying.
Quantification1 is related to logical quantifying. The use of generally accepted definitions of logical
quantifiers (the universal and existential ones) and of the iota-operator allows us to single out three
basic notions whose meanings are determined by the language exponents of logical quantification
[10, p. 211–255] and definite description [11, p. 253–293], see [5]. Quantification of natural language
expressions can concern names (first order logic), but also predicates (second order logic). A
quantifier transforms a logical predicate into a logical sentence — hence predication is not identified
with quantification. Quantification is not a “syntactical operation” which transforms a sentential
function into a sentence, but a mechanism which reveals a semantic relationship between the
quantified object (a single one or a set) and the truth-based method of forming sentences. For
example, the set (¶X)<<is a two-legged featherless being>> is the only set satisfying the predicate
P (X), where P (X) means ‘X is the set of all humans’.
Each quantification used in a sentence decreases the number of (free) variables of the quantified
predicate. It seems natural to classify a unique substitution of an object for a certain variable of
a predicate as quantification, since such an operation also decreases the number of free variables.
This is the way the iota-operator was treated in the works of Barwise and Cooper [2, p. 159–219],
where the quantificative model concerned, though, the nominal phrase only, and in Volume 2 of
the Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar [5], where the quantificative model concerned also the
verbal phrase and the whole sentence. The notions of the iota-operator and the unique quantifier
are synonymous there.

Quantification2 / quantitative quantification (=numerical quantification). Quantifica-
tion2 is not related to logical quantifying. This is an operation of binding individual variables
occupying an argument position with a numerical quantifier. It assigns objects, events and states
quantitative characteristics, which in case of discrete things is determined by counting them (e.g.
two books, he was late twice, he has read this book twice), and in case of non-discrete things —
by their measurement based on agreed units (e.g. hectare of land, litre of milk, bottle of beer). In
opposition to scope-based quantification, it does not transform a logical predicate into a logical
sentence, and does not bind variables. The value of quantitative quantification is read outside the
context and the situation — but requires a minimum knowledge of the world.

Quantifying (logical quantifying). A unary function transforming free variables into bound
variables. This phenomenon concerns both the level of the verbum group (e.g. to come — he came
exactly then) or the nomen group (tree — exactly this tree) and the level of both these groups
together (Jan|to read — (this) Jan is reading exactly now). Quantifying transforms a sentential
form (= logical predicate) into a sentential function (=logical sentence). The expression bound in
the process of quantifying at the same time determines the scope of that quantification process
(man — this man | some man | some man over twenty | some people | every man | all people,
etc.). For more details on that subject, see quantification 1.

Quantitative multiple quantification / multiple quantification / multiplicity (concerns
quantification2). This kind of quantification is opposite to quantitative quantification of singularity,
and is a basic subcategory of the semantic category of quantity which consists in binding an
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individual variable occupying an argument position with a numerical quantifier having a value
different from one, exactly one, once, exactly once.
Quantitative quantification, see quantification2
Reachablestate. This is a state which can be reached from the initial configuration.
Scope-based existential quantification / existential quantification / existentiality (con-
cerns quantification1). A unary function transforming free variables into bound variables of the
form (∃x)P , which precedes predicate P in the semantically-logical structure of the sentence.
Existentiality concerns objects, states, events and processes.
Scope-based quantification, see quantification1, quantifying. This kind of quantification is con-
nected with quantifying and encompasses all quantification issues except numerical quantification.
Scope-based quantification of time / quantification of states and events (concerns
quantification1). It is connected with quantifying taking place within the verbum group. Ele-
ments subject to quantifying include single states, single events and processes, which are defined
as sequences of states and events. It can take unique, existential or universal values.
Scope-based unique quantification / unique quantification / uniqueness (concerns quan-
tification1). A unary function transforming free variables into bound variables of the form (1)
({x)P (x) or (2) ({X)P (X) , which precedes predicate P in the semantically-logical structure of
the sentence. Uniqueness concerns objects, events, states and processes.
Scope-based universal quantification / universal quantification / universality (concerns
quantification1). A unary function transforming free variables into bound variables of the form
(∀x ∈ X)P , which precedes predicate P in the semantically-logical structure of the sentence.
Universality concerns objects, states, events and processes
Singularity, see singular quantitative quantification
Singular quantitative quantification / singular quantification / singularity (concerns
quantification2). This is a basic subcategory of the semantic category of quantity opposite to
multiplicity, which consists in binding an individual variable occupying an argument position with
a numerical quantifier having the value one, exactly one, once, exactly once.
Speech state. This state coincides with the information sender state. The speech state determines
all states continuing in the present, and indirectly determines the states continuing in the past
and the events occurring in the past, as well as the possibility of existence of states and events in
the future.
State. This is a property of a certain object of reality. In the discrete approach to process descrip-
tion, a paradigm of a state is its duration. Each state lasts for a certain time. Two different states
following one another are separated by some event, which begins the new state and ends the old
one.
Strength of a quantification meaning (concerns quantification1). This is separation of mean-
ing differences within the same quantification using the labels of strong and weak quantification
meaning, singled out based on secondary semantic properties of expressions. The strength of a
quantification meaning is determined by the position of the quantifier in the semantic structure of
the sentence. If the quantifier has the broadest scope in the semantic structure of the sentence, i.e.
if it covers with its scope all other quantifiers present in the semantic structure of the sentence,
then we speak of a strong quantification meaning. If the quantifier’s position is within the scope
of other quantifiers contained in the semantic structure of the sentence, then such a quantification
meaning is termed weak.
Uniqueness, see scope-based singular quantification
Universality, see scope-based universal quantification

7 Conclusions

Traditional dictionaries of grammatical notions find their reflection only in the language for which
they have been developed. Hence we cannot say that the individual dictionaries of grammatical
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notions for arbitrary two languages are comparable with each other. The more languages we
compare, the greater disproportion we note between the grammatical notions contained in the
dictionaries of those notions for the individual languages. Such divergences can be illustrated on
the example of the morphological definiteness/indefiniteness category. So let us compare:

(a) In English, the morphological definiteness/indefiniteness category is based on the opposition
between the use of the definite prepositional article the (used for both singular and plural nouns)
to the indefinite article a/an (positional variants — used for singular nouns only).

(b) The same category in Bulgarian is based on the opposition between the use of the postpo-
sitional article -�t/-a to the so-called morphological zero.

(c) In turn, in Baltic languages, this category is formed by the opposition between qualitative
adjectives and participles with complex (pronoun-based) flexion, and qualitative adjectives and
participles with simple flexion. Its scope does not cover simple expressions founded on a noun
alone.

The examples given above reveal substantial differences of not only formal but also meaning-
related character (built based on a formal plan different for each language). Hence one can neither
compare the formal exponents, nor — even less so — the meaning planes created based on non-
uniform exponents with different usages in each of the presented languages.

The recently fashionable dictionaries of morphosyntactical features and values developed for
multiple languages do not go beyond the formal plane either. Hence the individual categories,
features and their values, though given the same name for several languages, need not describe the
same language phenomenon. An example of this is the newest transformation of the meaning of
the Croatian aorist form, whose use in the texts refers to the use of e.g. the Lithuanian perfectum
form. Another example we can also give here is the problem of participles, e.g. in Polish and
Lithuanian. The differences in the formal plane are substantial: 4 forms of Polish participles (with
high restrictions on their creations) compared to 18 Lithuanians forms (created arbitrarily for each
verb). What is more, Lithuanian formally differentiates the form of the same participle depending
on the function it performs in the sentence, e.g. dirbąs – dirbantis (both participium praesenti
activi, sg. masc.): Jis dirbąs. ‘He is allegedly working now’ and dirbantis žmogus ‘a working man’.
No analogous formal operation is known in Polish. In the content plan, each use of a Polish
participle cane be rendered using a Lithuanian participle — but the reverse operation is not
possible. The fact that there is no reflexivity in the use of Polish and Lithuanian participles
discredits the use of traditional methods of so-called formal language confrontation.

A commonly known, though seemingly only too frequently unnoticed fact, is that languages
differ from each other first of all in the formal plane — while the meaning plane is the universe
which connects both genetically related and unrelated languages.
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The Issue of Interlanguage in Contrastive Studies
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Abstract. The approach presented in the paper motivates syntactical phenomena by se-
mantic features of predicative units, as well as by the specific structure of the argument
places opened by those units. The objects contained within those places are carriers of
states in the sense of net theory, but describing that sphere solely by its relations to states
and events does not exhaust the whole problem area. The paper presents an outline of an
apparatus of analysis starting with the semantic plane, in which the elements of the in-
terlanguage are classes of semantic predicates and the set of predicate-argument positions
defined by positions at possibly simple predicates. The paper also shows problems connected
with the condensation phenomena. As an effect of such phenomena, some elements of the
semantic structure are only realized superficially, and functions of argument phrases might
be sometimes neutralized.

1. It is well-known that defining the functions of sentential elements (and hence their semantic
statuses) has an extremely long tradition in linguistic. By way of example, we can quote here terms
like agens, paciens, logical subject, subject, etc. For a very long time, linguists defined this type of
terms using definitions having an intuitive character and not formulated explicitly, which prevented
verification. Hence e.g. agens was defined as the process initiator / process source / actor, etc.;
paciens — as a goal/ object / substance at which the agens’ action was targeted, etc. Though
the functions of phrases were only defined in such a detailed way for the formal class of verbs
allowing the so-called passive transformation, one can note that such an approach failed to take
into consideration the multi-functionality of language forms, and hence a certain conventionality
of the language with respect to the placement of phrases in the sentential structure. Thus e.g. in
case of the Polish verb wypraszać[wheedle, plead]:

wypraszać coś u kogoś [wheedle sb. out of sth.] — e.g. Piotr wyprosił u przyjaciół milion złotych.
— the phrase milion złotych—as an accusative one, has the paciens’ function in this approach,
while in case of dopraszać, prosić [plead,beg;ask] — the phrase does not have such function any
longer, see

dopraszać się czegoś u kogoś [beg sb. for sth.] — e.g. Piotr doprasza się miliona złotych u
przyjaciół.

prosić kogoś o coś [ask sb. for sth.] — e.g. Piotr prosi przyjaciół o milion złotych.
The reasons are formal here: a) the impossibility of carrying out a passive transformation in

case of dopraszać (see the grammatically incorrect *Milion złotych jest dopraszany przez Piotra.),
or the choice of the phrase przyjaciół for the syntactic position of the direct object (whence that
phrase rather than milion złotych has the paciens’ function). In fact, such an approach often led
to identifying the position of the syntactic subject (a phrase congruent with verbum finitum) with
the agens’ position, and the position of the direct object’s phrase—with the paciens’1. position.

A serious attempt to develop a theory which would enable defining the functions of phrases in
semantic terms, and allow for equal treatment of all phrase positions in the sentence (including
the subject position), was the theory developed by L.Tesnière [9], who recognized the verbum
as the core whose features determine the number and the value of the individual actants. This
breakthrough was of a revolutionary character; it was also the first attempt to create terms which
were to enable comparison of different language systems. However, the definitions developed by
Tesnière for the individual actants were still of non-explicit character, and the values assigned to
the individual actants in the analysed examples clearly point out that also this time the position
of the so-called 1st actant was identified with the subject position, of the 2nd actant — with the
1 A broader review of theoretical positions on those issues can be found in [5].
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direct object’s position, of the 3rd actant — with the indirect object’s position (as a rule, this
is a prepositional phrase), etc. Thus e.g. in the sentence Le livre me plaît. the phrase le livre
is recognized as the 1st actant, which contradicts the definition of the latter position, assigning
the 1st actant active participation in a given process. Such a theoretical apparatus turns out to
be ineffective as well in the analysis of sentences from different languages which correspond to
each other. Hence e.g. for the sentences eng. I miss you. and French Vous me manquez. , the 1st
actant’s position is assigned to the phrase I in English and to the phrase Vous in French [9, p.
288], though any person who can understand those sentences refers the phrase I to the phrase me,
and the theory should be able to interpret that fact.

It is difficult to outline her even most briefy the consecutive theoretical propositions referring
to that problem area [8], [2], [1]. Doubtlessly, the next breakthrough attempt to refer to it was
the theory of so-called semantic cases proposed by Ch. Fillmore [3]. However, also in that case
the definitions were not based on the structure of the language (including the structure of the
dictionary of a given language), but rather refered to the extra- language world and did not have
the character of an explication. Thus e.g. Dative was defined as ‘the case of an animate being
encompassed by an action’, and e.g. Objective — as the case of ‘things that are encompassed by
an action or state’, etc. [3, p. 24]. The theory also failed to take into consideration the fact that the
semantic structure of the verbum often results from more or less advanced condensation processes
— and hence semantic analysis should reach deeper, giving the chance to take into consideration
the fact that opening of certain argument positions might stem from reduction of certain fragments
of the semantic structure.

2. Doubtlessly, it is difficult to interpret functions of the syntactical positions of phrases in
the structure of the sentence. The said functions, analyzed based on the surface structure, are not
semantically distinct, and the syntactical positions of phrases are multi-functional. The basis for
the analysis seems to be the unquestionable and already widely popular thesis on the influence
of semantic features of the predicate, i.e. the number and type argument places opened by the
predicate, on the shape taken by the structure of the sentence. However, when taking that thesis
into consideration, we cannot disregard the semantic structure of the verbum that realizes the
predicate’s position. Hence we can easily show the complexity of the semantic structure of e.g. the
causatives class, and refer it to the surface realization. It turns out that a number of components
of that structure, which is reflected by a paraphrase with analytic features, permanently fails to be
realized in the surface structure, and that only some of its fragments can be selected and placed
in the surface structure. Basically, a causative predicate opens two positions for propositional
arguments: p′ causes that p′′ happens, see e.g.: To, że Kasia zrobiła awanturę(p′), spowodowało to,
że powstało wielkie zamieszanie (p′′).

The above implies that the argument positions relevant for the surface structure can be deter-
mined on the level of paraphrases with analytic features which contain lexical units functioning in
the language and possibly simple semantically — implementations of semantically simple predi-
cates. On that level, we can establish in an explicit way the definitions for the individual so-called
predicate-argument positions2. These will be kinds of labels which are associated with a specific
place at a certain type of possibly simple semantically predicate3. Placement of the individual
types of predicate-argument positions in the surface structure of the sentence (i.e. features of the
surface valence of the verbum) is, as already pointed out above, to a large extent a conventional
(or: idiomatic) matter in a given language. Hence we can examine the tendency for placing certain
types of arguments in certain syntactical places (e.g. in the subject), but it is easy to show that
this is not the one and only position. Thus, for example, verba with a causative structure often
admit to the subject position phrases located in that position in various ways, which is disclosed
by paraphrasing, see e.g.: Paweł wgniótł maskę samochodu. — Paweł zrobił coś, co spowodowało,
że maska samochodu jest wgnieciona. / Skała wgniotła maskę samochodu. — Stało się coś ze

2 A detailed description of such a model and of its application to contrastive analysis is given in [5].
3 It should be pointed out that the terms used for specifying predicate-argument positions recall Fillmore’s
ones, but their definitions and usage are different.
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skałą (see Spadająca z góry skała), co spowodowało, że maska samochodu jest wgnieciona. Hence it
is also difficult to agree with the conception of anthropocentric features of the sentential structure,
since in causative structures subject phrases often constitute a partial realization of the argument
p′, and at nominalization of that argument, the realization of both the predicate and its arguments
is possible, see e.g. Stoczenie się skały ze zbocza wgniotło maskę samochodu. Of course, a number of
verbal units which admit causative interpretation represent such an advanced degree of semantic
structure condensation that the full structure of p’ can no longer be realized superficially, see e.g.
Piotr poinformował Annę o decyzji syna. — Piotr sprawił, że Anna wie o decyzji syna.

3. The composition of the set of predicate-argument positions should, it seems, be suggested
by the analysis of the degree of their relevance for the description of both the semantic plane
and the formal plane. Hence in case of e.g. a description of two languages we should take into
consideration the need to distinguish such categories for both the systems (at least in one of them,
the given value should be characterized by a certain degree of grammarization)4. In so short a
study, we can only give a general idea of the applied analysis apparatus, illustrating it on a few
selected examples taken from Polish and Bulgarian.

3.1. The argument position Experiencer (Exp) is determined by the class of predicators (that is,
verbs and predicative verbo-nominal units) that refer to processes taking places in the individual’s
mind or the emotional sphere of an indvidual, as well as sensations received by the senses. That
position is determined by the position of x at such predicators as Pol. x czuje / widzi / słyszy
/ wie (że ˆS’); Bulg. x quvstvuva / vi�da / quva / znae (qeˆS′). Hence those predicators
represent second order predicates, opening one of the positions for a propositional argument. The
Exp position can be fulfilled by entities characterized as [+Anim] (or, more narrowly, [+Hum]), and
the predicator refers to states / events beyond the control of that individual, which is witnessed by
the impossibility of providing a context for a causative sentence characterized voluntatively, or for
an intentional sentence (occurrence of a voluntative context implies the possibility of controlling
the process / state), see e.g. the grammatical incorrectness of: Pol. *Tęsknię, ponieważ tak chcę.
— *Tęsknię, abyś był zadowolony. / Bulg. * T�guvam, pone�e iskam taka | *T�guvam za
da si dovolen. The argument position defined in this way is assigned to predicators with which
sentences allow for an explication of the above type, regardless of the location of the phrase. Hence,
for example, that position will occur in the argument structure of the verb Pol. podobać się and
Bulg. haresvam, though the location of Exp in the structure of sentences from both the languages
may differ, and the issue is determined by a paraphrase — assignment of the position of x at a
predicate referring to feelings to a certain phrase (i.e., the decision which of the phrases performs
the function of x at the predicator czuć), see e.g.:

Pol. Anna spodobała się Marysi. — here: Marysi (Exp) as NP. in the dative.
Bulg. Mari� haresala Ivanka. | Mari� (Exp) as the subject NP.
Such an analysis of the set of predicators which open a position for Exp on the semantic level

allows for determining its distribution in each of the examined languages, the ways of its placement,
and possible preferences or conditionings for its location, etc. We should distinguish here two basic
sets, formed by non-causative and causative verbs. An extensive analysis of material from both
languages allows us to determine its position at non-causative predicators as systemically labile.
Most often, it is placed in the subject phrase or in a position beyond the subject (direct or indirect
object)5. In case of causative predicators, a phrase with the value Exp is placed beyond the subject
position, see e.g. the class of information verbs, which open a position for a propositional argument
and for the Exp position, and fit within the basic paraphrase for that class, of the type y (Ag)
causes that x (Exp) knows that p′.

Pol. Anna wyjaśniła mi (Exp), dlaczego nie przyszła.
Bulg. Ana mi (Exp) ob�sni, zawo ne e doxla.

4 Such a principle was adopted in the work on the Confrontative Bulgarian-Polish Grammar [GKBP].
5 An extensive analysis of the material is given in [5].
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3.2. The argument position Agentive (Ag) is determined by possibly simple semantically pred-
icators referring to facts of actions, activities. In Polish this is the position of x in expressions of
the type x działa / robi ; Bulg. x pravi / de�stvuva. This position contrasts with the Exp position
discussed above — Agentive is an argument of predicators which refer to processes under the con-
trol of an individual, with respect to which the individual can take a voluntative stand. Hence the
context of sentences with predicators opening an Agentive position may contain causative clauses
with voluntative features or intentional sentences, see e.g.

Pol. Anna wyjeżdża za granicę, ponieważ chce poprawić sobie humor (/ aby poprawić sobie
humor).

Bulg. Ana zaminava za qu�bina, zawoto iska da si podobri nastroenieto (/ za da si
podobri nastroenieto).

Here we should note the possibility of including the position Ag within a propositional argu-
ment opened by the predicator of the main sentence. In such cases, the said predicate-argument
position may be obligatory — the semantic features of the predicate may require the occurrence
of predicators opening a position for Agentive within the propositional argument (and hence in a
clause), see e.g.:

Pol. Piotr zmusił Adama, aby (Adam — Ag) wyszedł z pokoju.
Bulg. Pet�r prinudi Adam (Adam) — (Ag) da izleze ot sta�ta.
Paraphrases of this type of sentences indicate the inclusion of a necessity component within the

propositional argument, see: Piotr zrobił tak, że Adam musiał wyjść z pokoju. The phrase Adam
/ Adam at the object position can be treated here as a specific lifting of the argument position
x (Ag) z p′ (realized by a clause). However, there are cases where the position Exp occurs in the
semantic structure, and the predicator belongs to a class that opens a position for a propositional
argument, which also contains obligatorily an Agentive position. These are information predicators
which mark a propositional argument with regard to necessity / advisability of p′; paraphrases of
those sentences fit within the type y does so that x knows that he/she must/shuold p′, see e.g.:

Pol. Piotr każe Adamowi wyjść z pokoju. (= aby Adam wyszedł z pokoju), / Piotr prosi Adama,
aby (Adam) wyszedł z pokoju.

Bulg. Pet�r zapov�dva na Adam (Adam) da izleze ot sta�ta. / Pet�r moli Adam (Adam)
da izleze ot sta�ta.

Most often, only one of the positions is realized in such sentences (they are denotatively iden-
tical), and one can say that in the surface structure we can observe a kind of flow-down of the Ag
and Exp functions. However, the apparatus used here allows us interpret that fact.

4. Hence the application of the presented apparatus to analysis led from the semantic plane to
the syntactic one allows for a consistent interpretation of phenomena within a single language, as
well as within contrastive analysis. In such an analysis, isolated semantic units constitute the basic
notions, which are units possibly simple semantically (taking into consideration the specifics of the
studied lexical systems). They are later used for the analysis of cases more complicated semantically
— that is, for complex, semantically expanded predicators. Of essential importance here is the
assumption that the basis for interpretation of the set of sentences with a given predicator (i.e.,
a unit with one function = one meaning) is the characteristics in the form of opened positions
assigned to that predicator. Hence e.g. the verb Pol. zachwycać się — v�zhiwavam se has the
structure P(x,p′), and each sentential structure with that verb can be reduced to this semantic
schema, see:

Pol. Anna zachwyca się tym, co widzi przez okno. / Anna zachwyca się górami . / Anna
zachwyca się widokiem gór . / Anna zachwyca się odwagą kolegi . / Anna zachwyca się kolegą .

Bulg. Ana se v�zhiwava ot tova, koeto vi�da prez prozoreca. / Ana se v�zhiwava
ot planinite. / Ana se v�zhiwava ot gledkata na planinata. / Ana se v�zhiwava
ot hrabrostta na kolegata si. / Ana se v�zhiwava ot kolegata si ., etc.

Such an approach enables interpretation of the individual types of sentential structures in ref-
erence to the initial pattern, which amounts to a description of the different processes taking place
in the basic structure of the sentences which realize that pattern. These are processes of multifar-
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ious transformations of the basic structure, including ones which do not result in content losses,
and ones which lead to omitting (for various purposes) parts of the content of that structure6.

4.1. Among processes which do not result in content losses we can rank the process of the so-
called splitting of the propositional argument position (also with its nominalization taking place),
see e.g.:

Pol. To, że Adam zachował się nieodpowiednio, zdziwiło mnie. / Nieodpowiednie za-
chowanie się Adama zdziwiło mnie. — Adam zdziwił mnie tym, jak się zachował (/ swoim
nieodpowiednim zachowaniem).

Bulg. Tova, qe Adam se d�r�exe loxo, me iznenada. /Loxoto d�r�ane na Adam
me iznenada. — Adamme iznenada s tova, qe se d�r�exe loxo (/ s�s svoeto loxo
d�r�ane).

4.2. However, there can also be transformation processes which affect only part of the set of
sentences with a given predicator. This part of the set can be determined in various ways—for
example, by a condition of undefinedness (existentiality or universality) imposed on the phrase
(which needs not be the only limitation, by the way), as in case of the structures of some types of
subject-free sentences:

Pol. Ten dom zbudowano bardzo starannie. (Ktoś / Jacyś ludzie zbudowali ten dom bardzo
starannie).

Bulg. V tova leglo e spano. (N�ko� /Newo (�ivotno) e spal(o) v tova leglo.) / �deno
e ot paniqkata mi. (N�ko� / Newo e �lo ot paniqkata mi.)

In case of a propositional argument, a substantial content reduction might take place7, which
can be related with its undefinedness, often deliberate incomplete statement (though the content
may be also e.g. clear from the context), see:

Pol. To, że Adam zachował się nieodpowiednio, zdziwiło mnie. — Adam zdziwił mnie.
Bulg. Tova, qe Adam se d�r�exe loxo, me iznenada. / Loxoto d�r�ane na Adam me

iznenada. | Adam me iznenada.

5. While in case of analysis progressing from the level of the initial structure to derivative
structures it is relatively easy to interpret the ongoing condensation processes, the reverse direction
of analysis — from the surface structure to the initial structure—may involve certain difficulties.
As shown by the reasoning up to now, in the adopted model unique identification of the functions of
the individual element in the sentence structure is only possible on that level. Hence the analysis
starting from the surface structure should first of all take into consideration semantic features
of the predicator, and reproduce the creation “history” of the surface structure. It must also
distinguish between phrases which constitute realization of the semantic features of the predicator
(=predicate) and the phrases which constitute the so-called added elements (which are fragments
of other predications, like e.g. Sąsiad produkuje zabawki w garażu. = Sąsiad produkuje zabawki i
odbywa się to w garażu.).

5.1. This process may lead to a certain neutralization of phrase functions, which can cause
difficulties in assigning them an argument position in the initial structure. So, for example, the
position of the phrase Karol is unclear in sentences of the type:

Pol. Karol mnie zaskoczył. — see: a) To, co zrobił Karol, mnie zaskoczyło.; b) To, jaki jest
Karol, mnie zaskoczyło. Only a) admits interpretation of the phrase Karol as an Agentive argument
position. This is connected with the fact that the verb does not impose the obligatory condition
of opening that position on the set of predicators admitted to the subject sentence.

In case of the verb Pol. szkodzić8, which is a causative verb with the argument structure
P(p, q), content reduction processes can concern both arguments (the semantic structure contains
a negative assessment of (the possibility of) the realization of q), see:

6 For analysis of nominalization process for sentences which realize a propositional argument, see [7]
7 More broadly on processes which lead to content reduction see [6].
8 Not in the sense ‘szkodzić zdrowiu’ [to be bad for health], like e.g. Brak snu szkodzi. / To lekarstwo
szkodzi.
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To, że Adam wysyła skargi, szkodzi temu, jak Piotr awansuje (/ wygrywa konkurs / aby był
zdrowy).

= To, że Adam postępuje w ten sposób sprawia / powoduje, że to, że Piotr awansuje (/ wygrywa
konkurs / jest zdrowy) jest utrudnione / jest realizowane w niekorzystny sposób (etc.).

This verb ten admits a far-reaching reduction in the elements of the basic sentential structure
and realization of both p and q through their object arguments. See:

Wysyłanie skarg przez Adama szkodzi awansowi / wygranej / zdrowiu Piotra .
Adam szkodzi awansowi / wygranej / zdrowiu Piotra wysyłaniem skarg .
Adam szkodzi awansowi / wygranej / zdrowiu Piotra .
Adam szkodzi Piotrowi .
In case of that verbum, the szkodzić verb imposes the requirement for occurrence of the Agentive

argument position on the right-hand side propositional argument (p) only, so the function of the
phrase Adam in the structure Adam szkodzi Piotrowi . is clear.

6. Despite a number of detailed problems arising in that context, the essential thing in a
contrastive study of the syntactical plane is the development of an interlanguage which is based
on the semantic plane and clearly separated from the formal plane (also by the use of different
terminology for both levels of the analysis). Its units should be defined explicitly and should
ensure consistent interpretation of sentential structures, independently of their formal features. In
the model outlined here, an important role belongs to analytic paraphrase, which constitutes a
tool for analysis enabling identification of argument positions. Of course, in a contrastive study of
that level it is important to point out not only differences, but also similarities between the studied
languages. Such an approach facilitates a holistic view of the examined scope of problems, and helps
pose basic questions regarding the form of the analysis apparatus. In case of studying realization of
the semantic features of predicates, the similarities / differences stem, of course, on the one hand
from the similar/ different vocabulary structures, and hence from similar / different lexicalization
processes (if they are to be treated as a process leading to emergence of vocabulary units), on the
other hand — in admissibility / non-admissibility of analogous condensation processes reducing
the basic (initial) structures.
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Abstract. The present paper is a continuation of the authors’ papers submitted to the
Moscow and the Bratislava meeting of MONDILEX project group. In this paper we for-
mulate some rules of the catalogue construction as well as a number of temporal situations
expressed in the proposed formalism. These situations are also explained in an informal way
and some examples of corresponding phrases expressed in different languages are given.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to continue work on creating a language independent list of basic temporal
situations. This list is supposed to be a common framework for comparing linguistic forms used
for describing the listed situations. As it has been already said [2] the comparison should me made
on the basis of situations rather than grammatical (linguistic) forms.

Recall here the basic elements of the description formalism od temporal situations suited for the
linguistic purposes. These elements, following [5] are: (1) states, representing physical or mental
phenomena that are extended in time, (2) events, which represent some changes of states and
taking no time, and (3) the flow (ordering) relation, binding states with events and indicating
their mutual succession. It turns out that the three elements mentioned above are sufficient for
expressing many of every-day situations in a language-independent way, as indicated in [2]. In fact,
the language of states, events, and flow is a sort of an artificial language, serving as an intermediate
(go-between) language, also known as "tertium comparationis". Call it the Petri net language, or
the net language for short. The reader can consult some source texts on Petri Nets, eg. [7], or
some earlier papers of the present authors, as e.g. [1], [4], to find the detailed description of the
net formalism.

2 Formalism of nets

For the purpose of the present paper it suffices to recall the following facts.
Petri nets as used here are built of three basic elements: events (symbolized by boxes), states

(symbolized by circles) and flow relation (symbolized by arrows). Any finite structure consisting
of these elements, with some of them joint by flow relation in such a way that it connects a state
with an event, or an event with a state (neither two states nor two events are directly connected
by the flow). An alternating sequence of states and events connected directly by the flow relation
is called a path through the net and indicates the sequence in which these elements appear in time.
Any two elements of the same path are ordered in time: either one of them precedes the other, or
the other way round. Nets with places from which there is only one arrow leaving it or pointing
to it we call deterministic. Example of a deterministic net is given below:

★ Work supported by EU FP7 project GA211938 MONDILEX “Conceptual Modelling of Neworking of
Centres for High-Quality Research in Slavic Lexicography and Their Digital Resources”.
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1 2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9

a b

c d e
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- - - - -

- - - -

- -

6 6

6

In a deterministic net any two elements not lying on the same path are independent of each
other. Thus, elements of any two separate paths starting or terminating with a common event
are independent or, in other words, are coexistent. E.g. in the picture above state 6 and state
3 are coexistent, but state 5 precedes state 3 and state 7 follows state 8. Similarly, events c is
independent of a, but it follows event d. Event c can only happens in state 2 or in state 3, but its
occurrence precedes state 4.

To bind elements of nets with elements of situations we use the following conventions. States
are marked with capital letters, in contrast to events that are marked with small ones. However, if
an event is terminating (or initiating) a state and this fact is stressed in the sentence, it is marked
with the same symbol as the state. Similarly, if a state is an effect (or a result) of an event and this
fact is stressed in a sentence, then it is marked with the same symbol as the event. An example of
such a marking is given below. Place marked with ∙ denotes the state of utterance.

R

x ∙ P

y Q

R

x P

y

?
- - - - -

- - - -

- -

6 6

6

y event closing the preceding state
x event resulting with the following state
P State initiated by the preceding event
R State terminated by the following event

Some elements (events or states) of nets that are used in descriptions are introduced only for
a proper ordering the remaining ones, i.e. for sequencing or establishing independency among net
elements; they do not support any meaning assigned to elements of sentences being represented.

In some cases we want to have an indefinite number of net elements for describing a situation.
In such situations we use cycles instead of sequences of net elements; a cycle represent all possible
paths that can be contained in the cycle. In the sequel we use such a cycle in one case only, to
represent a repetition of some states and events. Namely, we use the scheme (quoted below in
Scheme 4)
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as a tool for representation of an arbitrary sequence of alternating states P,Q separated by events
b, d, starting with state P and ending with state Q:

(a, P, d,Q, b, . . . , P, d,Q, b, P, d,Q, b, . . . , d,Q, c, R, . . .)

Events a and c serve for indicating the beginning and ending the repetition. In other words, the
following net is an instance of the scheme given above, with indices 1,2,3,and 4 indicate successive
instances of events and states being repeated:
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Past situations. In this section we give a formal description of situations placed in the past
with respect to the state of speech (the state of utterance). The number of such situations results
results from the number of mutual positions of (a) state (or point) of‘ reference, see [6], (b) object
state (or states), to which the utterance refers, (c) their ordering (or lack of ordering, i.e. the
coexistence), (d) possible repetitions of object states and events. The list of situation schemes is
certainly not exhaustive; but we hope that it offers a pattern for further extensions.

Scheme 1
(Past perfective resultative)

∙P RP

v
?

- -

6

-- - - - -

(eng) He had been drunk (P ) when visitors entered (g)
(bul) Kogato gostite vljazoha(v), toj beshe veche pijan (P )
(pol) Gdy goście weszli (v), on już był pijany (P )
(rus) Kogda gosti voshli (v), on uzhe byl p’jan (P )

In Bulgarian, event (g) is expressed by aorist form of perfect verbs, while in Polish and Russian
by praeteritum form of them. In all four languages state P is expressed by the past participle form.
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Scheme 2
(Past before past)

∙Rp

g
?

- -

6

-- - - - -

(eng) He had got drunk (p) before visitors entered (g)
(bul) Toj se be napil (p), predi {da dojdat, idvaneto na} gostite (g)
(pol) On siȩ upił jeszcze (p) przed przyjściem gości (g)
(rus) On napilsja (p) do prihoda gostej (g)

In Polish and Russian this temporal situation is expressed similarly by praeterital form of
perfective verbs. It can also be expressed by a noun with a preposition, in Polish przed, in Russian
do. However, in Bulgarian the preceding event p is expressed by the pluperfect form of perfective
verbs. Even q can be expressed in similar way in Polish and Russian by nouns with prepositions
and also by the infinitive form of perfective verbs.

Other examples of expressing the above temporal situation are:

(bul) Toj beshe dosh’al (p), predi tja da dojde (q)
(eng) He had come here (p) before she did (q)
(pol) On tu {był} przyszedł (p) zanim przyszła ona (q)
(rus) On prishel (p) pered tem, kak prishla ona (q)

This temporal situation is precisely expressed in English and Bulgarian by pluperfect form
of perfective verbs. In Polish and Russian, additionally, it is supplemented by prepositions with
praeterital form of perfective verbs, as zanim, przed, (Pol) pered tem, kak (Rus) or similar. In
Polish pluperfect form is archaic.

Scheme 3
(Past before past perfective)

The difference between Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 consists in changing the position of event g
and reference state R. Position of the reference state in Scheme 3 indicates its coexistence with
state p; it means that after g has happened, state P can still be holding, according to the story
told by a speaker at place ∙ (the state of utterance).

R ∙

PP g

?
- - - -

- - -

?

(eng) He had been drunk (P ) before visitors entered (g)
(bul) Toj stana (P ) pjan predi da dojdat gostite (g)
(pol) On stał siȩ (P ) pijany już przed przyjściem gości (g)
(rus) On zachmelel eshche (P ) do prihoda gostej (g)
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Scheme 4
(Past before past)

Scheme 4 is similar to Scheme 2, but with a state (P ) instead of event (p) in its temporal
structure:

P R ∙

q

6

-

-

-

-

?
- - -

(bul) Toj veche beshe dosh’al (P ) kogato tja dojde (q)
(eng) When she came (q) he {was, has been} already here (P )
(pol) On już tu był (P ), gdy ona przyszła (q)
(rus) On uzhe byl (P ), kogda ona prishla (q)

Repetitive situations. Schemes discussed in this section differ from the ones given above.
Namely, Scheme 4 given below contains two states (1 and 2) that can be started or terminated
with two different events each, henceforth (according to the net properties) excluding each other.
State 1 can be initiated by event a beginning the cycle, or by b repeating the cycle. State 2 can
be terminated with event c, continuing the cycle, or with b, closing the repetitions of the cycle.
The number of repetitions is undefined, and is left to the "decision" made at state 2: to leave
repetitions by event b, or to return to them by event c. Therefore, Scheme 4 describes a class of
situations rather than a single one; which one of them is actually expressed is irrelevant from the
speaker’s point of view.

Scheme 5

Y

R ∙

a

p c

- -

?

?

¾

?
-

6

- - - -

(bul) Minalata godina (Y ){ponjakoga, chesto, rjadko} toj ja poseshtavashe (p)
(eng) Last year (Y ) he was visiting her (p) {occasionally, frequently, sporadically}
(pol) W zeszłym roku (Y ) on {czasem, czȩsto, rzadko} ja̧ odwiedzał (p)
(rus) W proshlom godu (Y ) on {inogda, chasto, redko} jeje poseshchal (p)

In Bulgarian, the above temporal situation is expressed by the imperfect form of imperfective
verbs. In Polish and Russian it is expressed by the praeterital form of imperfective verbs.

According to the general rules of net understanding, there is a number of histories consistent
with such a scheme, in each history all states terminate or start with only one event. In this
way the above scheme describes several possibilities of the history course; therefore, it describes
a situation where state p is repeatedly renewed, starting and ceasing to exist in an alternating
way. All these actions take place during state Y is holding; state Y and all instances of states and
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events in the cycle are coexistent; in particular, state Y is coexistent with all occurrences of event
p.

Next schemes show various versions of expressing repeating situation in dependence on their
position with respect to the reference state (which is always situated in the past). Symbol x denotes
the action (state) the situation is referring to. Scheme 7 describes repeating situation coexistent
with the reference state.

Scheme 6
(Repetitive at present)

x R

∙
1 2

?
-

6

¾ ¾

??

-

It is worth to notice that in the above diagram states ∙ (of utterance), R (of reference), and
repetitive structure containing event x are independent, so to speak, coexistent. Therefore, all
states and events of this repetitive structure are coexistent with both reference and utterance
states. Examples of expressing this situation are as follows.

(bul) Tja sega ot vreme na vreme sjada pri prozoreca
(eng) Nowadays, she is sitting by the window from time to time
(pol) Ona teraz od czasu do czasu siaduje przy oknie
(rus) Sejchas {vremja ot vremeni, chasto} ona saditsja u okna

In all languages mentioned above but Polish the repetitive character of the action in question
is expressed by supplementing it with adverb from time to time (Eng), ot vreme na vreme (Bul),
vremja ot vremeni (Rus). In Polish verb siaduje indicates explicitly the repeatability of the action,
derived from imperfective verb siadać.

Scheme 7
(Repetitive in the past)

Scheme 7 expresses the same situation, but shifted to the past with respect to the reference
state. In this diagram state R of reference as well as the whole diagram of repeating states and
events are in the past of the state of utterance ∙. However, similarly to the scheme 6, state of
reference R is coexistent with the whole repeating structure - between them there is no temporal
dependency whatsoever.

x R

∙
1 2

?
-

6

¾ -

6

-

(bul) Tja ot vreme na vreme sjadashe pri prozoreca
(eng) She used to sit by the window from time to time
(pol) Od czasu do czasu ona siadywała przy oknie
(rus) Vremja ot vremeni ona sadilas’ u okna

In Polish and Russian the above temporal situation is expressed by praeterital form of imper-
fective verbs, while in Bulgarian it is expressed by the imperfect form of imperfective verbs.
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Scheme 8

The next scheme (Scheme 8) is quoted to indicate a possibility of use the reference as an event
rather than as a state; that is, it is then a "point of reference" rather than "a reference state".

Q

∙

e
?

?

?

?

¾

-

6

6

¾

-

- -

¾ ¾

(bul) Toj vinagi v tak’av edin moment (e) ja nenavizhdashe (Q)
(eng) He was hating her (Q) at any such a moment (e)
(pol) W każdej takiej chwili on ja̧ nienawidził (e)
(rus) On vsegda v takoj moment (e) jeje nenavidil (Q)

In Polish and Russian this temporal situation is expressed praeterital form of imperfective
verbs. In Bulgarian it is expressed by imperfect form of imperfective verbs.

3 Conclusions and further plans

In the present paper we dealt with net representation of temporal situations referring to the past.
Some basic situations have been listed and explained using net formalism. With a single exception
of repeating occurrences of situation elements there were no need to represent modalities such as
different possibilities of the history courses, or uncertainty of some states 0r events occurrences in
the described situations. This issue is left for the forthcoming paper.

Closing remarks. we have presented a continuation of the work on creating a catalogue of
temporal situations based on Petri nets theory. The list of situations presented in this paper is
certainly not exhaustive; one can find a number of situations worth of listing and analyzing for
the linguistic purposes. However, this list give a guidance for the next discussion on situation
presentations and is open for a further augmenting and completion.

In the forthcoming paper we intend to create a similar list for situations related to the future
and to various aspects of modality.
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List of used situation functions.

Scheme Situation Temporal meaning

Scheme 1
∙P RP

g
?-- 6

------
Past perfective resultative, with state as the object

Scheme 2
∙Rp

g
?-- 6

------
Past before past, with event as object

Scheme 3
R ∙

PP g
?----
---

? Past perfective, with object coexistent with reference

Scheme 4
P R ∙

q

6-
-

-
-

?--- Past before past, with state as object

Scheme 5

y

R ∙p

- -
?

?
¾
?- 6---- Past repetitive imperfective, with event as object

Scheme 6
x R

∙1?- 6
¾¾

??
-

Repetitive at present

Scheme 7
x R

∙1 2?- 6
¾-

6
-

Repetitive in the past

Scheme 8 Q

∙
e
?
?

?
?

¾

- 6
6

¾

-

--

¾¾
Repetitive situation in the past
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Abstract. Large corpora are often consulted by linguists as a knowledge source with respect
to lexicon, morphology or syntax. However, there are also several methods of automated ex-
traction of semantic properties of language units from corpora. In the paper we focus on
emerging potentialities of these methods, as well as on their identified limitations. Evidence
that can be collected from corpora is confronted with the existing models of formalised de-
scription of lexical meanings. Two basic paradigms of lexical semantics extraction are briefly
described. Their properties are analysed on the basis of several experiments performed on
Polish corpora. Several potential applications of the methods, including a system supporting
expansion of a Polish wordnet, are discussed. Finally, perspectives on the potential further
development are discussed.

1 Introduction

A technique or tool must have its purpose and justification for using it Moreover, before we apply
it, we should ask how it works and whether it does what was promised. We are going to approach
these questions with respect to the automated extraction of formalised descriptions of lexical
meanings from corpora.

Automatic methods are based on algorithms. An algorithm requires a formal model of the
processed data: input and output. The crucial issue is a formal, or at least formalised, descrip-
tion of lexical meanings which will be discussed in Section 2. Having a formal model of lexical
meanings defined, next we need to analyse what kind of evidence pertaining to the elements of
the model can be automatically extracted from a corpus. A short review of the possible sources of
evidence is presented in Section 3. Two basic paradigms of extraction of lexical meanings, namely
a pattern-based and distribution-based1 are introduced in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Next,
various applications of the introduced techniques and their hybrid combinations in the area of
Computational Linguistics, but also Linguistics in general, are discussed in Section 6. In spite
of significant improvements observed in the field during the last decade still in many aspects we
should talk rather about potentialities instead of fully developed solutions. Perspectives on the
possible development of the methods in the nearest future is briefly presented in Section 7 which
concludes the paper.

2 Formalised Description of Lexical Meanings

From the historic perspectives, the oldest form of lexical meaning description is a lexical entry based
on listing different lexical units (meanings) of a lemma in separate positions. Each lexical unit is
given a short description in the natural language and often accompanied by a set of examples. This
kind of lexical meaning definition is not very useful as an output for the extraction algorithms,
since it is not formalised and a synthesis of a proper definition expressed in the natural language
is a serious demand for Natural Language Processing. Proper lexicon definitions, e.g. in a sense
postulated by [1], occur very rarely in a general corpus, unless it includes a dictionary. Automatic
construction of precise definition would require detailed model of the structure and meaning of
natural language definitions, i.e. utterances of special kind and purpose.
1 The latter one is also called clustering-based [20].
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On the opposite end of formalisation scale lays a technique based on the application of mean-
ing postulates to the semantic description of logical symbols representing lexical units. Precise
semantic representation of the natural language is based on a formal, logical language, in which
lexical meanings are represented by logical predicates. As the predicate meaning is defined by its
formal interpretation the only way to transfer meanings from natural language units to predicates
is by constraining interpretation of the predicates, i.e. by shaping the formal structures of the
interpretation model. A meaning postulate is an axiom constraining the possible interpretation of
a given logical predicate used for representing meaning of a particular lexical unit, e.g. [8]

Defining a meaning postulate is usually a demanding task, which requires rich knowledge. The
tasks complicates with the increasing size of the set of meaning postulates. One can hardly imagine
the acquisition of meaning postulates from text corpora, as it would require extraction of detailed,
formally expressed, knowledge about the world.

In Componential Semantics lexical meaning is defined as a set of features which distinguish it
from other lexical meanings. The meaning can be also presented as a expression in a formalised
language. The expression consists of basic meaning atoms linked by some operators, e.g. a short
review of works in this area given by Dowty [7] but also works of Wierzbicka [34] or Pustejovsky
[29] or Mel’čuk [18] can be mentioned here as examples of component-based analyses.

In traditional thesauruses, e.g. Roget’s Thesaurus, lexical semantic relations like synonymy,
hypernymy, meronymy etc. and grouping lexical units into semantic clusters are utilised in con-
structing large coverage descriptions of lexical meanings. Description by a network of relations
defined on the set of lexical units is partial in comparison to the componential analysis, however
appeared to be useful not only for human readers but also for Language Technology applications,
e.g. hundreds of applications of WordNet – an electronic thesaurus of English [9, 26]. Lexical
semantics relations occur also as elements of formalised lexical meaning descriptions, e.g. [17, 29].

In sum, there are two basic types of elements constituting formal descriptions: basic components
and relation instances. However, the components must later be combined into complex expressions
to form definitions. This complicates the process of automated extraction. That is why we will
focus mainly on automatic extraction of lexical semantic relations.

3 Machine Tractable Evidence

Analysing a corpus we can take two possible perspectives. First we can concentrate on detailed
analysis and drawing conclusions from particular occurrences of the given lemma in focus, trying
to extract detailed information concerning its semantics from each context of occurrence. Secondly,
we can take a global perspective and analyse all occurrence with lower accuracy each but taking
into account statistical evidence. Both approaches are used and will be discussed in the following
subsections.

3.1 Embedded definitions

Since an utterance of a text performs often informative function, we can find language expressions
in a corpus which describe meanings of particular lemmas in various ways, e.g. an example of
quasi-definition found in corpus by Hearst [12].

The bow lute, such as the Bambara ndang, is plucked and has an individual curved neck
for each string.

The above sentence relates Bambara ndang to the bow lute as its hyponym, but also charac-
terises it by some details. In many cases, we can identify specific lexico-syntactic constructions that
indicate a pair of lemma as an instance of a particular lexical semantic relation, e.g. hypernymy
in the above example.

When we take into consideration more complex lexico-syntactic and possibly also semantic
structures, we can also try to identify complex, descriptive definitions included in a text, e.g. the
descriptive, ending part of the example above, or an example given in [10, pp. 3]:
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A linguist is a scientist who investigates human language [. . . ]

Such indicative language constructions are more likely to be found in texts of specific genres
like encyclopaedias (almost every entry includes a helpful passage of text) or text books, but even
experiments performed on a general corpus bring relatively good results, see Section 4.

In order to utilise the information expressed in this way, we need to apply some kind of
structural analysis which is sensitive to the lexico-syntactic structures in focus. This issue will be
discussed in details in Section 4.

3.2 Distributional Hypothesis

As the structure of language expressions is determined by the properties of constituents, including
semantic properties, an analysis of a large number of language expression occurrences should allow
us to identify some regularities of semantic nature. This general assumption has appeared in several
linguistic theories. A well known version was proposed by Harris [11] in the form of Distributional
Hypothesis.

Harris [11] in his Distributional Hypothesis expressed a strong belief that there is a direct
relation between the observed use of language expressions and their meaning (cited after to [32]):

The meaning of entities, and the meaning of grammatical relations among them, is
related to the restriction on combinations of these entities relative to other entities.

The granulation of entities is not specified in the hypothesis. They can be any language items.
Henceforth, we will concentrate our attention on one or multiple word lemmas, representing one
or several lexical units each. A lemma is expressed in text by one of several possible word forms.

As in the whole corpus it is hard to identify strict restrictions on lemma combinations that are
always preserved, it is more practical to perceive restrictions as preferences of different strength. It
is used to describe a set of restriction imposed on a lemma in a kind of reversed way by identifying
a set of particular contexts in which the given lemma can occur. However, we should describe each
context by the strength of preference too.

A context is a textual situation involving a number of word form occurrences. A more detailed
definition requires answering two questions:

1. what kind of features do we use to describe a context,
2. and how large is a context.

As for the first question, an occurrence context of the lemma x can be identify with:

– the association of x with a particular textual object, e.g. a particular document d,
– the co-occurrence of x with a particular word form or lemma y,
– the participation of x in an instance of a particular lexico-syntactic relation, e.g. an occurrence

of x as an argument of a particular predicate together with some or all argument set, see
detailed examples in Section 5.

The size of the context can be defined as the size of the whole textual object, a text window
(i.e. a text snippet of certain number of words) or some syntactic construction like a sentence.

Identification of contexts in which a given lemma x can occur and the evaluation of the associa-
tion strength result in a model of the distribution of x. According to the Distributional Hypothesis,
comparison of the distributions of two lemmas allows us to draw conclusions concerning the simi-
larity of their meanings. This claim is verified on the basis of empirical data in Section 5.

4 Pattern-based Relation Extraction

Traditional semantic lexicons consist of entries written in the natural language, but all definitions
have similar structure and associate described lemmas with other lemmas occurring in entries in
ways indicating certain lexical semantic relations, e.g. hypernymy (hypernyms are usually given at
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the beginning of a lexicon entry description). Following this observation, a number of approaches
to the extraction of lexical semantic relations from Machine Readable Dictionaries were proposed.
A set of lexico-syntactic patterns was defined, where each pattern was a regular expression2 defined
over word forms, their morpho-syntactic properties and/or simple syntactic structures.

Text in a large corpus had seemed to be of much less predictable character, however, as the
seminal work of Hearst [12] showed, similar patterns can be applied to the corpus text and produce
valuable results. One of the productive Hearst’s pattern is presented below:

NP0 ..... such as {NP1, NP2 . . . . (and | or )} NPn
The pattern or more precisely the language constructions identified by the pattern in corpus

implies that each noun phrase NPi is a hyponym of the noun phrase NP0, i.e. the hypernymy
relation holds between lemmas represented in the text by the given noun phrases. Hearst [12, 13]
constructed manually only five patterns frequently matched in a corpus and appealingly accurate.
The accuracy was measured as a number of lemma pairs linked by the hyponymy relation in
WordNet [9] to all those extracted. For the pattern shown above, for example, 61 of 106 extracted
lemma pairs from Grolier Encyclopedia were confirmed in WordNet [12].

The implicit assumption here is that one can construct patterns accurate enough to draw
correct conclusions from single occurrences of lemma pairs. In general, however, it seems barely
possible due, amongst others, to the presence of metaphor. Without deeper semantic and pragmatic
analysis, instances of metaphor may be hard to distinguish from literal uses. Hearst extracted
aeroplane as a hyponym of target and Washington as an instance of nationalist ; such derived
associations are clearly specific to particular documents from which they were extracted. Another
problem is the scarcity of pattern instances in corpora; merely 46 instances were acquired from 20
million words of the New York Times corpus [12].

These patterns are expressed in a grammar of limited expressive power and work on the basis of
an assumption of the fixed linear order of English sentence. For a highly inflected language, like Pol-
ish, a more sophisticated mechanism is required. Thus we applied a language of morpho-syntactic
constraints called JOSKIPI utilised in the TaKIPI tagger of Polish [22]. JOSKIPI is equipped with
operators for testing morpho-syntactic properties of particular words, their compatibility (includ-
ing agreement), defining sequences and iterating tests over word groups of non-predefined size (e.g.
until the beginning of a sentence or the fulfilment of a condition). Six productive patterns were
defined, cf [26], and a scheme of one of them is presented below3:
NP1 (Adj|Adv|Noun|,)*
(base∈{i, oraz}(and)) (base∈{inny, pozostały}(other, remaining), nmb=pl)
(Adj|Adv)* NP2(cas=cas(NP1))

The pattern identifies the lemma (potentially a multiword one) of NP1 as a hyponym of the
lemma of NP2. Two other similar patterns were constructed on the basis of such lexical markers
like: taki jak (such as) and w tym (≈including). An example of the construction covered by the
pattern including taki jak is presented below:

Betondour doskonale nadaje się do wykończania podłóg w pomieszczeniach takich jak garaże,
Betondour perfectly is suitable for dressing floors in rooms like garages,
warsztaty samochodowe, magazyny, sklepy, pomieszczenia produkcyjne, piwnice czy wykonane
garages, stores, shops, manufacture rooms, cellars or made
z betonu schody.
from concrete stairs.

As all three types of language construction are used in a very similar role, these three patterns
were merged together as three variants and tested jointly. We applied them to extract hypernymic
pairs from three corpora:

– IPI PAN Corpus (including about 254 million tokens) [28],
2 It has the expressive power of a regular grammar.
3 In a simplified form, the original JOSKIPI expressions have been exchanged to labels describing words
and word groups identified.
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– a corpus of the electronic edition of a Polish newspaper Rzeczpospolita from January 1993 to
March 2002 (about 113 million tokens) [31];

– and a corpus of large texts in Polish (about 214 million tokens) collected from the Internet;
only documents containing a small percentage of erroneous word forms (tested manually) and
not duplicated in the other two corpora were included in the collected corpus.

Henceforth, we will refer to all three corpora used together as the joint corpus. In order to
increase precision, we limited the application of the patterns only to cases in which two nominal
lemmas from the predefined list occurred in the same sentence. 13 285 nominal lemmas have been
collected from: the core part of plWordNet [5, 6] – 5340, a small Polish-English dictionary [27],
two-word lemmas from a general dictionary of Polish [30], and the IPI PAN Corpus [28] – only
those that occur over 1000 times.

The results are presented in Table 1. The accuracy was manually measured on the basis of
a representative sample of the produced pair list as a ratio of positively assessed pairs to all
extracted. Each pair linked by a hypernymy relation – possibly not directly, with any number of
intervening other lemmas – was counted as a positive case while others as negative ones.

IPI PAN Corpus Corpus from the Web Rzeczypospolita Corpus the joint corpus
No. of pairs Accuracy No. of pairs Accuracy No. of pairs Accuracy No. of pairs Accuracy

14611 30.06% 5983 32.52% 6682 33.16% 24437 30.69%

Table 1. The results of hypernymy extraction by manually constructed lexico-morphosyntactic patterns.

The extracted list cannot be used directly as a list of hypernymic pairs – the accuracy is too
low (however it matches the level achieved by other approaches). The accuracy should be increased
above 50% to make the tool interesting for linguists. When this merged pattern is combined with
two other ones, the accuracy can be increased up to 41.05% for the price of the reduced number
of pairs to 8777 [26].

The pattern-based approaches most often target the hypernymy relation. However, manually
constructed patterns were also applied to the extraction of meronymy, too, e.g. [2].

Manually constructed patterns achieve relatively high precision for the cost of the limited
number of pairs extracted and some time spent on their manual tuning on the basis of corpus
analysis. Due to their expressive power they are difficult to be extracted automatically. However,
Pantel and Pennacchiotti [20] with their Espresso algorithm and recently Kurc and Piasecki with
its modified version and adapted to Polish [15], called Estratto, showed that a set of simpler, general
patterns can be effectively extracted and applied in a way resulting in accuracy even better on
huge corpus than the manually build patterns. Espresso/Estratto can be applied to any lexical
semantic relation that is manifested in corpus by some lexico-syntactic markers, e.g. Espresso was
successfully used to extract hypernymy but also other types of relations like e.g. part-of, reaction
(in chemical sense) or production. Both algorithms work according to the same schema:

1. A set of example instances of the relation in focus – pairs of lemma associated by the relation,
is delivered to the algorithm.

2. All close co-occurrences of lemmas from the same pair (e.g. in the same sentence) are identified
in the corpus and patterns are generated in a form of generalised descriptions of token sequences
occurring in between the pairs of lemmas.

3. A measure of reliability is calculated for each pattern on the basis of instances covered by it
and their reliability (the reliability of example instances is set to 1).

4. A subset of the highest ranked patterns is stored and next used to extract new instances.
5. Finally, the reliability of the extracted instances is calculated in similar way on the basis of

the patterns matching the instances in corpus and their reliability; only the highest ranked
instances are kept for the next iteration.
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Correct hypernymy instances
koncesja (concession) decyzja (decision)
kapłan (priest) człowiek (human)
maj (May) okres (period)
kwestia (issue) problem (problem)
sowa (owl) ptak (bird)
klient (customer) osoba (person)
pielęgniarka (nurse) osoba (person)
profesor (profesor) człowiek (human)
galeria (gallery) miejsce (place)
matematyka (mathematics) przedmiot (subject)
matka (mother) kobieta (woman)
helikopter (helicopter) maszyna (machine)
droga (way) szlak (track)
zespół (team) grupa (group)
mecz (game) spotkanie (meeting)
restrukturyzacja (restructurisation) zmiana (change)
konsument (consumer) osoba (person)
tenis (tennis) sport (sport)
festiwal (festival) impreza (event)
dziennik (daily) dokument (document)
medycyna (medicine) nauka (science)
anioł (angle) istota (being)
spółka (partnership) firma (firm)
szczur (rat) szkodnik (pest)
skorpion (scorpio) znak (sign)
rak (cancer) choroba (illness)
nagroda (prize) wyróżnienie (distinction)

Non-hypernymy associations
przepis (recipe) kwestia (issue)
silnik (engine) jednostka (unit)
człowiek (human) drzewo (tree)
program (program) działanie (activity)
muzyka (music) dźwięk (sound)
istota (being) nic (nothing)
wojsko (army) organizacja (organisation)
stowarzyszenie (association) instytucja (institution)
cień (shadow) wróg (enemy)
książka (book) materiał (material)
słońce (sun) czynnik (factor)

Fig. 1. Examples of lemma pairs extracted from the joint corpus by the application of the merged group
of patterns including the i inny (and other/remaining) pattern.
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The application of Estratto initiated by a list of hypernymic pairs from plWordNet to the IPI
PAN Corpus [15] produced 25 361 pairs with the accuracy of 41% (measured manually on a repre-
sentative sample in the same way as for the manual patterns). The result obtained automatically
is significantly better than the one produced by the manual patterns. Preliminary results of the
application of Estratto to the extraction of meronymy and adjectival antonymy are promising, in
spite of the significantly worse accuracy on the level around 30%.

A weak point of the pattern-based approaches is that each occurrence of a lemma pair match-
ing the pattern results in extracting it. There are many accidental associations. However, this
occurrence sensitivity can be also an advantage for a linguist, as we can easily trace back from
an extracted pair to the place of its occurrence in corpus, e.g. one can list all pairs not supported
by a thesaurus. In the case of pairs extracted by automatically created patterns, the situation is
slightly different, as an extracted instance is mostly supported by more than one general pattern.

5 Distributional Semantics

According to the interpretation of the Distributional Hypothesis presented in Section 3.2 com-
parison of distribution models of particular lemmas can result in some assessment of ‘how close’
meanings of both lemmas are. It is important to emphasise that in the case of most distributional
methods model of the distribution is built jointly for the whole lemma and the influence of its
different lexical units is mingled in it.

The basic result of distributional methods is a Measure of Semantic Relatedness (MSR). MSR
is a function which for a lemma pair returns a number expressing the strength the semantic relation
between them, i.e. MSR : L× L → R, where L is a set of lemma and R is a set of real numbers.

Many methods have been proposed for MSR extraction, but they all contain four general steps,
more or less clearly delineated.

1. Corpus preprocessing – typically up to the level of shallow syntactic analysis.
2. Co-incidence matrix construction – in which rows correspond to lemmas being described and

columns to contexts; each cell M[xi, cj ] stores the frequency of the occurrences of the lemma
xi in the context cj .

3. Matrix transformation – a possible reduction of size and/or combination of feature weighting
and selection.

4. Semantic relatedness calculation – lemma descriptions are compared by the application of an
assumed measure of similarity between row vectors.

Depending on the type of the context used, [19] distinguishes between measures of semantic
relatedness and semantic similarity. Semantic relatedness is obtained on the basis of contexts de-
fined as co-occurrence with a particular lemma in one document or a text window, i.e. the types:
1 and 2 on the page 34. Semantic similarity is extracted on the basis of lexico-syntactic relations
used as contexts – the type 3, e.g.
x occurs as subject_of(a particular verb ) or as modified_by(a particular adjective ).
According to our experiments performed on the IPI PAN Corpus, cf [23], semantic relatedness en-
compasses broader semantic associations among lemmas, based on co-occurrences of both lemmas
in the description of the same situation. According to [19] lemma pairs receiving high values of
semantic similarity should represent lexical-semantics relation used in thesauruses, e.g., synonymy,
hypernymy, meronymy, etc. However, intermediate methods are quite conceivable. For example,
one can combine lexico-syntactic constraints with co-occurrences in the description of context. So,
there is a continuum of methods with these two extremes. Semantic relatedness is a more general
notion as among lemma pairs expressing high semantic relatedness one can also find lemma pairs
expressing high semantic similarity.

An example of a list of 20 top semantically related lemmas to the given one is presented in
Figure 2. The list was produced by a MSR extracted from the joint corpus and for l3 285 nominal,
both discussed in Section 4. The MSR was based on the following types of lexico-syntactic contexts:

1. modification by a specific adjective or a specific adjectival participle (41 619 features),
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2. co-ordination with a a specific noun (115 604),
3. modification by a specific noun in the genitive case (115 604),
4. occurrence of a specific verb for which a given noun lemma can be its subject (19 665),

There were 167 834 active features left after weighting and selecting.
In Figure 2 we can notice that the list includes hypernyms of gaz ziemny (natural gas), e.g.

gaz (gas) and kopalina (≈mineral, resource, fossil); co-hyponyms, e.g. węgiel kamienny (coal (pit-
coal)) and ropa (oil); loosely related cousins from the broader part of the hypernymic structure,
e.g. azot (nitrogen) and cynk (zinc) and also lemmas similar because of the similarity of the use
of the respective substances e.g. biokomponent (biocomponent) (as an addition to car fuel), while
gaz ziemny can be used as the car fuel by itself.

gaz ziemny (natural gas)
gaz (gas) 0.258
węgiel kamienny (coal (pit-coal)) 0.207
węgiel brunatny (brown coal) 0.197
ropa (oil) 0.193
olej opałowy (heating oil) 0.164
paliwo (fuel) 0.161
wodór (hydrogen) 0.160
kopalina (≈mineral, resource, fossil) 0.160
węgiel (coal) 0.143
olej napędowy (diesel fuel) 0.140
gaz płynny (liquid gas) 0.140
koks (cox ) 0.127
ołów (lead) 0.119
azot (nitrogen) 0.119
tlen (oxygen) 0.116
uran (uranium) 0.116
biokomponent (biocomponent) 0.115
cynk (zinc) 0.114
łupek palny (slate (fuel)) 0.113
benzyna (gasoline) 0.110

Table 2. A list of the 20 lemmas most similar to the given one according to the MSR from [26].

There is a notorious problem with the evaluation of MSRs. Manual inspection is misleading
– one can always find good and bad examples on the lists of the most related lemmas. Simple
calculation of a kind of accuracy on the basis of lemma pairs occurring on the lists and representing
particular lexical semantic relations tells only part of the truth. MSR generates a function assigning
some strength of semantic relatedness to every lemma pair. The assignment of higher values to
pairs representing some relations is very expected but it does not exhaust the potential of MSR.
Manual assessment of the MSR values is not feasible and there are no similar manually created
resources to compare with. Among several potential methods discussed e.g. in [25, 35], application
of MSR as the only knowledge source in solving a synonymy test, which was originally conceived
for humans, have been fruitfully applied in several experiments.

Besides MSR, another kind of lexical semantic knowledge extracted on the basis of statistical
evidence are semantic selectional restrictions of predicates [16]. For each subcategorisation frame
of a lemma and for each argument position of the frame semantic classes of language expressions
occurring on the given position are identified. As extraction of the selectional restrictions is based
on statistical evidence, the association of classes to frame argument positions is described by
the strength of association. The main problems are: definition of semantic classes, recognition of
the occurrences of frames and classes in text and, finally, identification of statistically significant
associations: a position – a class. A set of classes is defined in relation to some semantic lexicon
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(e.g. semantic codes assigned to lexical units) or a thesaurus. In the latter case, the hypernymy
structure (of lexical units or semantic field) is used and a subset of the nodes of the structure
is selected as a basis for the classes, i.e. a class corresponds to a node. Frame occurrences are
identified in text by some means of parsing (mostly shallow parsing) and class occurrences by
some form of Word Sense Disambiguation (as one lemma can represent several classes). Next, the
frequencies of a particular frame argument position – a particular class co-occurrences are collected
and a kind of transformation based on weighting and/or selection is applied in a way similar to
the transformations described for MSR.

6 Applications

Accuracy of any single method of extraction is around 30% in comparison to manually constructed
lexical semantic resources, e.g. to relations described in plWordNet – a Polish wordnet [26]. How-
ever, different methods extract lexical semantic relations of different types, e.g. a kind of semantic
relatedness (MSRs) vs a particular relation extracted by the given lexico-syntactic pattern. The
methods differ also in the character of the extracted data: continuous space of relatedness values
vs discrete, binary information about lemma pairs. Finally, the methods differ also in types errors
made. Thus, a combination of several methods, i.e. several sources of evidence should provide a
broader perspective and more accurate description (for the latter it is important that the errors
are not made in similar ways by the methods). The first example of successful combination is the
system Estratto [15] discussed earlier. Estratto combines the application of patterns with their
evaluation based on statistical evidence. As a result, the output is not only a list of lemma pairs
but each pair is described by its reliability value based on statistical evaluation.

Another example can be the WordNet Weaver system supporting linguists in extending the
nominal part of the plWordNet thesaurus [26]. For each new lemma (i.e. not described in plWord-
Net yet), WordNet Weaver generates a set of subsets of the hypernymy structure (i.e. subgraphs
comprising several linked lexical units each) as attachment suggestions. A suggestion expresses a
possible area in the hypernymy structure in which one of the lexical units of the given new lemma
should be added as a hypernym, hyponymy or a synonym. Suggestions are based on the combined
evidence coming from 4 types of knowledge sources. The sources were all extracted for 13 285
Polish nominal lemmas from the joint corpus discussed in Section 4 and are characterised below:

– a high accuracy MSR based on the Rank Weight Function, see [26],
– post-filtering lemma pairs produced by the selected MSR with a classifier presented in [24] –

the percentage of lexico-semantic relation instances increases among the filtered pairs
– manually constructed lexico-morphosyntactic patterns described in [26], including the pattern

presented in Section 4,
– and the results generated by the Estratto algorithm application [14, 15] discussed in Section 4.

All knowledge sources, except Estratto, were extracted from the joint corpus discussed earlier.
Estratto was applied only to the IPI PAN Corpus and the corpus of Rzeczpospolita.

WordNet Weaver has been successfully applied in expanding plWordNet by 15 200 new lexical
units (8 700 new synsets). The manual workload was 3.4 person-months. We observed significant
improvement in the pace of work in comparison to a purely manual work. Detailed evaluation
of WordNet Weaver on the basis of the analysis of the work of linguists, as well on the basis of
automated tests can be found in [26]. Here, we would like to highlight only that in the case of
75.24% of new lemmas at least one genereted suggestion was found to be helpful by the linguist.

WordNet Weaver is an example of the application of the extraction methods as a support for
the construction of thesauruses. The automated methods can also serve as critiques of the existing
thesauruses and lexicons facilitating discovery of lacking informations or identifying potential
errors (cf [26] for the experience of this kind collected with WordNet Weaver).

A MSR can be used to generate clusters of lemmas associated semantically in the domain
represented by the corpus. The automated methods can facilitate analysis and comparison of
systems of lexical meanings characteristic for particular domains represented by domain corpora.
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The automated methods supports naturally a data-driven approach in which data collected in
a large corpus are the primary source. Thus, they deliver a perspective which is objective to
the extent of the corpus dependence, but not influenced by the subjective interpretation of a
researcher. In [21], we presented a comparison of the lemma associations obtained from surveys of
human informants vs the associations extracted from the IPI PAN Corpus with the help of a MSR.
The intersection of both lists is around 20% only, but the automatically extracted data presents
also a valuable perspective on the understanding of Polish collective symbols and flag words.

7 Perspectives

In spite of more than 20 years of history of Distributional Semantics methods, there is still room
for further development. First, still larger and larger corpora are available for many languages
lacking such corpora earlier. Our experience with applying different types of contexts, e.g. [23, 25],
shows that one can expect better accuracy of MSRs based on a deeper lexico-syntactic analysis. In
the case of Polish, we have not had any robust parser at our disposal yet. Knowing the limitations
of the lexico-morpho-syntactic constrains applied, we tried to increase their accuracy for the price
of the unavoidable decrease in their recall. However, in this way only a portion of information
included in text has been utilised. There are several potential factors influencing negatively the
accuracy of MSR but probably the most important one is the fact that MSR is constructed for
lemmas on the basis of evidence collected from lemma occurrences. As a result, in the majority of
cases one sense, or most two senses (lexical units), dominate in the upper part of the list of the
most semantically related lemmas generated for a given lemma. However, a potential improvement
would require previous disambiguation of the corpus with respect to word senses (a task which is
more difficult than the MSR construction) or a new method of MSR construction in which both
processes, i.e. meaning extraction and word sense delimitation would be performed in parallel.

Combined methods seem to be in their initial stage of development, especially multi-criteria
methods of automated resource construction, like WordNet Weaver [26] or [33]. We should see an
intensive development of this subfield.

The extraction methods are gradually becoming more accessible to users not familiar with the
technical details of the Language Technology, e.g. to linguists, as there are various attempts to
make the language tools available and accessible to such users, e.g. the Clarin project4. Among
the goals of Polish part of Clarin is to make the SuperMatrix system [3] available as a part of this
research infrastructure. Among other options, SuperMatrix delivers tools for the pattern-based
approach and Distributional Semantics. It was used for the generation of the majority of examples
presented in this paper. Accessibility of the technology should boost the cooperation between
linguists and researchers working in the area discussed here. Such a cooperation is needed.

Measure of Semantic Relatedness can be perceived as defining a specific perspective on lexical
semantics.

An important future area of development for the extraction methods are multilingual appli-
cations i.e. extraction of lexical semantic relations and MSR from multilingual corpora in a way
synchronised or mutually related. Potential results should be valuable for the construction of mul-
tilingual resources for lexical semantics and applications of the Language Technology, as well as
possible linguistic comparative studies.
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Abstract. Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge (CASK) is aimed at de-
scribing a number of semantic fields of a few European languages using data mining tech-
niques elaborated within the framework of the new paradigm of computation known as
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). CASK’s motivation is to dig deeper in order
to find building blocks which could be used in various sophisticated ways. The project is
interdisciplinary involving scientific cooperation of experts in linguistics with information
engineers. The task of linguists consists in an interactive (computer-aided) discovery of
ontology-based definitions of feature structures using the SEMANA (Semantic Analyser)
software which was designed especially in order to build linguistic databases with semantic
knowledge.
Keywords: (1) Theory of Language (language modelling, sign, semantic field), (2) KDD :
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (Decision Logic, Formal Concept Analysis, Rough-Set
Theory, Cluster Analysis, Factor Analysis), (3) DBMS : Database Management Systems
(software engineering), e-dictionary, (4) Automated Discovery.

1 Introduction

Natural languages are not like formal languages contrary to the famous statement (by Montague
R., 1974): “English — as a Formal Language”. All the more, formal languages imitate some func-
tions of natural languages. Computational linguists are well aware that natural language process-
ing needs sophisticated representation formalisms (data structures). Nevertheless, no matter how
complex the representation be, the implemented system on a computer will not behave efficiently
without properly designed foundations (axioms). Indeed, there is a constantly growing demand for
a ‘deeper’ semantic description of natural languages. In order to properly differentiate various lin-
guistic units from each other, it is necessary to define these units with more specific (fine-grained)
sets of high (viz. adequate and consistent) quality feature structures.

The computer scientists who proposed many different approaches (algorithms and data struc-
tures) creating the Natural Language Processing framework adopted most linguistic notions (or
even complete theories) without paying due attention to the need for their logical reconstruction.
In our approach, language is seen as a massively distributed system and therefore the foundations
of language theory must be revisited1 . For this reason, in order to remedy for this and develop
new lexicons, we propose the approach which follows the discovery procedure from “raw” data to
structures.

Following some logicians (McCarthy J. — 1989, Barwise J. & Perry J., Wolniewicz B.) and
those computer scientists who are involved in modelling of the semantic web and its ontological
foundations, we claim that linguistic signs inherit their properties from multiple ontologies. Some
of them specifically concern language itself (ex. parts of speech, genders, etc.), the others refer to
the world. For example, verbs inherit their properties at the same time from phonemic structures,
valence schemas, roles, situation frames, etc. It is therefore necessary to build a number of local

1 Nevertheless, the reconstruction of many meta-linguistic concepts must not neglect useful definitions
and solutions which have been elaborated within the traditional framework of classical linguistics.
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meta-ontological (universal) mono- and multi-base hierarchies of concepts which underlie particular
language-specific cases.

Let us also mention that a few earlier endeavours to apply data mining technologies to language
study date back to the late 1990th only (cf. Priss, U. (1998, 2000), Priss, U. & Old, L. J. (2004,
2006), Emelyanov, G. M. & Stepanova, N. A. (2005)).

2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

Because knowledge acquisition using the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) technology
is situated halfway between database management and automated discovery , we claim that it is
computationally possible to reveal, from a very simple chart representation of gathered atomic
data, usually “invisible” (“hidden”) remarkably compound relations. KDD technology makes it
namely possible (a) to transform charts into lattices (which are more powerful than trees because
they allow multi-base inheritance), (b) to apply approximation techniques allowing to reason with
uncertain data and (c) to provide hierarchical analyses reflecting the mutual dependencies of data
in the system.

The principles of knowledge discovery in databases techniques which are often enumerated in
the object literature are quoted below:

(a) tasks (visualization, classification, clustering, regression etc.)
(b) structure of the model adapted to data (it determines the limits of what will be compared or

revealed)
(c) evaluation function (adequacy / correspondence and generalization problems)
(d) search or optimalisation methods (heart of data exploration algorithms)
(e) data management techniques (tools for data accumulation and indexation).

Needless to say that in language studies, records with morphemes or expressions are seen as spec-
imen (“raw” data) which must be described (transformed) by a fixed set of attributes. It will be
easy to understand that the discovery procedure we adopted cannot be clearly split into two phases
: one which is known in social sciences as operationalisation leading from the object (domain of
interest) to its empiric model and the other known in computer science as scaling (mathematisa-
tion) leading from the empirical system to the representation system. Claiming nevertheless that
the discovery procedure is a complex iterative process, we will elaborate2 on this point in our
paper on modelling principles (in collaboration with Stacewicz, P. — in preparation).

2.1 Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge (CASK)

We believe that only detailed formal descriptions of different languages gathered in databases can
lead to experimentally tested and comparable cross-language definitions of semantic concepts. As
the matter of fact, linguistic research using the CASK3 The initiative of Computer-aided Acqui-
sition of Semantic Knowledge is part of research program of the Centre for Theoretical and Ap-
plied Linguistics (CELTA) at Paris-Sorbonne University (http://celta.paris-sorbonne.fr/).
method and its tools is perhaps one of the the earliest attempts of applying computational methods
in order to determine the relevance and the relative importance of descriptions. It consists in the
two following phases: automated exploration of texts (data extraction) and semi-automated
(interactive) analysis of data (data mining). The basic idea of the CASK initiative is that today
more fine-grained research on semantics is needed for designing new generation intelligent linguistic
tools using resources with semantic properties. The methods presently selected allow to make very
precise analyses using highly advanced technologies (and their combinations) such as algorithms
2 See however the paragraph 4.1 below.
3 The main idea of CASK initiative is to build a common bank of semantic feature structures which
would be based on the ontological inquiry into a few most salient linguistic semantic fields of European
(Slavic, Roman and Anglo-Saxon) languages in contrast with the Japanese language.
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of Decision Logic, Rough Set Theory and Formal Concept Analysis for symbolic data processing,
on the one hand, and Cluster and Factor Analyses algorithms for statistical data processing, on
the other hand. The above mentioned algorithms together with database building tools have been
designed and implemented by Georges Sauvet and André Wlodarczyk in the SEMANA (acronym
for “Semantic Analyser”) software.

Thus, the CASK is a meta-theoretical framework and a software which enables experienced
and trained linguists to define their own semantic feature structures for language semantic
categories The KDD tools of the SEMANA software make it possible to verify theoretical hypothe-
ses under the condition that a reasonably large amount of data is described. Moreover, SEMANA
enables linguists to modify semantic features and their structure without loosing the accumulated
data when they find it necessary (as a feedback of accumulating large databases).

2.2 Semiotic and Ontological Backgrounds

Signs are ontology-based semantic objects. Ontologies are seen as motivations (hierarchically struc-
tured foundations) of semantic properties of signs. Semantics of human languages is application-
domain specific (i.e.: it can capture most of all local domains). All the more, linguistic units (signs)
inherit their properties from multiple ontologies. For example, a verb can inherit its properties
at the same time from phonemic structures, valence schemas, roles, semantic situation frames
etc. Nevertheless, it seems possible to build both abstract and concrete ontological hierarchies of
concepts motivating particular semantic solutions.

In the Slavic domain, we must mention here the pioneering research by Bojar B. (1979, p. 215)
in her cornerstone work on Polish motion verbs and the underlying ontological concepts: “The
elaboration of such a semantic code obviously is still to come, nevertheless it is undisputable that
the main road to this kind of information language goes through the selection of its elements on
the basis of as well meanings of lexical units of the natural language and expressions they make
up as extra-linguistic situations because only then it will become possible to describe both contents
of linguistic units of natural languages and extra-linguistic situations whose description using a
natural language would be either not economical or not accurate enough.”

If we want to reach better results in the field of semantic analysis of linguistic phenomena
certain foundational concepts (notions) currently in use must be formally reconstructed. From
the linguistic (more generally, semiotic) point of view, semantic concepts (contents) must not be
considered in separation from signs (units defined originally as pairs of form and content in classical
linguistics). Hence, the present approach is based on the assumption that the physical meaning of
signs, as such, being inaccessible for inspection, the only reasonable solution for semantic research
is modelling .

3 Data Mining with the SEMANA software

Computers make it more and more possible to view linguistics as an experimental science.
Collecting numerous samples of usages (in databases), describing and analysing these data with
symbolic and statistical KDD methods is clearly opposed to the Generative Grammar which
emphasizes the hypothetico-deductive power of its methodology and presupposes only a rather
poor set of examples as illustrations. However, it must be stressed that semantic data input
constitutes a hard task. At the stage of collecting and annotating linguistic data intuition of
linguists (based on their own speaker’s competence enhanced by their academic knowledge of a
given language) cannot be avoided. But, due to the dynamic character of SEMANA, interaction
between man and machine consists in creating and using lists of explicitly defined attributes
which can be easily modified. This can prevent from the subjectivity and variability of human
appreciation of the meaning of expressions as used in different contexts.

On the other hand, the difficulty of data input takes also its origin partly in the fact that lin-
guistic expressions in context have also implicit meaning and entail as well presupposed as inferred
knowledge. Namely, it is difficult to establish which part of the presupposed or inferred knowledge
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has to be taken into account in the description: very often, the part of implicit knowledge that has
to be made explicit depends on the language which serves as contrastive reference. Contrasting
one language with more than one is supposed to yield a more detailed description of semantic
contents of their respective expression units.

Using KDD algorithms gives spectacular results with adapted data. This is the case of KDD
among others with rough decision algorithms implemented in the SEMANA software which con-
tains a dynamic database builder and a software which has been designed for computer-aided
inquiry into the domain of ontology for sake of research on linguistic semantics. Linguists are well
aware of the overwhelming complexity of their object of study. It should be stressed however that
data structures must not have a complex view in order to reflect complexity of relations. The
figures below show that using a lattice representation (which is even more powerful than tree rep-
resentation) it is computationally possible to reveal rather compound relations which may seem
invisible (“hidden”) in a collection of descriptions using a very simple chart representation.

General architecture of SEMANA Software
The SEMANA software consists of two sorts of operations : (1) creation and maintenance of

the dynamic database and (2) SEMANA proper algorithms for both symbolic and statistical data
analyses.

(1) Data Base Builder : database construction environment with facilities for dynamic restruc-
turing of data (attribute edition assistance, tree-structure visualisation, conversion of multi-valued
charts into one-valued ones, nominal and logical scaling functions, discretisation of quantitative
variables, clarification of objects and attributes, co-occurrence tables (Burt’s tables), etc.)

∙ Editor of Records
∙ Tree Builder Assistant
∙ Attribute Editor
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(2) SEMANA Editor : This is the monitor of SEMANA in which it is possible to open a file,
create a file, edit a file as well as to discover similarities and analogies useful for building semantic
fields etc.

a) Symbolic Analysers

∙ Formal Concept Analyser — graphical representation of lattices, alpha-Galois lattices (cf.
Wille R. 1982, 1997; Ganter B. and Wille R. 1999)

∙ Rough Set Analyser - lower and upper approximations, reducts, core, discrimination power
(cf. Pawlak Z. 1982, Orłowska E. & Pawlak Z. 1984)

∙ Formal Rough Concept Analyser (cf. Saquer J. and Deogun J. S. 1999)
∙ Rough Decision Logic Analyser determination of minimal rules (for given subsets of conditional

and decisional subsets of attributes), detection of inconsistenciesn(cf. Bolc L., Cytowski J. and
Stacewicz P. 1996)

b) Statistical Analysers STA 3

∙ Factor Correspondence Analysis - including Correspondence Factor Analysis (Benzécri, J.-P.
1984)

∙ Ascending Cluster Analysis or Bottom-Up Hierarchical Classification (Jambu M. 1978)

and various classical statistics such as correlation matrices, similarity indices, feature matching,
cluster coefficient, etc.

At CELTA, in the framework of the CASK project, the SEMANA software is currently used
for research on European languages. Linguists, members of the CASK project, are experts in the
fields that were chosen for the first phase of research (aspect, modality and motion actions), as
authors of monographs, papers and doctoral theses on these subjects.
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4 Interactive Linguistics

Defining consists in establishing an unambiguous meaning of a given concept. In another words,
defining is an activity which aims at creating a formal language. The general structure of every
definition is based on the equivalence relation (tautology) as established by the equality conjunction
=def between two terms A and B. The formula A =def B is read as “A is the term which is being
defined (definiendum) and B is its definition (definiens)”.

From the syntactic point of view, the two following kinds of definitions can be distinguished: (1)
contextual4 definitions are composed of more than one term in their definienda; the complementary
term being its ‘context’: A with respect to X, A =defB and (2) direct definitions have only
one term in their definienda A =def B . Obviously, for language studies, the contextual definitions
are most likely to be attractive but, in our opinion, direct definitions reveal important as well.

4.1 Explanations guarantee accuracy

Explanation concerns the definiendum part of definitions. It has also two parts: explenans and
explenandum . In this pair of notions, it is the definiens of the definition that corresponds to the
explenandum of an explanation. Explenans guarantees mutual dependencies between conjunctions
of partial definitions. However, we consider that, in order to make the explenans play this function,
it is necessary that the concepts which represent the explenans part of explanations be classified
(ordered in such a way that they constitute tree-like structures). This remark will not astonish
specialists in computer processing of natural languages since the data structures they manipulate
are trees or, in better cases, DAGs (directed acyclic graphs).

Primarily, definitions are dichotomous attributes, but in most cases operationalisation is suc-
cessful only while all the attributes are parameterized. The partiality (contextuality) is obtained
by deduction under the closed world assumption. It is known as constraint in logic with natural de-
duction mechanisms (Gentzen). During the parameterization process attributes must be validated
with respect to their belonging to the ontology of objects they represent. Attribute in parameters
belong either to some unstructured clusters or to hierarchies with respect to which they must be
validated; i.e.: selected from the hierarchy.

Importantly, the parameters whose attributes are coming from hierarchies always contain
minus-valued (negative) attribute. Such attributes are the complements of all those which are
hierarchically dependent. The next task consists in exploring the reasons (a) belonging to a tree
structure or (b) being a set of attributes resulting from total combination of properties.

In order to conduct research on such heterogeneous objects as semiotic constructs, we must
collect data in a very flexible system environment. Our “db Builder” (acronym of Database Man-
agement System) has been designed especially for the purpose of research on linguistic data with
little a priori structured knowledge. This system is suited to the semantic knowledge acquisition
and experimentation. “Db Builder” makes it possible (1) to collect samples of utterances containing
a sample of the sign in question with its contextual environment, translation into other languages
and free format observations in natural language and (2) to describe the meaning of that sign
using attributes with their values (parameterized features). Sets of attributes used in collections
of usages of signs may be variable. However, the number of attributes describing a category is
supposed to be finite. The linguist’s task is to stabilize configurations of attributes with respect
to the given semantic domain (‘field’). All the attributes must be explained in form of ontological
hierarchies which constitute what is well known as feature structures.

In the CASK framework, we propose a typical procedure for the semantic description of lin-
guistic data.

1. initialize a set of uses of a linguistic sign (or expression) within its environment (context)
4 From the point of view of the procedure, three kinds of contextual definitions are distinguished: (a)
descriptive, (b) prospective (aiming at creating new concepts) and (c) normative. The three terms were
coined by the author. They correspond to (a) reporting definitions, (b) projecting definitions and (c)
regulative definitions of other athors. Cf. Pawłowski, T. (1978).
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2. collect a number of uses of one linguistic sign (or expression) and build a database (when
necessary add ontology-based explanation)

3. determine (step by step) the ontology of that sign (or expression) by creating attributes and
establishing their constitutive (hierarchical when possible) structures

4. split automatically the database into as many information systems/contexts as necessary
5. add more uses (samples of utterances) and check the ontology quality (adequacy) with respect

to the database
6. typify uses of the described signs (or expressions) using the Formal Concept Analysis.
7. check the consistency of the database
8. if possible, reduce and stabilize knowledge contained in each of the information systems using

the Rough Set Analysis
9. for some purposes, merge fixed information systems into one formal concept context

The structure obtained is a semantic structural description of the linguistic unit. Let us also
mention that, among the variety of specialised KDD functions making it possible to experiment
with descriptions within the attribute spaces, two particularly useful tasks consist in establishing
relations between signs (as mentioned above).

4.2 Logical Reconstruction of the Theory of Sign

Let us now see what are the theoretical foundations for interactive analyses of linguistic objects.
From the computational point of view, following the new fuzzy and rough computing paradigm,
it is easy to conclude that because signs are objects they also have granular structures. They
can therefore be represented using Galois lattices. Let us then follow this viewpoint adopting the
general assumption that signs (lexical and grammatical morphemes or expressions) can really be
thought of in terms of granular structures. As it will be explained below, uses can be seen as
granules of usages and sememes as granules of senses. Linguistic signs can therefore be described
interactively using data mining technical tools such as formal concept analysers5, rough set infor-
mation system analysers6, ascending hierarchical classifiers and correspondence factor analysers7,
etc.

In the sequel of this subsection, our purpose will be only to put together the notion of semiotic
objects (as they are usually described in linguistic literature) and “formal contexts” as defined in
computational Formal Concept Analysis in hopes that it will enable us to formalise the represen-
tational structure of signs and their uses in different contexts. As a matter of fact, in Semana,
in collaboration with Sauvet G., we implemented two functions which compute centrality and
priority of some formal concepts in a lattice. These functions suggest that lattices are suitable
for representing linguistically motivated complex clusters of semantic structures. Indeed, below,
we will endeavour to show that signs can be represented using lattices. And we hope that lattice
representation of signs will reveal more adequate than DAGs of feature structures8 . Although
our research on this question is still in progress, we will sketch out the general idea we intend to
develop.

Definition 1. Formally, the Elemental Sign is a structure with Uses U as a set of mor-
phemes (or expressions), Semes9 S as a set of formulae or attributes or definitions and Assign-
ment A as an assignment function from uses to semes (A: U → S ).

Sign=<U, S, A>

5 Cf. Wille R. (1982, 2001), Ganter B. & Wille R. (1999).
6 Cf. Pawlak Z. (1981), Orłowska E. & Pawlak Z. (1984).
7 Cf. Benzécri, J.-P. (1984), Jambu, M. (1978) and Greenacre, M. (1983).
8 Let us stress that features structures are explanations and what we need are definitions. Definitions can
be automatically verified using data mining tools but explanations cannot.
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Definition 2. We briefly introduce the Concept10 defined as a pair of a subset of uses (M ⊆
U ) and subset of semes (§⊆S ). The concept must be formal , i.e.: it must be created by a dual11
function from uses to semes and vice versa (Wille, R. – 1982).

Concept = {M, § } where {M : U → S} and {§ : S → U }

Let S be a set of semes12 S ={®, ¯, ° . . . } and let § be a subset of semes in S (§⊆S ). The
Usage of a concept is defined as its extension.

[§]Sign= {m ∈ S : m |=Sign§ }

Now, let M be a set of uses of a morpheme (or expression) M={a, b, c...} be a subset of uses
U (M ⊆ U ). The Sense of a concept is defined as its intension.

[M ]Sign= {¾ ∈ § : ¾ |=SignM }

Informal definition 3.We will call semion13 the set of all the realisations of a given concept .
Intuitively, while the concept is a pair of indiscernible usages (morphemes) and indiscernible senses
(formulae), the semion is a substructure (substructure of the sign). Let us fix our terminology as
follows (table #1):

Form (extension) Content (intension)
Concept Usage Sense
Semion Use Sememe

Table #1. Terminology of our theory of sign structure
Uses which have an intersection with all the items of the sense (intension) of a given concept

constitute its object domain, sememes which have an intersection with all the usages (extension)
of the same concept constitute its attribute co-domain. Obviously, both as well uses as sememes
are distinguishable.

Thus, it is possible to consider concepts as abstract representations of semions. In other words,
concepts should be seen as types14 of semions. It should be clear therefore that our definition of
semion only partially matches that of concept (in fact, defined as a formal concept) because the
uses belonging to one usage are different from each other and so are the sememes belonging to one
sense while in the concept the usages and the senses are indiscernible. A concept is only a pair
of usage and sense whereas a semion is a substructure of a sign. In other words, due to variable
contexts (a fortiori multiple semantic situations) of uses, linguistic signs usually contain more
than one semion which are defined as a pair of usage and sense.

Moreover, both components (usage and sense) of a concept may be contained in more than
one element (use and sememe respectively). Although, as we have said, the elements of every
component are indiscernible within a concept, each of them may be further characterized by the
10 In Formal Concept Analysis, the term used is Formal Concept (Wille R. — 1982, 2001).
11 Our presentation of this problem is very succinct. The dual character of formal concepts lies at the basis

of the algebric structure of lattice represenation (cf. the literature which is now very rich on FCA —
Formal Concept Analysis).

12 Note also that the original Wille’s terminology significatly differs from ours because we limited our
theory only to the semiotic objects. What we call semes, Wille calls attributes.

13 Our definition of semion drastically differs from that of S. K. Saumjan. In Saumjan’s Applicative
Generative Grammar, the term semion refers to the smallest semiotic unit defined as an elementary
object of the formal language designed to model the human language. The two elementary semions are
the name and the proposition likewise in categorial grammars (Lesniewski, Ajdukiewicz). Saumjan, S.
K. & Soboleva, P. A. (1973).

14 Indeed, the idea of types as opposed to their realisations (instances) concerns semantic objects, too. In
linguistics, the distinction of (formal) concept and semion is comparable to the distinction of phoneme
and sound in phonology.
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sememes not belonging to the usage of the concept. All the morphemes (or their homonyms) which
belong to a concept are indistinguishable but each of them is different in the context of the semion.

Our model of Elemental Sign can be further elaborated in the two following ways: (a)
internally by introducing a multi-dimensional vector space into its structure, we get then an
improved differentiation of meanings (oppositions) and (b) externally by joining (formal) concepts
of different elemental signs in associations; this gives rise to the definition of the Relational Sign.

Note also that semantic fields have the same granular structure as signs. The only difference is
that the uses and usages are replaced by different words. In the case of signs, the morphemes cannot
be but allomorphic. The lattices representing semions of semantic fields may contain “wholes”, viz.
concepts without name.

Lexicons and dictionaries were, in the history of mankind, the first attempts at using language
resources for annotation and translation purposes. Among them, thesauri are the most structured
collections of words. However, due to the intrinsic polysemy of signs, thesauri cannot but very ap-
proximately capture inter-sign relationships. For this reason, dynamic semantic maps and lattices
we propose among others should reveal useful both as well during the research and development
stage as for the future exploitation of computerised dictionaries.

– Semantic Lattice (S-Lattice) — a set of signs (with semes arranged by implication rela-
tionships).

– Semantic Map (S-Map) - a set of similar signs (with semes arranged by similarity rela-
tionships).

Thus, the meaning conveyed by natural languages is defined as a function from signs into15 the
individualized ontologies16 . We will keep in mind therefore that any description of a natural lan-
guage semantic field must match the representation of a local domain ontology. In other words,
the language semantics (description) and the ontology (representation) are mutually bound. Obvi-
ously, the granularity (the scale or level of detail present in a set of data) of semantic descriptions
and their ontological counterparts must match.

4.3 From “Raw” Data to Representations – Sample Solutions

As a sample solution, let us first state that morphemes are opposed by pairs of similarity and
distinction (see definition of semion above). Structural linguists proposed 3 kinds of oppositions:
privative (binary), equipollent (multi-value) and gradual (degree-value). The interactive research
in the KDD framework allowed us to discover special kinds of linguistic binary oppositions: a
double converse opposition (±A ⇄ ∓B) and a double (or even triple) binary opposition
(+A → −A and +B → −B). Obviously, in both cases, there are only two morphemes in question.
In the double converse opposition the morphemes are infomorphic (a special kind of isomorphism
proposed within the framework of information flow by Barwise J. & Seligman J. – 1997). The
capitals A and B represent binary attributes which are converse of each other (viz. +A = −B and
+B = −A) in the double converse opposition. They represent two different attributes (viz. +A
∕= −B and +B ∕= −A) which belong to the same hierarchical domain in the a double (or triple)
binary opposition.

Let us quote as examples some results obtained at CELTA (Université Paris-Sorbonne – Paris
4):

(a) the Japanese wa and ga particles have two converse binary senses each (Włodarczyk A. –
1998, 2005):

wa+ Topic / ga- Subjectold ⇄ ga+ Focus / ga- Subjectnew
(b) the Polish verb past morphemes –li and –ły have two17 senses each (Włodarczyk H. —

2009):
15 As a matter of fact, this function from goes across the internal semantic representations.
16 From our perspective, the semantic interpretation function of linguistic expressions should be charac-

terised by both refinement and blending.
17 If we consider that the neutre gender’s meaning of nouns which refer to animate beings is −Adult, the

number of binary oppositions, in this case, amounts to three (Wlodarczyk, H. – 2009).
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(1) –li+ +Human / –ły - +Human
(2) –ły+ +Feminin / –li - -Feminin
The notation we used may be slightly misleading if one has the notion of markedness in mind.

Note however that for a sign to be marked, it must not only bear a positively valued attribute.
Additionally, it must be ambiguous with respect to another attribute (which presumably is situated
higher in the hierarchy to which belongs the positive attribute under consideration).

5 Conclusion

At present, research on Polish aspect18 is carried in contrast with French: this allows us to compare
grammatical and lexical means of expression of aspect in two different types of languages.

The CASK method is based on the assumption that multilingual contrastive approach can help
deepening the semantic descriptions of one language by adding and modifying features through the
comparison with other languages. We also claim that contrastive approach is a good way towards
the construction of an ontology that would come out from real linguistic data. The usefulness of
the contrastive description is already significant for different types of European languages but the
impact of this method may reveal much more important while putting all these languages into
contrast with a typologically more distant language such as Japanese or Hungarian. Data on the
Japanese language, some of them are already available in various Japanese research institutions,
will be used as “contrastive pivot” for the European language. Especially, we are going to use
available Japanese electronic dictionaries. In this respect, research carried by Ikehara’s laboratory
(Ikehara S. – 1999) at Tottori University is a good example of successful ontology-based contrastive
approach: the contrast-and-comparison of the Japanese language with English led to a deeper and
more varied descriptions of Japanese lexemes.

Let us also add that one interesting and original goal of the interactive research in linguistic
semantics is building data banks of both ontological and linguistic knowledge structures. Such
structures could be accessed by description composed in natural languages using parsing mecha-
nisms enhanced with some approximation functions.
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Abstract. The CASK method (Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge) is
being used at CELTA with the SEMANA (SEMantic ANAlyser) software, which was es-
pecially designed for this purpose. We use the notation of semantic feature structures
as a meta-language for describing the category of aspect in Polish regardless of its per-
taining to various levels of expression (morphological, syntactical or lexical). To model
the category of aspect we treat types of situations as conditions for two relevant aspect
parameters we call analysis of the situation (or internal aspect) and control of the situ-
ation (or external aspect). In order to cope both with the lexical diversity of aspectual
morphemes (prefixes) and the grammatical (dichotomous and obligatory) character of as-
pect in Slavic languages, we have proposed to define the perfective aspect as a hypercate-
gory. Our database of Polish aspect was analysed using KDD statistical tools (G. Sauvet
2008, http://celta.paris-sorbonne.fr/anasem/papers/). We obtained the first prelimi-
nary experimentally fixed semantic definitions of the perfective and imperfective values of
the category of aspect in a Slavic language.

1 Ontology and Semantics

Multi-lingual contrastive studies need to refer to ontologies as tertium comparationis, including
those which were especially designed in order to account for linguistic objects (expressions). We
claim that this task cannot but be interactive (computer-aided), if we want to avoid the lack of
precision and the variability of semantic parameters in traditional linguistic research, especially
hazardous in the semantic domain.

We define the semantic content of a linguistic expression as a function mapping this expression
on ontological concepts. Therefore, to describe the semantic content of aspectual expressions used
in utterances we need to specify the ontology to which they refer. A formal cognitive description
aims at giving an ontological account of a semantic category by treating its definition in different
languages as a finite set of strictly defined feature structures. We aim at giving a two-fold account
of semantic categories by:

- building a general set of ontological abstract structures necessary to interpret aspect in
different languages

- choosing a specific set of semantic feature structures for the described category in each human
language, in our case for Polish.

To describe aspectual values of verbs in context, we had first to define relevant aspectual
semantic attributes and their values (AV). At this stage, linguists must use both general knowledge
of the category they are studying and specific knowledge of the language they are describing.

2 Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge

Our experience consists in using a software for the acquisition of semantic knowledge (SEMANA
designed at CELTA) after years of traditional linguistic research on the topics of aspect. We have
★ Acknowledgment: the research on aspect with the SEMANA software has been conducted at CELTA
(Paris-Sorbonne University) since 2005 by Hélène and André Włodarczyk (ontology and semantics of
verbal aspect), Georges Sauvet and André Włodarczyk (conception of the SEMANA software), Georges
Sauvet (analysis of the aspect database with SEMANA KDD tools). Doctoral and master students also
take part in this research.
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been conducting this research in the field of verbal aspect semantics in Slavic languages in contrast
with Indo-European non-Slavic languages, mostly French and English. We turn to KDD methods
in order to enhance linguistic research in two ways. 1) using a software as Semana can help grasping
a large set of semantic features and make clear the relations between them, i.e. the structure or
system they belong to ; 2) it provides the linguist with a universal (feature) language whose rules
are logico-mathematical and with tools worked out by computer scientists to handle this language
and perform calculation on it. And last but not least, a software offers the possibility to store large
language data, to access them easily and share them with other researchers.

2.1 Towards Experimental Semantics

The method of Computer Aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge (CASK) is based on the idea
that the meaning of linguistic units can be described only in context. In a given context (inside a
text or discourse and in a particular speech situation) an expression is not ambiguous (it can be
described by one feature structure). What is called ambiguity or polysemy is the possibility for an
expression to be used with different senses in different contexts. For this reason, it is important to
collect numerous samples of usages (build semantic databases), so that linguistic theories consist
in describing and analysing these data with symbolic and statistical methods.

This approach differs radically from hypothetico-deductive linguistic theories (which use merely
a few examples as illustrations) but it is confronted with the serious problem of meta-data input.
In fact, we consider that bare facts do not exist as such, any description of linguistic “facts” relies
on a chosen theoretical background; for this reason, we call the linguistic data we collect in our
database “meta-data”.

At the stage of collecting and marking semantic data, the intuition of the linguist is irreplaceable
although fallible. Interaction between man and machine (consisting of handling a list of fixed well
defined monosemous features that demand conscious intervention to be modified or enlarged) can
prevent from the subjectivity and variability of human appreciation of the meaning of expressions.

The problem of data input comes partly from that linguistic expressions exhibit in context not
only explicit meaning, but also entail as well presupposed as inferred knowledge. It is sometimes
difficult to establish which part of the presupposed or inferred knowledge is pertinent in a given
context and should be taken into account in the description.

2.2 SEMANA: a Software designed for semantic research

The problem of communication between linguists and computer scientists comes from the times
when the latter used to analyze the formers’ needs in their specific field at a given stage of
their research in order to offer them adapted tools. Most often such tools reflected the image
(knowledge) of the field at the time of the programmer’s analysis but were not flexible enough
to be easily modified when the specialist’s view of the field changes. The SEMANA software1,
especially designed at CELTA for the CASK project (Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic
Knowledge) offers two sorts of tools: (1) tools for interactive intelligent and dynamic database
designing; (2) tools for automatic KDD research.

SEMANA’s Dynamic Database Builder (db builder) is highly interactive, relying on the lin-
guist’s expertise in a given domain; it makes it possible to change features and their values (and the
structure they belong to) as soon as progress in research proves it necessary. Each card in the db
builder contains a field for the specimen described (an utterance chosen from a corpus) and a field
with a list of attributes and values from which the linguist chooses the appropriate values for the
sample he is describing. The characteristic morpheme of the analysed expression is used as index.
The db builder is completed by a Tree Builder Assistant which allows the linguist to organise in a
tree structure the attributes and values chosen for the description of a semantic field. Any change
in the feature tree of the Tree Assistant is transferred to each record of the database after the
linguist is asked whether he accepts changes in the tree builder to be echoed in the database. Since
1 http://www.celta.paris-sorbonne.fr/anasem/papers/
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the beginning of the research with Semana we could change several times the tree of attributes
used to describe aspect in Polish. All specimens are automatically collected in a contingency table.
The synthetic table has the form of a chart of attributes and values for each sample described in
the database. In the synthetic table, linguists can observe which samples present the same value
of the same attribute. For linguistic description it is an important assistance : it makes it possible
to verify whether the same attribute and value were chosen rightly in different contexts and at
different times of data description by the linguist. It may seem trivial but, in semantic annotation,
the choice of attributes and values is very sensitive to narrow and broad context. This table is
completed by tools which provide statistical information about the use of attributes and their
values and suggest interactive restructuration of the attributes and their values: it checks objects
with the same AV (duplicates), proposes to merge 2 or more attributes, shows types of objects by
attributes or by values, checks the AV field (appearing in each card) and the feature tree (in the
Tree Builder Assistant). Many automated checking procedures are available and help the linguist
to check the consistency of his reasoning.

The second part of SEMANA consists in tools for KDD research integrating the following
methods: Rough Set Theory (RST, Z. Pawlak), Formal Concept Analysis (FCA by R. Wille and
B. Ganter), Statistical Data Analyses (by J.-P. Benzécri). These tools are described in André
Wlodarczyk’s article in the same volume: “Interactive Discovery of Ontological Knowledge for
Modelling Language Resources”.

3 The Categorial and Contextual Meaning of Aspect

As regards aspect, it is often a very delicate task to distinguish the explicit categorial aspect
meaning of an expression used in an utterance from its inferences and presuppositions2. The latter
are referred to globally as the “pragmatics” of aspect or its conversational implicature. In my view,
what is called the pragmatics of aspect refers to two different kinds of Aspectual uses in context.

In the first place, properly aspecto-temporal senses of verbs in context must be taken into
account. Such senses do not depend only on the categorial meaning of the aspect category in
the language system but also on the utterance in which the verb is used. For instance, in some
languages, uses of verb forms expressing that a process has reached its finish point in the past
(before the speech time point) often allow in context to infer that the situation is in its after
stage (in a new state resulting from the process expressed by the verb) thus producing what is
called a resultative meaning. e.g. In Polish Zmarz łem (I have got frozen) means I am now cold
(at the speech time) or was cold (at the time period serving as reference point). Such kind of
inferred meaning properly relies on ontological knowledge and reveals important in translation.
Since every utterance content is partial as regards the situation it refers to, the explicit/implicit
part of an utterance content is not always the same in two different languages. When translating,
it is sometimes necessary to replace the implicit inferred meaning of the original expression by an
explicit expression in the target language. As a matter of fact, the aim of the translation is to
produce an expression which refers to some ontological knowledge that is similar to that of the
original expression.

Secondly, we claim that the properly pragmatic meaning of aspect is related to the meta-
informative (sometimes called cognitive) old or new status of the utterance. We have devoted
and continue to devote much attention to this part of the aspectual problem, which reveals very
important when contrasting languages (cf. Włodarczyk H. 1997, Włodarczyk A. & H. 2008). In
this paper we do not develop this problem because, for the time being, in our database, we limit
the description of aspect uses to the first sort of uses, i.e. properly aspecto-temporal uses.

2 Much has been written about this problem by Jakobson 1932, 1936 (Gesamtbedeutung) , Bondarko
1971a, b, and others Primary and Secondary meanings of aspectual forms (Kuryłowicz 1977)
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4 Aspect as a Hypercategory

Aspect in Slavic languages is based on the opposition of two values only (perfective and imper-
fective) but the aspectual opposition is expressed not only in aspectual pairs but also in what we
call aspectual families (or derivational nests). In Slavic languages, all prefixed verbs derived from
a simple verb become perfective3. Among them, two classes can be distinguished although the
border between these two classes is not sharp : verbs with a new lexical meaning (lexical deriva-
tives) and verbs, which keep the same lexical meaning but change aspect (aspectual derivatives).
Among the aspectual derivatives, slavicists distinguish traditionally (since the beginning of the
20th century, cf. Agrell 1908) between a series of derived verbs called Aktionsart (or lexical aspect)
and one derived perfective verb considered as the grammatical perfective partner of the simple
verb. Recently, this distinction has been reappraised by many researchers (including, Sémon 1986,
Paduceva 1996, Karolak 1997, Xrakovskij 1997). Moreover, much work has been done to prove
that not all so-called “aspectual pairs” are semantically similar, i.e. the opposition of perfective
and imperfective may be based on different sets of semantic features depending on the lexical
meaning of verbs (more precisely, depnding on the ontological type of situation as defined below).
The first pioneer work in that direction was that of Cezar Piernikarski (1969) who showed that
there exist several different types of “aspectual oppositions”.

Our ontological approach makes it possible to bring closer the two sub-categories of aspect and
Aktionsart and to replace the notion of “aspectual pair” by that of aspectual nest when defining
the perfective aspect of Slavic languages (Włodarczyk A. & H. 2001). Most of the meanings tradi-
tionally assigned to the category of Aktionsart are part of what we call control parameters (see
below). In prefixed verbs, these meanings combine with those considered as strictly grammatical
perfective meanings and are characteristic of the aspectual nest that can often be derived from a
simple imperfective verb. In former theories of aspectual pairs, only prefixed perfective verbs with
a resultative meaning were considered pure grammatical perfective partners of a simple imperfec-
tive verb. In our view, we consider as aspectual pairs only those pairs consisting of a perfective
verb and the suffixed imperfective verb that is derived from it, e.g. przepisać (perf.) / przepisywać
(imp.), to copy.

Perfective as a hypercategory (a two-level category due to the derivational origin of apectual
morphemes in Slavic languages) subsumes all meanings of so called pure aspectual partners and
Aktionsart. The concept of hypercategory allows us to describe each derived perfective verb as
inheriting several aspectual features. Following this hypothesis, no verbal prefix can be viewed as
semantically void because different configurations of features are always at hand. As a matter of
fact, none of the perfective partners of a simple imperfective verb can be considered as entirely
“synonymous” to the root verb.

Using the database of the Polish Frequency Dictionary (SFPW) we studied the relative fre-
quency of simple imperfective verbs and the different perfective verbs derived from them (Włodar-
czyk A. & H. 2001). It appears that the frequency of the so-called “pure perfective partner” (very
often the one with resultative meaning) is much higher than the frequency of verbs considered as
Aktionsart and this is probably the reason why this perfective partner was generally considered
as the only pure grammatical perfective partner of the simplex imperfective verb. Our treatment
of aspectual prefixed verbs can be regarded as one more contribution to the long-lasting discus-
sion about “aspectual pairs” in Slavic languages. We fully agree with the opinion of slavicists who
consider (although mostly on the ground of other arguments) that pairs are constituted only by
an imperfective suffixed verb that is derived from a perfective verb, e.g. przepisywać imp. from
przepisać perf. (both can be translated as “to copy”), zamawiać imp. from zamówić perf. (both
can be translated as “to order”), etc.

The notion of hypercategory is derived from the idea that categories can be classified. As shown
above, the aspectual meaning of a verb used in a given context can be described as a bundle of
attributes. By using inheritance, we do not have to build disjoint classes of aspectual meanings
(as it was the case with classes of Aktionsart verbs). In fact, aspectual meanings are irregularly

3 Exceptions are extremely rare and due to diachronical reasons.
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linked to various superior nodes. Moreover, one and the same verbal lexeme may have different
links depending on the context in which it is used. This is often the case of po- prefixed verbs that
can have several meanings (cf. Włodarczyk A. & H. 2001, II).

This approach allows us to take into account the lexical diversity in Slavic aspectual semantics
and sheds light on the controversies about the grammatical or lexical nature of aspectual features.
We conclude that in the aspectual derivation in Slavic languages there is no clear border between
the lexical and the grammatical. Moreover, there is no need neither to consider this situation
as “incomplete grammaticalisation”. On the contrary, this endows Slavic languages with a very
systematic way of expressing a broad range of aspectual nuances

5 Three Kinds of Aspectual Parameters and Formal Definition of
Aspect

The aspectual attributes and values we use in the database are the result of previous research on
aspect (Włodarczyk H. 1997) and are defined in the framework of the theory of aspect we outlined
for interactive semantic research (Włodarczyk A. & H. 2003, 2006). We adopted the notation
of semantic feature structures as a meta-language for describing aspectual meanings in various
languages regardless of linguistic levels (morphological, syntactical, lexical etc). We propose to
describe the meaning of the aspect category as a pair of feature bundles : Analysis and Control.
The “analysis of a situation” (viewed as a whole or as one of its moments or stages) is considered
as its endocentric aspect, concerning the internal development of a situation as time passes by.
We call the “control of a situation” a set of operations such as iteration, modifications of flow or
intensity, composition of two or more situations into one. This control parameters are imposed
on a situation from outside of its internal development in time and therefore we consider them
as exocentric aspect. Moreover these internal and external aspectual features occur and combine
diversely depending on the semantic type of the situation to which a verb is related in a given
context. Each aspect use can therefore be described by a semantic feature bundle consisting of two
parts: situation analysis and situation control. The situation type is considered as a condition for
the use of aspect. This allows to propose a formal definition of aspect as follows.

Aspect = { Sit. Analysis , Sit. Control } condition : Sit. Type

5.1 Types of Semantic Situations

The classification we use (Włodarczyk A. 2003) differs from other classifications (Vendler Z. 1967,
Laskowski R. 1998, among others) in that it does not incorporate features concerning situation
participants and roles but only situation frames; it is based on four relevant features: space (three
dimensions), time, progression and granularity.

SEMANTIC TYPES OF SITUATIONS
Characteristic proper- Static Situations Dynamic Situations (ACTIONS)
ties (dimensions) STATE EVENT Ordinary

PROCESS
Refined

PROCESS
Space (3D) + + + +
Time – + + +
Progression – – + +
Granularity – – – +

Table 1: Hierarchy of semantic situations (Włodarczyk A. 2003)

States differ from dynamic situations, in that they are not modified by time passing. Events
have no progression: their beginning moment (“start”) coincides with their ending moment (“finish”)
and it is impossible to observe an intermediary stage (“run”) between them. In other words, events
are dynamic situations without progression or development. Progression characterises processes,
which develop in time from a begin stage to an end stage through an intermediary stage we call run.
A granular process is made up of a repetition of many identical grains. Situations are hierarchically
ordered: each type of situation inherits properties of the preceding type.
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5.2 Internal Aspect: Situation Analysis

Any situation is preceded by a preceding situation (we call the “before” stage) and a following
situation (we call the “after” stage). But only processes, i.e. dynamic situations with progression,
may be further analysed into inner moments and stages (Fig. 1). Static situations may have only
a start and a finish moment without any further analysis between them. Events are dynamic
situations conceived as instantaneous (without progression) and therefore they are described as
only one moment into which the start moment and the finish moment are merged.

Fig. 1: Analysis of simple dynamic situations in moments and stages (constitutive parts)

The distinction that we make between moments and stages (represented on the figure as points
and segments) may remind of the geometric metaphor of a “point” as opposed to a “line” often
used in aspectology but, in our approach, we do not identify totally perfectivity with the point-
view and imperfectivity with the segment-view. As a matter of fact, we consider the selection of
a moment or a stage as only one of the semantic attributes of the aspect category. This attribute
is combined in different configurations with other parameters in order to give account of different
usages of the perfective and imperfective verbs.

A situation characterised as a process may be roughly analysed in three inner stages: begin,
run and end. Moments serve as boundaries for stages, and we called them (arbitrarily) initial,
start, enter, exit, finish and terminal. What is relevant in our theory is not the intuitive meaning
of these words in English but the place they mark on the line representing the progression of a
process in time

5.3 External Aspect: Control

Exocentric aspect (“control”) consists in a set of parameters that are combined with the endocen-
tric ones. The control may concern the repetition of the situation, the modification of the flow or
intensity (interrupt, resume, keep, off-and-on4, trans5), the composition of two (or more) sequen-
tial or parallel situations into one complex situation. In Polish, the composition of situations is
expressed in the case of verbs with prefixes indicating that the situation is composed of two or
several situations. As an example we may quote the so called distributive Aktionsart : situations
performed simultaneously or successively by different subjects or on different objects are composed
into one complex situation, e.g.:

Pootwierałem wszystkie okna. (Lit. I opened all the windows one after the other.)

Fig. 2 Aspectual Parameters of Situation Control

Many of what we call control parameters were previously described as limitative, intensive,
iterative, distributive, completive etc. “Aktionsarten”. However, each type of aspectual meaning that
was previously called an Aktionsart was generally described by only one single (often dichotomous)
label; in our approach, such meaning pertains to more than only one parameter because we define

4 The “off-and-on” flow modification concerns the unfolding of a situation intermittently.
5 We call “trans” the unfolding of the whole situation from start to finish (regardless of its stages)
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aspect at least by the pair of two sorts of parameters: analysis of the situation and its control.
Generally, in one verb usage, at least one control parameter (repeated or not repeated) or more
(modification, composition) may be at hand, thus every aspect usage is defined by a structure of
several semantic features.

6 Interactive Semantic Research on Aspect with the SEMANA
Software

Hereafter we sketch out the interactive research on aspect both from the point of view of the
linguist (aspect database building by Włodarczyk H.) and the computer-scientist (KDD analysis
of the aspect database by Sauvet G).

6.1 From the work on the ontological tree of aspectual features

In the aspect database we use a tree of the attributes and values (AV) described above to annotate
each aspectual specimen chosen in a corpus. This tree was first designed in the Tree Assistant as
an ontology of aspect and modified several times as we collected more and more samples.

Let us quote just an example of the possibility of modifying the tree of ontological features
during the collecting of data. In the first version of the aspect feature tree, the attribute ASPECT
ANALYSIS was divided into inner and outer moments and stages:
ASPECT-*-ANALYSIS-*-MOMENT-------*-MINN------*-{AMI}=[enter|exit|finish|start]

* * *-MOUT-----*-{AMO}=[initial|terminal]
* *-STAGE-----------*-SINN-------*-{ASI}=[begin|end|run]
* * *-SOUT------*-{ASO}=[before|after]

After we collected data, both outer moments (initial, terminal) that were never used in the
db were deleted. This led us to simplify the attributes moments and stages as follows
ASP-*-ANLS-*-MOM--*-MOMI-*-{AMI}=[ent|exi|fin|str]

* *-STG--- *-SI-------*-{ASI}=[beg|end|run]
* * *-SO------*-{ASO}=[bef|aft]

On the contrary both outer stages were frequently used in the description : we can understand
that linguistic aspectual expressions of situations take into account the situation itself and its
immediate bordering situations (before and after) but does not point at any dividing moment
between the preceding situation (what we call the before stage) and another even more anterior
situation because this would lead to an infinite regression (and the same for the moment we called
terminal as end of the after stage). Thus, only the moments (schematized by points on a line)
indicating the border between the outer stages and the situation itself can be expressed in verbal
expressions of aspect : the moment we call start constitutes both the end of the before stage and
the beginning of the begin stage of the situation, and the moment we call finish is both the last
moment of the situation (of its end stage) and the first moment of the after stage.

6.2 Consistency checks

The field index of the db builder contains the aspectual morpheme of the described expression: a
prefix or a suffix, or a periphrastic aspectual expression (e.g., an aspectual verb as zaczynać, “to
begin”, kończyć “to stop” or nie przestawać “do not stop”, an adverb as wciąż, “continuously” etc).

Each specimen is characterised by a set of AV and by its morpheme (used as index). It may
be written as a rule: if {given set of AV} then index. This allows index consistency to be
detected. As a matter of fact, in our database, the test of consistency detected several different
prefixes that were described by the same set of AV. However the polysemous character of verbal
prefixes in Slavic languages and the two-step categorial structure of aspect (the hypercategory)
requires that the linguist check the detected inconsistencies and accept them under the following
conditions: (1) in the case when different prefixes share a common bundle of semantic features
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(with the necessity for the linguist to add relevant distinctive features to give account of fine-
grained semantic differences) or (2) when the same prefix is characterised by two or more different
feature trees (polysemous prefixes).

6.3 Successive versions of the Aspect database

As we progressed by trials and errors in different versions of the aspect db we obtained gradually
improved statistical reports. In Table X, column 2 displays the result of the automatic deletion of
duplicates in the db. As we collect samples from text corpora it is obvious that this random access
to data leads to the input of different samples having the same aspectual feature structure. In
columns 3, 4 and 5, we can see that, as our work proceeded, we limited the number of attributes
so that the number of theoretical combinations decreased and the possibility of merging attributes
was reduced to zero.

DB version Distinct objects Number of
attributes

Number of theor.
combin.

Number of “merg-
ing attributes”

HW-Aspect-V1 61 12 2,064,384 9
HW-Aspect-V2 60 11 1,032,192 9
HW-Aspect-V3 77 11 829,000 6
HW-Aspect-V4 79 9 408,240 1
HW-Aspect-V5 79 8 136,080 1
HW-Aspect-V6 69 8 45,360 1
HW-Aspect-V7 74 8 61,440 0
HW-Aspect-V8 78 7 58,320 0

Table 2. Improvements reflected by statistical reports

6.4 Analysis of the first database of Aspect in Polish using SEMANA KDD tools

The feature tree used in the aspectual database (version 8) analysed by G. Sauvet was the following:
ASPECT-*-ANALYSIS-*-{ANA}=[enter|exit|finish|start|initial|terminal|begin|end|run|before|after|nonanalyzed]

*-CONTROL--*-FLOWMODIF-*-FLOW-------*-{MOD}=[interrupt|keep|resume|stop|trans|OffandOn|parallel|sequential]
* *-REPETITION-*-{CRE}=[defnb|indnb]
*-INTENSITY-*-{ITS}=[increase|decrease|strong|weak]

ASPVALUE-*-ASPVAL---*-{VAL}=[imperfective|perfective]
*-MRPHCOMP-*-{MCP}=[impPrf|prfImp|prfImpPrf]

SITTYPE-*-{TYP}=[event|ordProcess|refProcess|state]

The multi-valued synthetic table corresponding to version 8 (fig. 3) was exported to the STA3
device of SEMANA and then automatically transformed into a one-valued table.

Fig. 3 Synthetic table of Aspect db Version 8
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The Correspondence Factor Analysis (fig. 4) shows a clear partition of relevant features into
two classes according to the attribute [VAL] = {perfective | imperfective}.

Fig. 4 Two classes of values of attributes around the pefective and imperfective

Fig. 5 Polish Aspect: Correspondence factor Analysis

The distribution of features along the perfective to imperfective path in Correspondence Factor
Analysis (Fig.5) shows that a group of features imperatively requires the perfective value of aspect.
Among them we find the definite number of repeated situations opposed to the non definite number
of repetitions clearly situated in the imperfective zone. Three moment values of the attribute
situation analysis are clearly associated mostly with perfective verbs: start, enter and finish; this
captures the traditional view on perfective aspect as denoting either the end or the beginning
of a process. On the other hand the values nonanalysed (nan) and the value of stage run of the
same attribute are characteristic mostly of imperfective verbs which are know as able to feature
situations as non analysed wholes or in progress in their run stage without taking into account any
border moment, neither at the beginning nor at the end. As concerns situation types: ordinary
processes are situated between the two zones (such type of situation may be expressed as wll by
an imperfective as a perfective verb) whereas refined processes appear clearly in the imperfective
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zone. Among the different values of the flow modification attribute the stop and interrupt values
are closer to the perfective whereas the keep and off-and-on values are closer to the imperfective.

These first promising results will have to be improved by collecting a larger amount of samples
and defining some extra features in order to capture the nuances introduced into the perfective
hypercategory by different prefixes. This task is carried on in the years 2008-2010 by a group of
master students working on Polish prefixes at CELTA of Paris-Sorbonne.

7 Experimental Semantics and Language Contrasting by Alignment of
Ontological Structures

With the possibility to use the techniques of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), provided
that the latter contain meta-linguistic information, our theory of the category of aspect in Polish
can be seen as the first attempt of applying computational approximation-based methods in order
to determine the relevance and relative importance of the semantic parameters used to model
aspect. Only such detailed work with databases may be supposed to offer formal, experimentally
tested and comparable cross-language definitions of semantic categories.

Our ontology-based semantic approach is appropriate for contrastive studies: the complete tree
of ontological features used in different languages (language specific and universal features) can
serve as intermediary comparison language (tertium comparationis). The interactive work with
SEMANA consists in describing each language independently of the other(s) and exploring origi-
nal text corpuses (not translations). For instance, we propose to describe aspect uses in a language
L1 (collecting a database 1), obtain types (usages) defined by their feature structure (partial tree),
compare these types with those obtained independently in language L2 (in database 2): language
specific semantic feature structures are partial trees of the general complete ontological tree of
aspect features. Computer-aided translation methods would thus consist in bringing together ex-
pressions from L1 and L2 with identical or similar feature structures. Approximation methods
(RST and FCA) make it possible to compare not only totally identical but also similar feature
structures.
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1 Introduction

The ETAP-3 multipurpose linguistic processor under development in the Laboratory of Compu-
tational Linguistics of the Kharkevich Institute in Moscow (see e.g. [1]) makes use of a number of
large digital dictionaries that operate in all options of the processor, including machine translation,
the system of synonymous and quasi-synonymous paraphrasing, the tagging tool for the creation
of the syntactically annotated text corpus, the UNL enconverting and deconverting system, and a
few others.

The four largest dictionaries of ETAP-3 are 1) the 130,000-strong morphological dictionary
of Russian, 2) the morphological dictionary of English, counting 100,000 entries; 3) the 100,000-
strong combinatorial dictionary of Russian and 4) the combinatorial dictionary of English, which
has approximately the same number of entries.

We will consider the issues of semantic representation in the two latter dictionaries – the
combinatorial dictionaries of Russian and English. Other ETAP-3 dictionaries, used for prototype
MT systems working with several different languages (French, Spanish, German, Korean, and
Arabic), are much smaller. There is also, within the ETAP-3 environment, a rather large UNL
dictionary embracing almost 80,000 entries. Even though this dictionary, being part of the UNL
project, is specifically designed to represent the semantics of the natural language ([5], [4]), its
bulk is created semi-automatically from external resources (primarily the WordNet, see [3]), and
another substantial part inherited many of the features of the English combinatorial dictionary,
including those related to semantics. It is therefore secondary in nature, so we will disregard it in
the discussion that follows. I

2 Combinatorial Dictionaries: General Layout

The ETAP-3 combinatorial dictionaries (CD) of Russian and English inherit their name and struc-
ture from the explanatory combinatorial dictionary (ECD) of Meaning ⇔Text linguistic theory
(see e.g. [8], [7]); the main difference being that CD dictionaries, unlike ECD, do not contain lex-
icographic definitions of words (which is why the attribute “explanatory” is omitted). Otherwise,
the structures of CDs and ECDs are similar, with the natural exception that ECD is oriented at
human readers whilst CD dictionaries are designed for computer applications.

An important characteristic feature of the ETAP-3 processor is high reusability of its linguistic
resources. The dictionaries are no exception; in particular, the Russian CD is used by the Russian
parser as the source dictionary in the Russian-to-English translation and by the Russian generator
as the target dictionary in the opposite direction of translation, while for the English CD the reverse
is true.

The general layout of a CD entry is as follows. Every entry is divided into several zones. The
first, universal, zone contains linguistic data relating to the source language; while all the remaining
zones present information referring to specific options: machine translation into a specific target
language, paraphrasing etc.
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The universal zone is further subdivided into several fields: 1) entry name field; 2) part of
speech1; 3) syntactic features; 4) semantic features, or descriptors; 5) government pattern, or
subcategorization frame, and 6) lexical functions. Additionally, an entry may have one or more
operational fields where specific rules referring to particular stages of text analysis, or references
to such rules, are given. Optional fields of discriminative comments can be used to distinguish
between word senses of polysemous lexemes, or homonyms.

Fig. 1 and 2 below show the universal zones for the English CD entry accusation and the
Russian CD entry obvinenie 1 ‘accusation’, respectively.

1 ACCUSATION
2 POR:S
3 SYNT:VOC,COUNT
4 DES:‘FAKT’,‘DE�STVIE’,‘ABSTRAKT’
5 D1.1:BY1
6 D1.2:OF,‘LICO'
7 D2.1:AGAINST
8 D3.1:OF,‘FAKT'
9 _V0:ACCUSE
10 _SYN1:CHARGE3
11 _S1:ACCUSER
12 _ANTI:JUSTIFICATION
13 _MAGN:GRAVE3
14 _VER:JUST2/WELL-BASED
15 _ANTIVER:FALSE/GROUNDLESS/UNFOUNDED/BASELESS/UNJUST
16 _OPER1:MAKE1/BRING
17 _FINOPER1:DROP2
18 _REAL1-M:PROVE/SUBSTANTIATE
19 _OPER2:BE<UNDER1>
20 _REAL2-M:DENY/REFUTE/REPUDIATE
21 _ANTIREAL2-M:ADMIT
22 _CAUSFUNC1:LAY1/LEVEL2

Fig. 1. Universal zone of an English CD entry

In Fig.1, line 1 is the entry name; line 2 shows the part of speech of the word (S corresponds
to the noun); line 3 offers the list of syntactic features (COUNT denotes a countable noun and
VOC means that if the word is preceded by the indefinite article its form should be an rather than
a); line 4 lists the semantic features ‘FACT’, ‘ACTION’ and “ABSTRACT THING’, lines 5 to 8
present the government pattern, which consists of three valency slots (agent, as in accusation
by the court or accusation of the court, patient, as in accusation against the alleged robber , and
theme, as in accusation of embezzlement).

Lines 9 to 22 list the values of lexical functions (LF) for which the headword accusation is
the argument; e.g. the LF Magn conveys the meaning of high degree of an accusation (grave
accusation), the LF Oper1 represents the verb denoting what the agent (accuser) does with the
accusation: he makes or brings an accusation, the LF Oper2 represents the verb denoting what
happens to the patient (defendant) in the situation of an accusation: he is under it; the LF Real1
denotes what the agent does in order to succeed in his accusation: he proves or substantiates
it; the LF Real2 denotes what the patient (defendant) does to succeed when an accusation is
brought against him: he denies, refutes, or repudiates it, and the LF AntiReal2 denotes what the
patient does if he decides he will not strive to succeed when an accusation is brought against
him: he admits it.

1 Other morphological information on the word is contained in the morphological dictionary, whose entries
are directly linked to CD entries.
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1 OBVINENIE1
2 COMMENT:“VYSKAZYVANIE MNENI� O Q^E�-LIBO VINE”
3 EXAMPLE:“OBVINENIE V HALATNOSTI”
4 POR:S
5 SYNT:SREDN,ISQISL
6 DES:‘DE�STVIE’,‘FAKT’,‘ABSTRAKT'
7 D1.1:TVOR,‘LICO’
8 D1.2:ROD,‘LICO'
9 D2.1:ROD
10 D2.2:PROTIV1
11 D3.1:V2
12 _SYN1:OBLIQENIE
13 _ANTI:OPRAVDANIE2
14 _V0:OBVIN�T^
15 _S1:OBVINITEL^
16 _S2:OBVIN�EMY�
17 _MAGN:SUROVY�/T��KI�
18 _VER:OBOSNOVANNY�/PRAVIL^NY�/SPRAVEDLIVY�
19 _ANTIVER:LO�NY�/NEOBOSNOVANNY�/NAPRASNY�/PUSTO�
20 _OPER1:VYDVIGAT^/PRED_�VL�T^/BROSAT^2
21 _S0_INCEPOPER1:VYDVI�ENIE
22 _INCEPOPER1:VYDVIGAT^
23 _FINOPER1:OTKAZYVAT^S�<OT>/SNIMAT^1
24 _S0_FINOPER1:OTKAZ1<OT>/SN�TIE
25 _S0_OPER1:PRED_�VLENIE
26 _OPER2:PODVERGAT^S�
27 _REAL1-M:DOKAZYVAT^
28 _REAL2-M:OTVERGAT^/OTMETAT^/OTKLON�T^
29 _ANTIREAL2-M:SOGLAXAT^S�2<S3>/PRIZNAVAT^
30 TRAF:AGENT.10
31 TRAF:1-KOMPL.20

Fig. 2. Universal zone of a Russian CD entry

In Fig. 2, line 1 is the entry name; lines 2 and 3 are discriminative comments and examples
(‘offering an opinion stating someone’s guilt’, as in accusation of neglect of duty) that help to
distinguish between the word sense obvinenie 1 ‘accusation’ and other senses, such as obvinenie 2
‘prosecution’; line 4 shows the part of speech; line 5 offers the list of syntactic features, line 6 lists
the semantic features (they are the same as in the word’s English equivalent entry); lines 7 to 11
present the government pattern, which consists of the same valency slots as its English counterpart
even though they are instantiated differently; lines 12 to 29 list the LF values; and lines 30 and 31
are references to syntactic rules that describe syntactic structures in which the word obvinenie 1
may appear.

3 Semantic Issues

It is easily seen that almost all fields of the dictionary are related to semantics, to a greater or
lesser degree. The fields of descriptors and lexical functions are intrinsically semantic. However,
many syntactic features have a semantic origin, too: in the sample entries in Fig. 1 and 2, the
simple count and isqisl features, stating the countability of the English and Russian nouns,
are semantically motivated even though they are primarily used by the syntax, ensuring e.g. the
correct choice of the grammatical number of the noun, the article, or determiners (an accusation
vs. information, few accusations vs. little information, etc).
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Other examples of semantically motivated syntactic features are Russian syntactic features
mes and prini.

The first feature, mes, is ascribed to the words denoting months of the year but exclusively
used in syntactic rules as the word having this feature constitute the construction known as the
genitive of the date: in On priehal pervogo fevral� ‘He came on the first of February’ the
numeral adjective pervogo must be in the genitive case. Other types of modifiers of date never
appear in the genitive case: *priehal veqera lit. ‘came of the evening’, *priehal ponedel~nika
lit. ‘came of Monday’ are all wrong.

The second feature, prini, is ascribed to many nouns that denote units of measurements and
objects whose small number testifies to exceptional situations: kope�ka ‘kopeck’, kapl� ‘drop’,
kroxka ‘crumb’; millimetr ‘millimeter’, oblaqko ‘cloud’ etc. This feature manifests itself in
constructions with the negative particle ni ≈ ‘not one, not a single’, as in ne dam ni kope�ki ‘I
won’t give a kopeck’, net ni kapli vody ‘there is not a single drop of water’, na nebe ne bylo ni
oblaqka ‘there was not one cloud in the sky’. Other words with close but not identical semantics
are not allowed in such constructions: *� ne kupil ni stola ‘I didn’t buy one table’, ?Na nebe
ne bylo ni zvezdy ‘there was not one star in the sky’: to make these constructions valid, one
needs to explicitly add the word odin ‘one’ or ediny� ‘single’: � ne kupil ni odnogo stola,
N a nebe ne bylo ni edino� zvezdy.

Government patterns also resort to a substantial share of semantic data; in the sample entries
above, selectional restrictions on the instantiation of valency slots are imposed by specifying the
semantic features of words which may fill these slots. For example, the agent valency of the word
accusation may be filled by a word that has the semantic feature ‘PERSON’, and its theme valency
by a word with the semantic feature ‘FACT’.

A recent major innovation in the combinatorial dictionary of ETAP-3 permits the developers
to use the operator of negation when imposing restrictions on valency instantiations: we can now
easily state e.g. that a valency slot may NOT be filled by a word that has certain features. This
is especially important when lists of semantic features ascribed to individual words are rather
loose. For instance, the requirements imposed on the set of semantic features ascribed to words in
ETAP-3 include the provision that any human is a physical object, which means that whenever a
word is supplied with the feature ‘HUMAN’, the feature ‘PHYSICAL OBJECT’ is automatically
added. This may lead to errors in valency slot instantiations: say, the entry for the Russian verb
stirat~ ‘wash (clothes etc.)’ is supplied with a restriction on its instrumental valency: it is
required that this slot may only be filled by a word in the instrumental case having the features
‘PHYSICAL OBJECT’ or ‘SUBSTANCE’: stirat~ hoz��stvennym mylom <poroxkom> ‘to
wash with laundry soap <washing powder>’ . Formally, a human is a physical object; so, to avoid
instrumental interpretations of expressions like stiraets� praqko� (‘is washed by the laundry
woman’ but not ‘is washed with a laundry woman’ we may now use the formula like)

D3.1: TVOR,‘PHYSICAL OBJECT’, NOT ‘HUMAN’.

4 Case Study

It follows from the above that semantic data are crucial for the creation, update and proper use
of the combinatorial dictionary, and they have to be tackled with utmost attention and maximum
precision. This is of special importance when the developer makes decisions on the number and
choice of lexical entries that correspond to word senses of a particular polysemic word. I would
like to illustrate this type of activity with the following example.

Russian explanatory dictionaries of conventional type (see e.g. [10] or [6]) represent the noun
istori� as having at least seven word senses, further divided into subsenses, which can be briefly
summarized as follows: 1) reality in the course of development, as in zakony istorii ‘laws of
history’; 2a) consequent course of development or change, or course of events, as in istori�
naxego goroda ‘history of our city’ or istori� bolezni ‘medical history’; 2b) course of events,
as in istori� moe� �izni ‘the history of my life’; 3) the old times, the past, as in istori�
i sovremennost~ ‘history and contemporaneity’; 4a) the science that studies the past of human
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society, as in istori� srednih vekov ‘the history of the Middle Ages’; 4b) the subject studied at
school, as in uqitel~ istorii ‘a teacher of history’; 5) the science that studies the development
of nature, culture, or knowledge, as in istori� �ivopisi ‘the history of painting; 6) a narration,
as in smexna� istori� ‘a funny story’; 7) an event or an accident, as in so mno� sluqilas~
stranna� istori� ‘a strange story happened to me’.

It goes without saying that no automatic parser or other NLP system can afford to have a
dictionary in which a common-type word has so many senses, for the obvious reason that such a
system will never be able to distinguish between these senses and thus resolve the lexical ambiguity.
Actually, more often than not, many of the senses defined in a way similar to that illustrated above
are hardly distinguishable even by humans: if one hears, for instance, a sentence like

(1) Xkol~niki izuqa�t istori� rossi�skogo gosudarstva ‘Schoolchildren study the his-
tory of the Russian State’,
will he be able to confidently choose the adequate interpretation of the word istori� from among
the set of senses 2a), 2b), 4a), 4b) and 5) above? More generally: if not, which I think is the right
answer, will it ever occur to a human that sentence (1) may be ambiguous due to the lexical
ambiguity of the noun istori�? Again, I believe that the answer is not.

If anyone hears another sentence like
(2) Drug rasskazal mne grustnu� istori� o tom, kak on ne sdal erevkzamen ‘My friend

told me the sad story about how he failed in the exam’,
will he be able to see the lexically ambiguity of istori� and choose unequivocally between the
senses 6) and 7)? Hardly so.

A natural conclusion suggests itself that the list of senses offered for the word istori� by
the conventional dictionary is too vague and very redundant, and it would be wrong to adopt
this list in an application-oriented computer dictionary. Our lexicographic experience shows that
such a situation is extremely typical: in lots of cases, the distribution of word senses in regular
dictionaries is inappropriate for digital ones. This means that the authors of digital dictionaries
need to develop adequate approaches to the selection of senses to be represented. We believe that
a satisfactory trade-off approach to this issue can be developed from the principle of reasonable
sufficiency: postulate as few word senses, or lexemes, as can be reliably distinguished in texts.
Of course, this tradeoff is not always easy to achieve but in most cases it proves to be adequate
enough.

Let us look at the Russian noun istori� from this point of view. When we first included
this word into the CD, we decided that one sense would be enough: for the practical purposes
of Russian-to-English machine translation, one single English equivalent history seemed to be
adequate in most cases, even though it was clear that it should be replacedby another equivalent,
story, in certain situations (for which a couple of ad hoc rules were written). It became clear,
however, that this solution is not the best one. Differences in the behaviour of this word in certain
texts became too obvious to be ignored. To name but a few, 1) certain contexts easily allowed the
use of plural, as in On rasskazal nam dve straxnye istorii ‘he told us two horrible stories’
while in other contexts the plural number was virtually impossible (*istorii drevnerusskogo
zodqestva ‘histories of ancient Russian architecture’); 2) the government patterns proved to be
different istori� ego sem~i ‘the history of his family’ but istori� o ego sem~e ‘a story about
his family’; 3) the lists of lexical functions turned out to be different, too: zanimat~s� istorie�
Egipta ‘to engage in the history of Egypt’ vs. rasskazat~ istori� pro Egipet ‘to tell a story
about Egypt’.

Accordingly, the decision was taken to have two separate entries in the Russian CD for the
word istori�, whose universal zones (with minor abridgements) are presented in Fig. 3 and 4
below:

ISTORI�1
COMMENT:“NAUKA; POSLEDOVATEL^NOST^ SOBYTI� (HISTORY)”
EXAMPLE:“ ISTORI� DREVNEGO MIRA, ISTORI� BOR^BY KLASSOV''
POR:S
SYNT:�ENSK,ISQISL
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DES:`DE�TEL^NOST^',`NAUKA',`FAKT',`ABSTRAKT',`PREDMET'
D1.1: ROD,`LICO'
D2.1:ROD
_GENER:NAUKA
_S1:ISTORIK
_A0:ISTORIQESKI�
_OPER1:ZANIMAT^S�1
_S0_OPER1:ZAN�TIE1

Fig. 3. Universal zone of the Russian CD entry for istori� 1 ‘history’

ISTORI�2
COMMENT:“POVESTVOVANIE; SLUQA�”
EXAMPLE:”SO MNO� PRIKL�QILAS^ NEPRI�TNA� ISTORI�
POR:S
SYNT: �ENSK,ISQISL,NUMER
DES:‘ INFORMACI�',`FAKT',`PREDMET',`ABSTRAKT'
D1.1: ROD,`LICO'
D2.1: O2
D2.2: PRO1
D2.3: S3
_FUNC0:SLUQAT^S�1/PROISHODIT^1
_OPER1:RASSKAZYVAT^

Fig. 4. Universal zone of the Russian CD entry for istori� 2 ‘story’

If we now compare the resulting CD entries with the list of senses from the conventional
dictionary, we will easily see that istori� 1 corresponds to the first five groups of senses of this
dictionary, while istori� 2 took in the remaining two senses.

A series of experiments with the deeply annotated text corpus of Russian, SynTagRus (see e.g.
[2], [9]) showed that the parser was able to correctly choose between the two senses of istori�
in the overwhelming majority of cases.

We firmly believe that the principle of reasonable sufficiency should be used in most lexico-
graphic tasks involving multilanguage digital dictionaries.
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Abstract. In the present paper we describe problems of design and development of an
experimental Bulgarian–Polish online dictionary. We focus our attention on the ongoing
version of the web-based application representing the dictionary. The basis for the first
Bulgarian-Polish experimental online dictionary is the ongoing version of the Bulgarian-
Polish electronic dictionary, currently developed in MS WORD-format in the framework of
the joint research project “Semantics and Contrastive linguistics with a focus on a bilin-
gual electronic dictionary” between IMI-BAS and ISS-PAS. The current version consists of
approximately twenty thousand dictionary entries. Some examples of dictionary entries are
presented.
Key words: bilingual digital dictionaries, entry classifiers, lexical database, web-based ap-
plication, online dictionary

1 Introduction

Computer lexicography encompasses computer methods and resources for the automation of lexi-
cographic activity. Such activities include: setting up of basic principles for development, creation
and maintenance of dictionaries, recording of linguistic information in databases, creation of elec-
tronic indices, etc.

A dictionary (commonly) is a list of words and their meanings arranged in alphabetical order. In
it, information is given about the pronunciation, grammar, derivative words, history or etymology
of the main word, as well as recommendations for its usage, examples, phraseological expressions,
illustrations. Dictionaries are most commonly available as books, but lately ones in electronic form
are also gaining recognition.

Dictionary classification is based on multiple criteria. Various classifications exist in different
lexicographic and lexicological works.

In the scope of this paper, two classifications are of particular interest:

According to the type of carrier :

– traditional dictionaries — these are developed with a human/computer, but in their final form,
they reach the user in paper form;

– electronic dictionaries — these exist in digital format and can be divided into two categories:
online (web-based) and local (desktop) dictionaries.

According to the number of languages:

– monolingual dictionaries — dictionaries in which words are defined in the same language;
– bilingual dictionaries — dictionaries which contain a translation of the words in exactly two

languages;
– multilingual dictionaries — dictionaries which contain a translation of the words in more than

two languages.
★ The study and preparation of these results have been supported by the EC’s Seventh Framework
Programme [FP7/2007–2013] under the grant agreement 211938 MONDILEX.
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1.1 Why choose a Bulgarian-Polish Dictionary?

Our reasons are as follows:

– In the past 20–25 years neither Bulgarian-Polish nor Polish-Bulgarian dictionaries have been
published.
Existing dictionaries from Bulgarian to Polish or vice versa are a collector’s rarity and are
outdated. The first Polish-Bulgarian dictionary, prepared by prof. I. Lekov had been exhausted
long before the second one appeared in 1961 — by authors I. Lekov and F. Sławski. The
next Polish-Bulgarian dictionary was only published in 1988; its author is S. Radewa. The
first Bulgarian-Polish dictionary (Podręczny słownik Bułgarsko-Polski), prepared by
F. Sławski, was published in 1963 in Warsaw. The second (and last) edition of this dictionary
dates from 1987.

– These dictionaries contain about 50–60 thousand words, but they have a significant number of
disadvantages (from a contemporary point of view). They contain words that are no longer in
use — mostly dialect words and words of Turkish language origin. Moreover, these dictionaries
contain a lot of words that were created by the authors themselves (in Bulgarian, it is possible
to create new words through the addition of suffixes to certain words, mostly verbs), which
are practically unusable.

– There is no existing Bulgarian-Polish online dictionary. So far the communication between
languages of the same language group (Slavic) is channelled via other languages such as English
or German.

1.2 Why an online dictionary?

Advantages of online dictionaries over the local (desktop) electronic ones:

– Wide accessibility
– A possibility for a continuous update and editing
– Opportunities for search and hypertext cross-references
– Real-time use by a large number of users
– Real-time editing and update of the dictionary
– No restrictions on volume
– Economizing computer resources — local installation of the dictionary is not required.

2 Problems of the computer realization

The basis for the first Bulgarian-Polish experimental online dictionary is the ongoing version of the
Bulgarian-Polish local electronic dictionary [1], [3]. The Bulgarian-Polish electronic dictionary is
currently developed in MSWORD-format in the framework of the joint research project “Semantics
and Contrastive linguistics with a focus on a bilingual electronic dictionary” between IMI-BAS
and ISS-PAS under the supervision of L. Dimitrova and V. Koseska. The current version consists
of approximately twenty thousand dictionary entries.

The main problems related to the computer realization of dictionaries arise from the fact that
they are simultaneously treated as text and databases. They obviously look like text and
have common points with other types of text. However, users do not normally read dictionaries,
from A to Z, as they do with the majority of texts, but rather use them to obtain specific informa-
tion through a given key (in this case a headword). The information associated with this key can
include: pronunciation, grammar information, definitions, etymology, etc. Electronic dictionaries
are capable of fulfilling users’ requests multiple times faster than paper dictionaries, as well as
providing the possibility to return all entries whose title words contain the user-defined criteria.
Despite the fact that dictionary entries resemble a text on the screen, the internal representation
of electronic dictionaries is actually done as a database.
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Dictionaries are among themost complex text types because of the high level of structuring
and information content. Every dictionary entry is a structured object which uses different abbre-
viations and structural units in order to present the whole information succinctly. Furthermore,
the structure of dictionary entries varies greatly within the dictionary itself as well as between
different dictionaries. In spite of these variations some strict and constant structural rules exist so
that the dictionaries can be understood by their readers.

Another kind of problems is related to the part of speech (POS) classifications of
the headwords in bilingual digital dictionaries. As we already pointed out, [3], [2], the choice of
POS classifiers of the headwords in the dictionary entries is very important. The development of a
system of multilingual dictionaries on the basis of bilingual ones requires at first a unification of the
classifiers in the dictionary entries. The problem turns to the harmonisation of the classifiers for
various languages, and its solution has to present a unified selection of classifiers and a standard
form of their presentation. The comparison of the Bulgarian and Polish material requires an
explanation, which is important for the part of speech classifiers in the dictionary entries of the
cited bilingual electronic dictionary. In the current paper we will analyze in short the specifications
of verbal forms in both languages.

The POS classification varies across different languages. Often there is more than one possible
POS classification for a given language. Next we will briefly review the POS classification of the
participle (one of the important verbal forms) in the two languages, in comparison to another
POS, the adjective.

Functions of the participle
The classification of a participle, not only as a verb form, is an important problem: the role

of the participle varies significantly across languages, because its properties and functions are
different. In the Slavic languages the forms of the participles are inflected, in contrast to English,
for instance, where the participle are invariant. In the Slavic languages the forms of the participles
contain information about the aspect and tense of the verbal form. The information about the
aspect of the verb is important for the Slavic languages, but does not exist, for instance, in English.
Bulgarian and Polish distinguish between the following functions of the participle form: predicative
function, attributive function and adverbial (or semipredicative) function.

Participles and verbs
It is important to emphasize that participles preserve some properties of the main form of

the verb, such as voice, tense and aspect. In Bulgarian and in Polish there are active and passive
participles.

The properties presented above serve as a proof that participles deserve a separate treatment,
different from that of adjectives.

Features of the adjective
Adjectives in Polish can be declined for gender, number and case, while in Bulgarian only for

gender and number. The adjective does not express a temporal or aspect relation on its own, unlike
the participle.

The main grammatical meaning of an adjective is its attributive meaning. Unlike a participle,
which is closely related to the verb tense (with states or events in the past, present and future),
an adjective describes properties or qualities of an object, like:

malko dete // małe dziecko // a little child //
Adjectives can have not only an attributive but also a predicative function (only as adjective

clause). Adjective clauses perform the same function in sentences that adjectives do: they modify
nouns. In this function, however, adjective clauses are just a nominal part of the subject, i.e. they
do not express independently neither a temporal nor an aspect relation:

Mały dom // Malka k�wa // A small house //
Dom jest maly. // K�wata e malka. // The house is small. //
These arguments show that participles must be classified as a separate POS, and not be clas-

sified as adjectives. The unification of adjectives and participles is probably possible in languages
that do not have verbal forms, or in which the system for description of the aspect and tense of
the verbal form is simpler than that of the Slavic languages.
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3 Design of Structure and Content of the Entry

Model for dictionary encoding: we choose the dictionary encoding model CONCEDE, devel-
oped in the framework of the EC project CONCEDE (Consortium for Central European Dictio-
nary Encoding)4. CONCEDE is a model developed in accordance with the TEI standards (Text
Encoding Initiative: [7]) and offers a standardized, understandable and intuitive structure and
semantics of a dictionary article. The CONCEDE model was used to develop lexical databases
in six European languages — Bulgarian, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Romanian, and Slovenian.
The first lexical database in Bulgarian was created in the framework of this project and contains
more than 2700 lexical units from source “Bulgarian Explanatory Dictionary”, for more details see
[5].

The build-up of electronic dictionaries is a complex and strenuous process, associated with
overcoming various difficulties: (1) Lack of a sufficient number of formal models that allow words
to be divided into formal language classes and a given word to be automatically included in one
or another class. The creation of electronic dictionaries can be done though manual input of the
dictionary articles — a process through which paper dictionaries are input into a computer (also
possible with a scanner) or new dictionaries are prepared for print (they get printed after being
typed up). These dictionaries, known as “machine-readable dictionaries” are different from their
paper counterparts mostly in that they exist on magnetic carriers as files and can be processed
as files. They follow a certain order and the articles have a concrete structure. As they are meant
to be used by a human, their disadvantage from a computer point-of-view is that they are not
sufficiently formalized (formal structures are missing from their descriptions) and the extraction of
knowledge from them requires the development of special computer modules. (2) A great variety of
structures and content, which presupposes a conflict between universality and detail. The conflict
between universality and detail is particularly strong for dictionaries due to the large diversity in
structures and content, which turns the creation of a standard for dictionary encoding into a major
challenge, [8]. With the scope of overcoming this conflict the TEI workgroup created a universal
standard for coding different types of dictionaries which encompasses fundamental principles of
high degree of structure and diversity of dictionary entries [7].

A dictionary entry — in terms of structure and content — is a complex unit. The structure
of dictionary entries varies a lot within the dictionary as well as between separate dictionaries.
The external structure (presentation of text) does not completely determine the internal structure
(information content in the database).

There is a great diversity of hierarchical structures: in some dictionary entries the hierarchy
organization of their structure may be deeply embedded (i.e. it allows many levels), whereas in
other cases some structural elements from this hierarchy may be missing.

This makes the database supporting the dictionary logically complex and difficult to create.

4 Lexical Database of the Bulgarian-Polish Dictionary

The structure and content tags of the designed structural unit should fully meet international
standards so that the LDB [4] and the electronic dictionaries be compatible with language resources
created in other projects and for other languages.

Structure of a dictionary entry:

– Headword
– Formal Features — phonetics, grammar, morphology, syntax, etymology, style
– Semantic information
– Quotations
– Additional information:

1. Derivatives
4 http://www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/projects/concede/
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2. Phrases
3. Examples — phrasal and sentence usages, illustrations

The CONCEDE model [6] is used in the development of LDB for 6 European languages —
Bulgarian, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Romanian and Slovene. The first LDB for Bulgarian was
created in the above framework and contains more than 2700 lexical units from “B�lgarski
t�lkoven reqnik" [5].

The structural tags are alt, entry, struc, and the content tags are case, def, domain,
eg, etym, gen, geo, gram, hw, itype, lang, m, mood, number, orth, person, pos, q,
register, source, subc, time, tns, trans, usg, xr.

New content tags for Bulgarian verbs were added: the <conjugation> tag (to represent
the conjugation of verbs) and the <type> tag (for the type of conjugation).

New information for the aspect of verbs in the tag <gram> (for perfect aspect and
progressive aspect) and for the transitivity/intransitivity of verbs in the tag <subc> was also
added.

Realization of homonyms:
The meanings of homonyms are entered in the dictionary as different database records. On the

word-entry page, there is a field where the user must specify a homonym index — a number which
shows the order of the meanings. For the representation of the homonym it is necessary to fill in
the value of the attribute n(homonym index) in the tag <entry>:

<entry n=”1”>
<entry n=”2”>
Representation of an entry in the LDB
We choose the following entries from the Bulgarian-Polish electronic dictionary:
zav�’rxva|m, -x vi. kończyć, zakańczać; kończyć się
zav�’rx|a, -ix vp. v. zav�’rxvam
zav�’rxen part. adi. skończony, zakończony, wykończony
Representation of the dictionary entries in the LDB:

<entry>
<hw>zav�'rxva∣m</hw>
<pos>v</pos>
<gram>i</gram>
<subc>transitive</subc>

<conjugation>
<orth>-x</orth>
<type>III</type>

</conjugation>
<struc type=“Sense” n=“1”>

<trans>kończyć</trans>
<alt>

<trans>zakańczać</trans>
</alt>

</struc>
</entry>

<entry>
<hw>zav�'rx∣a</hw>
<pos>v</pos>
<gram>p</gram>

<subc>transitive</subc>
<conjugation>

<orth>-ix</orth>
<type>II</type>

</conjugation>
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<xr>zav�'rxvam</xr>
</entry>

<entry>
<hw>zav�'rxen</hw>
<pos>part</pos>
<alt>

<pos>adi</pos>
</alt>
<struc type=“Sense” n=“1”>

<trans>skończony</trans>
<alt>

<trans>zakończony</trans>
</alt>
<alt>

<trans>wykończony</trans>
</alt>
</struc>

</entry>

Transformation of the Lexical Database to the Relational Database

Column / Word zav�'rx∣a zav�'rxva∣m zav�'rxen
id 662 663 664
homonym_index
bg_word zav�#rx zav�#rxva zav�#rxen
suffix a m
bg_word_search zav�rxa zav�rxvam zav�rxen
plural
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is_plural_rare
conjugation ix x
conjugation_type 2 3
has_gender
gender_feminine
gender_neuter
id_explanation
id_bg_word 582
referent_bg_word zav�#rxvam

Table bg_word

id id_bg_word pl_word sense_
index

alternative_
sense_index

latin_
translation

id_
explanation

1110 663 kończyć 1 1
1109 663 zakańczać 1 2
1113 664 skończony 1 1
1112 664 wykończony 1 2
1111 664 zakończony 1 3

Table pl_word

id_bg_word id_characteristic
662 18
662 57
663 17
663 57
664 5
664 44

Table mm_bg_word_characteristic

id abbre-
viation_

bg

abbre-
viation_

pl

description_
bg

description_
pl

description_
lat

id_
charac-
teristic_
type

5 pril adi prilagatelno ime 6
17 min. nsv. vi glagol ot nesv�r-

xen vid
5

18 min. sv. vp glagol ot sv�rxen
vid

5

44 priq part priqastie 6
57 preh transitive prehoden glagol 7

Table characteristic

id name_bg name_pl
5 Gramatiqeski kategorii za glagoli
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6 Gramatiqeski kategorii (qasti na reqta)
7 Gramatiqeski kategorii za prehodnost na glagolite

Table characteristic_type

5 Web-based Application for the representation of the Bulgarian-Polish
online dictionary

The technologies used for the implementation of the web-based application are Apache, MySQL,
PHP and JavaScript. We use free technologies originally designed for developing dynamic web
pages with a lot of functionalities. With the help of HTML and CSS we created the designs of
both administrative and end user modules. The following web based application is experimental,
and the structure of the text fields is not permanently determined.

The current version of the Bulgaria-Polish online dictionary works optimally with Internet
Explorer 6.0+ (Windows), and with Firefox 2.0.1+ (Windows, Linux). The website resolution is
1024/768 pixels.

Future expansion of the Bulgaria-Polish dictionary is a precondition for any changes in the
database and web application.

Main Modules:
The web-based application consists of two modules: an administrator module and an end-

user module.
The administrator module — is intended for the person updating the dictionary, access

only for authorized users. The administrator module is used to fill in the database and to offer
user- friendly interface to the user who will be responsible for the word management.

The end-user module is bilingual, the user can choose the input language (Bulgarian or
Polish) and according to their choice, a virtual Bulgarian or Polish keyboard is displayed.

5.1 Goals and tasks of the end-user module are:

– To present correct and up-to-date information to the user
– To be convenient and easy for searching and finding the meanings of words
– To allow an opportunity for translation from Polish to Bulgarian
– To allow the end-user to report missing words
– To create a user interface in both languages — Bulgarian and Polish (our idea is that both

the end-user and administrative parts of the web-based application be bilingual).

The end-user module includes three sections.
Section “Dictionary”: this section is the home page — the first page of the web-based appli-

cation. It contains a text field where the users fill in the word whose translation they are searching
for. There are a Bulgarian and a Polish virtual keyboards built into this section.

“About the project” section: this section represents information concerning the project —
authors, ideas, etc. Only the administrator could manage the text in this section. “Support”
section that visualizes a form containing some text fields. Users can report missing words or
inaccuracies in translation.

5.2 Goals and tasks of the Administrator Module

Goals and tasks:

– To allow for enlargement of the number of words in the database (volume of the dictionary)
– The dictionary must be easy to use and must not require a programmer’s background from

the administrator.
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– The administrator must be able to receive, save and store missing words reported by the end-
users, to insert new words in the database, to update all pages of the web-based application
for the end-user.

The administrator module is intended for the person updating the dictionary. We recognize two
types of users here: (1) “super administrator”- who has all rights of adding, editing, deleting
and searching for words; adding, editing and deleting users and (2) “administrator”- who has
all rights except creating a new user and deleting an existing one.

Access to the administrative module is permitted only to authorized users. After a user’s
password and username have been verified, the user is redirected to the administrative module
where there are several sections: a section for entering a new word, sections for searching
for Bulgarian or Polish words, a section where the user can enter new abbreviations, a section
where end-users report the missing words. The Help section serves both the administrators and
the end users.

At the beginning the user must choose from a combo box what he/she wants to enter, (what
part of speech) and only the corresponding text fields are loaded.

Administrative panel — choosing the type of the word which will be added

The structure of the Administrator module
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6 How to fill in the LDB?

We present here examples of entering verbal forms: two transitive verbs and a participle. In the
Bulgarian-Polish electronic dictionary the corresponding entries are as follows:

zav�’rxva|m, -x vi. kończyć, zakańczać
zav�’rx|a, -ix vp. v. zav�’rxvam
zav�’rxen part. adi. skończony, zakończony, wykończony
(1) Adding the verb zav�rxvam / end, finish off, complete, terminate /
The entry in MS WORD format:
zav�’rxva|m, -x vi. kończyć, zakańczać
In the first step the administrator or authorised user must fill in the text fields for headword,

conjugation of the verb in 2nd person, singular and the conjugation type I, II, III from a drop-
down list, to point if the verb is transitive /intransitive, and to choose again from drop- down list
the perfect aspect (vp) or imperfect aspect (vi) of the verb (see the picture below).

There are explanations for the determination of the conjugation type and the definition of
transitivity or intransitivity of verbs in the Help-section of the administrative module.

Administrative panel — 1 st step of adding the verb zav�rxvam

It is not necessary to perform the second step for this kind of verb, so we move to step 3. In
the third step, we must fill in the text fields the Polish meanings of the headword. With a button
“add” we can enter as many as meanings as necessary. There are also added drop-down fields and
extra text fields which can be used to give detailed information for the Polish verbs usage.

Administrative panel –3 rd step of adding the verb zav�rxvam
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In the forth step we must add examples, derivations and phrases for the current verb. As can
be seen from the example above, such information is not given for the verb zav�rxvam. That is
way one can press the button” finish” and the new word is added to the database.

(2) Adding the verb zav�rxa / end, finish off, complete, terminate /
The entry in MS WORD format:
zav�'rx∣a, -ix vp. v. zav�'rxvam
In the second entry of our example — headword “zav�rxa" - there is a reference of type

“see to another verb”. Due to this fact one must enter at first the verb from the reference —
zav�rxvam. To add this verb to the database of the web-application, one must perform several
steps, some of which are not compulsory while others are obligatory. From the drop-down list the
administrator (authorised user) must choose again the option to add a verb. The first step is the
same as it was described for the previous word.

Administrative panel –1 st step of adding the verb zav�rxa

In the second step one must show that there is reference to another verb. After the ad-
ministrator clicks on the button “search from a word list” a pop up window appears where the
administrator (authorised user) can search for a word to create the reference. There is a text field
and a “search” button. The user can search for a certain criteria. On the image below is the result
of a search for all words, which begin with the prefix “za”. One can create a reference of type “see
only to words” that are already stored in the database.

Administrative panel –2nd step of adding the verb- pop up window
for adding a reference to the verb zav�rxa
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Administrative panel –2nd step of adding the verb zav�rxa

7 How the online dictionary works?

If an end-user start to search for a word, on the left side of the screen a list of words, starting
with the given entry, is displayed. When clicking on any of these words in the list the translation
is visualized in the right frame.

If one translates from Bulgarian to Polish, the whole information saved in the RDB is displayed.
When translating from Polish to Bulgarian, only the Bulgarian headwords are visualized.

Web page for end user — translation of a Bulgarian word zav�rxvam

8 Possibilities for the Future Improvements

– Improvement and extension of the databases (lexical and relational).
– Increase in speed of the database search.
– User feedback via a web-based application, which would allow a continuous update and exten-

sion of the dictionary resources.
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Theory of Lexicographic Systems. Part 2.

Volodymyr Shyrokov
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Abstract. The continuation of the theory of lexicographic systems is expounded. The con-
nection between the general lexicographic structures and the linguistic dictionary structures
is considered. The concept of lexicographic environment, which is a basis of the theory of
integrated lexicographic systems, is introduced. The connection between the lexicographic
effect in the information systems and the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem is established. The
concepts of generalized linguistic variable, linguistic system and lexicographic calculus are
introduced and considered.
Key words: lexicographic system, lexicographic environment, generalized linguistic vari-
able, linguistic system, lexicographic calculus.

3 Lexicographic structures and dictionaries

Lexicographic systems acquire simple and pellucid interpretation when applying to the traditional
dictionaries and dictionary complexes. In fact, the L-system alphabet is identified with a dictionary
sign system (including wildcard characters), EIU IQ(D) class – with a set of register units (objects
of lexicographying – x), a set of descriptions V (IQ(D)) = {V (x)} – with a set of dictionary entries
where register units run the x set, while ¤(x) and P (x) – with left and right parts of the relevant
dictionary entries, etc.

The examples of designing the lexicographic systems for the concrete lexicographic works will
be given in the next sections. We will receive evidence that any traditional dictionary can be
presented as an L-system. At the same time, the use of L-systems constructives gives the means
for the generalizations of the traditional problems of lexicography. And many of the unsettled
problems are solved in the L-systems paradigm.

For example, let us consider the problem of ordering the dictionary entries by various criteria
that cannot be solved in the traditional dictionary. Such a problem in the L-system is reduced to the
setting the system of classifications on the IQ(D) set, that is a basis for creating the relevant search
instrument and is realized by the relevant means of the L-system internal and external models. The
simplest classification – alphabetical – generates the so called lexicographic ordering the IQ(D) set
and the whole dictionary. The morphemic classification that lies in the selection of the word classes
with the same stems, leads to the run-on layout typical to the dictionaries of the word-formative
type. Such classification is also used in the bilingual dictionaries. The grammatical classification
may generate a set of the dictionaries. Naturally, the traditional hard-copy dictionary is ordered
only by one of the classifying principle (yet there are attempts to combine various classifications
in one dictionary). Quite other possibilities are opened up for the general lexicographic systems
and their realizations – computer dictionaries, the search instrument of which may include all the
mentioned above and a chain of other classifications at the same time.

Let’s define an A subset of the special type in the ¾[¯] structure of the V (IQ(D)) L-system,
the A (A∈A) elements of which are named the automorphisms of the V (IQ(D)) L-system. The
sense of these elements is that they provide internal mappings of V (IQ(D)), that is mappings:
(2.1) A: V (IQ(D)) → V (IQ(D))
of the special type – the mappings between certain dictionary entries A: V(x) → V (y) for various
x and y. In the concrete lexicographic works the A automorphism can state the availability of
the reference dictionary entries like x div. y(x see y). The pointed automorphism defines the
following mapping of the dictionary entries: V(x) → V(y). Its identifier, as a rule, is a certain
reference pseudoword (in the specified example – "div. y"), which confronts the V(x) dictionary
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entry with its V(y) correspondence. But the A automorphism structure may be more complex
than in this example.

First, the length of the references chain may be more than one, i.e. it should have chain or
recursive unwinding type:

V (x) → {V (x′)} → ... → {V (x′′)} → ....

Besides, the mapping V (x)→ V (y)may represent a set of references. It is realized, for example,
when the V(x) dictionary entry has the following structure: x, x′, x′′, ... div. y, y′, y′′ ...

In this case a set of mappings is defined in one V(x) dictionary entry:

V (x) ∗ V (y);V (x′) → V (y′);V (x′′) → V (y′′)....

For example, the dictionary entry in the explanatory Ukrainian Language Dictionary (ULD)
(Slovnik, 1970–1980):
UGVINTITI, UGVINTITIS�, UGVINQENI�, UGVINQUVATIS�
div. vgvintiti, vgvintitis~ i t.d.
represents a set of representations:
V (UGVINTITI) → V (vgvintiti),
V (UGVINTITIS�) → V (vgvintitis�)
etc.

The elements of the A automorphisms set should not be necessary set in the explicit way. More
over, dictionary automorphisms establishment, as a rule, is not formalized, as this is rather complex
task, connected with uncovering the internal regularities and hidden structure (symmetry) of the
L-system.

The H and A mappings sets generate the L-system macrostructure.
The F¾[¯] = ¸[¯] and C¾[¯]) = %[¯] elements defined with the formula (1.25), refer to the

L-system macrostructure elements. The local mappings (they are constructed as restrictions of the
relevant macrostructures on V (x)): H|V (x), and ¸[¯]|V (x) ≡¸(x); %[¯]|V (x) ≡ %(x) – the two latter
are defined with the formula (1.26) – define the microstructure, which represent in the implicit
way the semantics of the field that is an object of the concrete L-system.

The establishment and determination of the lexicographic systems microstructures let formalize
and in many cases automate the process of creating the structures for the relevant dictionary
databases. It gives significant advantages to the structural approach when designing the elements
of the linguistic support for the information systems.

Below we introduce some concepts that help formally define the structures, which are induced
on the lexicographic systems by the mappings of the special type. These mappings not only
induce the natural structures on the definite lexicographic systems, but also give a set of tools for
generating the structural classification of the lexicographic systems and also the methodology for
the dictionary classification. Using such mappings enables to formulate the concept of closeness
on the set of words (or the units of any level) – so called pseudotopology – and even the distances
(pseudodistances) between words.

Let’s see an elementary V (IW (L )) = {V (x)} L-system. Any its V i dictionary entry can de
presented as:

(2.2)
where

(2.3)

where IW (L ) is a set of words of the L language, that are contained in all the entries of the
V (IW (L)) L-system; ¼i – the delimiters between the words (punctuation marks, auxiliary marks,
wildcard characters, abridgements etc.; so called mark-up symbols). So any Vi dictionary entry is
represented as a union:
(2.4)
where the following marks are used: ∂V i ≡ x0

i is a boundary element of the dictionary entry;
M i – the "internal" part of the entry:
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(2.5)
Thus, any entry is a union of the internal part and the bound, and the whole dictionary is a

union of set of the internal parts and the bounds. Let’s mark:
(2.6) ∂V = ∪ ∂V i – the bound of the elementary L-system V (IW (L ));

M = ∪ M i – the internal part of the elementary L-system V (IW (L ))).
So V = ∂V ∪ M.
Definition. The lexicographic system is called closed , if for ∀ » ∈ IW (L ) ∃ V(x®

0 ) ≡ V ® ∈ V,
that x®

0 ≡ x», where x» is an initial form of the » word.
Let us define the A automorphism of the special type as the following. Let’s call a set of the

words:
(2.7)
a tuple of the V i entry, if it is a set of canonical forms to the words »i1, »i2, ... , »imi , respectively. Not
all words from Mi are included to the tuple. When examining concrete examples, in particular
studying the structure of the lexicographic systems of the explanatory type, the lexicographic
expediency prompts to the limitation of the tuple with the lexemes that are the part of the
dictionary definitions excluding so called stop-words (the words that do not give “substantial”
contribution to the semantics). Let’s define the automorphism A ∈ A using the formula:

(2.8)
The graphic view of the (2.8) formula looks as follows:

(2.9)
The (2.8)–(2.9) formulas mean that V (xi

0) dictionary entry with xi
0 register word (“bound”)

corresponds to the V (xi
k) dictionary entry, k = 1, 2, ...,mi with xi

k register words, k = 1, 2, ...,mi

respectively, if they are present in V (IW (L ). Let’s define recursively the action of the A operator
on V(x 1

i), V(x 2
i), ..., V(xmi

i), etc. – on the results of its application to the V(x 1
i), V(x 2

i), ...,
V(xmi

i) etc. until the objects V (xi
j), i, j = 1, 2, ... will not repeat. Using V A[xi

0] (V A[xi
0]⊆V )

let’s mark a set of the entries {V(x 0
i), V(x 1

i), V(x 2
i), ..., V(xmi

i), ...} received as a result of the
A operator action defined above.

Definition. A set V A [x0
i] is called A|[x0

i]-subdictionary of the V (IW (L)) dictionary, if A
V A [x0

i] = V A [x0
i] .

Thus A-subdictionary V A [x0
i] is an invariant set in V (IW (L )) concerning to the action of

the A.
Definition. The V(x 0

i), V(x 1
i), V(x 2

i), ..., V(xmi
i), ..., elements of the A-subdictionary

V A [x0
i] is called A-equivalent elements.

The latter definition becomes understandable when taking into consideration that a set of
representations of A that generate an A-subdictionary V A [x0

i] induce the relation of equivalence
on the set of its entries; let’s mark it with EV A [x0

i]. Let us mark the factorset in V concerning
to EV A [x0

i] as

(2.10)

Hence: V = W∪V ′. According to the definition V ′ : AV ′ = V ′AMW = V ′ for certain M ≥ 0.
Then V is a semidirect sum of the W and V’ dictionaries:

(2.11)
The V dictionary with such structure is called A-indecomposable.
Definition. The V (IW (L )) dictionary is called A-irreducible (fully irreducible), if there are no

own A-subdictionaries.
From the latter definition it follows that if V is an A-irreducible dictionary, then for any

x, y ∈ IW (L)∃N ≥ 0, that V (y) ⊆ ANV (x).
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Definition. The V dictionary is called A-reducible, if it can be presented as follows:
V = ∪V i, and V i ∩ V j = Ø when i∕=j

i

where V i is an A-irreducible dictionary. In this case V is expanded into the direct sum of the
A-dictionaries V i:
(2.12)

Let us consider an A-irreducible dictionary V:
V = ∪ V (x0i) ,

xi0 ∈S0
where V(xi0) is a dictionary entry with a register word xi0. A automorphism induces a S0 → S0

representation, i.e. it defines a representation of the register words sets to itself . This representation
is defined as follows:

if A : V(x0i) ≡ Vi → {V(xik), k = 1, 2, ..., mi}, then
A : x0i → {xki , k = 1, 2, ..., mi }.
Theorem 1. There are no invariant subsets in S0 for an A-irreducible dictionary V. So for any

x, y ∈ S0 ∃ N(x, y)≥ 0 that ANx = y.
In other words, the ANx path with rather large N passes through every point of the S0 subset.
Theorem 2. The full A-path on the GA(S0) graph is always closed.
Let’s mark: inf N (x, y) = % (x, y).
Definition. The number % (x, y) is called A-pseudodistance from the word x till the word y.
The number % (x, y) shows the minimum number of steps to go from the word x to the word

y using algorithm A.
Let the word set:

(xii, x2i, ... , xmi
i ; mi ≤ ni) = ¿ i ≡ ¿ (x0i)

be a tuple of the Vi dictionary entry, i.e. be a set of the initial forms to the words »ii, »2i, ..., »imi,
respectively. It is obvious that xi0 also ∈ ¿(xi0).

Definition. Let’s call ¿(x0i) the closed neighbourhood of the xi0 point .
Definition. A set

(2.13) {∅, ¿(x0i), i = 1, 2, ..., Card S0}
is called (V,A)-pseudotopology of the ELS lexicographic system.

The concept of pseudotopology can be of primary importance in the theory of the lexicographic
systems, as using this concept we have a possibility to formalize the concept of closeness of the ele-
mentary information units (words). Namely, the intersection of the neighbourhoods ¿(x0i) ∩ ¿(x0j)
defines the closeness of the lexemes x0i and x0j .

4 Lexicographic environments

In reality the language objects function in its integrity, not divided into separate components
of the conceptual presentation. In the lexicographic system it appears during the modeling of
the language objects by means of the theory of L-systems when there is a task for integrating
various types of the lexicographic effects, and also combination and coordination of heterogeneous
lexicographic structures. In turn, it requires the coordination between all the elements of the
L-system architecture that are subjected to the integration process.

Numerous experiments on creating the concrete computer realizations of the integrated linguis-
tic objects let draw a conclusion on the necessity of creating special lingual information environ-
ment. Such an environment could be adopted ab origin to the processes of various lexicographic
systems integration and could contain the necessary means and constructives for performing the
specified processes and for fixing their results as integrated lexicographic systems that have dif-
ferent lexicographic structures. As a result a concept of lexicographic environment was proposed
(Rabulec~, 2002).
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Definition. The lexicographic environment (L-environment) ML is set if:
1. An Ob ML class of the elements is set, each of which is a diagram like (1.35) and represents

certain L-system (it may be not elementary). The elements from Ob ML are called the objects
of ML L-environment – let’s mark them with capital Latin letters: A, V, S , ... .

2 For every pair of the objects A, V from ML a set HomML (A, V) is defined, which is called
a set of morphisms from A to V, is set; instead of f ∈HomML(A,B) they also write:

3 For every triplet of the objects (A, V, S ) from ML a mapping is set

¹: HomML(A,B)×HOMML(B,C) → HOMML(A,C)

(¹(f, g) image of the (f, g) pair, where f ∈ HomML(A,B), g ∈ HOMML(B,C)), will be
marked as f ∘ g or f g and will be called an f and g morphisms composition).

4 HomML(A,B) sets and morphisms composition satisfy the following axioms:
(a) Associativity: for every triplet of f, g, ℎ morphisms:

(b) Unit existence: for every A ∈ Ob ML there exists a morphism 1A: A → A, (1A∈HomM

(A, A)), where 1Af = f and g 1A = g for any morphisms f ∈HomML (B,A) and
g∈HomML (A,B).

(c) If (A,B) and (A′, B′) pairs are different, the intersection of HomML(A,B)
and HomML(A

′, B′) is empty.

Let two lexicographic environments ML1 and ML2 be set. Covariant (respectively contravari-
ant) F functor from ML1 to ML2 consists of:

(a) A → F (A) mapping that compares each object A ∈ ObML1 with object F (A) ∈ ObML2;
(b) mappings F (A,B) : HomML1(A,B) → HOMML2(F (A), F (B) — for a covariant functor and

F (A,B) : HomML1(A,B) → HOMML2(F (B), F (A) — for a contravariant functor defined
for every pair (A,B) of the objects from ML1 and for those where (if write F (u) instead of
F (A,B)(u)) F (1A) = 1F (A) and F (vu) = F (v)F (u) (respectively F (vu) = F (u)F (v)).

5 Integrated L-systems and the methods for their creation

The L-environment structure introduced above is a convenient formal object for forming complex
lexicographic constructions that combine a lot of separate heterogeneous L-systems in a whole.
The heterogeneity of the L-systems subjected to the integration is a multiaspect concept. Let
us see the L-systems, which are heterogeneous on all the levels of the architecture – conceptual,
internal and external. Such approach foresees the development of the methods for the conceptual
models integration, the ways of representing the data and operational software-based platforms,
and coordinating the external mappings of the relevant conceptual schemes and their internal
mappings.

The integration of L-systems as information systems is an achievement of the possibility for
simultaneous and common use of several information systems as a whole by the application. The
Ukraine’s State Standard 2941–94 proposes similar definitions: integrated system – an aggregate of
two or several interrelated systems where the functioning of one of them depends on the results of
the functioning of other (others) so that this aggregate can be considered as one system; integration
of systems – combination of several systems for various purposes into a multifunctional system.
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So for an application the integrated aggregate of various lexicographic databases (LDB) should
be of the form of one LDB. Such conceptions may be transferred on the traditional dictionaries
that can also be the integrated L-systems. In particular the explanatory dictionary is one of the
best examples of such L-system.

In this section the maximum accent is made on L-systems integration on the conceptual level.
The basic objects that should be integrated are the diagrams like (1.35) that are considered as
objects of certain L-environment.

Let two A and B objects be, and f : A → B, f ∈ HomML(A,B). Let us construct f as special
morphism like three-component vector: f = (fc, fi, fe), where the diagram:

(2.14)

is commutative – this is equivalent to the following equalities:

(2.15)

The (2.14) diagram and the (2.15) equalities give the formal means, by the language of which
the processes of creating the integrated architecture can be formulated.

The morphism f = (fk, fi, fe), f : A → B is called regular if it satisfies the conditions: — of
the full definiteness, according to which any A state corresponds to one and only one Bstate;

— of interpretability, according to which any element belonging to the set {¾B [¯B ], RR ↓
[V (B)]};

— of reproducibility, according to which the change of any A state that is performed by certain
operator with {¾A[¯A], RR ↓ [V (A)]} corresponds to identical change of the relevant state that is
performed by certain operator with {¾B [¯B ], RR ↓ [V (B)]}.

Except for the possibility for integration of the conceptually heterogeneous lexicographic sys-
tems that represent various language phenomena, the important aspect of the integration archi-
tecture is a possibility for reaching the high level of independence for the application from DBMS
and for providing their mobility concerning to DBMS of various types. The problem of program
mobility is formulated as providing possibility for performing certain program on various computer
platforms without its changing. The problem of programs mobility concerning to DBMS is defined
similarly.

Theoretically there are the following possibilities for this: 1) universal computer language cre-
ation and the requirement for its universal use; 2) providing each computer with compilers for
all the computer languages in case of its proper standardization; 3) introduction of the platform
independent intermediate language with its instrumental realization on the level of virtual ma-
chine with the embedded interfaces for any platforms; 4) applying the emulation methods; 5) use
of computer networks if at least one of the network computers is provided with the necessary
compiler.

The analysis of these propositions leads to conclusion on the reasonableness of the third of
them. In different variations they try to realize it in the systems like JAVA, standardization of
the machine independent languages SQL, SQL2 etc. The specified propositions outwardly are
similar to the designing common conceptual model that confirms the statement on the centricity
of the conceptual model in the information system architecture. So let us examine the L-system
integration processes development on the conceptual level (or L-systems conceptual mappings
integration).

The content of the integration procedure consists in the following. Let us assume that instead of
one object A present in the (2.14) diagram there is a set of objects A1, A2, . . ., AN Let us construct
a fan-shaped mapping with morphisms f = (f1, f2, . . ., fN ):
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(2.16)

where every fP is set by three-component vector fP = fp
c , f

p
i , f

p
e ) with characteristics (2.15).

In the process of using these morphisms the integration procedure is used that has the following
stages. First an auxiliary L-system V is constructed from the following elements: sign systems
A(Ap); structures ¯p, ¾p[¯p] and processes RRp ↓ [V (IQ(S))] of all Ap. On this stage the mapping
fp : Ap → B, p = 1, 2, . . ., N is interpreted as mapping of the enclosure. So certain not elementary
L-system B with independent components Ap, p = 1, 2, . . ., N is come out.

The sign system for L-system B is constructed as a unification: B(B) = ∪A(Ap).
Then a special semantic procedure SEM is entered, which provides the identification of the

structure elements that coincide at least for two systems from the set Ap, p = 1, 2, . . ., N . Let
us assume that this procedure performs the identification of not only the names of semantically
identical attributes present in various L-systems Ap, p = 1, 2, . . ., N , but also the relevant fields of
their values (domains). Different cases for crossing the structures that belong to different Ap, p =
1, 2, . . ., N , are possible. Let us examine them in detail.

Let us mark with "p1p2...pk[¯] a set of structure elements (with their domains) that belong to
each from Ap1, Ap2, . . ., Apk, 1 ≤ p1 < p2 < . . .pk ≤ N at the same time. Let us apply a semantic
operation to it:
(2.17)

and thus receive semantically identical structure elements of the L-systems with numbers p1, p2...,pk.
The availability of the elements (1.39) gives a possibility for constructing L-system with a struc-
ture:
(2.18)

where [¯SEM
i ], i = p1, p2..., pk — structure elements of the L-systems Ai, in which the identification

of common elements is performed; RSEM — a unification of operations that act in each L-system.
The other structure elements of the L-systems Ai, i = p1, p2, ..., pk, — let us mark them with
Si, i = p1, p2, ..., pk, remain without changes.

Thus L-system B with a structure:

(2.19)
integrates the L-system Ai, i = p1, p2, ..., pk.

Let us mark with "[¯] a set of structure elements (with their domains, that belong to all
Ap, p = 1, 2, ..., N):

(2.20)
As a result the L-system SBS with a sign system A(B) = ∪A(Ap) and structure ¯(B)¾[¯](B),

RR ↓ [V (B)] is obtained. There is an interesting case when certain element or some elements of
the structure are present in all the L-systems that are subjected to integration, i.e. when "[¯] ∕= Ø.
Then it’s reasonable to hold the entire indexing of all Ap by the meanings of the relevant domains
that belong to the elements "[¯]. These structure elements acquire the status of input to each of
Ap. As an experience shows, the elements of the structure of the specified type for the natural
language systems are the lexical arrays (wordforms sets) of all the languages that take part in Ap.
Thus the task for constructing the procedure of natural language indexing appears.

The L-system SBS constructed in such way is called an integration of L-system Ap, p =
1, 2, ..., N .
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The lexicographic environment structure contains a set of elements necessary for presenting
grammatical and lexical semantics. In particular it concerns to presenting certain relations and lan-
guage phenomena that abstract away from the language continuum – word change, word building,
orthoepy, phraseology, synonymy, antonymy etc. Moreover the lexicographic environment con-
struction allows the modeling of each from the specified phenomena and relations apart with the
following their integration to one lexicographic complex. The examples of applying this theory
when constructing concrete lexicographic environments for explication of the properties of the
Ukrainian lexics are set in the following sections.

6 Systemologic aspects of lexicographic effect and Löwenheim-Skolem
theorem as its formal correlate

The concept of lexicographic environment gives means for developing the methods and technique
of L-system integration and creating the complexes similar to the dictionaries of the unlimited
complexity. So any dictionary, any dictionary system necessary gets to the lexicographic environ-
ment class and thus can be presented as a lexicographic environment with a certain structure. In
this sense the question of classification and typology of the dictionaries obtains a wide field for
development and various generalizations.

But the concepts of lexicographic system, lexicographic environment and everything connected
to it should not necessary concern only to dictionaries and the complexes of them – they can
be applied for the description of larger range of the lingual information processes. Or even more:
specified concepts are compulsory everywhere where the lexicographic effects are developed. Due
to their universal nature it opens the way for comparing the structures of the lexicographic systems
with other examples of the formally defined structures.

As lexicographic effect is expressed in the presentation of certain (continuous) universe using
discrete sets, a good possibility for its formalization through so called “Scolem paradox” appears.
In the theory of models it is known as Löwenheim-Skolem (Berry, 1953; Chang, Keisler, 1990)
theorem. It consists in the following: within some limitations there is certain isomorphism between
the innumerable and numerable sets; in a certain sense, the potential infinity may be interpreted
in a finite way. Per se, a finite model of infinity is constructed. The Löwenheim-Skolem theorem
affirms that any solvable theory of the first order, which has an innumerable model, also has a
numerable model. It means that if certain structured set is set by the numerable set of rules, then
there is a numerable set (i.e. a subset of the natural numbers set), on which one can construct the
exact model of this structured set where all the initial axioms will be performed. So this is the same
presentation of the infinite object through the finite object that contains all the information on the
infinite object. In this way the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem really acts the part of formal correlate
for the lexicographic effect in information systems which play the role of some phenomenological
principle.

7 The deneralized linguistic variable

We have already used the ideas of the fuzzy sets theory while expounding the concept of semantic
states of language units. The purpose of this paragraph is to show that the fuzziness is naturally
contained in the structure of the lexicographic systems and that on the basis of the developed
theory of the lexicographic structures the generalization of the well known concept of linguistic
variable can be formulated. This concept can be applied to any system of analysis, understanding,
decision-making, etc., where the information is presented primarily in its unstructured, natural
language form.

Let us specify and detail these ideas following the works (Zade, 1976; Borisov, 1987), where
the information instrument used for processing the fuzzy information in the decision-making sys-
tems has been developed. The concept of linguistic variable is a basis of this instrument. Applying
this concept allows to formalize and automate the decision-making process in the difficult sit-
uations of management. Within the linguistic approach not only numbers, but also the words,
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syntagmas, collocations and sentences of the natural language are allowed as the variable values.
The instrument for their formalization is the theory of fuzzy sets.

Let us give the basic definitions of the theory of fuzzy sets and of the linguistic variables.
Let U = {u} is a universal set. A set of pairs will be called as a fuzzy set on the U -set:

(2.21)

where ¹A: U → [0,1] is a mapping of U set into a single segment [0,1], which is called a function
of belonging. Let us use the following marks:

The u variable is called basic. The possible interpretation of the function of belonging: ¹A(u)
is a subjective measure of how the u ∈ U element corresponds to the concept or idea, the sense of
which is formalized with the A fuzzy set. The following set is called an A fuzzy set medium:

(2.22)

Let two universal sets U = {u} and V = {v} are given. The following set of pairs is called a
fuzzy binary R relation on the U × V set:

(2.23)

where ¹R(u, v)U × V → [0, 1]: is a function of belonging the fuzzy R relation, which has the same
sense as ¹A(u). The generalization on the n-measurable case is obvious.

The fuzzy variable is defined by the triplet <A, U, Ã>, where:
A is a fuzzy variable name;
U is a universal set, the domain for the defining the fuzzy variable;
Ã = ∪ ¹u / u is a fuzzy set on U , which describes the restrictions on possible

u∈U
numeric values of the A fuzzy variable.

The linguistic variable is defined by the quintet:

(2.24) < N, T, U, G, M >

where N is a linguistic variable name; T is a set of its values or terms that in turn play a role fuzzy
variable names with the U domain (the basic term-set of the linguistic variable); G is a “syntactic”
procedure, which describes the process of forming new, meaningful values of the linguistic variable
from the T set; let us mark the result of applying G to T as G(T); a set T* = T ∪ G(T) will be
called the extended term-set of the linguistic variable; the “semantic” procedure, which allows to
assign certain semantics to each new value of T* by forming the relevant fuzzy set, will be marked
as M.

Depending on the U set nature the linguistic variables are divided into numeric and nonnumeric
ones. The numeric fuzzy variable is a variable, for which U∈R1 and which has a measurable basic
variable. The fuzzy variables that correspond to the values of the numeric linguistic variable will
be called fuzzy numbers.

The nonnumeric linguistic variables have domains U which consist of nonnumeric objects, in
particular, words and other constructions of the natural language.

The structural theory of the lexicographic systems provides the means for generalizing the
concept of linguistic variable and introducing the concept of generalized linguistic system, the
basis for which is a recursive reduction procedure, the lexicographic structure of L-systems and
the concept of semantic state of language units.

While analyzing the structure of the elementary semantic states in the lexicographic system
BELS, we find that the lower floors end with illustrations (“microcontexts”) that play the role
of the terminal elements of the explanatory part. So the overall presentation of the elementary
semantic state in the lexicographic system can be given with a formula:

(2.25)

or, in more detail:
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(2.26)
where Q, M, N are group indices that specify the types of ways that appear in the definition of
structural graphs of the relevant semantic states.

We have already noticed that not only text segments, but also “fragments of reality” like
video, audio, numeric data, images, etc. can be used in the dictionaries as illustrations. We will
consider that interpretation of the lower (terminal) elements as illustrations to the meanings of
the relevant elementary information units is also fair in the lexicographic systems of general type.
Naturally, the contribution of various illustrations to the interpretation of the relevant elementary
information units (the interpretation of word meaning) is not the same, although there are no
universal methods of evaluating “the validity” of such contribution.

While formulating (2.25)–(2.26) definitions, we implicitly assumed that the lexicographic struc-
ture % has a hierarchical composition and is presented with a graph. In general, we assume that
the C

{Q}
{M} values have a common set of J{Q}

{M}{N} terminals for the whole permissible set of values

of the indices {{Q}
{M}{N}}.

Now let us formulate the concept of generalized linguistic variable. Its mechanism is quite simple
and reduces to the generalization of the elements that appear in (2.24) definition by interpreting
them as elements of the structure of certain lexicographic systems. In other words, we will consider
that the quantities represented in (2.24) formula, are defined in accordance with the structural
theory of lexicographic systems. This approach is justified with the fact that for the traditional
definition of the linguistic variable (2.24) it is easy to construct a basic lexicographic system, the
structure forming elements of which match the elements given in this definition.

As a result of the process we receive new, generalized definitions of the linguistic variable
elements.

(1). A set of N names of the generalized linguistic variable is a set of the elementary information
units of D system (their names) concerning to the lexicographic effect Q: N = {x, x ∈ I0Q(D)}.
Since x∈ I0Q(D) identify the elements of the appropriate ELS: x ⇔ V (x) ∈ V(I0Q(D)), we will
consider this correspondence to be established in defining the generalized linguistic variable and
will identify a set of N names of the generalized linguistic variables with a set of pairs {x, V (x)} if
necessary. For the names of the generalized linguistic variables we set an interpretation as terms
(dictionary entries) of the relevant lexicographic system ELS[I0Q(D)] = { I0Q(D); V(I0Q(D) ≡(
¤(IQ0 (D); P (IQ0 (D); H; A; ¸; %; §}.

(2). A set of T(x) terms of the generalized linguistic variable x∈ I0Q(D) is a set of its elementary
semantic states Ã{Q}

{M}{N}(x) that are defined with formulas (2.25)–(2.26).

(3). A basic U(x) term-set of the set T(x) = Ã{Q}
{M}{N}(x) for the generalized linguistic variable

x∈ IQ0 (D) is a set of illustrations J{Q}
{M}{k}, k = 1, 2, . . ., n(N), – the terminal elements of the system

of the semantic states Ã{Q}{M}{N}(x). From the context of defining the quantity J
{Q}
{M}{k} it is

clear that they can take both numeric and nonnumeric values, i. e. they have a combined nature.
(4). The function of belonging the basic U(x) term-set is a mapping:

¹J (x): J{Q}
{M}{k}→[0, 1],

the introduction of which transforms the basic U(x) term-set and the whole generalized linguistic
variable into the fuzzy object.

(5). For the generalized linguistic variable it is reasonable to define a certain auxiliary function
– the function of belonging the set T(x)

¹Ã(x) : Ã
{Q}
{M}{N}(x) → [0, 1],
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the introduction of which transforms the set of T(x) terms into the fuzzy object.
(6). A set of procedures for extending the I0Q(D) system: W = {wi, i =1, 2,. . . } = {A; ¼; . . . },

where A is a set of automorphisms ELS; ¼ – generating function – ¼: I0Q(D) → IQ(D).
wi: I0Q(D) → ÎQ(D); I0Q(D) ⊆ I0Q(D) ⊆ ÎQ(D).
(7). A set M – semantic procedure – is providing content of the linguistic variables to the

elements of the extended ÎQ(D) system.
Definition 2. The (1) – (7) statements define the deneralized linguistic variable.
The concept of linguistic system is naturally formulated on the basis of the concept of dener-

alized linguistic variable. This is done in the following way.
Definition 3. The linguistic system is defined with an octet:

(2.27) <N; V; T; U; ¹J ; ¹Ã ; W ; M >,
the elements of which are interpreted as:

N = {x, x ∈ IQ0 (D)} is a set of names of the generalized linguistic variables, that is a set of
elementary information units of a certain (basic) lexicographic system;

V ≡ ELS[L] = { I0Q(D); V(I0Q(D)) ≡( ¤(I0Q(D)); P(I0Q(D))); H; A; ¸; %; §} is a basic
elementary lexicographic system;

T = ∪ T(x) is an aggregate of term sets of the generalized linguistic variables, x ∈ I0Q(D);
U = ∪ U (x) is an aggregate of basic term-sets for T;

x ∈ I0Q(D)
¹J = {¹J (x), ∀x ∈ I0Q(D)};
¹Ã = {¹Ã (x), ∀x ∈ I0Q(D)};
W is a set of procedures for I0Q(D) system extension;
M is a set of procedures for giving the content of the linguistic variables to the elements of the

extended ÎQ(D) system.
The linguistic system is a certain type of the fuzzy information system, because it is really an

information system (as a lexicographic system that is its substratum), which develops a range of
fuzzy relations.

Here are examples of the generalized linguistic variables and the generalized linguistic systems.
In the lexicographic system of the Ukrainian Language Dictionary, the structure of which is

used here in the form constructed in the fifth section of the book (Xirokov, 2004), the linguistic
system structure is induced in the following way.

The register units of the ULD, which form the I0(U) set, serve as generalized linguistic variables
here.

For each x ∈ I0(U) the relevant T(x) term-set is defined with formulas:

(2.28)
that are got from the (2.25)–(2.26) formulas with a reduction of the latter ones by the relevant J
elements.

A set association of the relevant illustrations serve as the basic U(x) term-set of the T (x)
term-set:
(2.29)

The definition of W, which is a set of procedures for extending the I0(U) system for ULD, may
include the following elements:

– the relations of paradigmatization;
– the thesaurus on I0(U) [“genus-species”, “part-whole”, “complex-element”, “cause-effect”];
– the relations of synonymy;
– government and agreement;
– word equivalents;
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– idioms, etc.
The function of belonging ¹Ã is defined with the (2.22)–(2.23) formulas. The procedures for

defining the specific ¹Ã values can use the mechanisms of expert appraisals at the forming the
linguistic system or other mechanisms, but we should take into account that the ¹Ã values may vary
in the process of the semantic analysis dependending on the following factors: introduction of the
additional information, identification of some elementary semantic structures from the analyzed
text that immediately leads to the reduction of distribution (2.24)–(2.26), etc. The definition and
introduction of these mechanisms to the semantic analyzer gives the necessary flexibility to the
system, which brings together its behavior with the behavior of the human analytical systems.
Using this formalism, the concepts, statements and results relating to the linguistic criteria, fuzzy
expressions, linguistic lotteries, information granules, etc., are easily transferred and generalized.

8 «Quantum» linguistics

The fundamental role of discretization, the peculiar «quantification» of reality demonstrated by
the lexicographic effect and Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, induces to more intent examination of
the natural theories, for which the discretization is typical. Here we mean quantum mechanics.
Just there first in the scince history of the new time it was ascertained that all natural processes
are quantized due to existence of the fundamental quantity of minimal interaction – Planc con-
stant. It is necessary to notice that according to the classical science the nature is continuous
and interaction between certain physical objects may be unrestrictedly small. The limitation of
interaction intensity from below was put with introducing Planc constant. Not less fundamental
consequences result from this fundamental fact.

At first, as space and time remain continuous and so there are unrestrictedly small areas of
space and time, then the energy density with the transition to smaller cells of space and time
should increase.

In connection with the stated above it is necessary to give certain general scientific considera-
tions as to the conception of system states. The specified concept used in many natural, social and
technical disciplines is deeply theoretically and practically worked out in the quantum mechanics
where it is basic.

According to the canonic doctrine of the quantum mechanics each system at certain period of
time is at a certain state (with a certain probability). The system state is formalized as a solution
of Schrödinger equation for the system. As Schrödinger equation is a certain type of differential
equation in the partial derivatives, a set of its solutions which is identified with the states of the
examined system, forms the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. So the number of states for the
quantum-mechanical system is theoretically infinite.

The system state represents the most full its description in theory and defines the probabilistic
interpretation. But the state itself is not a directly observable. The observables are represented
in the quantum mechanics by the Hermitian operators acting in the Hilbert space of the states,
and possible meanings of the observables are calculated as matrix elements of these operators in
the space of the states. But in some other theories the system states are really observable. For
example, in classic mechanics the state of material point is set with a pair coordinate – impulse
at the present moment: (x(t), p(t)), which are observable – both separately and together. In the
quantum mechanics there is a fundamental limitation for simultaneous measuring the coordinates
and impulses that is defined by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

So the concept and status of the observables is not invariant and is defined differently in
different natural-science (and other) theories. It adds some piquancy for using the concept of state
in the theory of calculi, which in its present view ignores the phenomenon of observability.

The requirement for the theory to operate only the observable quantities could be put. But
this question is not so easy, because both observable quantities and directly not observable ones
are used for the states characterization. They should have different logical and ontological status.
So an interpretation of correlation between the observable and directly not observable quantities
of certain theory can be presented: they represent the “formal” and “substantial” sides of the
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investigated object respectively and can be formalized as register part and interpretation part of
certain hypothetical L-system respectively.

Applying to the language objects this interpretation can be detalized so that any language
unit state could be distributed on formal and substantial parts. The formal part is available for
direct perception by the object – it can be sound or graphic presentation. The substantial part
is represented by the aggregate of “all contexts” where this language unit can function – this
circumstance makes the specified part of the state not fully observable.

In the scientific discussion on logical and psychological foundations of the phenomenon of
observability it is important to say about Mach’s principle. According to it the sensual effects are
ordered in human mentality so that these effects are grouped to stable complexes economically.
A. Einstein considered this principle too banal for being the universal gnoseological law, but he
pointed out the particular role of language in the ontological-logical-psychological expansion of
the cognition process(Ge�zenberg, 1989). He thought that language structures were not only the
way for sensual complexes fixation, but also the reflection of what existed (or what even could
exist) behind the measures of that complexes and without connection between them. Einstein’s
comment concerning to the language role confirms our thesis on the universality of the lingual
information processes on all levels of the reality.

The following comments concern the criterion of simplicity for the scientific theory. Let us
notice that the quantum theory was formulated the concepts of simplicity and complexity were
general; the theory of complexity was formulated later – in the 1950s. The connection of such
characteristics as complexity of the objects and their descriptions with information was not yet
found out. The concept of complexity developed by A. Kolmogorov and other scientists, its con-
nection with information aspects of the reality description and with the concept of information
and its quantitative measure, has a deep connection with the criterion of simplicity and beauty of
the scientific theory. The minimality of the investigated object description, which is an objective
measure of the quantity of information on this object, induces the scientists to find descriptions of
such type, but does not point the ways for it. However the absence of these ways is not a disproof
of the objectivity for the minimum description existence – it is only the evidence that there are no
formulas or algorithms for obtaining new truths of science. And when such a description is found,
it should be the simplest. So the principle of simplicity (or beaty) of the scientific theory is not
as much the result of the principle for mentality saving, but it rather follows the general nature
of the information and corresponds to the formal determinations of information measure by A.
Kolmogorov.

When there is the most adequate description of the object (process, system etc.) investigated,
this description should be minimal, as it gives only the substantial information on the nature of
the object investigated and does not contain the descriptions of the casual, unimportant details,
which add unnecessary elements to the description. The scientist instinctively strives for obtaining
the description of the investigated things that will be agreed with determination of information
quantity with Kolmogorov’s measure. So when the researcher receives a formula, equation etc., he
feels himself confident.

The formalism of the theory of complexity is both clear and deep; it should be perceived
ontologically as an objective property of things. One of nontrivial displays of the mentioned feature
is that the complexity of the composite formation is not equal to the sum of complexities for the
entities that form it. That is, complexity is not an additive function of the system. In other words,
if there is a system composed of other, “smaller” subsystems that are its constituents, that is if:
(2.30) D = ∪Di,

i

where the investigated system is marked with D symbol, and its constituents are marked with Di,
then
(2.31) K(D) ∕= §K(Di)

where K(D) is a quantitative measure of system D complexity, and K(D i)– quantitative measures
of its constituents D i complexity respectively (usually K(D)< § K(D i)); the mentioned concepts
are spread on separate D i, and on their constituents.
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In the process of formation, functioning and interaction of the composite systems, the phe-
nomenon of “complexity self-compensation” is taken place. The content of this phenomenon is the
following. The constituents that are identified as a composite object display in the “connected”
state only a part of their total, "immanent" complexity. Such behavior provides the principal pos-
sibility of cognizing "the shown" being and maybe even its existence. Otherwise, the complexity
of any object would be actually endless. But the complexities of separate components are “self-
compensated” in the formation of the whole. So we can affirm that potentially the complexity of
any thing is infinite, because today we see no limits for matter divisibility and each lower struc-
tural level has a nonzero complexity. But simultaneously all kinds of the component complexity
are not shown in general, they are reveiled only by the level. So, the complexity in each case is
renormalized if you go by analogy with quantum electrodynamics, where you should apply the
procedure of “subtracting the infinities” to remove the differences. The language gives us a demon-
strative example of complexity self-compensation. For example, the complexity measure of the
specific word can be considered as a length of the relevant dictionary entry of the explanatory
dictionary, which considers the effects of grammatical and lexical semantics, including a set of
grammatical meanings, lexical polysemy, phraseological word structure etc. Meanwhile, a word
functions in a sentence only in the certain sense – in one or in a "mixture" of several possible
meanings for polysemantic lexemes. Thus only part of the dictionary entry is the word complexity
measure in the concrete context. In some cases it may be a tenth and even one hundredth of
the total complexity of a lexeme. Thus, the whole sentence complexity may be less than the full
complexity of a separate word, which is its integral part.

The construction of being appears paradoxical! It turns out that complex things actually consist
of more sophisticated ones. In this sense “more” is lower for “less”. The nontrivial confirmation to
this thesis is well-known effect that has ontological and psychological dimension – it concerns the
complexity of scientific theories. The theory of atoms, for example, does not seem simpler than
the theory of molecules, the theory of nuclei does not seem simpler than the theory of atoms,
the theory of elementary particles is not simpler than the theory of nuclei, etc. In linguistics,
for example, the theory of word (“lexicology”) is also not simpler than the theory of sentence
(“syntax”). In light of the said the reductionism principle, according to which the complex things
should be made of more simple ones, seems to be not obvious and even doubtful. This leads to
reviewing the foundations for the standard systems analysis taking into account the effects that
can be described by the theory of complexity. At this level the theory acquires the features and
status of natural-science, not only mathematical doctrine.

It seems that the concept of state is applied to language units of any level. Since the main
feature of language objects is a meaning property, then we can assume that any linguistic unit in
the real context is in a certain semantic state, which is an element of the set for its “permissive”
states. It would be nice if for the units of a certain level of the language system we could find
a simple, transparent and formal mechanism for generating the states like the Schrödinger equa-
tion, which generates the states of the quantum-mechanical system. So far we have only solitary
examples of constructing the formal mechanisms for generating the states of certain partial lan-
guage subsystems. In particular, the algorithms for generating the inflective paradigms (for the
Ukrainian language they are developed in the Ukrainian Langua-Information Fund (Xevqenko,
2000)), or the algorithms for generating the lexicographic structures of the ULD (Xirokov, 1998).
The experience we have at the moment let us affirm that the representative of a semantic state of
a certain language unit is its description (the relevant dictionary entry text) in the properly con-
structed lexicographic system. The information on the relevant language unit state is “encrypted”
in the dictionary entry text as an element of L-system. The process of abstracting and explicating
this information – it is contained in the L-system structure – is “grammatical” by its nature. This
adds additional arguments to consider the lexicographic system as an object, which combines both
the properties of dictionary and grammar.

Let us continue to say about the concept of calculus. Like the algorithm that sets the al-
gorithmic, or computational, process (i.e. the process of algorithm work), each calculus sets the
calculated, or generating, process, i.e. the process of calculus work. This process is divided into
separate steps (or stages). Each step is getting a new object (state) from the objects (states) that
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have been already received before the beginning of this step. Getting a new object is performed by
applying a “permissive” rule contained in the calculus. The objects, to which the rule is applied, are
called its premises. Note that applying the same rule to the same premises may lead to different
results. But if you fix the rule and premises, then the number of different results is always finite.
For each rule the number of premises is fixed. If all these numbers are limited to a certain number
n, then the calculus is called n-premised .

The concepts of permissible object or permissible state (for this calculus) are the reflection of
the intuitive understanding of the objects that are got in the process of calculus. The definition of
this concept is inductive.

If b object is got from ai , ..., ak by applying one of the “permissive” rules of calculus and if
ai , ..., ak are the permissible objects, then b is also permissible. This is a step of its inductive
definition. The beginning of induction is provided with zero-premised rules: if b satisfies (i.e. is got
by applying this rule “from nothing”), then b is permissible. If there are no zero-premised rules,
then a set of objects is empty. In particular, due to zero-premised rules in the logistic calculi the
axioms are declared probative.

Any calculus works with the objects of a certain W group, which is called a run-time envi-
ronment of the calculus. The work of the calculus is in forming new permissible elements of the
run-time environment, or permissible states. The main distinction between the algorithmic and
calculated processes is in the following. In the algorithmic process, each state appeared is definitely
determined with the preceding process. In the calculated process, the state appeared is only one
of many possible that are permissed by the preceding process. If the concept of time to associate
with the event alternation (the event is the appearance of new states), we can say that in the
algorithmic process the time flows linearly (in this sense the algorithm simulates the physical time
that flows in the selected reference system), and in the calculated process the time flows branchyly
(and its “physical” interpretation is not as transparent).

The history of appearance of a concrete permissible state in the calculated process may be
fixed as a single object called an output. We can give it the following spatial interpretation. The
output of the permissible state x is a tree, at the tops of which there are certain permissible states
and the rules of calculus are in compliance with the tops:

1. x is in roots;
2. for any v top of the tree, if u is a state that is in this top, and u i ,..., uk are the states that

are in those tops, where the ribs follow from v, then u is obtained from u i ,..., uk by the rule
that is compared with v top.

Thus marks on the leaves of the tree are got due to the zero-premised rules. For one-premised
calculi the output obtained in this manner are the chains.

Specifying our understanding of calculus, we reach a conclusion that the finite list of “permis-
sive” rules is the most important but only one component of the calculus. It makes the “core” of
the calculus like the direct processing operator makes the “core” of the algorithm.

The second component is an instruction for dividing elements into the basic and auxiliary ones.
Let us call this instruction as a rule for selecting the basic states. The necessity for this rule is
caused by the fact that for various reasons we are interested not in all states, but only in the states
of a special type (let us call them basic), while other states are considered only as an auxiliary
material for getting the basic states. The role of the rule for selecting the basic states for calculi
is similar to that of the signal on getting solution for the algorithm.

Finally the third component of the calculus is a rule of extracting the result, or the output
procedure. It is similar to the relevant procedure for the algorithm. This procedure transforms
each basic state to a certain object. The result of applying the initial procedure to any permissible
basic state is called a result or output of the calculus. About each such object we will also say that
it is generated by the calculus. About the set of all objects that are generated by the calculus we
will also say that it is generated by the calculus. The two calculi are considered equivalent if they
generate the same sets of outputs (results). It is considered that a set generated by the calculus is
in some ensemble of outputs of the examined calculus.
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Let us see the example of realization of a certain calculus as a logistic system, otherwise – formal
axiomatic theory. Let A be the alphabet of the system. We consider that the standard formation
rules (construction rules) and the transformation rules (output rules) are known. According to
them the variables (c), terms (t), formulas (f) and probative formulas (d) are selected from all
words over A. A chart of constructing the logistic calculus is the following. The states in it look
like <a, b>, where a is one of the letters “z", \t", \f", or \d", and b is a word from A. All these
states are put in the relevant run-time environment. The basic states are the states like <d, b>.
The rule of extracting the result is a transition from <d, b> to b. The permissive rules are got by
the obvious modification of the formation and transformation rules mentioned above. Thus, a one-
premised rule, which allows the transition from any state like <p , b> to the state like <t, b> with
the same b, corresponds to the rule, which affirms that any variable is a term. The two-premised
rule, which allows the transition from <d , bi> and <d , (bi→b2)> to <d , b2>, corresponds to
the affirmation rule. The zero-premised rules correspond to the axioms: a generated object <d ,
b> can be constructed “from nothing” for any b axiom. The term superposition rule, which gives
a new term y due by the terms t i, t2, leads to the two-premised rule, which allows the transition
from <t , t i> and <t , t2> to <t , u>. If, for example, the substitution rule, which gives a
new probative formula g (which is the result of substituting t in f instead of all free entries of x
element) by the probative f formula, x variable and t term, was among the transformation rules,
then the three-premised rule should be introduced to our calculus, which allows the transition
from the states <d , u>, <p , x>, <t , t> to the state <d , g>.

The last example shows that there is no need of compulsory putting the generated objects to
any type, because the information about the object type may be "hidden" inside the state selected
properly. So instead of generating the terms and formulas (using terms), we have generated the
objects like <t , b> and <f , b>.

Some of the rules that generate the calculi set various transformations (or they are transfor-
mations). These are the output rules and the rule of extracting the result. Other rules define the
properties (or shorter, they are properties) – for example, the rules for selecting the basic states.

In the first section the concept of lexicographic calculus (the calculus on lexicographic struc-
tures) was defined. Its basic concept is a concept of the state, the linguistic content of which was
just considered. We now will combine the concept of semantic state with the concept of lexico-
graphic calculus. The idea of this combination is to use the lexicographic structures as a source
for parametrization of the semantic states. Let us consider the semantic state representative, in-
troduced with the (2.4)–(2.6) formula, but somewhat modified:

(2.32)

where M(xi
0)≡¿1»

i
1¿2»

i
2¿3...¿n»

i
n is the “internal” part of the dictionary entry V (xi

0) of the explana-
tory ULD with a structure defined in the third section. A set of the states defined in this way forms
the run-time environment of the calculus. We will consider the text M(xi

0)≡¿1»
i
1¿2»

i
2¿3...¿n»

i
n an

adequate representative of the complete semantic state of x0
i lexeme and that is quite natural.

So, the M(xi
0) text contains information that allows to select the fragments in it that represent

the elementary semantic states, which correspond to the certain grammatical and lexical meanings
that in turn allow to present Ã(xi

0) in the form:

(2.33)

where Ã(xi
0) is a complete semantic state of x0

i language unit as a fuzzy superposition of the
elementary semantic states Ãk(xi

0). Thus:

(2.34)
is a normalization condition, which has a simple linguistic sense as a fuzziness measure in determin-
ing the contribution of each elementary semantic state to the complete semantics of xi

0 language
unit. The ¹k(Ãk) numbers represent a fuzziness degree in determining the contribution of each
elementary semantic state to the complete semantics of the lexeme; with M=1 the probabilistic
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interpretation can be given to them. The statement about the fuzziness follows from the idea that
the lexeme complete semantics, a set of basic semantic states and their content represent the view
of lexicographers of the basic explanatory lexicographic system (BELS). And we do not guarantee
that all meanings of x0

i language unit are included and that it is done in perfect way.
Further semantic structures can be introduced and calculated by using various types of A

operators from the set of automorphisms of the BELS lexicographic system. These can be the
following operators, the action of which is defined on the BELS lexicographic structure:

– the relations of semonymy (synonyms, antonyms, paronyms, homonyms)
– the relations of word formation (the related word)
– the relations of thesaurus: [“genus-species”, “part-whole”, “complex-element”, “cause-effect”]
– the relations of associations and analogies (associators and analogems).
From the states like (2.32) we can select the basic and auxiliary ones by introducing an in-

struction (or instructions), which represents an expediency conditioned linguistically. Moreover,
the ¿i metalanguage elements can be involved in the defining the states. Then the definition of
lexicographic calculus can be expanded and generalized by introducing the new objects and states.
For example, the objects may be not only separate “lexemes” – the I 0W (D) elements, but also
other elements of the relevant lexicographic system (for example, “interpretation formulas”, their
constituents, the grammatical description elements, illustrations, remarks, etc.). The output rules
may serve here as algorithms of testing the elements of the sign system, structure, the correct
arrangement of dictionary entries, etc. The example of the lexicographic calculus oriented on the
automatic modification and replenishment of the explanatory dictionary by its interaction with
the “internal environment” (that is a text array), will be set on the descriptive level in the next
paragraph.
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Abstract. The paper presents the annotation of a Slovene language corpus with semantic
information. Manual annotation was performed with an automatically generated wordnet
for Slovene by two annotators. The cases in which they disagreed were consolidated by the
third annotator acting as a referee. The analysis of the results shows that practically all
polysemous can be assign a sense from wordnet but also that the task was quite challenging;
in many cases, wordnet sense distinctions are too fine-grained even for human annotators
to distinguish between them. This is why annotation with more coarse-grained senses could
prove to be more successful.

1 Introduction

Two very different types of linguistic resources, textual corpora and lexical resources, can be interre-
lated and enhanced through semantic concordances, in which words from the corpus are connected
with their meanings specified in a semantic lexicon. Semantic concordances are an extremely use-
ful resource for a wide range of applications, such as automatic word sense disambiguation or for
corpus-based studies of sense frequency, distribution and co-occurrence, and are also invaluable as
an aid for translation as well as for vocabulary acquisition in a foreign language.

The topic of this paper is a project in which frequent nouns from a corpus of Slovene were
manually annotated with wordnet senses. Polysemous nouns were extracted from wordnet and
identified in the corpus. Then each occurrence of the target word in the corpus was assigned one
of the wordnet senses of the target word to according to the context in which the word occurred.
The result of the annotation process is a list of concordances in which each nucleus word has
an assigned sense. If required, additional information about this sense of the word, such as its
definition, synonyms and other related words, can be directly retrieved from wordnet. On the
other hand, the annotated corpus can be seen as a companion resource to the lexicon, providing
examples for and relative frequencies of word senses, additional semantic relations etc.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work; Section 3 introduces the
resources used in this project, namely the jos100k corpus and sloWNet; Section 4 details the
annotation process; Section 5 gives an analysis of the corpus annotations; and Section 6 gives the
conclusions and directions for further work.

2 Related work

In the past years, multi-level annotation of corpora has become common practice in order to
turn them into even more useful resources for increasingly complex HLT tasks. A critical element
in corpus annotation at any level is ambiguity resolution. While morpho-syntactic ambiguities
can nowadays be tackled by PoS taggers and shallow parsers for many languages, word-sense
disambiguation has not reached the same level of maturity (Resnik and Yarowsky 1997). Most
approaches are still manual or semi-automatic and semantically annotated corpora for languages
other than English have only started to emerge recently.

There are two main paradigms for semantic annotation of corpora. The first one is the labeling
of semantic roles and predicate-argument structures (Baker, Fillmore and Lowe 1998) which are
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used in tasks such as information extraction and question answering (Surdeanu, et al. 2003). An
example of a corpus with semantic role annotations is PropBank (Palmer, Gildea and Kingsbury
2005). In the project described in this paper we follow the second paradigm, which is the annotation
of polysemous words with one of its senses (Landes, Leacock and Tengi 1998).

This type of resources, such as SemCor3 and MultiSemCor,4 have mostly been developed
within the Senseval initiative and are used for automatic word sense disambiguation and machine
translation (Kilgarriff 1998).

3 Resources used

This section presents the two resources used in the project, namely the jos100k reference corpus
of Slovene and the wordnet for Slovene, called sloWNet.

3.1 The jos100k corpus

The jos100k corpus has been developed within the JOS project5 that is developing annotated
corpora and associated resources meant to facilitate developments in human language technologies
for the Slovene language. At present, the JOS resources comprise morpho-syntactic specifications,
two word-level annotated corpora, and two web services. The developed resources are available
under the Creative Commons licenses.

The jos100k corpus (Erjavec and Krek, 2008) is a 100,000 word Slovene corpus containing
sampled paragraphs from the Slovene reference corpus FidaPLUS.6 The corpus is annotated
with manually validated morphosyntactic descriptions and lemmas. The corpus has been carefully
composed and checked and is meant to serve as a gold-standard reference corpus. In the scope of
the JOS prpject we are annotating it for syntactic structures, and for lexico-semantic informatoin,
which is the topic of this paper.

3.2 sloWNet

sloWNet7 is a lexico-semantic resource for Slovene, in which words that have the same meaning
(literals) are organized into sets of synonyms (synsets). Synsets are linked into a semantic network
with various lexical and semantic relations. sloWNet was built semi-automatically from Princeton
Wordnet (Fellbaum 1998) and is aligned to all wordnets for other languages that use Princeton
WordNet ids for concept representation. The creation process consisted of three stages (Fišer and
Sagot 2008):

1. Core wordnet: A bilingual dictionary was used to translate basic concepts into Slovene. The
translations were then checked and corrected by hand.

2. Polysemous words: Polysemous words were dealt with an approach in which a parallel corpus
for five languages was word-aligned and the extracted multilingual lexicon was disambiguated
with the existing wordnets for these languages.

3. Monosemous words: Equivalents for monosemous words were found in open-source resources,
such Wikipedia and Eurovoc thesaurus.

The latest version of sloWNet (2.0, August 2008) contains about 20,000 unique literals which are
organized into almost 17,000 synsets. It is rich in basic concepts as well as specific ones. The
former were mostly obtained from the dictionary and a parallel corpus while the latter come
from Wikipedia. sloWNet mostly contains nominal synsets, although there are some verbal and
3 http://multisemcor.itc.it/semcor.php
4 http://multisemcor.itc.it/
5 http://nl.ijs.si/jos/
6 http://www.fidaplus.net/
7 http://nl.ijs.si/slownet/
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adjectival synsets as well. Apart from single word literals, there are also plenty of multi-word
expressions. The most common relation in sloWNet is hypernymy which represents almost half of
all relations in wordnet. A comparison of nouns in sloWNet and the jos100k corpus showed that
sloWNet nouns cover 30% of the nouns present in jos100k, with 90% coverage of the most frequent
nouns (Fišer and Erjavec 2008).

4 The annotation process

The main goal of our annotation process was to obtain the first semantically annotated corpus
for Slovene which can be used in corpus-based linguistic reseach as well as a resource for HLT
applications requiring training data. However, because sloWNet had been created automatically
and had been based on a foreign-language resouce, our secondary goal was to check coverage of
the senses it contains compared to the senses represented in the corpus and thereby evaluate the
developed lexicon in a practical semantic tasks and to improve it.

Because no application for automatic sense assignment exists for Slovene, the annotation had
to be done completely manually. As opposed to sequential annotation, in which all the words in
the corpus are annotated, we followed the targeted semantic annotation principle (Miller, et al.
1994) which aims at determining senses only for a selection of polysemous corpus words. The main
reasons for choosing this method was limited project resources and because the results are directly
applicable to automatic word-sense disambiguation tasks.

Targeted or transversal annotation is preferred by many researchers (see Kilgarriff 1998) be-
cause this way the semantic characteristics of each word are taken into consideration only once,
and the whole corpus achieves greater consistency. In sequential or linear annotation, the annota-
tor has to remember the sense structure of each word each time the word appears in the corpus,
making the annotation process much more complex, thus further increasing the possibilities of low
consistency and disagreement between the annotators (Navarro, et al. 2003).

In addition, we followed the joint approach of coordinated wordnet validation, refinement and
corpus annotation as proposed by Agirre et al. (2006) because it ensures that word senses in the
lexicon reflect real usage and guarantees a better fit between sense distinctions in the lexicon and
the corpus, which will improve subsequent automatic word sense disambiguation.

In order to ensure more reliable annotations, the same concordances were annotated by two
different annotators, after which a third annotator, acting as a referee, chose the most suitable
annotation in case each of the annotators suggested a different sense.

As Figure 1 shows, the annotation procedure consisted of several stages: first, annotators started
from sloWNet in which they checked all senses of a given word and correct any errors they found.
This stage was necessary because sloWNet had been built automatically and had not been fully
checked by hand, which is why errors in synsets were possible. In the second step, the annotators
turned their attention to the concordances and tried to assign a wordnet sense to each occurrence
of the given word in the corpus. If they came across a meaning of a word or a phrase they could
not find in sloWNet, they added it to the wordnet. In the end, the annotations were consolidated
and validated by the referee.

Figure 1. The annotation procedure
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4.1 Selection of the words to be annotated

In the first attempt of semantically annotating Slovene, we limited the task to nouns only because
sense assignment for nouns is the easiest and because they are currently best covered in sloWNet.
We extracted all the common nouns that exist in sloWNet and appear in the jos100k corpus with a
frequency of 30 or higher. There were 103 such nouns, most of which belong to the Basic Concept
Sets in wordnet. The most frequent nouns in the corpus are leto (Eng. year , freq. 348), dan (Eng.
day , freq. 151) and delo (Eng. work , freq. 145). 87.4% of the extracted nouns have more than one
sense in sloWNet. While the most have three senses (17.5%), the most polysemous ones are vrsta
(Eng. type, 14 senses), stvar (Eng. thing , 13 senses) and mesto (Eng. place, 12 senses). Once the
annotation is completed, this will yield a total of 5,592 tokens with a manually assigned sense,
which means that on average there will be about 54 annotation examples for each noun included
in the annotation process.

It is expected that the complexity of sense assignment to the target nouns will correspond
to their level of polysemy in sloWNet. On the other hand, it is highly likely that the lexicon is
still missing some senses for nouns which are frequent in the corpus but have very few senses or
are even monosemouns in the current version of sloWNet, which is why these nouns need to be
carefully examined as well (e.g. člen, freq. 57 appears in sloWNet only in the sense of Eng. link
but not in the sense of article in a legal document or the grammatical article).

Concordances for all occurrences of these 103 nouns were extracted from the jos100k corpus. If
an occurrence of a target word (e.g. delavec, Eng. worker) belonged to a multi-word expression that
exists in sloWNet (e.g. kvalificiran delavec, Eng. skilled worker), it was not extracted because multi-
word expressions are typically monosemous and therefore do not require manual sense assignment.
If an occurrence of a target word belongs to a multi-word expression which does not yet exist in
sloWNet, it was extracted and will be annotated as part of a multi-word expression and the
expression will be added to sloWNet by the annotator.

Figure 2. Revision of synsets in DEBVisDic with highlighted editing features
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4.2 Annotation guidelines

In order to facilitate the annotation process and to ensure a greater consistency of annotations,
annotation guidelines have been provided for the annotators. The annotators’ first task was to
revise and validate all the synsets, including all multi-word expressions, containing the target word.
Wordnet revision was carried out in a multi-lingual wordnet editor called DEBVisDic (Horak, et
al. 2005), as illustrated in Figure 2. If an error was found (e.g. incorrect capitalization), it was
corrected at this stage. In case a literal was found in an inappropriate synset, it was deleted, and
if a literal was missing in the synset, it was added to sloWNet together with a source confirming
the appropriate sense and usage of the word (e.g. dictionary or corpus). Wordnet revision also
entailed making sure that all the hypernyms of the target word exist in sloWNet. If a hypernym
synset was empty, the annotator translated it from English at this stage.

After all the senses of the target word had been validated, the annotation of the corpus began.
Because no tailor-made annotation software was available, the annotation was performed in MS
Excel. Annotators received xls files with the concordances containing the target word that were
extracted from the jos100k corpus. After reading an occurrence of the target word in context they
determined which synset was the most appropriate for it, they annotated it with the corresponding
synsed id from wordnet (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Annotation of the corpus in MS Excel

The goal of the annotation was to attempt to assign a sense to all occurences of the target
words. If more than one sense seemed appropriate, the annotators were directed to choose the most
basic sense. Only if they really could not choose a single sense, were they allowed to annotate a
word with multiple synset ids. If an occurrence of the target word belonged to a multi-word
expression, it was annotated with that sense and a note #MWE was added. In case the target
word was (part of) a proper name that does not exist in wordnet, a note !PROPER was added.
If the target word in the corpus was used in the sense that was missing in sloWNet but could
be found in PWN, it was added to sloWNet and annotated with the newly added sense. If the
appropriate sense could not be found in either sloWNet or PWN, the word was left unannotated
and a note !NO was added. It is likely that these senses are language-specific and should therefore
be added as such to sloWNet at a later stage of wordnet development.

The files with annotations were then uploaded and analyzed through a web service which
reported any structural errors in annotations.

5 Analysis of annotations

The annotation of the corpus is almost complete but some words are still missing, which is why the
figures included in the analysis below are only partial and will change by the end of the project.
The analysis was conducted on 77 which have been submitted so far.

5.1 The extent of wordnet revision

The analysis shows that a total of 852 synsets were changed in the revision process. A great
majority (80.5%) were changed by a single annotator while only 19.5% of the synsets were changed
by both annotators. Just over a half of these synsets were modified (54.8%) and the rest (45.2%)
were added to sloWNet by the annotators.

At the level of wordnet literals, sloWNet originally contained 649 literals for the 77 target
nouns included in the annotation process. Many new (1044) were added and only a few of the
literals (128) that had been automatically generated in sloWNet were deleted, so that at the end
of wordnet revision, we are left with 1553 target literals. Wordnet contained relatively few (181)
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multi-word expressions with one of the target nouns before revision, only 47 of which were deleted
whereas many more (557) were added by the annotators.

Few deletions of both single- as well as multi-word literals suggest that the precision of the
automatically generated wordnet is very good. On the other hand, many literals and synsets were
added at this stage, implying that the generated wordnet had a low recall and that many senses
of the words processed in the project had been missing from sloWNet. A substantial share of the
added synsets contain multi-word expressions, which could not be added automatically due to the
limitations of wordnet generation method.

5.2 Comparison of annotations

In this section we turn to comparing the annotations of the corpus made by the annotators.
The total number of tokens that have been annotated so far is 3520, which means there are 45.7
annotated tokens per noun on average. Because all the words were annotated by two different
annotators, we have 7040 annotations in total, less than one per cent of which are ambiguous i.e.
are annotated with more than one synset id. Annotators added a note to slightly over 12% of
their annotations, which means that these occurrences belong either to a multi-word expression
or proper name, or that a satisfactory sense for them could not be found in wordnet, and should
be therefore re-examined and resolved at a later stage in the project.

Occurrences of the 77 already annotated nouns were assigned 389 different senses, 93% of which
were only used once. These figures include many of the nouns that were treated as multi-word
expressions by the annotators and therefore annotated with a greater number of different synset
ids.

181 or 46.5% of the synsets containing the target nouns were not used by either annotator.
There is a good reason for not using many of these synsets because the target nouns appeared in
them only due to insufficient disambiguation during wordnet generation and were deleted by the
annotators at the wordnet revision stage. An example is the word sodišče which appears in some
synsets because the English word court was wrongly translated into Slovene in three synsets:

1. a yard wholly or partly surrounded by walls or buildings – the correct translation is dvorišče,
2. the sovereign and his advisers who are the governing power of a state – the correct translation

is dvor and
3. the family and retinue of a sovereign or prince – the correct translation is dvor .

Other senses were not used because they did not appear in the corpus. However, they should
not automatically be treated as irrelevant for Slovene because the 100.000 token corpus that was
used is far too small for such conclusions and it would do more harm than good if such senses
were deleted from sloWNet at this stage. One such example is the noun stran (Eng. page) which
has seven senses in sloWNet, four of which do not appear in the corpus not because they are not
used in Slovene at all but because they simply did not appear in our corpus:

1. an extended outer surface of an object,
2. a distinct feature or element in a problem,
3. a sheet of any written or printed material (especially in a manuscript or book) and
4. one side of one leaf (of a book or magazine or newspaper or letter etc. or the written or pictorial

matter it contains).

The noun šola (Eng. school) received the highest number of new senses by the annotators.
The noun initially had three senses in sloWNet, and four more were added by the annotators: one
sense was added because it was missing (an educational institution) and the other three were part
of multi-word expressions that were identified in the corpus (glasbena šola, Eng. music school ,
osnovna šola , Eng. primary school and srednja šola, Eng. secondary school).

On average, 4.7 senses were used for each noun and the most frequent number of senses for a
noun (20.1%) is 5. This is slightly higher than the most frequent number of senses of the nouns to
be annotated before the revision of sloWNet, which was 3, but because many senses were added
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during the annotation process, the figures are still comparable. A single sense was assigned to all
the occurences of only two target nouns, while the two most polysemous nouns were assigned 13
different senses.

A comparison of annotations for the same target word that were submitted by two different
annotators shows that their annotations vary to a great extent: they chose the same synset id for
only 1848 or 52.5% of the annotated tokens. It has also been observed that target words differ
substantially in the level of agreement between the annotators, which means that some words were
much easier to annotate than others. Perfect agreement is reached only with the words that were
assigned only one sense (e.g. odstotek , Eng. percentage), but words such as člen (Eng. article) and
oče (Eng. father) have an agreement exceeding 95% as well. This is not very surprising because the
number of initial as well as the number of senses used for the words with a high inter-annotator
agreement was rather low (3 or 4) and much higher (11 or 12) for those with a low agreement.
Also, the level of agreement decreases with the increase of target word frequency in the corpus.
This confirms our initial hypothesis.

Next, we checked whether annotators agreed on the most frequent sense for a given word
despite the relatively low inter-annotator agreement. The most predominant sense is very useful
for many HLT applications because it has been found that the predominant sense baseline is quite
hard to beat by word sense disambiguation algorithms. It turns out that the distribution of senses
of the annotated words are in favour of the predominant sense, and that non-predominant senses
chosen are in the minority. Also, annotators agreed on the most frequent sense in most cases.

One of the words in which the annotators disagreed even on the most frequent sense is pred-
stavnik (Eng. representative) for which the share of the most frequent sense is similar (56.7% and
46.7%) with both annotators but the synsets they used to annotate the most occurrences of this
noun in the corpus are different. One annotator most frequently chose the synset agent: a represen-
tative who acts on behalf of other persons or organizations while the other one preferred the synset
representative: a person who represents others most of the time. When we study both synsets in
detail, we find that they are both very similar and it is indeed hard to distinguish between them.
This shows that sense distinctions in wordnet are not very clear-cut and are very fine-grained,
which is a common criticism of the resource as a sense repository for practical applications.

6 Conclusion

Based on the results of the analysis we conclude that it is possible to annotate practically all
occurrences of polysemous words in the corpus with sloWNet synsets. The most problematic words
to annotate were culturally-specific expressions that are not included in the Princeton WordNet
which was used as the backbone of the Slovene wordnet. A very positive finding is that most senses
that were required to annotate the corpus had already been present in sloWNet whereas the same
is not true for non-core senses and especially for multi-word expressions which had to be added
by the annotators in many cases. This suggests that sloWNet will have to be further extended in
order to ensure a thorough coverage of the sense inventory relevant for Slovene.

Semantic annotation of a corpus, be it manual or automatic, is still one of the challenging tasks
that need to be done. It is very different from e.g. morpho-syntactic annotation in which all the
units are annotated with the same set of categories, whereas in determining the meaning of a word,
different categories have to be used for each unit we wish to annotate. This is why inter-annotator
agreement are typically lower for semantic annotation than other annotation tasks. An experiment
conducted within the Senseval initiative, in which a French corpus was annotated with senses from
a French dictionary that contain fewer sense distinctions than wordnet, reports 75% agreement
(Veronis 1998). That annotating with wordnet is harder is shown by a similar experiment in
annotating English sentences with Princeton WordNet senses which shows a substantial drop in
agreement, which reaches only 68% (Mihalcea, Chklovski and Kilgarriff 2004). Our results (52.5%)
are still significantly lower than that which might be due to two factors. First, we annotated only
the most frequent nouns in the corpus, which are also the most highly polysemous ones and
therefore harder to disambiguate. Second, due to project constraints, we used 50 undergraduate
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students as annotators, where their large number also leads to lower consistency and agreement in
annotations. This shortcoming is already being compensated by a third annotation cycle in which
an experienced team of 4 annotators are checking and consolidating the differences between the
original two annotators. Their work will hopefully provide much more reliable and consistent data
that will be more useful in further research.

One way of simplifying and improving the annotation process in the future is collapsing fine-
grained hard-to-distinguish senses into more general categories, called supersenses. This had al-
ready been done manually by Palmer, Dand and Fellbaum (2007) and automatically by Bruce and
Wiebe (1998) who achieved a 10% improvement on the results.

Notwithstanding the difficulties of the annotation, the result of this project is the first Slovene
corpus that is annotated at the semantic level. The corpus will be freely available for linguistic
analysis or as a training set for applications in human language technologies.
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Abstract. This paper presents a methodology for the creation of a domain ontology which
exploits the idea of a manually created treebank as a mechanism for extraction of an initial
set of domain concepts and relations. The creation of a treebank is an expensive task. In
order to justify this effort, the set of text for the treebank was selected in such a way that it
increased the number of the extracted concepts and relations. Also, we wanted the extracted
information to be reliable. To satisfy this requirement, industrial standards in the domain
of interest as well as a specialised vocabulary were selected for processing.

1 Introduction

Domain ontologies are crucial element in many applications in information technology, ranging
from semantic annotation and semantic search to semantic integration of information. Most of
the methodologies for creation of domain ontologies include participation of domain experts in
their life cycle as a source of conceptual information. They provide information for the central
concepts in the domain and the relations between these concepts. The process requires interaction
between the domain experts and knowledge engineers. In order to be fruitful, the interaction
needs some common understanding. For that reason, the domain experts are usually asked to fill
questionnaires about the domain from which the conceptual information is extracted. However,
this process is expensive and slow because the questions to be answered are not natural for them in
many ways. As solutions to this problem, the methodologies developed in the direction of analysis
of domain text. The aim is the extraction of an initial set of concepts and relations, or the creation
of technology for extraction of the conceptual information from the results of the everyday work
of these experts, such as models, documents, etc. The main problems in these new approaches
are the identification of the conceptual information and its reliability. In our work we applied our
experience from the treebank construction to an artifact from the work of the domain experts —
namely, the standards and terminological lexicons in the domain.

First we present an overview of the methodologies for building of ontologies. Then we select
the methodology we applied to construct AsIsKnown Home Textile Ontology and we discuss our
choices. There we also discuss the choice of an upper ontology which was employed during the
ontology construction. Then we present the processing of the standards in home textile domain
which resulted in the identification of the concepts and the relations included in the first version
of the ontology.

2 Methodology for Ontology Construction

2.1 Overview of the Ontology Construction Methodologies

Several surveys on ontology construction methodology already exist and this is why we only report
of their findings here. Then in the next section we present our choices for the different stages of
the construction of the ontology. The methodologies for creation of ontologies described in the
literature have two sides – organizational and technological. The first one considers the steps in
the creation of ontology and the second – the tools necessary for realization of each step. Here we
focus mainly on the organizational side of the methodology. The overview in this section is based
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on: [3], [11], [7], [4], [5]. First we outline some of the most popular methodologies for ontology
development, and then we conclude this section with general points about the steps in ontology
creation.

Uschold and King Methodology
This methodology was published first in [11]. They identify the following stages of the pro-

cess of ontology creation: (1) Identify Purpose; (2) Building the Ontology; (3) Evaluation; (4)
Documentation. The building of the ontology (step 2) is divided into three steps: (2.1) Ontology
capture; (2.2) Ontology coding; (2.3) Integrating Existing Ontologies.

The purpose identification is important in order to clarify why the ontology is built and what
its intended uses are. Some purposes found in literature are that the purpose of the ontology is
to be a shared vocabulary for a domain, a meta-level specification of a logical theory, a way of
structuring of a knowledge base. Identification of the purpose of an ontology is in a clear relation
to the scope of the ontology – which concepts and relations in the domain to be formalized, on
what level of granularity this formalization to be done. One important requirement mentioned in
the paper is the reuse of the ontology within the group developing it, but also in a broader context.
In our view the considered purposes are not mutually incompatible and thus when the ontology
is developed the group developing it could try to achieve as many as possible of them.

As it was mentioned, the actual building of the ontology comprises three steps: (2.1) Ontology
capture; (2.2) Ontology coding; (2.3) Integrating Existing Ontologies. The ontology capture means:
(1) identification of the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest; (2) production
of precise unambiguous text definitions for such concepts and relationships; (3) identification of
terms to refer to such concepts and relationships; and (4) agreeing on all of the results from
previous steps. Important question with respect to ontology capturing is how the key concepts
and relations are identified. According to [11] there are three approaches: top-down – the most
general concepts and relations are selected first and then they are specialised to the necessary
level of domain dependence; bottom-up – first, the most specific concepts and relations in the
domain are represented and then generalizations over them are defined; middle-out – the most
fundamental concepts and relations in the domain are selected, and later their specializations and
generalizations are added. The ontology coding requires formalization of the selected concepts
and relations in a formal language. Also the process requires encoding of the axioms that the
concepts and relations have to satisfy. In our view, at this stage, the following question needs to
be answered: what the trade-off between the expressivity of the formal language for the ontology
and the inference in this formal language will be. Sophisticated ontologies require encoding in very
expressive languages like KIF, FOL, Modal Logic, but these languages are not fully supported
by ontological tools. The implemented languages like Description Logics (OWL-DL, for instance)
allow only a part of the necessary axioms to be represented. This question is important, because its
solution could lead to a language dependant ontology which is not desirable. One option here is to
have two versions of the ontology – one represented in an expressive language and one derived from
the first version in an implemented language. Such an approach was applied by the developers of
the foundational ontology DOLCE – see [9]. The integrating existing ontologies is the basis of the
reuse of existing ontologies. The task requires special attention with respect to the effort necessary
to do such an integration. It depends on the quality of the existing ontology, the documentation,
whether it corresponds to the purposes of the new ontology. On the other hand it is very appealing
with respect to the potential benefits.

The evaluation and the documentation stages are not described in great detail. The first is
based on a definition given in [6]: “to make a technical judgement of the ontologies their associated
software environment and documentation with respect to a frame of reference ... The frame of
reference may be requirements specifications competency questions and/or the real world.” The
documentation stage needs established guidelines for documenting ontologies.

Grueninger and Fox Methodology
The methodology was developed under the TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) project – see

[7]. It comprises the following stages of ontology development: (1) motivating scenarios; (2) informal
competency questions; (3) terminology specification; (4) formal competency questions; (5) axiom
specification; and (6) completeness theorems.
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The motivating scenarios are stories about the different usages of the ontology in a given
application. They highlight problems encountered in an application and their possible solutions.
The solutions provide an informal intended semantics for the concepts and the relations to be
included in the ontology. The informal competency questions arise from the motivating scenarios
and place requirements of the ontology, based on the motivating scenarios. The ontology must be
able to provide answers to each of these informal questions. These questions act as an evaluation
on the ontological commitments made in the previous stage. The questions have to reflect the
specificity of the concepts and relations to be encoded in the ontology. Thus, they can be used when
one of already existing ontology is incorporated in the new one. The transferred knowledge has to
give answers to these questions. The terminology specification comprises two steps - determination
of the terms used in the informal competency questions; and encoding of these terms in a formal
language. The formal competency questions are formalised requirements on the ontology. They
are based on the informal competency questions. The axiom specification encodes the axioms that
specify the definition of terms and constraints on their interpretations. They are given in first-order
logic, guided by the formal competency questions as the axioms must be necessary and sufficient
to express the competency questions and their solutions. The completeness theorems define the
conditions under which the solutions to the competency questions are complete.

Methontology Methodology
The methodology is described in [4] and [5]. It presents the construction of ontology on knowl-

edge level identifying the following activities: (1) specification; (2) knowledge acquisition; (3) con-
ceptualisation; (4) integration; (5) implementation; (6) evaluation; (7) documentation.

The specification defines the purpose of the ontology, including the intended users, scenarios
of use, the degree of formality required, etc., and the scope of the ontology including the set of
terms to be represented, their characteristics and the required granularity. The knowledge acquisi-
tion acquires knowledge about the domain of the ontology. Many different knowledge sources are
analysed in order to achieve the task. The two main sources are expert interviews and analyses of
domain texts. The conceptualisation structures the domain terms as concepts, relations, properties
and instances. The integration of ontologies is required when ontologies or definitions from other
ontologies should be incorporated in the new one. During the implementation the ontology is for-
mally represented in an ontological language (KIF, for example). The evaluation stage comprises
checks for incompleteness, inconsistency and redundancy cases in the ontology. The documentation
reflects the results from the previous activities in natural language.

The methodology accepts that the life cycle of ontology is based on the refinement of a proto-
type. The ontology goes through the following states: specification, conceptualisation, formalisa-
tion, integration, and implementation. Knowledge acquisition, evaluation and documentation are
carried during the entire life cycle.

On the basis of the overview we do the following conclusions:
– The life cycle of ontology is similar to this of other software products: design phase, prototyp-

ing, implementation, exploitation, support, documentation.
– There is a difference between a domain and an application in the domain. The ontology has

to reflect the domain in as much as possible application independent way, but satisfying the
needs of the application.

– Ontology development is an iterative process. Usually the iteration is from less expressive to
more expressive version and from informal to formal representation.

– An evaluation of the sources of information is essential to the development of ontology. The
evaluation has to be done with respect to the availability of the source, the effort to use the
source and how reliable are these sources.

All these conclusions are taken into account during the definition of our methodology for the
creation of the commonsense ontology in the domain of the home textile.

2.2 AsIsKnown Methodology

In this section we define the methodology for creation of the commonsense ontology in the domain
of the home textile within the AsIsKnown project. The resulting ontology needs to cover the
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domain of the home textile in details necessary for representation of the product, product sets,
trends, designs and user profiles. Also the ontology has to help the interaction to the external
world in terms of formal translation of producer’s and ordering data, human language interaction
with human users of the system and analysis of multimedia documents. Having in mind the
differences in the usage of the ontology it follows that different views over the domain have to be
incorporated in the ontology. First the customers view the products with respect to their usage in
interior designs. Thus features like size, type of materials, colours, etc are promoted, while other
features like flammability, resistance to chemical agents, etc are demoted in the background. For
the people responsible for the safety issues of the interior designs only the last types of features are
of importance. Another axis of characteristics of the home textile is in terms of styles of interior
designs like rococo, post-modern, etc. Such features are important for retailing people who are
trying to offer complete decisions to their customers and for the authors of articles in fashion
magazines who describe realized interior designs. In order to ensure this coverage and granularity
of the ontology we envisage the following steps of creation of the ontology:

Processing of the standards and vocabularies in the domain
We consider standards in the domain as reliable sources of conceptual information. Being

created by leading experts in the domain with the goal to facilitate the whole process of production
and usage of the home textile, the standards can be viewed as “expert questionnaires” usually used
in the process of knowledge acquisition. Thus, we expect to find definitions of the most important
concepts and relations in the domain of textile. The definitions also help us to establish the main
relationships between the extracted concepts. As a means for the extraction of the concepts and
the relations we are using partial analysis of the definitions (see Section 4 for more details). Then
we inspect manually the analysis in order to identify the relevant knowledge. The result of this
step is a list of (concept) terms (in English), a list of relations (relational terms), a list of triples
– (term1 relation term2), and additional information like the number of some objects that are
related to an instance of a given concept. These lists are the backbone of the ontology. Some of
the relations are general ontological relations like is-a, part-of, etc. The rest of the relations
are domain specific. Each term and each relation are connected to a natural language definition.
These definitions have to reflect the triples for the term and the features of the relations (like
whether it is an instance of more general relation, whether the reverse relation is also a relation
in the domain which are encoded in the ontology, etc.). Later the definitions became part of the
documentation of the ontology.

We consider this step as bottom-up approach to the creation of the ontology.
Formalization of the terms
The next step is to define formal definitions of the extracted concepts and relations in OWL-

DL. We have selected OWL-DL, because there are implemented reasoners for it. For each term in
the term list we construct a class definition in OWL-DL. We do the same for each relational term.
We also encode the additional information in the definitions of the terms and the relations. The
result of this step is an initial formal version of the ontology. It is possible that the level of errors
in the concepts and the definitions is high. The possible errors are of two kinds – ontological and
domain. The first ones are connected with the evaluation of the defined concepts and the relations
between them with respect to meta-ontological properties. For the purpose to clean these errors
we used the OntoClean approach – see [8]. It is discussed below. The second kind of errors was
repaired with the help of the partners who are experts in the area of textile – see also below.

Link to an upper ontology
The establishing of the connection between the upper and the domain ontology helps us to check

the consistency of the domain ontology with respect to the ontology construction methodology
behind the upper ontology and to inherit the knowledge encoded in the upper ontology to the
domain ontology. After we finish this process we have at our disposal the first version of the
ontology which can be incorporated within the architecture of AsIsKnown system in order to be
used and debugged.

There are several choices we can select in order to determine which upper ontology to be
used as a basis of the development of the domain ontology. The initial list of ontologies included:
DOLCE Ontology, SUMO Ontology, OpenCyc Ontology, Omega Ontology, Basic Formal Ontology,
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PROTON Ontology, SmartWeb Integrated Ontology. For the selection of the upper ontology with
respect to our purposes we consider the following criteria: (1) The ontology to be constructed on
rigorous basis which reflects the OntoClean (or similar methodology) and suites our domain; (2) It
to be easy to be represented in some of the ontological languages (OWL-DL preferably); (3) There
to be domain ontologies constructed with respect to it (in order to facilitate the links with our
domain ontology); (4) Support provided to us by the authors of the upper ontology. After some
initial evaluation of the candidate ontologies and consultations with other evaluations of upper
ontologies we have selected DOLCE Ontology as our upper ontology.

DOLCE ontology is descriptive, multiplicative ontology which adopts possibilism as an ap-
proach to existence and perdurantism as an approach to change. Selecting DOLCE as an upper
ontology for our domain ontology we also adopt the formal background on which this ontology
is constructed – OntoClean approach. Having in mind all these properties of DOLCE we decided
that it is the most appropriate upper ontology for our purpose.

The linking from the domain ontology to DOLCE ontology is done manually. Each concept is
connected to one or more concepts in DOLCE. Similarly each relation is attached to a relation in
DOLCE. For relations could be the case that there is no appropriate relations in DOLCE, such
relations have only local definitions in the domain ontology. The meaning of the links between
the two ontologies are is-a (concept and relation specialization). Thus, the concepts and the
relations inherit the definitions of the corresponding concepts (relations) in DOLCE. Also the
OntoClean meta-properties are inherited. The next step is to check the consistency of the inherited
information. If there are conflicts, then we examine the involved concepts and relations and the
domain ontology are redefined locally. When the concept/relation definitions are inherited from
DOLCE, it could be the case that there is a need to create new domain concepts/relations in order
to have better inheritance. The result of this process is the first version of the ontology.

We consider this step as top-down approach to the creation of the ontology. Comparing to the
definitions of top-down, bottom-up and middle-out approaches of [11] (see above), our approach
is strictly top-down with respect to the inheritance from DOLCE to the domain ontology. With
respect to the links from the domain ontology to DOLCE we can assume that it is bottom-up,
because at some places it could be necessary we to introduce new concepts between the domain
concepts and the concepts in DOLCE. We call these new concepts middle level concepts. Among
the concepts in the domain ontology it is hard to predict the level of specificity of the extracted
concepts; it depends on the information represented in the standards in the domain.

Evaluation by domain experts
The evaluation of the first version of the ontology was done in two ways:
Practical evaluation
The ontology is incorporated within AsIsKnown system. In order it to be used within the

system, the information external to the AsIsKnown system was translated in the terms of the on-
tology. This information is: the producer data, describing their products; the ordering data, which
needs to reflect the actual realised designs; interior design information, it is about combinations
of materials and products in a design; user profiles; multimedia document annotation and descrip-
tion of trends. If all this is possible then we can assume that the ontology passes the practical
evaluation. If some information can not be represented within the ontology, then we extended the
ontology in order to cover these cases.

Expert evaluation
Then the ontology was reviewed by the partners in the project. The review was done on

the basis of manual examination of portion of the ontology and by filling of specially developed
questionnaires. The questionnaires are orientated to examine problematic places in the ontology.
Such places are where there was no enough information in the textual materials on which the
ontology is based; where there were most of the reconstructions made, because of the inherited
from DOLCE information.

The result of the evaluation is in the form of requirements for introducing of new concepts, new
relations or restructuring of the ontology. In the second turn of the development of the ontology
we incorporated these requirements. The resulting ontology is the second version of the ontology.

Documentation
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In the process of construction of the ontology we kept track on the sources of each concept,
relation or axiom. The track records point to the context from where the concept originated. Also,
we kept information about all changes in the definition of the concept or the relation. Important
part of the documentation are the definitions in natural language created during the initial stage
of concept definitions.

Lexicons
In parallel to the ontology construction we have done also lexicon creation in English, German,

French, Hungarian and Bulgarian. These lexicons provide the vocabulary for the ontology concepts
and relations in the corresponding language. In this way we facilitate the usage of the ontology
for interaction to the human users of the system and the analysis of the multimedia documents.
These lexicons could be considered as ordinary terminological lexicons in the domain, but the
difference is that each term in them has a formal definition represented in the ontology. The
English lexicon was constructed during the creation of the ontology, because we mainly processed
English standards and vocabularies. English also was used as lingua franca within the ontology
creation. For the creation of the other lexicons we used parallel sources (terminological lexicons in
several languages) and terms provided by the partners.

3 Analysis of Domain Standards

The first step towards the construction of the domain ontology is the availability of an adequate
terminological lexicon. We decided to use twofold approach, i.e. to process standards as well as
other specialized domain lexicons. Both of them deliver at least the following text information:
the term and the definition. The difference usually is in the structuring of the information. The
standards usually give a hierarchically structured view of the terms (from more general to more
specific ones), while the other specialized domain lexicons preserve a flat presentation of the
notions. The definitions per se encode different relations, such as the prototypical is-a relation
(hypernym-hyponym), part-of, used-for, made-of etc. For that reason we decided to use the
definitions as an underlying corpus of data for extraction of ontologically significant relations. A
similar data-driven method was explored by [1]. For the pre-ontological processing of the data we
use the CLaRK System tool, described in [10].

The definitions from both types of resources have an established and therefore, easily pre-
dictable phrase structure. For that reason we assumed that the relations could be accessed through
syntactic patterns. Hence, the definitions were syntactically analyzed at a (more or less) shallow
level. Our analysis is neither pure chunking, nor full syntactic analysis. Its detailness was affected
by the expected information from the various patterns. Around 1000 terms from domain lexicons
and standards with definitions were manually processed. This linguistically created corpus was the
base for the development of an automatic tool for the extraction of ontology relations.

The lexicon consists of entries. Each entry has a term and a definition. The text is further
divided into sentences and phrases.

Our procedure includes two processing steps. First, manual annotation of the data and second,
semi-automatic deriving of semantic patterns from the syntactic ones. Let us consider them in
order.

Processing of the data
The definitions were tokenized automatically. Then a syntactic analysis was applied to tokens.

We preferred manual annotation in order to have a reliable data at further stages of our work.
The elements we annotated are the following: sentences (s), nominal groups (NP), verbs (V),
prepositional groups (PP) and clauses (CL). Our rule is to annotate the longest sequences. Later
on we can provide deeper analysis within these tags. It is assumed that the initial NPs are most
likely hypernyms of the terms. They can come in a direct way like in:

<term>Garnetting<term>
<definition><NP>a technique</NP> ...</definition>

Also, some more specific relation might be present in the hypernym:
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<term>Gingham</term>
<definition><NP>plain-weave lightweight fabric</NP> ...</definition>

or

<term>Isotactic</term>
<definition><NP>a type of polymer</NP> ...</definition>

The verbal tag includes all the morphological forms of the verb (tense, voice etc.) and reflects
different ontological relations too. For example, it can specify how the product is made (obtain),
what it consists of (have, include, involve, contain), what it is used for or its function (use, create,
dissolve, maintain, produce, resist, foster) etc. The PPs usually add to the semantics of the verb
(used for, applied by, achieved by, measured in). When within NPs, prepositional phrases can
indicate possession relation, part-of and others. In Fig. 2 three prepositional phrases within NPs
with the preposition of are given, and one verbal PP with the preposition on, which has locational
meaning. The three of-phrases are not homogeneous, which is expected to be observed by the
human expert (the first prepositional phrase introduces a subject to a deverbal noun, the second
indicates the form of the material and the third one equals the part-of relation).

The clauses are usually truncated relative clauses that modify some nominal group and give
additional information. When no other predicate is present outside the clause, then the clause
should be considered more closely. If, however, there is a main verb, then the clausal information
might be temporarily omitted.

Semi-automatic deriving of initial semantic relations from the syntactic patterns
Our intention is first to derive semi-automatically the semantic relations, present in the more

straightforward and easily predictable syntactic patterns. For the tricky and complex ones we rely
predominantly on human inspection.

In order to excerpt an initial set of relations we have been applying several NLP techniques
over the annotated data. One of these techniques is the so called concordance. It shows the selected
data in context use. Applied on verbs, prepositional phrases, nominal phrases, it can give some
idea on the typology of syntactic types and relations that can later on be matched to the semantic
ones. The sort tool gives a powerful vision to the expert on both: the aggregation and the variety
of the collocational phenomena (both syntactic and semantic). Another technique is the extraction
of syntactic patterns. For example, the patterns NP V NP and NP V PP can give some insights
about the relation type between two entities, entity and direction, etc.

Needless to say, also patterns of the type NP PP, NP NP, NP CL are to be considered.
Having derived different types of patterns, we further apply some statistics to them. The aim

is to cross-check the relation of the natural language elements to the semantic abstraction patterns
and to estimate the impact of the relations on their frequency within the definitions. Also, the
ambiguity of the single elements are reduced, when combined in pairs or triples. For example,
the preposition by has several latent meanings, but in the passive pair developed by it has the
meaning of introducing the agent of the action. Another example is the preposition ‘under’. Its
trivial meaning is locational, but in the pair specified under it introduces some kind of regulation
document. For each pattern the corresponding instances are stored and later transferred into
ontological expressions.

All the information received through the NLP techniques was systematically repeated every
time we expand our set of annotated data.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an ontology development methogology which incorporate linguistic
processing of standards within the domain of interest (in this case home textile). Using standards
as an initial source of conceptual information helps us to overcome the communication gap between
the knowledge engineers and domain experts. In this way the domain experts check the consistency
of the already created ontology. In comparison to other domain texts standards are very reliable
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sources of conceptual information. Being created by leading experts in the domain with the goal
to facilitate the whole process of production and usage of the home textile, the standards can
be viewed as “expert questionnaires” usually used in the process of knowledge acquisition. Thus,
we expected to find definitions of the most important concepts and relations in the domain. The
definitions also helped us to establish the main relationships between the extracted concepts.
As a means for the extraction of the concepts and the relations we have been using a treebank
constructed semi-automatically over the text of the standards. Then we inspected manually the
analysis in order to identify the relevant knowledge.
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Abstract. A prototype of a multilingual terminology database has been designed and im-
plemented, with the intention to facilitate collaboration among MONDILEX member insti-
tutes, where either missing or incompatible Slavic languages terminology of modern aspects
of linguistics can be a hindrance of mutual communication. The database is intended to
contain entries with specialized corpus linguistics terms, and the prototype is filled with
terms in Bulgarian and Slovak, with relevant English equivalents. The plan is to add terms
in all the MONDILEX languages, and eventually release the database with the hope that
its content will grow beyond the very narrow terminology of corpus linguistics.

1 Introduction

As the corpus linguistics is relatively new in Slavic languages – the development began only after
the personal computer boom – there is no unified terminology of this field. The terminology
started to develop uncontrollably, either by directly adopting English terms or by calquing the
English expressions, or by embracing and extending existing linguistic terminology in each country.
This development lead to widely varied terminology in different countries, and even to different
terminology used by different institution in the same country, while sometimes the English terms
are considered to be just a part of an informal slang.

The key issue is to harmonise the definitions and thus ensure consistency and clarity of infor-
mation across the languages, especially when communicating with experts from various countries,
where the use of bridge language is often not sufficient, or when dealing with bi- or multilingual
resources, with the consequent need of multilingual documentation.

Since “the ultimate purpose of any terminological resource is to facilitate and enhance knowl-
edge acquisition” [2], the database has been designed in a way to function as a quick reference
source of terms in different languages, which has influenced its overall design.

The database, once finished, could be also used to compare the usage and acceptance of English
terms in various languages.

Extensive and theoretical study on definitions and formalism is beyond the scope of this paper
– we describe only the technical implementation and general features of our database.

2 Implementation

Multilingual terminology database (MLTD) is developed using the MoinMoin wiki engine as a
backend. The data is kept in plain text files, with one file (MoinMoin page) corresponding to one
terminology entry. The technical implementation, and to an extent a terminology entry structure
has been inspired by the Slovak Terminology Database design [4, 5].

As a minimum, a terminology entry in MLTD should contain a term, its definition (explanation)
and a source of the definition. Intentionally, MLTD tries to keep the minimalistic approach and
therefore adds no additional data.

Compared with the simplicity of MLTD, Slovak Terminology Database entry has 13 fields, 5
of them are obligatory (term, field, definition, biblio, acceptability). Field is simulated by the page
category, and acceptability (pragmatic term character, one of normalised, legislative, recommended,
★ The study and preparation of these results have been partly supported by the EC’s Seventh Framework
Programme [FP7/2007-2013] under the grant agreement 211938 MONDILEX.
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suggested, incorrect, archaic, neologism) is mostly relevant for national terminology systems dealing
with terminology standardisation, and as such has no place in MLTD – it is implicitely included
in the information about definition source.

This design allows the internal format of the database entry to be kept very simple, nothing
more than a plain text file with a minimal layout, without any special formatting markup. By
a design decision, internal page format does not use any immediately visible markup language.
The motivation stems from our empirical observation regarding usability – the presence of any,
even the most incopious markup distracts the editors, unless they are reasonably well trained in
the markup (and discourages them to learn to use the system). Our markup is hidden in the
overall text structure, using nothing more than strategically placed paragraph breaks, colons and
parentheses used in a relatively (hopefully) intuitive way.

Each page consists of several entries (one for each language), separated by an empty line. Each
entry starts with a term name, prefixed with an ISO 639-1 language identifier separated by a colon
(:), followed by an empty line, followed by a definition, followed (immediately) by a source of the
definition. Each page can belong to one or more categories – these are expressed by using the usual
category mechanism (adding Category* link to the end of the page). For the prototype described,
there is just one category used, CategoryCorpusLinguistics.

Terms in corpus linguistics entered Slavic languages mostly from the English language. The
origin of a significant number of them (mostly purely linguistic terms), however, was known long
before the differentiation of corpus linguistics as an independent branch of linguistics. These terms
have originated either in Greek or Latin: for example, corpus and segment came from Latin, lemma
and lexeme from Greek. It is even possible that the same term entered different target languages
through different intermediaries.

Fig. 1. Example of an entry

A special parser for MoinMoin has been written to display the entries in a distinct graphical
way. Main features of the parser are:

– language entries are separated by a horizontal ruler
– ISO 639-1 language identifiers point to an external URL with more information about the

language used
– English term is hyperlinked with the corresponding English Wikipedia entry
– definition source is emphasized
– URLs in definitions or sources are automatically recognized
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Fig. 2. Internal representation of an entry

<entry> ::= <language entry> {<p> <language entry>} \n ---- \n <category>
<language entry> ::= bg | cs | en | pl | ru | sk | sl | uk : <terms>

\n {\n} <definition> ( <bibliography> )
<definition> ::= ? characters ?
<bibliography> ::= ? characters ?
<terms> ::= <term> | <term> , <terms>
<term> ::= ? characters ?
<p> ::= \n \n {\n}
<category> ::= Category ? characters ?

Fig. 3. Formal description of an entry syntax
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The points outlined are implemented in order to make the navigation around the database more
efficient – they should be thought of as a visual and formatting aid to the database representation,
not as a part of the database itself. In fact, the parser can be very easily modified to accommodate
different visual styles and different formatting representations.

The database can use all the usual MoinMoin features concerning efficient collaborative editing.
The most relevant ones, emphasised by the database design are:

– efficient indexing and searching, using the built-in Xapian search engine (even if for the
database of the intended size – hundreds of entries at most, any search engine is more than
sufficient)

– full Unicode support, with only some limitations concerning right-to-left scripts (irrelevant for
Slavic languages)

– full editing history with backup of page revisions, allowing to see the complete history of
previous entry versions

– review of differences between arbitrary page versions, using diff-like output with colourised
differences

– multiuser support with full access control list – however, our database does not use complicated
permission schemes, relying on the ease of reverting unwanted changes instead

– warnings to avoid editing conflicts, in case when two users intend to edit the same entry
simultaneously

As a prototype, the database has been filled with corpus linguistics entries from [3], which has
been compiled as a concise list of term (cf. the needs of colleagues from Czech Republic, where
two different lists have been compiled: [1], [7], including data from other areas of linguistics).

We faced following problems when converting the data into MLTD:

– Homonymy:
∙ Corpus linguistics is an intradisciplinary research field, where two different areas meet –

computer science and linguistics, and these two areas sometimes use the same word to
denote (often a little) different objects. Traditional lexicography deals with this polysemy
using numbered entries for each meaning (e.g. corpus 1. database of digital texts. . . ,
2. collection of texts for a specific kind of research). The Slovak Terminology Database
separates the meanings into different entries, with headwords marked by the numeral.

∙ Often encountered problem is a dichotomy of meaning of verbal derived nouns, where a
noun can mean both a process and its result (e.g annotation can be both the process of
annotating and the resulting data). In the area of terminology, these two meanings are
considered to be strictly separate.

– Traditionally, synonymy in dictionaries is reflected in a lexical entry either in the heading
(as two or more equal headwords) or after a definition, while they can form a reference to
a relevant entry (e.g. anotácia – tagovanie – značkovanie). In the Slovak Terminology
Database, synonyms are stored in a separate input field (and are automatically hyperlinked).
In the MLTD, different terms have to be kept separately. There is no provision in MLTD for
entering synonyms.

– Terminology entries have been often described using encyclopadic style and format – under the
general headword there are often specified other, narrow meanings (e.g. korpus — korpus
hovorených textov: elektronická databáza hovorenej formy jazyka; – korpus písaných tex-
tov: elektronická databáza písanej formy jazyka; — národný korpus: jednojazyčný korpus
textov konkrétneho národného (jazykového) spoločenstva; — synchrónny korpus: korpus
jazyka v jeho súčasnej vývinovej fáze; — všeobecný korpus: nešpecifický, základný korpus
zahŕňajúci široké spektrum jazykových štýlov a žánrov, vecných oblastí (domén), autorských
generácií, vydavateľských úzov, regiónov a pod.). However, in the MLTD, each of the meanings
has to be entered separately.

– In the Slovak Terminology Database, each term has a facultative field for storing (arbitrary)
foreign language equivalents; in the MLTD, the only equivalents are those given in the other
languages present.
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3 Conclusion

The database is envisaged to contain entries in following languages: Bulgarian, Czech, English,
Polish, Russian, Slovak, Slovene and Ukrainian. The English has been added as a semi-bridge
language, unifying the entries (and taking into account that most of the terminology originates in
the English language).

As a prototype, the database has been filled with corpus linguistics entries from the Slovak
from the Slovak Terminology Database, together with their English equivalents (but missing En-
glish definitions), and with Bulgarian terms added later. Overall, considering the abovementioned
discrepancies in database designs, 45 corpus linguistics terms were imported, out of about 150
terms present in the Slovak Terminology Database.
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Abstract. Presented lexical database of Slovak language collocation should cover colloca-
tion profiles of several hundred words of different parts of speech (nouns in the first phase
of the project) and will be a base of a modern collocation dictionary. The database is built
using MediaWiki engine, which offers excellent remote collaboration features along with
automatized processing possibilities.

1 Introduction

The standard use of corpora for linguistic research and lexicography is aimed predominantly at
the examination of occurrences and co-occurrences of word forms and lemmata. The main goal is
to acquire data about semantic, grammatical and combinatorial behavior of words.

For the Slovak language, the only one existing collocation dictionary has been published in
1931, with a revised edition in 1933 (the author called this book ‘a dictionary of phrasemes’, but
in fact it has been a dictionary of not only phrasemes, but also of common word collocations)
[15, 16]. Clearly, since then the whole language underwent immense changes in almost all of its
parts, starting with the whole sociolinguistic situation and ending with substantial changes in
the vocabulary and orthography. By today, the dictionary is mostly of diachronic importance,
and there is a notable gap in Slovak language lexicography concerning a database of collocations
– modern approaches in lexicography, especially the use of large language corpora fill the gap
somewhat, but they still cannot replace a well documented, systematically built dictionary.

Presented electronic dictionary of Slovak collocations is being compiled at the University of St.
Cyril and Methodius, Trnava in cooperation with the Slovak National Corpus department of the
Ľ. Štúr Institute of Linguistics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava. The project on Slovak
collocations that started in 2007 is the first of its kind in Slovakia and is aimed at the registra-
tion and description of selected multiword lexemes and phrasemes as well as typical collocations
with restricted collocability. The dictionary provides an overview of the combinatorial behaviour
of words, in the first phase the most frequent nouns extracted from the Slovak National Corpus
database, with the intention to include also verbs, adjectives, adverbs and particles. Currently, the
database contains information about nouns and (as a separate subproject) particles. The combi-
natorial potentials of word forms of a word are the basis for the creation of so-called collocational
templates which the patterns of collocations are based on [17]. Description models on the basis of
collocational matrices are elaborated also for verbal, adjectival, adverbial and partical collocations.

2 Obtaining collocation profiles

An efficient tool for modelling semantic proximity of words and their collocation profiles in large
lemmatized corpora is the sketch engine4 [12] – a corpus tool which generates word sketches, i. e.
corpus based summaries of a word’s grammatical and collocational behaviour. Disadvantages of the
★ The lexical database has been supported by the grant agreement VEGA 1/0006/08 Konfrontačný výs-
kum kolokácií v slovenčine a v nemčine. The study and preparation of these results have been partly
supported by the EC’s Seventh Framework Programme [FP7/2007-2013] under the grant agreement
211938 MONDILEX.

4 http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/
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sketch engine are long lists of isolated lemmata and too many automatically generated redundant
data in the results, obtained through fixed set of unary, dual, symmetric and trinary rules, which
do not always correspond to natural collocational clusters in the language.

The basic tool for searching collocations for each entry is the corpus manager client Bonito
which provides searching, sorting and statistical evaluation of collocations. By using this tool we
can observe each given word, extract concordances for each word to get an overview of its behaviour
in a context, get statistical information like absolute frequency, MI-score, t-score, MI-score, MI3,
log likelihood, min. sensitivity and salience to recognize word co-occurrences [13].

Despite these new language technological analysis, scepticism still prevails regarding the pos-
sibility of seizing and of describing examined data completely. This scepticism results particularly
from two problems. Word co-occurrences represent a diffuse continuum of semantically differently
strong connected elements. The borders between “free” and “firm” can not be specified clearly. On
the other hand, the main problem of the statistical approach is that the frequency and semantic
firmness of word combinations do not correlate directly. Not all high frequent word combinations
are also firm. One finds typical collocations in all ranks of the frequency distribution [9, 10].

In our lexical database, the (meaningful) collocations are manually selected from the first 500
occurrences of each grammatical structure listed by The Sketch Engine and cross-checked against
the Slovak National Corpus concordances.

The statistical results vary, they depend both on the used statistical method and the quality
and accuracy of taggers and lemmatisers, the precision rates whereof are different. It means that
we have to compare very long lists of indexes from different scores. The table 1 shows the identity
of collocation candidates between scores within the first 50 rows.

T-score MI MI3 log likelihood min. sensitivity salience
Abs. freq 73.9 5.4 5.4 54.9 34.4 36.6
T-score 5.0 53.6 70.1 62.0 44.4
MI 32.7 24.5 14.0 36.0
MI3 75.0 57.1 81.6
log likelihood 71.4 69.4
min. sensitivity 60.0

Table 1. Comparing collocations – identity between different measures, in percents.

3 Technical implementation of the lexical database

Since the dictionary has been conceived from the beginning as a collaborative project involving
several contributors, the choice of the working environment has been driven by several requirements
– easy remote editing, access control list, revision history, communication between editors. These
requirements can be easily met by deploying a wiki based software, we have chosen MediaWiki
software system, with MySQL as a relational database backend.

MediaWiki is written in the PHP programming language and has many attractive options
for the intended purposes, among them the possibility to use templates (a kind of macro) for
better handling of repeating text parts. Templates are basically predefined text snippets in wiki-
format with additional specialized markup for accommodating passing of arguments which are
dynamically loaded inside another page. More on this in section 6.2.

While a wiki system has proved as highly suitable for the task of creating the dictionary, the
way of representing the dictionary information to the end user is still an open question, the layout
provided by the wiki-entries being probably not the most appealing and useful one.
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lemma MI-score lemma T-score
anakreontov 13.03 ľudový 50.70
hiawathowa 13.03 text 23.91
kancionálový 12.99 táto 20.87
paraliturgický 12.96 tá 19.91
brelov 12.77 duchovný 19.54
rózsov 12.77 spievať 19.41
švihrovsky 12.77 nový 19.29
hymnický 12.74 labutí 17.57
dylanový 12.55 populárny 16.65
pestúnkina 12.31 vianočný 15.85
slávikoví 12.19 pieseň 15.55
labutí 12.07 známy 15.07
schubertový 12.03 zaspievať 14.04
legendický 12.01 nábožný 13.63
švihrovský 11.90 titulný 13.17
pijácky 11.86 náboženský 12.78
podkovitý 11.77 hymnický 12.61
cherubínsky 11.77 obľúbený 12.61
povaľačský 11.77 ľúbostný 11.54
regrútsky 11.70 rómsky 11.14
symfonia 11.36 večný 10.78
lennonový 11.36 smutný 9.04
silvánov 11.27 mariánsky 8.51
mický 11.12 svadobný 8.49
zaspievanie 11.09 oslavný 7.99
carlina 10.96 rusínsky 7.99
barnabášov 10.96 tanečný 7.90
kramársky 10.82 skladať 7.83
trampský 10.79 lyrický 7.11
nábožný 10.78 pohrebný 7.10

Table 2. Differences in the lists of collocation candidates extracted by MI-score and T-score, lemma
pieseň. Words in boldface are shared between top 30 occurrences of both scores.
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4 Prerequisities

In the initial phase of the project, the collocations were obtained from Slovak National Corpus
(SNK), version prim-3.0 containing about 330 million tokens. Halfway during the work on the
database, a new version of the SNK has been released (prim-4.0), bringing the number of tokens
up to 530 million, which faced us with a dilemma: as the new version had not only substantially
increased in the volume, but also improved lemmatization and morphology annotation, it would be
advantageous to use this new information, but on the other hand, changing the input data would
require to go through and redo all the entries already done. At the end, we decided to use the new
version for new entries and analyse the collocational profiles with respect to changed statistical
measures in order to evaluate the changes brought by a new corpus.

There is also the question of which variant of the corpus to use – there are three main flavours
of the Slovak National Corpus database, prim-4.0-public-all contains all the texts, prim-4.0-public-
sane contains only texts that satisfy certain requirements (correct diacritics, non linguistic texts, no
texts written by Slovak minorities outside of Slovakia proper, some controversial writers removed),
prim-4.0-public-vyv is a balanced corpus, containing 1/3 newspaper texts, 1/3 fiction, 1/3 scientific
texts (see Tab. 3 for comparison).

Version number of tokens
-all -sane -vyv

prim-3.0-public- 339 063 215 319 644 966 199 822 572
prim-4.0-public- 526 082 640 507 101 251 254 236 903

Table 3. Comparing versions 3.0 and 4.0 of the Slovak National Corpus.

Corpus prim-4.0-public-all prim-4.0-public-sane prim-4.0-public-vyv
Identity: sane+vyv 75.5%
Identity: all+sane 93.5%
Identity: all+vyv 74.5%
Identity: all+sane+vyv 73.4%
Isolated occurrences 9.7%

Table 4. Comparing identity of collocation candidates of the word pieseň (song) in three different versions
of the Slovak National Corpus, version 4.0.

5 Basic structure of the database

The database serves two different purposes – the first is to build a Slovak language collocation
dictionary, the second one to build a (semi)bilingual dictionary of German collocations with Slo-
vak equivalents [18, 20]. These two projects share the same database and the same MediaWiki
instance, and (to an extent) use the same methods and guidelines regarding the collocation pro-
files. However, logically these are two separate projects. In this paper we deal exclusively with the
Slovak dictionary.
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The database macrostructure is simple – all the entries are equal, each entry corresponds
to one MediaWiki page, we are using neither subpages5 nor redirects6. A page is named by an
entry lemma, in case of clash between German and Slovak (e.g. Internet, System), the Slovak
page adds the string ‘(sk)’ to the page name, so that the pages will be named ‘Internet (sk)’,
‘System (sk)’. Unfortunately, MediaWiki automatically converts the names to titlecase, otherwise
the compulsory capitalization of German nouns would distinguish between German and Slovak
entries. Slovak lexical entries are differentiated from other pages (system pages, German entries,
user discussions) by the category they belong to (one of Slovak Nouns, Slovak Adjectives, Slovak
Verbs, Slovak Particles).

6 Structure of an entry

An entry page consists of three main sections: Významy (Meanings), Kolokácie (Collocations),
Externé odkazy (External links). While the structure of Významy and Externé odkazy is the same
for all the parts of speech and these sections do not have any substructure, the structure of
Kolokácie, the most important section, is more complicated [19].

6.1 Významy

This section (“meanings”) contains a bullet list of descriptions of different definitions of the lexeme.
We do not split the collocations according to polysemy (or homonymy) of the base noun inside
one part of speech category at all, neither we distinguish between homonyms in collocations. This
was a deliberate design decision, based on two observations: First, often a collocation is not clearly
attributable to a specific meaning; let alone trying to define and distinguish meanings, which is
traditionally a very cumbersome task, where no general consent could be achieved. This was not
seen as a task for this project and would unnecessarily considerably slow down the dictionary
constructions and open door to endless discussions inside and outside the project team about the
distinction of individual meanings.

6.2 Kolokácie

All the collocation data are contained in this section. The detailed structure is differentiated
according to part of speech the entry stands for. For nouns, it is divided into two subsections
for the singular and plural, reflecting the fact that collocates often exhibit different phenomena
according to the grammatical number of the base noun. Each of these subsections is further divided
into many subsubsections, each for a specific collocation combination (see Fig. 1, 2).

The subsubsections’ naming scheme encodes some human readable information about the col-
locations, with the base noun marked by the string Sub1Xxx, where Xxx is the abbreviation of the
noun’s case (so the whole string will be one of Sub1Nom, Sub1Gen, Sub1Dat, Sub1Aku, Sub1Lok,
Sub1Ins). We are ignoring the Slovak vocative controversy by conflating (semantic) vocatives with
the nominative case – fortunately, it just happened that none of the nouns chosen for the collo-
cation dictionary is from the set of those few Slovak words that have a morphological vocative
(either having retained their Old Slavic vocative forms7, or developing a ‘new vocative’, common
for some proper nouns and family relationships8.

The other part of the subsubsection name reflects describes the neighbouring word part of
speech, so it can be one of Sub2, Verb, Atr (another noun, verb, attribute). Atr subsumes adjectives,
5 A subpage is a page that is subordinate to its parent page. Subpages can be used to implement a whole
hierarchy (tree structure) of entries, which – considering lexicographic use – can be used to distinguish
between homonymy and polysemy [11]. However, given the small number of entries, we decided to
refrain from this.

6 A redirect is a page that has no data by itself; it just refers to another page.
7 e.g. otče, pane, bože
8 e.g. babi, mami, Zuzi, Feri
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pronouns, particles or numerals. This string is positioned either to the left or to the right of the
previous base noun string, depending on the predominant position of the word in collocations (but
including also the collocations with a different word order). The strings are concatenated with a
plus sign, so e.g. the whole subsubsection name Verb + Sub1Aku indicates that the subsubsection
contains collocation of verb and base noun in acusative (not necessarily in this order).

Fig. 1. Entry structure diagram for nouns

Sub1 Sub2 Verb Atr
Sg Nom Sub1Nom+Sub2 Sub1Nom+Verb Sub1Nom+Atr
Sg Gen Sub1Gen+Sub2 Sub1Gen+Verb Sub1Gen+Atr
... ... ... ...
Sg Ins Sub1Ins+Sub2 Sub1Ins+Verb Sub1Ins+Atr
Pl Nom Sub1Nom+Sub2 Sub1Nom+Verb Sub1Nom+Atr
Pl Gen Sub1Gen+Sub2 Sub1Gen+Verb Sub1Gen+Atr
... ... ... ...
Pl Ins Sub1Ins+Sub2 Sub1Ins+Verb Sub1Ins+Atr

Fig. 2. Matrix for the entry structure of a noun

6.3 Externé odkazy

This section is populated by several macros (templates), providing links to external resources.
Each macro has one parameter, equal to the identification of given word in the target database –
mostly the same as the lemma, different only in case of homonyms (differentiated at the target).
The macros construct an URL pointing to an external resource and insert it as an http hyperlink
into the rendered page. The macros in use are {{ma|...}} to link to morphologic database (this
macro is intended to record relations between full word paradigms and the collocation dictionary
entries, both for the end user and for eventual computer processing), {{slovnik|...}} to link
to dictionaries[7] published at the Ľ. Štúr of Linguistics WWW page, {{linky|...}} to point to
several search engines, such as Google[1], Ask[2], Yahoo[3], Cuil[4], as well as the Slovak National
Corpus[6]. The latter two templates are meant for human consumption, not for computer parsing
(due to somewhat unpredictable nature of the target data). In case we need to either add or remove
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an external data source (e.g. a search engine), or if the form of URL parameters changes, we need
to modify just the template, and the change will be automatically reflected across all the database
entries.

7 Automated database processing

There are several options for automated data modification. First and most obvious is to access the
SQL backend directly, reading and modifying the tables. However, this method requires detailed
knowledge of internal MediaWiki database structure, and modifying would have to be done with
a great care, in order not to disrupt the database and introduce structural inconsistencies.

Much better way is to use a MediaWiki API, designed for a remote access. As the MediaWiki
is probably the most widely used Wiki framework, there is a plethora of tools available[5] for
automated processing in various programming languages. However, we settled on using a slightly
different approach – WikipediaFS[8], a fuse-based[14] filesystem that presents remote WikiMedia
installation as a fake filesystem, so that the pages can be read and written as simple text files, either
for automated scripted processing or to be edited with an ordinary text editor. The advantage
of WikipediaFS over using MediaWiki API is the availability of plain text, filesystem like view
of the data, which makes it easy to use standard UNIX command line tools for text processing
(sed, awk, grep, ...). We used WikipediaFS and some simple scripts to add automatically the
abovementioned links to external resources to all the entries in the database.

8 Collocation entry microlanguage

The lexical database has been designed with a goal of a human readable collocation dictionary in
mind, published both online and in printed form. However, the importance of the need to keep the
data in computer readable format cannot be stressed enough – if nothing else, to automatise the
typographic formatting process for the printed version, and indexing for the online version. There-
fore the entry microformat is designed to be computer readable, except of some minor exceptions,
where the (complete) readability stands in the way of human interaction.

Each collocation can be though of as consisting of two units: the base noun and the collo-
cate. The collocates are normalised (lemmatised), and the collocation is written with the base
in its corresponding case/number. The exception is only for the combination Atr + Sub1Nom,
which is so frequent that we omit the base in nominative, if it follows the attribute. Auxiliary
particles/pronouns are sometimes rearranged, to fit the syntactical requirements of the base (this
applies mainly to the reflective pronouns sa, si in combination with infinitives). From this follows
that the parser must include the morphology generator in order to recognise the base noun in other
forms than nominative singular, and a complete automatised parsing is difficult without including
some sort of syntactical rules into the parser. Collocate is terminated by the | (U+007C VERTICAL
LINE) character surrounded by whitespace. The vertical line has to terminate also the ultimate
collocate in the subsubsection. If there are no collocates for a given collocation pattern, the entry
consists of a single vertical line character in a separate line. Optional words (which are sometimes
present in a given collocation) are enclosed in parentheses, separated by the rest of collocation by
a whitespace or punctuation. Parentheses adjoined to a word specify optional prefixes or suffixes
(mostly verb negation or aspect modifier). Variants in words (two or more words that do not
change the collocation meaning and are approximately equally frequent) are separated by a slash,
three dots (ellipsis, . . . ) denote incomplete variant enumeration (signalling that there are more
variants occurring in the corpus than given, usually these variant components belong to a specific
lexico-semantic group). Special indefinite pronouns (niekto, niečo, . . . ) serve as wildcard valency
markers which stand for a general class of aminate/inanimate nouns (and thus signal that the
collocation is too broad to be automatically parsed).

There are on average 173 collocations per entry – the distribution of entry sizes is depicted on
Fig. 4. We see that the symmetry is slightly skewed in favour of small number of bigger sized entries
(the median is 157). The entry with fewest number of collocations is kára (cart, barrow), with 40
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collocations, the highest number has the word svet (world) – 584 collocations. However, we have
to realise that the exact number of collocations per entry is subject to several arbitrary conditions,
among them the level of detail in describing collocation variants, inclusion of otherwise optional
ellipsis and indefinite pronouns, and in general subjective evaluation of collocation candidates by
a lexicographer compiling the entry.

==Atr + Sub1Gen==

neznalý pomerov | z chudobných pomerov | znalý pomerov |

==Sub2 + Sub1Gen==

demokratizácia pomerov | konsolidácia pomerov | kritika pomerov |
neznalosť pomerov | obraz (politických / reálnych / ... ) pomerov |
stabilizácia pomerov | úprava pomerov | usporiadanie pomerov |
zlepšenie pomerov | zmena spoločenských / vlastníckych pomerov |
znalec (našich domácich) pomerov | znalosť tunajších pomerov |

==Verb + Sub1Gen==

pochádzať z (dosť) chudobných / skromných pomerov |

Fig. 3. Fragment of a collocation entry, word pomer
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9 Further plans & Conclusion

The plan for the first phase of the project is to create a dictionary of noun collocations, with the
number of entries exceeding 500. Currently, the database contains collocation profiles of 190 nouns
and 38 particles.

After the first phase, a new methodology for a dictionary of other parts of speech will be
delineated and the dictionary will be extended. It is expected that by that time a new version of
the Slovak National Corpus database will be available, and already existing entries could be cross
validated against these new data. The dictionary will be a valuable contribution to modern Slovak
language lexicography, reflecting real language usage by being based on the real data from the
Slovak National corpus.

From the theoretical point of view, research of collocations will add to our knowledge about
the collocability of words, presented collocation database can serve as a base for confrontational
Slovak language research. Collocations per se form an inseparable part of many different kinds
of dictionaries, and they are especially important in language teaching, giving examples of real
language usage. We believe that the collocation dictionary will be used in teaching Slovak as a
foreign language, since the mastery of idioms is a sign of a true language competency.
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A Comparison of Two Morphosyntactic Tagsets of Polish★

Adam Przepiórkowski

Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present the main differences between the IPI PAN
Tagset, used for the morphosyntactic annotation of the IPI PAN Corpus of Polish, and the
NKJP Tagset, employed in the National Corpus of Polish.

1 Introduction

Morphosyntactic tagsets, i.e., formal specifications of morphosyntactic interpretations assigned to
words in a given language, are usually developed for the purpose of the morphosyntactic anno-
tation of corpora. While presentations of morphosyntactic systems of various languages found in
textbooks and grammars may be sufficient for many linguistic purposes, the task of assigning a
morphosyntactic tag (in short: tag) to each word in a large corpus requires a codification of such
a system. The resulting tagset must exhaustively specify the repertoire of grammatical classes
(parts of speech) assumed for the language, morphosyntactic categories appropriate for particular
classes, and possible values of these categories.

A tagset of Polish called the IPI PAN Tagset was proposed in a series of papers (in English:
Przepiórkowski and Woliński 15, 16; in Polish: Woliński 19 and Przepiórkowski 11; summarised in
the bilingual publication Przepiórkowski 12, 13) within the IPI PAN Corpus (http://korpus.pl/)
project.1 Since then, the tagset has been used in a number of projects, including various projects
carried out by the Linguistic Engineering Group at the Institute of Computer Science, Pol-
ish Academy of Sciences, as well as, e.g., in the Polish WordNet project (Piasecki et al. 10;
http://plwordnet.pwr.wroc.pl/), it inspired the tagset used in the Morfologik dictionary
(http://morfologik.blogspot.com/), and it influenced the common tagset for a Polish-Ukrainian
Parallel Corpus [8].2 A relatively conservative extension of the tagset is proposed in Broda et al.
2.

At the time of its creation in 2004, the IPI PAN Corpus was the largest corpus of Polish, the only
one that was linguistically annotated. However, there were two other independently developed cor-
pora in public existence, namely, the PELCRA Corpus of Polish (http://korpus.ia.uni.lodz.
pl/) and the PWN Corpus of Polish (http://korpus.pwn.pl/), as well as a non-public corpus
developed at the Institute of Polish Language, Polish Academy of Sciences, and a small corpus of
Polish developed in the 1960s (http://www.mimuw.edu.pl/polszczyzna/pl196x/). In 2007, the
stakeholders in all large corpus efforts decided to combine their forces and a project was launched
with the aim of merging the existing corpora and extending them to a 1-billion word National
Corpus of Polish (henceforth, NCP or, in Polish, NKJP for Narodowy Korpus Języka Polskiego);
see http://nkjp.pl/.

NCP is being annotated at various linguistic levels, including morphosyntax, named entities,
syntax and limited word sense disambiguation. At the morphosyntactic level, NCP adopts the
main assumptions of the IPI PAN Tagset, including the morphosyntactic definition of grammat-
ical classes (e.g., a numeral is defined on the basis of its morphosyntactic behaviour, not in the

★ The work described in this article was carried out within the project Narodowy Korpus Języka Polskiego
funded by the National Ministry of Science and Higher Education (grant number R17 003 03). This
publication is supported by the European FP7 project MONDILEX.

1 IPI PAN is the Polish acronym of Instytut Podstaw Informatyki Polskiej Akademii Nauk ‘Institute of
Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences’, where the IPI PAN Corpus project was carried out.

2 Some comparisons of the IPI PAN Tagset to MULTEXT-East [6, 7] tagsets may be found in Dimitrova
et al. 5 and Derzhanski and Kotsyba 4.
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traditional semantic terms) inspired by works of Zygmunt Saloni and his colleagues (see, e.g.,
Saloni and Świdziński 18 for a summary) and the detailed flexemic approach to the delimitation of
grammatical classes (e.g., infinitive and finite verb are two separate classes, as they have different
inflectional characteristics) following work by Janusz S. Bień (1991).

Nevertheless, some modifications of the IPI PAN Tagset were necessary, both for theoretical and
for practical reasons. The tagset resulting from these modifications and used in the NCP annotation
is called the NKJP Tagset. The aim of this paper is to describe and — where necessary — justify
the differences between the IPI PAN Tagset (Tipi in brief) and the NKJP Tagset (henceforth,
Tnkjp).3

2 Differences

Within NCP, a 1-million word corpus is being annotated manually. Manual annotation is one
of the most expensive corpus building tasks, and one way to reduce the cost is to annotate the
corpus automatically and only correct or disambiguate the automatic annotation manually. For
the morphosyntactic annotation, a new version of the morphological analyser Morfeusz [20] is used
in NCP, which is based on the linguistic data described in Saloni et al. 17. Some of the differences
between Tipi and Tnkjp stem from the availability of new linguistic information in this version of
Morfeusz.

2.1 New non-inflecting classes

The main criterion for distinguishing grammatical classes in Tipi is morphosyntactic, i.e., inflection
and agreement. According to this criterion, all non-inflecting (f)lexemes fall into one bag, so an
additional — distributional — criterion must be applied to distinguish, e.g., prepositions from
conjunctions, and only a few traditional non-inflecting categories are posited in Tipi. With the
benefit of hindsight it seems that these classes are too coarse-grained, so four additional non-
inflecting classes are carved out in Tnkjp from those present in Tipi.

Interjection In principle any word may be used as an interjection, but for the purpose of Tnkjp
interjection (interj) is understood rather narrowly. A segment (i.e., a word-level token receiving a
morphosyntactic interpretation) is marked as an interjection, if one of the following holds:

– it may only be used as an interjection, e.g., segments such as ach, och, oj,
– if the same form has other interpretations, they are not related to the interjection use of that

form, e.g., a (which may also be a conjunction or an abbreviation),
– it is onomatopoeic, e.g., mu or kukuryku.

Examples of segments which may be used interjectively but are not marked as interjections are
tak ‘yes’ and kurwa ‘whore’.

Subordinate conjunction Where Tipi only recognised conjunctions (Pol. spójniki), Tnkjp dif-
ferentiates between coordinate conjunctions (Pol. spójniki równorzędne; conj), e.g., i, lub and oraz,
and subordinate conjunctions (Pol. spójniki podrzędne), sometimes called complementisers (comp),
e.g., że, aby, bowiem. It is clear that these two non-inflecting classes have very different syntactic
behaviour.

Predicative adjective There are three adjectival classes in Tipi: the usual inflecting adjectives
(adj), ad-adjectival adjectives (adja), e.g., polsko ‘Polish’ in polsko-niemiecki ‘Polish-German’, and
post-prepositional adjectives (adjp), e.g., polsku in po polsku ‘in Polish’. To these, Tnkjp adds
3 A detailed presentation of Tnkjp may be found in the guidelines for annotators [14]; a stable version of
these guidelines will be made available at http://nkjp.pl/.
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another non-inflecting adjectival class, namely, the class of one-form lexemes consisting of forms
which may only be used in predicative contexts (adjc)4, e.g., zdrów ‘healthy’ (cf. On wydaje się
zdrów ‘He seems healthy’, but not *zdrów człowiek ‘healthy man’) or ciekaw ‘curious’ (e.g., Jestem
ciekaw ‘I am curious’, but not *ciekaw człowiek ‘curious man’).

Bound word The segmentation principles of Tipi, adopted in Tnkjp, rule that there are no
segments containing spaces, so, e.g., po trochu ‘little by little’ cannot be treated as one segment.
But the form trochu in contemporary Polish is a bound word, occurring in this construction only,
so there is no reason to treat it as a noun or an adjective — any decision would have to be arbitrary.
In Tnkjp, such indeterminate bound words are marked as burk, with the name of the class inspired
by Derwojedowa and Rudolf 3.

2.2 Abbreviations

Abbreviations play an important role in the task of automatic segmentation of text into sentences:
a full stop after an abbreviation may, but need not, also signal the end of a sentence, so each
abbreviation should be marked for whether it requires a full stop or not.

Unlike in Tipi, there is a separate abbreviation class (brev) in Tnkjp. There is a technical
category associated with this class, “fullstoppedness”, which may take one of two values: pun (the
abbreviation segment should be followed by a full stop) and npun (the segment does not have to
be followed by a full stop).

The lemma for a segment marked as brev is the full dictionary form of the abbreviation, e.g.,
for np (na przykład ‘for example’), the tag should be brev:pun (np should be followed by a full
stop) and its lemma should be na przykład. For the segment dr, on the other hand, the lemma
will always be doktor, but the tag should be — in accordance with Polish orthographic rules —
either brev:pun (e.g., in masculine accusative) or brev:npun (e.g., in nominative).

2.3 Adverbs and particles

In Tipi, the class of particle-adverbs (qub), separate from the class of adverbs (adv), is considered
an “else” class: if a segment does not fit any other class, it is annotated as qub. With the addition
of several non-inflectional classes (see above), the need for such an “else” class diminishes, so in
Tnkjp this class is defined in a constructive way. It may contain various particles (described in
more detail in Przepiórkowski 14), the reflexive marker się, ad-numeral operators such as około
‘around’ and blisko ‘almost’, and intensifiers such as jedynie ‘only’ and nawet ‘even’.

On the other hand, the class of adverbs is larger in Tnkjp than in Tipi; adverbs in Tnkjp are
implicitly split into two subclasses:

1. de-adjectival or gradable adverbs, e.g., długo ‘long’ and bardzo ‘very’, which are always
specified for degree (positive, pos, in case of de-adjectival adverbs which are not synthetically
gradable); this subclass in Tnkjp corresponds closely to the whole adv class in Tipi;

2. traditional adverbs which are neither de-adjectival nor gradable, e.g., gdzie ‘where’ andwczo-
raj ‘yesterday’; they are not marked for degree in Tnkjp; in Tipi they belong to the class qub.

2.4 Other differences

Apart from the substantial differences listed above, there is a number of minor differences between
the two tagsets, mentioned below.

4 The mnemotechnics of adjc is ‘adjective after the copula’, although such forms may occur in various
predicative environments, not only copular, also as secondary predicates.
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Alien elements There are two technical classes in Tipi corresponding to various “alien” elements
in texts, mostly foreign language expressions and passages: xxs for those segments which occupy a
nominal position and, hence, may be assigned case, number and gender, and xxx for other foreign
expressions. In Tnkjp there is only one “alien” class, xxx, for those segments which do not enter into
relations with other (non-alien) segments in the sentence. This class is used mostly for annotating
longer foreign expressions or whole passages in a foreign language. Other foreign segments, which
enter into relations with other elements of the sentence, i.e., also those occupying nominal positions,
should be marked in the usual way, as nouns, adverbs, etc.

Collective numerals Although some of the Tipi publications listed above mention the class of
collective numerals, numcol, that class was absent from the tagset actually used for the annotation
of the IPI PAN Corpus and it is reintroduced in Tnkjp.

Comparative degree Since comp is used in Tnkjp as the name for the class of complementisers,
the comparative degree is marked as com in this tagset, in contradistinction to comp used for that
purpose in Tipi.

3 Conclusion

Since Tipi is relatively widely used, the modifications in Tnkjp were kept to the minimum and
consist mainly in adding a few classes for non-inflecting elements and the removal of a hardly
ever used class xxs. Both tagsets are well-documented, so we hope that an adaptation of existing
tools to the new Tnkjp will turn out to be a manageable task. To further facilitate that task, the
appendix below contains a specification of Tnkjp.

Appendix: NKJP Tagset

In the following specification of Tnkjp, section [ATTR] lists all morphosyntactic categories and
their possible values, while section [POS] specifies grammatical classes and categories appropriate
for these classes. For example, any noun must be marked as subst:number :case:gender , where, e.g.,
number must be replaced by one of the possible values of this category, i.e., sg or pl. Hence, a full
tag for the form lampę ‘lamp’ should be subst:sg:acc:f.

Some categories are optional for some classes, e.g., only some prepositions (such as w) have
a vocalic (we) and a non-vocalic (w) form, so the segment we could be marked as prep:acc:wok,
while the tag of, e.g., na could be prep:acc.

At the end of the specification some constraints are listed which should be respected by any
tools used for the processing of this tagset.

All grammatical classes and categories not mentioned above are described in Tipi publications
listed in section 1.

## NKJP Tagset (version 1.0 of 23 June 2009)

[ATTR]

number = sg pl
case = nom gen dat acc inst loc voc
gender = m1 m2 m3 f n
person = pri sec ter
degree = pos com sup
aspect = imperf perf
negation = aff neg
accommodability = congr rec
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accentability = akc nakc
post-prepositionality = npraep praep
agglutination = agl nagl
vocalicity = nwok wok

fullstoppedness = pun npun

[POS]

adja =
adjp =
adjc =
conj =
comp =
interp =
pred =
xxx =
adv = [degree]
imps = aspect
inf = aspect
pant = aspect
pcon = aspect
qub = [vocalicity]
prep = case [vocalicity]
siebie = case
subst = number case gender
depr = number case gender
ger = number case gender aspect negation
ppron12 = number case gender person [accentability]
ppron3 = number case gender person [accentability] [post-prepositionality]
num = number case gender accommodability
numcol = number case gender accommodability
adj = number case gender degree
pact = number case gender aspect negation
ppas = number case gender aspect negation
winien = number gender aspect
praet = number gender aspect [agglutination]
bedzie = number person aspect
fin = number person aspect
impt = number person aspect
aglt = number person aspect vocalicity

brev = fullstoppedness
burk =
interj =

## This class should not appear in the results of manual annotation:

ign =

## Non-defeasible constraints:
##
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## siebie --> base = siebie
## siebie --> case IN gen dat acc inst loc
## pant --> aspect = perf
## pcon --> aspect = imperf
## pact --> aspect = imperf
## ger --> gender = n
## depr --> number = pl
## depr --> gender = m2
## depr --> case IN nom voc acc
## numcol --> gender IN n m1
## aglt --> aspect = imperf
## bedzie --> aspect = imperf
## impt --> number:person IN sg:sec pl:pri pl:sec
## prep --> case IN nom gen dat acc inst loc

## Defeasible constraints:
##
## ger --> number = sg
## num --> number = pl
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Abstract. This is a follow-up of the earlier paper where Roman Roszko [18] presented the
foundations for a scientifically-rigorous classification of lexemes into classes (parts of speech).
Then he presented and analysed a portion of a new and already widespread classification
into parts of speech authored by Zygmunt Saloni [19]. The first stage involved development
of morphosyntactic specifications for Polish nouns. Given the innovative subdivision into
parts of speech, differing from traditional grammatical descriptions, and the existence of
morphological, semantic and syntactic subcategories not found in other languages, the au-
thor expanded the number of markers for Polish nouns. The following categories were taken
as the new morphosyntactic specifications: human, animate, post-prepositionality, stress-
ability, depreciativeness. The category of gender has been rearranged. The author did not
follow the elaborate gender system proposed by Saloni [19] and retained the subdivision
into masculine, feminine and neutral gender, as used in MULTEXT-East [5]. Instead, he
proposed new characteristics, human and animate, as independent, stand-alone attributes.
In this paper the authors continue to discuss the questions addressed in [18]. They expand
the description of morphosyntactic characteristics for nouns in Polish and Lithuanian, in
accordance with the conventions adopted in MULTEXT-East for morphosyntactic specifi-
cations. The aim of the analysis is to create a joint morphosyntactic description for three lan-
guages: Polish, Bulgarian and Lithuanian, which are be used in the parallel Polish-Bulgarian-
Lithuanian corpora, now under development1, and in electronic Bulgarian-Lithuanian and
Bulgarian-Polish-Lithuanian dictionaries [3].
The next step in the process will be to develop morphosyntactic specifications for the re-
maining parts of speech in Polish and Lithuanian.
Keywords: POS : parts of speech, nomen, annotation of parallel corpus, Polish, Lithuanian.

1 Introduction

The problem involving the degree of morphologisation of various meanings in natural language
has a significant bearing on the grammatical description of that language. A high number of
morphological categories, their transparency and absence of exceptions greatly facilitate such a
description. However, Polish is not one of the languages where the degree of formalisation of
meanings would facilitate grammatical description. On the other hand, Lithuanian, particularly
in the nomen class, retains a number of archaic characteristics and shuns innovations, which facil-
itates a morphosyntactic description. The categories of Lithuanian nouns seem to have remained
unchanged for centuries, keeping clear-cut formal characteristics.

★ The study and preparation of these results have been supported by the EC’s Seventh Framework
Programme [FP7/2007–2013] under the grant agreement 211938 MONDILEX.

1 The first Bulgarian-Polish-Lithuanian (BG-PL-LT) corpus contains more than 3 million words and
comprises two corpora: parallel and comparable. The BG-PL-LT parallel corpus contains more than 1
million words. A small part of the parallel corpus comprises original texts in one of the three languages
with translations in two others, and texts of official documents of the European Union available through
the Internet. The texts (fiction) in other languages translated into Bulgarian, Polish, and Lithuanian
form the main part of the parallel corpus [4].
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Diachronic aspects The Lithuanian nomen forms are typical in their archaic nature. Let us just
note that all Lithuanian nomen forms do retain endings whereas even classic Latin shows reduction
of inflection, cf. Lit. vyr-a-s [v̄ırǎs] and Lat. v̄ır -(ø) [v̄ır]. When compared with Slavic languages,
Lithuanian notably retains old forms of noun inflection whereas those inflection patterns have been
considerably changed in Polish, as in the old inflection with consonants: Lit. ses-uo (nom.sg.),
ses-er-s (gen.sg.) and Pol. siostr-a (nom.sg.), siostr-y (gen.sg.). Contemporary Lithuanian still
retains the old inflection with consonants whereas contemporary Polish no longer has it. Another
example is the development of old declension patterns in Polish and Lithuanian. Tables 1.-2.
present two old inflection patterns with a short -o- [ǒ] and a short -u- [ǔ].

Table 1. Noun declension. Pattern with short -o- [ǒ] (so-called Declension I). Proto-Slavic, con-
temporary Polish and contemporary Lithuanian v~lk� – wilk – vilkas ‘wolf’

Proto-Slavic[10, p. 223] Polish Lithuanian
Case Singular
nom. v~lk-� wilk- vilk-as
gen. v~lk-a wilk-a vilk-o
dat. v~lk-u wilk-owi vilk-ui
acc. v~lk-� wilk-a vilk-ą

instr. v~lk-om~ wilk-iem vilk-u
loc. v~lc-+ wilk-u vilk-e
voc. v~lč-e wilk-u vilk-e

Plural
nom. v~lc-i wilk-i vilk-ai
gen. v~lk-� wilk-ów vilk-ų
dat. v~lk-om� wilk-om vilk-ams
acc. v~lk-y wilk-i vilk-us

instr. v~lk-y wilk-ami vilk-ais
loc. v~lc-+x� wilk-ach vilk-uose
voc. v~lc-i wilk-i vilk-ūs

Table 2. Noun declension. Pattern with short -u- [ǔ] (so-called Declension II). Proto-Slavic, con-
temporary Lithuanian and contemporary Polish syn� — syn — sūnus ‘son’

Proto-Slavic[10, p. 226] Polish Lithuanian
Case Singular
nom. syn-� syn- sūn-us
gen. syn-u syn-a sūn-aus
dat. syn-ovi syn-owi sūn-ui
acc. syn-� syn-a sūn-ų

instr. syn-�m~ syn-em sūn-umi
loc. syn-u syn-u sūn-nuje
voc. syn-u syn-u sūn-au

Plural
nom. syn-ove syn-owie (/ -y) sūn-ūs
gen. syn-ov� syn-ów sūn-ų
dat. syn-�m� syn-om sūn-ums
acc. syn-y syn-ów sūn-us

instr. syn-�mi syn-ami sūn-umis
loc. syn-�x� syn-ach sūn-uose
voc. syn-ove syn-owie (/ -y) sūn-ūs

As shown in Tables 1.-2., Lithuanian continues to have old inflection patterns with short -u-
and short -o-, whereas Polish has lost the clarity of the former inflection with short -u- (which
merged with the pattern with short -o-).
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Morphosyntactic descriptions for Polish The system of morphosyntactic markers developed
for the Polish language at the Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences (Pol.
IPI PAN) (A.Przepiórkowski, M.Woliński: [15], [16], [22], [12], [13]/[14]), is based on a sound
methodological foundation comprising linguistic work by authors such as Z. Saloni, M. Świdziński,
J. S. Bień. It is thanks to this foundation that the IPI PAN’s tagset goes beyond the fossilised
traditional framework dating back to Aristotle. On the other hand, the MULTEXT-East tagset,
which serves as a point of reference here, is based on the traditional subdivision into parts of speech
(this is why, among others, pronouns have been singled out as a part of speech). MULTEXT-East
also replicates the deeply-rooted traditional stereotypes regarding the subdivision into parts of
speech as well as linguistic categories or morphological subcategories. Moreover, spaced versus
unspaced spelling may decide whether or not a category is identified (e.g. articles, interpreted
differently for various languages).

The IPI PAN tagset is used not only in the IPI PAN Corpus ([14]/[13]) but also, in a somewhat
modified version, in the National Corpus of Polish (http://nkjp.pl/) and a few other projects,
some of which are conducted outside IPI PAN, e.g. in the Polish WordNet project (M.Piasecki: [2],
[11]) developed in Wroclaw or in Morfologik (M. Miłkowski: http://morfologik.blogspot.com/;
http://nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/NLP-SEMINAR/061016.pdf) and other. These facts clearly indicate
that the IPI PAN tagset has become a benchmark for the Polish language.

Consequently, the aim of this series of papers is neither to revise the good and highly refined
IPI PAN tagset nor to replace it with a new tagset for Polish. The issue in question is what
kind of compromise should be sought when developing a joint tagset to be used for simultaneous
description of three languages in the BG-PL-LT parallel corpus. For some reasons the MULTEXT-
East tagset (developed previously for many languages) has been selected as the leading one for this
corpus [4]. Therefore, the aim of this series of papers is to provide a theoretical study of various
categories of Polish and Lithuanian, to set priorities (e.g. morphological, semantic, syntactic) in
identifying various meanings and to provide a classification of morphosyntactic phenomena which
does not contradict the MULTEXT-East standard and does not deviate too strongly from the IPI
PAN tagset. In a sense, we seek to establish correspondence/consistency between the two tagsets.
If such correspondence proved impracticable, we would confine ourselves to specifying differences
(not only significant ones) between the MULTEXT-East tagset and the IPI PAN tagset.

It cannot be excluded that due to the obvious difficulties in achieving consistency of the in-
tertagset the BG-PL-LT corpus will use the IPI PAN tagset for Polish and its modification for
Lithuanian. This solution would certainly necessitate a list of more or less close equivalents for
the two tagsets: a tagset for Bulgarian on the one hand, and the IPI PAN tagset on the other
(for Polish and an extended version for Lithuanian). For some reasons a review of the tagset for
Bulgarian is not planned at this stage of work.

It is important to emphasise that only a coherent tagset for a parallel multilingual corpus 1)
allows complete linguistic confrontation, 2) enables identification of linguistic facts, 3) enables a
search based on pre-defined unambiguous morphosyntactic characteristics.

Morphosyntactic descriptions for Lithuanian: as a basis for morphosyntactic descriptions of
Lithuanian serve the Academic grammar of the Lithuanian language [1] and the Functional gram-
mar of Lithuanian [21]. A tool for morphosyntactic annotation for Lithuanian — MorfoLema —
has been created by Vytautas Zinkevičius in Centre of Computational Linguistics of Vytautas Mag-
nus University (Lithuania) [23]. The program MorfoLema can perform a morphosyntactic analysis
and generate forms of Lithuanian words based on user’s morphosyntactic characteristic. For dis-
ambiguation the MorfoLema uses “Two-level morphology” method of Kimmo Koskenniemi [8]. The
next step of the development of a system for morphological annotation (Morfologinis anotatorius
= tagger for Lithuanian: http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/main.php?id=4&nr=7_1) has been realised
by Vidas Daudaravičius and Erika Rimkutė. Vidas Daudaravičius has created disambiguation
tools for the Morfologinis anotatorius. More information about the Morfologinis anotatorius and
used set of tags we can find on http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/main.php?id=4&nr=7_1 (in Lithua-
nian). (The names of tags are in Lithuanian, because the authors of the Morfologinis anotatorius
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didn’t use English terms.) It is possible to perform online a morphosyntactic analysis through the
web-page http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/main.php?id=4&nr=7_2. The results are visualized on the
screen, and it is possible to receive the result as a file.

Our aim here is to adjust the grammatical description of Polish and Lithuanian to the existing
description within MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004),
developed for a larger group of languages (eleven, to date). Consequently, it must be immediately
noted that one cannot talk about classes or parts of speech as a universal phenomenon, common
to all natural languages [7]. This suggests that a description of morphosyntactic characteristics for
multiple languages is difficult and calls for some satisfactory compromise. Let us point out that
when making a subdivision into parts of speech, we must make the following important realisations:
1. What exactly is it that we are subdividing? and 2. What is the goal of this subdivision?
A classification into parts of speech which is to be created should meet the criteria of scientific
rigour. Therefore, a dichotomous subdivision (into two) is required at each stage. Also, clear, non-
contradictory and uniform subdivision criteria are required. A criterion that has been already used
at one level should not be used again at a lower level for a narrower set of lexemes. Moreover, the
resulting subdivision should be easily verifiable, which means that, above all, it should cover the
entire vocabulary.

Orthographical word vs lexeme One of the problems for building a description of morphosyn-
tactic characteristics is an unclear notion of ‘word’ which, as apposed to morpheme, is neither
stable nor fixed. ‘Word’ continues to have arbitrary definitions. As a result, if a definition of ‘word’
is adopted, this is likely to exert significant influence on the final shape of such classification. In
[18] we present a few meanings of ‘word’: phonological word, orthographical word, textual word,
grammatical word (dictionary word, or lexeme). Again, for well-known reasons, we will discuss the
problem of an orthographic word here.

There remain significant differences between Polish and Lithuanian spelling rules. Differing
rules may have marked consequences for the development of a comparable morphosyntactic de-
scription for the two languages. For this reason, we decided to show certain differences which
are important for the morphosyntactic description and which occur between orthographic norms
for the two languages. Spaced or unspaced spelling is the most important factor which may re-
sult in different morphosyntactic characteristics being ascribed to otherwise equivalent Polish and
Lithuanian forms. To prevent the adverse impact of spaced vs. unspaced spelling on the equiva-
lence between the morphosyntactic descriptions of the two languages, we allow, in justified cases,
the following: 1) splitting single orthographic words, or 2) merging two (or more) orthographic
words. If a lexeme is not to be interpreted as a form which is congruent with the orthographic
word, the meaning must be referred to as the semantic basis for identifying lexemes.

As a reminder: orthographical word — a string of written text, delimited by spaces; it is an
artificial creation and, as such, cannot represent the basis of classification into parts of speech. Let
us consider the two functionally close examples quoted in [18]: _na_pewno_ and _naprawdę_
or the recent spelling reform which recommends that nie with the so-called adjectival participles
should be spelt as a single word, confirm the high degree of arbitrariness in spelling rules.

In Lithuanian, ne (equivalent of Polish nie) is spelt together with participles, gerunds and
verbs, as in the example below:

Table 3

Lithuanian Polish
nedirbu (present) nie pracuję (non-past)
nebuvau padaręs (past perfect) nie zrobiłem
neparašęs (past participle) ten który nie napisał
nedirbus (past gerund) po tym jak x nie pracował, P (y)

It is important to note the migration of Lithuanian si. If a word is not prefixed (has no prefix),
then the morpheme si takes a position typical of an agglutinated part: sveikina-si. However, if a
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word is prefixed (has a prefix), then the morpheme si takes a position between the prefix and the
root: at-si-sveikino. The Lithuanian si corresponds with the Polish się1 (for discussion of się1 and
się2, see Saloni in: [19] and [18]). The Lithuanian si is not equivalent to the Polish się2. Based on
J. Tokarski’s a tergo dictionary [20] and Saloni’s grammatical dictionary (Saloni in: [19, p. 19–21]),
some cases of unspaced spelling for two words, typical of the Polish language, are given below.

Particles ć, że/ż, li, e.g. pójdę-ć, dasz-li, już-że, agglutinates or abbreviated personal forms
of praesens for the verb być ‘to be’: m/em, ś/eś, śmy/eśmy, ście/eście, e.g. ja-m, że-ś, skąd-
-eśmy, gdzie-ście, conditional mode operator by, e.g. jakkolwiek-by or jakkolwiek-by-m (with the
agglutinate m). There is also another form of the pronoun on ‘he’, common for the genitive and
accusative case, spelt unspaced: ń (do-ń, za-ń).

In opposition to the above, there is a case of separate (spaced) spelling of inflective forms, for
instance będę czytać/będę czytał. Again, let us refer to the aforementioned examples of na_pewno
and śmiać się (śmiejący się). While the Polish compound form na_pewno should be treated as
a separate lexeme, the forms with się, even the ones which do not occur without się (such as
bać się), are mere combinations of two lexemes. This is determined by their semantic properties.
Saloni (in: [19, p. 21]) mentions more examples of so-called compound lexemes such as po polsku
which are regularly derived from adjectives ending with -ski, -cki, -dzki.

It is interesting to consider the Lithuanian equivalents to the aforementioned Polish examples
of spaced spelling of two forms which are interpreted as a single lexeme:
Pol. na_pewno — Lit. tikrai
Pol. po polsku — Lit. lenkiškai

For foundations for identifying parts of speech in Polish, see: [7] and [18]. Let me just recall
the most common criteria applied for identifying parts of speech: ontological/intuitive, morpho-
logical, semantic and syntactic. The aforementioned subdivision of Polish lexemes into parts of
speech, as proposed by Saloni, is not consistent (nor are the majority of such subdivisions). It
seems that Saloni relies most heavily on the criterion of morphology (inflection). When inflection
fails to provide an answer, secondary criteria, semantic and syntactic ones, are employed.

2 Noun

This paper assumers the definition of noun as proposed by Saloni (for the Polish language). Saloni
(in: [19, p. 29]) identifies noun lexemes based on morphological criterion in the inflective category
of case (= declension), inflective category of number and selective (i.e. not inflective) category
of gender. Saloni includes some forms traditionally considered to be pronouns onto the class of
nouns: ja ‘I’, ty ‘you’, on ‘he / she / it / they’, my ‘we’, wy ‘you’, kto ‘who’, ktoś ‘someone’,
ktokolwiek / ktośkolwiek ‘anyone’, co ‘what’, coś ‘something’, cokolwiek / cośkolwiek ‘anything’,
cóż ‘whatever’, nic ‘nothing’, się1 ‘self’, się2 ‘self’, wszyscy ‘everyone’, toto ‘this thing’, niecoś,
śmo, wasze ‘your/yours’ and other, a total of ca. 40 forms. Saloni’s proposed interpretation is
right. It has simple and obvious semantic and syntactic foundations. However, given that our
description of morphosyntactic characteristics for Polish and Lithuanian is expected to conform
with the description used in MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May
10th, 2004, we need to retain the assumptions adopted for MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic
Specifications.

2.1 Uninflected words

Saloni formally eliminates the class of uninflected nouns. Based on syntactic criteria and analogy
to other, typical nouns (traditionally referred to as inflected nouns) he builds a paradigm for all
nouns traditionally described as uninflected, as in the following example for emu: Table 4.
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Table 4. “Uninflected” Polish nouns.

Case Singular Plural
nominative emu emu
genitive emu emu
dative emu emu
accusative emu emu
instrumental emu emu
locative emu emu
vocative emu emu

An academic grammar of Lithuanian [1] identifies a small number of forms which are described
as uninflected, e.g. bolero ‘bolero’, bruto ‘gross’, kredo ‘creed’, taksi ‘taxi’. The way Saloni did for
Polish, we suggest assuming that Lithuanian has no uninflected nouns and they should be ascribed
the following paradigm:

Table 5. “Uninflected” Lithuanian nouns.

Case Singular Plural
nominative bolero bolero
genitive bolero bolero
dative bolero bolero
accusative bolero bolero
instrumental bolero bolero
locative bolero bolero
innesive bolero bolero
vocative bolero bolero

This will ensure full conformity with the definition of noun.
Moreover, when Polish and Lithuanian borrow new lexemes, they usually ascribe their own

paradigms to such lexemes, for instance: Pol. komputer (nom.sg.), komputera (gen.sg.), Lit. kom-
piuteris (nom.sg.), kompiuterio (gen.sg.). The so-called uninflected nouns appear as a result of
difficulties in adaptation of phonetic groups found at word end. In Polish the trend to eliminate
formal differentiation of cases is manifested in names of occupations, positions, titles referring to
women, for instance:
pani doktor (nom.sg.) powiedziała - ‘the [female] doctor said’
pani doktor (dat.sg.) powiedziano - ‘the [female] doctor was told’
A similar phenomenon in Lithuanian is sporadic.

2.2 Case

The category of case is identified on the basis of syntactic characteristics imposed on nouns, usually
by verbs or prepositions. The following cases exist in the Polish language:

Table 6

Case Examples
nominative dom domy
genitive domu domów
dative domowi domom
accusative dom domy
instrumental domem domami
locative (preposition +) domu (preposition +) domach

Locative case always occurs with a preposition, for instance w domu ‘at home’, o domu ‘about
home’. This is a not a stand-alone case.
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The following cases exist in the Lithuanian language:

Table 7
Case Examples

nominative namas namai
genitive namo namų
dative namui namams
accusative namą namus
instrumental namu namais
locative name namuose
inessive name namuose

When we look at data from Tables 5. and 6., we will see that the number of cases is greater for
Lithuanian. Lithuanian has a form of inessive. The remaining cases overlap between Polish and
Lithuanian. Notably, the locative in Lithuanian takes no preposition, as in Pol. w domu – Lit.
namie / namuose.

Lithuanian has two lative cases in vestigial form: illative (who into? what into? Where to?),
allative (who to? towards what?) and the so-called local case, adessive (near whom? near what?).
Out of those illative seems most robust, for instance Lietuvon (sg.) ‘to Lithuania’, vežiman (sg.)
‘onto the cart’, širdin (sg.) ‘into the heart’, turgun (sg.) ‘to the fair’, laukuosna (pl.) ‘to the field.’
While illative has been largely superseded by the structure į + accusative, it is still used. One
might expect illative to be used largely in literature but data from the largest corpus of Lithuanian
Tekstynas (http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/) show that even some illative forms are found more
frequently in nation-wide and regional press and popular publications than in belles-lettres. The
remaining cases mentioned here are more commonly found in dialects. Literary language uses some
forms occasionally, e.g. velniop ‘to the devil’, vakarop ‘near the evening’.

Table 8. presents a summary of cases for the two languages concerned together with the so-
called question words which decipher the meaning of cases.

Table 8
Case Polish Lithuanian

nominative mianownik kto, co vardininkas kas
genitive dopełniacz kogo, czego kilmininkas ko
dative celownik komu, czemu naudininkas kam
accusative biernik kogo, co galininkas ką
instrumental narzędnik kim, czym įnaginnkas kuo
locative miejscownik o kim, o czym vietininkas kur
inessive — — name kame

Vocative In the linguistic tradition vocative is considered as one of the cases. However, the use of
vocative in a text does not confirm the existence of any government imposed on the vocative form
by a verb or a preposition. Therefore, vocative should be viewed as a separate category. However, in
MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) vocative is classified
as one of the cases, which is why (according to the fallacious tradition) vocative is included here
as another case in Polish and Lithuanian, as in the example below:

Table 9
Polish Lithuanian

Case Example Example
proper name

[nominative] [mianownik] [Romek ] [vardininkas] [Romukas]
vocative wołacz Romku šauksmininkas Romuk

common name
[nominative] [mianownik] [dom] [vardininkas] [namas]
vocative wołacz domu šauksmininkas name
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2.3 Number

The identification of number is based on the semantic difference between a single object: (distribu-
tive = non collective) set of objects, e.g. dom ‘home’ : domy ‘homes’. The grammatical category
of number sometimes slightly deviates from the aforementioned semantic opposition. Some nouns
do not offer such a distinction, for instance, the so-called plurale tantum:

(a) Polish nożyczki, ‘scissors’ drzwi ‘door’, parzystokopytne ‘even-toed ungulates’, małżonkowie
(= małżonka ‘wife’ + małżonek ‘husband’), narzeczeni (narzeczona ‘fiancée’ + narzeczony ‘fi-
ancé’), Wadowice, Kielce, Katowice (proper names).

(b) Lithuanian žirklutės ‘scissors’ durys ‘door’, skeltanagiai ‘even-toed ungulates’, sutuoktiniai
(= žmona ‘wife’ + vyras ‘husband’), sužadėtiniai (sužadėtinė ‘fiancée’ + sužadėtinis ‘fiancé’),
Žiemieji Paneriai, Prienai, Zarasai (proper names).

The number of plurale tantum in Lithuanian is decidedly higher, cf. [17]) for a discussion of
this subject.

In fact, Polish and Lithuanian has no singulare tantum nouns, yet they are sometimes men-
tioned in literature. One example of singulare tantum is Polish fizyka ‘physics’ / Lithuanian fizika
‘physics’ or pierze ‘plumage’ / Lithuanian jaunimas ‘young people / youth’ (the so-called collective
nouns), Polish miłość ‘love’/ Lithuanian meilė ‘love’. However, for any singulare tantum a plural
form may be created and a use for it may be found, as noted by Saloni (in: [19]).

There is no need to introduce the dual number in Polish. Contemporary Polish has few dual
forms (e.g. in instrumental or locative case) for selected paired bodily parts such as hands, eyes or
ears. They should be treated as variants of plural forms: rękami/rękoma (instr.), oczami/oczyma
(instr.), rękach/ręku (loc.). The relics of the dual form are visible in proverbs in the two languages,
for instance Pol. Dwie niewieście narobią hałasu w mieście. ‘Two women will make a noise in the
town’ Lit. Su durnu vis du turgu. ‘You always bargain twice with a fool.’ Table 10. presents the
status quo for the category of number for the two languages concerned.

Table 10

Polish Lithuanian
Number Example Example
singular pojedyncza dom vienaskaita namas
plural mnoga domy daugiskaita namai

2.4 Gender

Gender is identified on the basis of syntactic properties associated with the requirement that a
specific form must occur next to a word that combines with a noun. The category of gender
in nouns is selective. All nouns in Polish and Lithuanian have a fixed gender. A small group of
Polish nouns may have no definite gender. The number of gender-undefined forms in Lithuanian
is negligible due to the clear declension forms.

Traditionally, the following genders have been distinguished: masculine, feminine, neuter. Polish
has all of these three genders, for instance: dom ‘home’ (masculine), książka ‘book’ (feminine),
dziecko ‘child’ (neuter). Lithuanian has no neuter gender.

We do not think it is valid to introduce a separate category for nouns traditionally termed
as bi-gendered, such as Polish ciapa ‘slowcoach’, łamaga ‘butterfingers’, niezdara ‘fumbler’, or
Lithuanian dabita ‘beau’, mėmė ‘tight-lipped’, valkata ‘wałęsa’. The basis for distinguishing bi-
genderness could only be semantic in this case. However, we view these forms as homonymous:

(a) for Polish: łamaga described as masculine-human, and łamaga as feminine.
(b) for Lithuanian: dabita decribed as masculine, and dabita as feminine.
Notably, according to traditional descriptions the group of bi-gendered nouns also includes

forms such as psycholog ‘psychologist’, sędzia ‘judge’ and many other. Such examples can be also
described as homonymous forms of masculine-human and feminine. Recently, there has been a
strong trend in Polish towards providing a formal distinction between such forms: psycholog —
masculine-human and psycholożka — feminine, sędzia —masculine-human and sędzina – feminine.
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In recent years Lithuanian has shown quite the opposite trend, i.e. equalisation of formal differences
between such masculine and feminine forms. We see this phenomenon as an obvious influence of the
so-calledWestern languages. The source of those changes lies in the consistent formal differentiation
of surnames (bearing administrative consequences, i.e. names written in passports), for instance
Marcinka (masculine), Marcinkienė (feminine, a married woman, wife of Marcinka), Marcinkaitė
(feminine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marcinkai).

Gender in Polish The distinction into genders is specific to Polish nouns in singular whereas
the traditional notion of masculine, feminine and neuter is blurred in plural.

Apart from innovations in plural there are new phenomena in Polish which are characteristic
of some classes of singular masculine and neuter nouns. The nature of those new phenomena is
syntactic. Therefore, much as gender, the new phenomena are associated with the requirement to
adopt a particular form in adjacency to words that combine with nouns.

In the Polish linguistic tradition, initiated by Witold Mańczak [9], three masculine genders
are distinguished. They are also adopted by Saloni as three subgenders (in: [19]). In our view, an
alternative solution is possible once we have introduced new categories, i.e. «Human» and «An-
imate». In that case the gender classification adopted within MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic
Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) will be retained.

In fact, one might talk about two groups of nouns in plural. The first group comprises masculine
nouns that are human and pluralia tantum that are human. The second group covers all other
plural forms of masculine, feminine and neuter nouns as well as pluralia tantum that are not
human.

Table 11

Type Gender Number Case Human Animate Examples
comon masculine singular nominative profesor pies dom

genitive profesora psa domu
dative profesorowi psu domowi
accusative + profesora
accusative + psa
accusative dom
instrumental profesorem psem domem
locative profesorze psie domu
vocative profesorze psie domu

comon − plural nominative + profesorowie /
/ profesorzy

nominative psy domy
genitive profesorów psów domów
dative profesorom psom domom
accusative + profesorów
accusative psy domy
instrumental profesorami psami domami
locative profesorach psach domach
vocative + profesorowie /

/ profesorzy
vocative psy domy

As shown in the tables 11–12, the «Human» category is visible in accusative singular and
in nominative, accusative (and vocative) plural whereas «Animate» is visible only in accusative
singular.

As far as lexemes of neuter gender are concerned, a split in collocation occurs only when
such lexemes combine with numerals. The first group is small and has the following collocation
pattern with numerals: czworo szczeniąt, troje dzieci. The second group is much more numerous
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and strongly supersedes the former group. Examples of collocations in this case are: cztery pola,
trzy lata.

Table 12

Type Gender Number Case Human Animate Examples
proper masculine singular nominative Roman Burek (dog) Płock

genitive Romana Burka Płocka
dative Romanowi Burkowi Płockowi
accusative + Romana
accusative + Burka
accusative Płock
instrumental Burkiem psem Płockiem
locative Romanie Burku Płocku
vocative Romanie Burku Płocku

proper − plural nominative + Romanowie /
/ Romany

nominative Burki Płocki
genitive Romanów Burków Płocków
dative Romanom Burkom Płockom
accusative + Romanów
accusative Burki Płocki
instrumental Romanami Burkami Płockami
locative Romanach Burkach Płockach
vocative + Romanowie /

/ Romany
vocative Burki Płocki

Gender in Lithuanian In contrast with Polish, the distinction between genders in Lithuanian is
not problematic. Both singular and plural retains the distinction between masculine and feminine.
There is no need to distinguish subcategories of human and animate for Lithuanian because such
a distinction does not occur at the formal level. Table 13 presents the category of gender in
Lithuanian, with examples.

Table 13

Type Gender Number Case Examples
proper masculine singular nominative namas

genetive namo
dative namui
accusative namą
instrumental namu
locative name
inessive name
vocative name

proper masculine plural nominative namai
genetive namų
dative namams
accusative namus
instrumental namais
locative namuose
inessive namuose
vocative namai
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Type Gender Number Case Examples
proper feminine singular nominative dantis

genetive danties
dative dančiui
accusative dantłi
instrumental dantimi
locative dantyje
inessive dantyje
vocative dantie

proper masculine plural nominative dantys
genetive dantų
dative dantims
accusative dantis
instrumental dantimis
locative dantyse
inessive dantyse
vocative dantys

One characteristic of Lithuanian is its great freedom in forming feminine equivalents of masculine
forms. This is particularly important for names of occupations, positions, titles held or performed
by women, for instance:
profesorius ‘professor’ — profesorė ‘female/woman professor’
ministras ‘minister’ — ministrė ‘ female/woman minister’
statybininkas ‘builder’ — statybininkė ‘female/woman builder’

The list of such Lithuanian masculine and feminine forms is not finite. Notably, masculine and
feminine forms differ only in terms of inflection whereas the stem is shared.

Lithuanian seems to have syntactic consequences when some nouns collocate with numerals (cf.
p. 153 above, a close phenomenon in Polish). Lithuanian pluralia tantum forms call for collective
numerals, e.g.:
devyni namai ‘9 houses’
and
devyneri metai (pluralia tantum) ‘9 years’

Analysis of the electronic corpus of Lithuanian, Tekstynas (http://donelaitis.vdu.lt/)
shows that this category is likely to lose importance. Some uses of devyni metai instead of the
correct devyneri metai have already been recorded. In contrast with the analogous phenomenon
in Polish, (cf. p. 153 above) the disappearance of this category in Lithuanian is at an early stage,
if at all.

2.5 Depreciativeness

The category of depreciativeness is identified on the basis of syntactic properties associated with
the requirement for a word to occur in a particular form next to a word that combines with a
noun. In two cases in plural, nominative and vocative, (the latter being always identical with
nominative) some masculine nouns have two forms that are used in parallel, e.g. chłopacy ‘boys’
and chłopaki ‘[contemptuously about] boys’. If it were not for syntactic differences associated with
the use of one or the other form, one could talk about the existence of multivariants and so another
subcategory of depreciativeness would not need to be introduced:
To są silni chłopacy. i To są silne chłopaki. (both: ‘These are strong boys’)

We agree with Saloni that the subcategory of depreciativeness is an inflective one and one that
enforces differing syntactic consequences.

As a rule, non-depreciative forms are neutral and considered to be basic. Depreciative forms
should be seen as negatively marked, used to show a certain degree of disrespect. As usual in such
cases, there are some exceptions such as neutralisation or even a reversal of marking, as described
by Saloni.
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The table below is an updated version of the relevant elements from Table 11:

Table 14

Type Gender Number Case Human Animate Depreciativeness Examples
comon − plural nominative + profesorowie /

+ / profesorzy
nominative + profesory
vocative + profesorowie /

+ / profesorzy
vocative + profesory

The category of depreciativeness occurs in the group of masculine nouns which have the at-
tribute of «Human».

2.6 Uniformism

The category of uniformism, as distinguished by Saloni, is associated with stylistic differentiation
of selected feminine nouns in genitive plural, for instance kopalni (neutral form) / kopalń ‘coal
mines’. As this differentiation does not affect syntactic relations in the sentence, we do not believe
it is justified to include this category into the set of morphosyntactic characteristics.

2.7 The so-called nominal pronouns

Neither the contemporary grammar of Polish [6] nor Saloni (in: [19]) distinguish pronouns as
a separate part of speech. Lexemes which were traditionally regarded as pronouns have been
allocated to various classes based on semantic and syntactic criteria, respectively: nouns (e.g. ja
‘I’), adjectives (e.g. ten ‘this’), numerals (e.g. wiele ‘many’) and adverbs (e.g. tam ‘there’).

Following the assumptions implemented in MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications
(Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [5] we waive/renounce the elimination of pronouns as a class (albeit
we consider such an elimination to be a right step). In order to retain consistency in language
descriptions within MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications, we recognise the existence
of the class of pronouns. For this reason, we do not include the subgroup of nominal pronouns in
the description of Polish and Lithuanian nouns.

3 Summary

In this paper the authors focus on providing morphosyntactic specifications for Polish and Lithua-
nian nouns based on the assumptions embedded in MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifica-
tions (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [5]. Due to the innovativeness of Polish nouns a need arose to
identify new categories: human, animate and depreciativeness, and to simplify gender in plural.
The conservatism of Lithuanian nouns means that the description of the subcategory has become
transparent and largely exception-free. The dual number has disappeared in both languages. The
only Lithuanian innovation (versus Polish) i.e. the disappearance of neuter gender, is also worth
noting.
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Abstract. This paper refers to [10] and, indirectly, to Danuta Roszko & Roman Roszko (in
this volume), which present the conditions for an academically sound subdivision of lexemes
into classes (parts of speech, POS) and morphosyntactic specifications for, inter alia, Polish
nouns within the standards developed for MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications
(Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [3]. At present the Author shows morphosyntactic specifi-
cations for Polish verbs. It is commonly known that Polish verbs, alongside Polish nouns,
represent the most difficult stage of efforts to develop morphosyntactic specifications for the
Polish language. Due to a large number of innovations and dynamics of changes the subcat-
egories for Polish verbs are particularly difficult to identify. Those difficulties become even
greater if the morphosyntactic specifications are to be consistent with the MULTEXT-East
Morphosyntactic Specifications.
Keywords: POS : parts of speech, verb, annotation of parallel corpus, Polish.

1 Introduction

The problem involving the degree of morphologisation of various meanings in natural language
has a significant bearing on the grammatical description of particular languages. A high number
of morphological categories, their transparency and absence of exceptions greatly facilitate such
a description. However, Polish is not one of the languages where the degree of formalisation of
meanings would facilitate grammatical description. It is for a reason that the theoretical founda-
tions for the grammatical dictionary of the Polish language, authored by Z. Saloni, are the object
of our interest (Saloni in: [11]).

Morphosyntactic descriptions for Polish The system of morphosyntactic markers developed
for the Polish language at the Institute of Computer Science, Polish Academy of Sciences (Pol. IPI
PAN) (A.Przepiórkowski, M.Woliński: [8], [9], [12], [5], [6]/[7]), is based on a sound methodological
foundation comprising linguistic work by authors such as Z. Saloni, M. Świdziński, J. S. Bień. It
is thanks to this foundation that the IPI PAN’s tagset goes beyond the fossilised traditional
framework dating back to Aristotle. On the other hand, the MULTEXT-East tagset, which serves
as a point of reference here, is based on the traditional subdivision into parts of speech (this is
why, among others, pronouns have been singled out as a part of speech). MULTEXT-East also
replicates the deeply-rooted traditional stereotypes regarding the subdivision into parts of speech
as well as linguistic categories or morphological subcategories. Moreover, spaced versus unspaced
spelling may decide whether or not a category is identified (e.g. articles, interpreted differently for
various languages).

The IPI PAN tagset is used not only in the IPI PAN Corpus ([13]; [7]/[6]) but also, in a
somewhat modified version, in the National Corpus of Polish [16] and a few other projects, some
of which are conducted outside IPI PAN, e.g. in the Polish WordNet project (M.Piasecki: [1],
[4]) developed in Wroclaw or in Morfologik (M.Miłkowski [14, 15]) and other. These facts clearly
indicate that the IPI PAN tagset has become a benchmark for the Polish language.
★ The study and preparation of these results have been supported by the EC’s Seventh Framework
Programme [FP7/2007–2013] under the grant agreement 211938 MONDILEX.
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Consequently, the aim of this series of papers is neither to revise the good and highly refined
IPI PAN tagset nor to replace it with a new tagset for Polish. The issue in question is what
kind of compromise should be sought when developing a joint tagset to be used for simultaneous
description of three languages in the BG-PL-LT parallel corpus. For some reasons the MULTEXT-
East tagset (developed previously for many languages) has been selected as the leading one for this
corpus [2]. Therefore, the aim of this series of papers is to provide a theoretical study of various
categories of Polish and Lithuanian, to set priorities (e.g. morphological, semantic, syntactic) in
identifying various meanings and to provide a classification of morphosyntactic phenomena which
does not contradict the MULTEXT-East standard and does not deviate too strongly from the IPI
PAN tagset. In a sense, we seek to establish correspondence/consistency between the two tagsets.
If such correspondence proved impracticable, we would confine ourselves to specifying differences
(not only significant ones) between the MULTEXT-East tagset and the IPI PAN tagset.

It cannot be excluded that due to the obvious difficulties in achieving consistency of the in-
tertagset the BG-PL-LT corpus will use the IPI PAN tagset for Polish and its modification for
Lithuanian. This solution would certainly necessitate a list of more or less close equivalents for
the two tagsets: a tagset for Bulgarian on the one hand, and the IPI PAN tagset on the other
(for Polish and an extended version for Lithuanian). For some reasons a review of the tagset for
Bulgarian is not planned at this stage of work.

It is important to emphasise that only a coherent tagset for a parallel multilingual corpus 1)
allows complete linguistic confrontation, 2) enables identification of linguistic facts, 3) enables a
search based on pre-defined unambiguous morphosyntactic characteristics.

2 Verb — a definition

Verbs are lexemes which are inflected by persons, a feature which is crucial for conjugation. The
category of case, inflectional by definition, does not apply to verbal lexemes. Saloni (Saloni : 83)
identifies two key subdivisions within verbs:

(a) proper verbs – non-proper verbs,
(b) finite verbs – non-finite verbs.

Below given are the respective definitions for the aforementioned groups of verbs.

Proper verbs The basis for identification is formal: morphological combined with syntactic. This
group of verbal lexemes is characterised by inflection for mood, tense, person, number and gender.

Non-proper verbs The basis for identification is formal: morphological combined with syntactic.
This group of verbal lexemes is characterised by inflection for mood and tense whereas the inflective
categories of number or gender do not apply to it.

Finite verbs Identification is based on the syntactic function: this category includes units which
lie at the core of the sentence or act as predicates. Other elements of the sentence remain subor-
dinate to the finite verb.

Non-finite verbs Identification is based on the syntactic function: this category includes units
which are identified as complements (negation) to finite verbs. Examples of non-finite forms: czytać
(infinitive), czytając (present participle), przeczytawszy (perfective participle).

3 Key inflective categories of verbs

3.1 Mood

The following moods should be distinguished in the Polish language:
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Indicative mood (czytam),
Conditional mood (czytałbym),
Imperative mood (2nd person: czytaj, czytajcie, 1st person: czytajmy).
It is important to note the complex structure of verbal forms in the conditional mood. This

is an analytical structure which consists of a quasi-participium, conditional mood operator and
agglutinative suffix of praesenti personal form for the verb być ‘to be’: m/em, ś/eś, śmy/eśmy,
ście/eście. In the aforementioned example of czytałbym those would be: czytał (quasi-participium)
-by (operator) -m (agglutinative suffix).

3.2 Tense

Considering the formal features of verbal lexemes, one should identify the following forms:
Past perfect tense (czytałem był, przeczytałem był),
Past tense (czytałem, przeczytałem),
Non-past tense (czytam, przeczytam),
Future tense (będę czytać / będę czytał).
The past perfect (plusquamperfectum) tense is, in fact, archaic. This is reflected not only in

the very low frequency of its use but, first and foremost, in errors in production of those forms for
the 1st and 2nd person, as in a recent bank advertisement which identifies the erroneous form of
*oszczędzałem byłem as past perfect.

The past tense has an identical structure for the majority of ’typical’ Polish verbs. By conven-
tion, it is considered as a single orthographic word. However, in this morphosyntactic description
this tense is interpreted as being analytical, consisting of quasiparticipium1 praeteriti activi + ag-
glutinative suffix of the personal for of praesenti for the verb być ‘to be’: m/em, ś/eś, śmy/eśmy,
ście/eście, for instance: czytał-em, przeczytał-em.

The non-past tense is a working notion developed to denote simple verbal forms which, de-
pending on their aspect, are either predestined to express the state which is concurrent with the
state of the utterance (czytam) or one which follows the state of the utterance (przeczytam).

Future tense — this refers to analytical forms produced from state-describing verbs (aspect:
imperfective) which are intended to express a state that follows the state of the utterance (będę
czytać / będę czytał).

Future tense produces compound expressions consisting either of a future form of the auxiliary
verb być ‘to be’ + quasi-participium (będę czytał) or of a future form of the auxiliary verb być ‘to
be’ + infinitivus (będę czytać).

3.3 Aspect

With the goal of this description in mind, we assume that aspect is an inflective category. We
distinguish between verbal lexemes with an imperfective aspect and those with a perfective aspect.
We see the difference between the two aspects (perfective and imperfective) not in the meaning
as such but in the set of forms that are typical of each aspect. Therefore, the perfective aspect
is characterised with a perfective participle (e.g. przeczytawszy) whereas the imperfective aspect
is characterised with the forms of future tense (e.g. będę czytać / będę czytał), active adjectival
participle (e.g. czytający) and present participle (e.g. czytając). The aforementioned forms are
unique for a particular value of aspect. Some authors (e.g. [11, p. 86]) identify <present tense>
as a feature of the imperfective aspect (e.g. czytam), and <synthetic/simple future tense> as a
feature of the perfective aspect (e.g. przeczytam). In this description, however, we do not use the
notions of <present tense> or < synthetic/simple future tense> as they reflect the contamination
of two morphological characteristics: non-past tense and aspect (perfective or imperfective).

1 Identification of quasi-participium forms is given in order to ensure coherence of this description. There-
fore, the agglutinative suffix manifested in past tense forms is the decisive factor for identifying quasi-
participium.
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Table 1. List of inflective forms characteristic of imperfective and perfective aspect

Examples
Form perfective aspect imperfective aspect
future tense będę czytać / będę czytał
perfective participle przeczytawszy
active adjectival participle czytający
present participle czytając

3.4 Gender

Gender does not apply to all verbal forms. This category is associated with forms based on quasi-
participle and applies to singular only. It assumes the following values:

Masculine (e.g. przeczytałem, przeczytałeś, przeczytał),
Feminine (e.g. przeczytałam, przeczytałaś, przeczytała),
Neuter (e.g. przeczytało).
Polish is said to have the so-called masculine personal gender and non-masculine gender in

plural forms (e.g. [11, p. 90]). However, we do not use these terms herein and we associate the
differentiated forms of plural with the human attribute, taken in separation from gender, as in our
description of nouns [10].

3.5 Person

The category of person does not apply to all verbal forms. It is associated with the so-called
personal verbal forms and takes three values:

1st person (e.g. przeczytałem, przeczytaliśmy, czytam, czytamy),
2nd person (e.g. przeczytałeś, przeczytaliście, czytasz, czytacie),
3rd person (e.g. przeczytał, przeczytali, czyta, czytają).

3.6 Number

The inflective category of number assumes the following values:
Singular (czytałem, czytałeś, czytał, czytam, czytasz, czyta, będę czytać, będziesz czytać, będzie

czytać, czytaj, czytałbym),
Plural (czytaliśmy, czytaliście, czytały, czytali, czytamy, czytacie, czytają, będziemy czytać,

będziecie czytać, będą czytać, czytajcie, czytalibyście).

3.7 Voice

Active and passive voice forms are identified in Polish, for example: Jan czyta książkę. ‘Jan is
reading a book’ (active form) and Książka jest czytana przez Jana. ‘A book is being read by Jan’
(passive form) where:

Jan (nom. sg.) czyta (nonpraeteritum 3 sg.) książkę (acc. sg.).
Książka (nom. sg.) jest (copula) czytana (part. praeteriti passivi.) przez (preposition) Jana

(acc. sg.).
As can be seen from this example, the difference between the two sentences is not caused by

a difference in inflection of the verb czytać ‘to read’. Polish grammar also identifies the so-called
reflexive voice. Example: Jan się myje. ‘Jan is washing himself’:

Jan (nom. sg.) się (acc. sg.) myje (nonpraeteritum sg.)
As in the case of the active versus passive voice distinction, it is not the verbal inflection that

determines reflexivity (i.e. stating something where the subject and the object are the same).
Therefore, voice cannot be considered as a flexive characteristic of verbs. Rather, it is a syntactic

characteristic.
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4 Non-finite forms

4.1 Infinitive

Polish verbs have only one form of infinitive, e.g. czytać. The infinitive rarely acts as a predicate,
e.g. Po ostudzeniu dodać masła. ‘Add butter after cooling.’ In most cases, infinitive is syntactically
required by other lexemes, e.g. trzeba czytać ‘need to read’, musiał powiedzieć ‘had to say.’

4.2 Present participle

Polish has only one form of present participle. It is formed in a regular way from imperfective
verbs, e.g. czytając. This participle is intended to express a concurrent state, e.g. Jan, czytając
książkę, nucił melodię. ‘While reading a book, Jan was humming a tune’ where the state of reading
a book and the state of humming a tune are concurrent for the same subject (Jan in this example).

4.3 Past participle

Polish has only one form of past participle. It is formed in a regular way from perfective verbs,
e.g. przeczytawszy. This participle is intended to express a preceding event, e.g. Jan przeczytawszy
książkę nucił melodię. ‘Having read a book, Jan was humming a tune’ where the event «Jan read
a book» precedes the state of Jan’s humming a tune. Both the event and the state relate to the
same subject (Jan in this example).

4.4 Gerund

Gerunds are treated herein as nouns. Their inflection is typical to that of nouns. We do not consider
it valid to include gerunds into the verbal paradigm. This decision is justified by the existence of
declension which is typical of nominal forms. However, in order to adhere to the rules adopted
within MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [3], we are
willing to accept an approach where gerunds are viewed as verbal forms. Gerunds have a high
frequency of use in Polish. In many cases Polish gerunds take the position which is typically held
by infinitives in other languages, e.g. Pol. Czas zacząć przygotowania (gerund). ‘Time to start
preparations’ – Lit. Laikas pradėti ruoštis (infinitive). ‘Time to start preparations’. Moreover, in
many cases it requires the same syntax of subordinate elements as verbal forms do, e.g. Jan gotuje
mięso, zupę. ‘Jan is cooking meat, soup’ / Trzeba gotować mięso, zupę. ‘One needs to cook meat,
soup’ and Gotowanie (gerund) przez Jana mięsa, zupy. ‘The cooking of meat, soup by Jan.’

4.5 Adjectival participles

Adjectival participles are formed from verbs and have the typical declension of adjectives (inflec-
tion for gender, number and case). We do not consider it necessary to include adjectival participles
into the verbal paradigm. Also in this case the reason is that such participles have inflection which
is typical of nominal forms. However, in order to adhere to the rules adopted within MULTEXT-
East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [3], we are willing to accept an
approach where adjectival participles are viewed as verbal forms. Nevertheless, it is important to
bear in mind that Polish participles cannot act as stand-alone predicates, e.g. On czyta. (nonprae-
teritum 3. sg.) ‘He is reading’ and *On czytający. (part.) ’*He reading.’ This is possible in other
languages, such as Lithuanian: Jis skaito. ‘He is reading’, Jis skaitęs. (part. praet. act.). ‘He was
apparently reading (then),’ Jis skaitąs. (part. praes. act.). ‘He is apparently reading (now)’ etc.

Active adjectival participle Active adjectival participles are formed from imperfective verbal
forms, e.g. czytający ‘reading’.
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Past adjectival participle Past adjectival participles are fossilised forms. Their forms may be
generated only from a few (selected) perfective non-transitive verbs, e.g. poszarzały ‘grayed’.

Passive adjectival participle Passive adjectival participles are formed mostly from transitive
verbs, e.g. czytany ‘read’, bity ‘beaten’.

5 Transitive and quasi-transitive verbs

Polish has a class of verbs which govern nouns in either accusative case, e.g. czytać ‘to read’: Jan
czyta książkę (acc.). ‘Jan is reading a book’ or in genitive case (so-called genitive of negation /
genetivus negatio), e.g. Jan nie czyta książki (gen.). ‘Jan is not reading a book’. Those are the
so-called transitive verbs.

When the distinction between an adjective and an adjectival passive participle becomes prob-
lematic, e.g. uśmiechnięty ‘smiling’, poszkodowany ‘wronged’, literature talks about quasi-tran-
sitivity of verbs. It is important to bear in mind that the verb uśmiechnąć się ‘to smile’ is not
transitive whereas the verb poszkodować ‘to wrong’ is not used in contemporary Polish.

6 Non-transitive verbs

Non-transitive verbs are all the remaining verbs which do not have the attribute of transitivity,
e.g. biec ‘to run’.

7 Untypical verbs

Polish has a small group of untypical verbs. They are considered untypical because of an incomplete
inflective pattern and/or lack of nominal derivatives, e.g. powinien ‘should’, winien ‘ought to’, rad
‘glad (to do sth)’, gotów ‘ready (to do sth)’.

Another group of untypical verbs consists of the so-called non-proper verbs which do not
collocate with a subject in the nominative case. As a result, they have an incomplete set of forms
(no distinction into person, number and gender). Those verbs include braknąć ‘running short of
sth’ (Zawsze pod wieczór braknie chleba. ‘Towards the evening one always runs short of bread’),
zabraknąć ’become unavailable’ (Latem zabrakło wody. ‘Water was unavailable in summer’), należeć
’should’ (Należało się spotkać, a nie opowiadać kłamstwa. ‘One should have met instead of telling
lies’).

Another group includes the so-called secondary non-proper verbs (= predicatives): trzeba
‘should’, można ‘may’, widać ‘apparently’.

8 Modal verbs

Polish has a very limited number of modal verbs, e.g. musieć ‘must’. In many cases modal verbs
are also non-proper verbs, e.g. trzeba ‘should’, można ‘may’, należeć ‘ought to’, należeć się ‘be
due’ (e.g. Za sprzątanie należy się 10 zł. ‘There is a charge of PLN 10 due for the cleaning.’)

9 Summary

Given the need to adjust the description of Polish verbs to the requirements posed under MUL-
TEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications (Version 3.0 May 10th, 2004) [3], it was necessary
to abandon the idea of viewing adjectival participles and gerunds as nominal forms. Some com-
plication in the morphosyntactic description of Polish is caused by the formal (inflection-based)
distinction between simple forms such as czytam, przeczytam (nonpraeteritum) which are intended
to express the meaning or the present tense or the future tense. The use of nonpraeteritum in a spe-
cific meaning is determined by another inflective characteristic, i.e. aspect of verbs. For this reason,
the inflective category of tense in Polish cannot be seen as transparent, clear or unambiguous.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to the creation of Russian-Bulgarian digital
dictionary of collocations using the apparatus of lexical functions. The project is aimed
not only at the high-quality translation and disambiguation but also at the cross-linguistic
analysis and at comparing the semantics and compatibility of the words in Slavic languages
(Russian and Bulgarian) by means of digital lexicographical data. Another important ap-
plication is computer-assisted language learning: Bulgarian data can be incorporated in the
educational project being developed for Russian and English at the Institute for Information
Transmission Problems of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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1 Introduction

Lexical functions (LF) were created and developed as a convenient tool to describe lexical co-
occurrence and semantic derivation relations between two lexical units. They are applied to dis-
ambiguation and idiomatic translation.

The notion of lexical functions is well-known and used in many lexicographic projects for such
languages as French, English and Spanish, in addition to Russian. (cf. [12], [13]. [6]).

The theoretical foundations of the software system for Russian language lie within the Mean-
ing ↔ Text Theory (MTT) by I. Mel’čuk ([10], [11]) and the Theory of Systemic Lexicography by
Ju. Apresjan ([4], [1]).

The goal of this paper is to show how the apparatus of lexical functions may be used for lexi-
cographic purposes cross-linguistically, namely to compare two closely related languages (Russian
and Bulgarian) using digital lexicographical data.

It is especially useful because as far as we know there is no such combinatorial dictionary for
Bulgarian that has all the data about the syntax and semantics of the word consequently shown.

2 Lexical functions: definitions and types

Although lexical functions as a tool of lexicographic description have a long history, we will remind
in brief what the lexical functions are and what types of lexical functions generally occur in
language.

In principle, there is a strict mathematical definition of lexical functions suggested in [5, p. 207].
For our purposes, it would be sufficient to describe lexical functions as a system of basic senses that
are common for all the world languages. These senses can be expressed in many different ways,
but since they are basic senses they are often expressed in a regular way. A basic sense can be
expressed either morphologically, within the given word (Rus. dom ‘house’— domiwe ‘big house’),
or syntactically, by means of a neighboring word (Engl. house – big house). Theoretically, Lexical
Functions can be applied to describe semantic relations between language units of all kinds. Many
senses of lexical functions have parallels in morphology, for example grammatical feature «plural»
can be seen as regular, grammaticalized way to express the sense of LF Mult. For more examples
see [8, p. 246] We can state the special relations between the senses and classify them.

Lexical functions may be split into three types: substitutes, derivative substitutes and collo-
cates. Such LFs as Anti, Syn, Conv, Gener, some cases of Mult and Sing are substitutes, a value
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of such LF is another word that is paradigmatically bound with the given key word. The key word
and the value of such lexical function do not necessarily co-occur in text, in fact, such co-occurrence
is rather rare.

Bulg. Conv (m��) = �ena (Conv (‘husband’) = ‘wife’)
Rus. Conv (mu�) = �ena
Bulg. Anti(zr�w) =sl�p (Anti (‘sighted’) = ‘blind’)
Rus. Anti (zr�qi�) = slepo�
Bulg. Anti(interesen) =neinteresen (Anti (‘interesting’) = ‘dull / boring’)
Rus. Anti (interesny�) = neinteresny�
Typical examples of derivative lexical functions are morphologically derived words like Russian

l�bit~ ‘to love’ (V) – l�bov~ ‘love’ (S), pomogat~ ‘to help’ (V) – pomownik ‘helper, assistant’
(S).

Rus. S0 (l�bit~) = l�bov~ V0 (l�bov~) = l�bit~
Rus. S1 (pomogat~) = pomownik V0 (pomownik) = pomogat~
These examples show one special feature of this type: derivative lexical functions are symmet-

rical. If one word is the keyword of derivative lexical function, so it is true that we can find another
derivative lexical function where the value becomes the keyword and the keyword takes place of
the value.

As lexical functions are semantically motivated, they may also describe the so-called semantic
derivation [9, p. 462]. These cases, though evident to the native speaker, turn out to be more
complicated than it may seem: thus the default name of the agent for the Russian verb leqit~
‘to heal, cure’ is not its derivate lekar~, but another noun vraq, morphologically unrelated with
leqit~.

Such is also the case of the Bulgarian noun l�bov ‘love’ and the verb obiqam ‘to love’:
V0 (l�bov) = obiqam

or the Bulgarian verb podkova ‘to shoe (a horse etc.)’ and podkovaq / nalbantin ‘smith’
S1 (podkova) = podkovaq, nalbantin
Among LF’s of this type are: V0, S0, S1, S2, A0, A1, A2, Adv0, Adv1, Adv2 and others.
LF-collocates are probably the most interesting to lexicographers. They establish relations

between words that not only exist in the dictionary but also in the text, when the keyword and
the value of lexical function may form a stable collocation with the specified meaning and be
related by a syntactic relation. Among those functions are nominal LFs Mult and Sing, adjectival
LFs Magn, AntiMagn, Bon, AntiBon, Ver, AntiVer, Adv1, Adv2 and verbal LFs Oper 1, Oper 2,
Func 1, Labor 1–2, Fin, Incep and so on.

Bulg. Oper1 (opaxka) = sto� na (opaxka) (Oper1 (‘queue’) = ‘stand in a queue’)
Rus. Oper1 (oqered~) = sto�t~ <v> (oqeredi)
Bulg. Magn (opaxka) = d�lga / gramadna (opaxka) (Magn (‘queue’) = ‘long queue’)
Rus. Magn (oqered~) = dlinna� / ogromna� / dika� (oqered~)
There is also a possibility of adding up the meanings of LFs and constructing compound LFs.
Primary LFs are Anti (the opposite meaning) and Magn (high degree), but the combination

of the simple meanings can provide AntiMagn (low degree).
Anti (hubava zaplata) = Anti (Magn (zaplata)) = Antimagn (zaplata) = mizerna (za-

plata)
AntiMagn (zarplata) = Anti (Magn (zarplata)) = Antimagn (zarplata) = mizerna� /

skromna� (zarplata)
Fin (vali d��d) = Fin (Func0 (d��d)) = Finfunc0 (d��d) = (d��d�t)spr�
Fin (idet do�d~) = Fin (Func0 (do�d~)) = Finfunc0 (do�d~) = (do�d~) prekratils� /

perestal
FinOper1 (igrata) = spiram (igrata)
FinOper1 (igra) = zakonqit~ (igru)
LiquFact0 (radioto) = spiram, izkl�qvam (radioto)
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LiquFact0 (radio) = vykl�qit~ (radio)

LiquFact0 (elektriqeski� tok) = spiram (elektriqeski� tok)
LiquFact0 (erevlektriqestvo) = otkl�qit~ (erevlektriqestvo)

CausFunc1 (vpeqatlenie) = prav� (vpeqatlenie) na
CausFunc1 (vpeqatlenie) = proizvodit~ (vpeqatlenie) na

CausOper2 (opeka) = postav�m pod (opeka)
CausOper2 (opeka) = otdavat~pod (opeku)

FinOper1 (blokada) = vdigam / maham blokadata
FinOper1 (blokada) = snimat~ blokadu

Normally, there is a possibility of merging up to three simple meanings in one general meaning
of the given situation: for example, vali d��d ‘to rain’ is modified with the meanings Incep (≈ to
start), Anti (≈ the opposite) and Magn (≈ very) and the result is pozaval�vam ‘to drizzle’.

IncepAntiMagn (vali d��d) = pozaval�vam
‘naqinat~ slegka nakrapyvat~ (o do�de)’

3 Applications

Lexical functions are used in the lexicographic digital learning device created by Yu. D. Apresjan
and L. L. Tsinman which helps the learners study the variety of language and apply their knowledge
to modify the meaning of the given situation ([5], [7], [2]).

The functions are ranged from the most intuitively clear and the simplest to the most compli-
cated and elaborated.
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A definition and a pair of examples are given to each task and the students then try to apply
their language capacity to what is being asked of them.

In fact there are many games in one program. Learners can take definitions and guess words like
in the crossword, can take a set of words and fill all their possible lexical functions or choose one
or more lexical functions and guess their values for the given words. This game is a good example
for creating and usage of multiple access database including lexical-functional information. The
database of the same type can be used for a digital dictionary. When the user plays a game, it
is the computer who asks and the user who answers. When the user searches information in the
dictionary, he asks and the dictionary database must “answer”. This similarity means that we can
use not only the same database but near the same interface.

We intend that user will input data (collocation in source language), parser will identify the
lexical function and will give the translation with respect to lexical function. Translation with the
help of lexical functions is more idiomatic and correct.

4 Theoretical extension of the work. Conclusion

The multilingual lexicographic resource based on lexical functions and their cross-lingual correla-
tion may be of high interest both to language learners and researchers. The advantages for the
first category of potential users are self-evident.

What advantages do dictionaries with LF marking offer to researchers? In the first place it
is useful for such domains of linguistics as theoretical semantics, lexical typology and cognitive
linguistics (studies of language concepts and metaphors). For example, we already know that
there is a correlation between semantic class and subclass of word and the verb it prefers as a
value of lexical function. Russian verbal derivates with the meaning ‘action’ have typical Oper2
– podvergat~s� (‘undergo’), while derivates with the meaning ‘state’ or ‘result’ choose the verb
nahodit~s� (‘be situated’) or byt~ pod (‘be under’) as a value of Oper2. If the noun has both
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meanings, it can match with both verbs as LF values, but if it has only one meaning, there is no
choice, cf. [1, p. 105]. Let us compare some semantically close words and see how they collocate
with verbs values of LF Oper2.

Oper2 kritika
(‘criticism’)

revizi�
(‘inspection ’)

kontrol~
(‘control’)

vlast~
(‘power’)

‘state’ (nahodit~s�) – – + +
‘action’
(podvergat~s�)

+ + + –

We can see that only word kontrol~ can match with both verbs. With kritika and revizi�
it is possible to use only the action verb, because they signify an action, while vlast~ behaves
in a different way – as a typical state. It is absolutely impossible to say *podvergat~s� vlasti
or *byt~ pod kritiko�. So we can try to predict lexical compatibility based on semantic class.
We can also assume that the opposite is true and we can classify words into different semantic
classes or subclasses with respect to values of lexical functions they have. In other words if we
weren’t native speakers but had learned that some words match with podvergat~s� and some –
with nahodit~s�, we could hypothesize that there are at least two semantic classes in Russian
and describe the slight difference between them. We can apply the same procedure to Bulgarian.
Bulgarian and Russian are closely related and the basic hypothesis predicts that in Bulgarian we
shall find the same semantic types with similar values of lexical functions. The examples confirm
this assumption on a mass scale.

Bulgarian:

Oper2 kritika
(‘criticism’)

revizi�
(‘inspection ’)

kontrol~
(‘control’)

vlast
(‘power’)

‘state’(s�m pod / namiram se
pod )

– – + +

‘action’
(se podlaga na)

+ + + –

The second step we can do is to try other lexical functions. In Russian the verb that can be the
value of LF Oper2 with the nouns corresponding to actions can also be the value of LF Oper1 if it
matches with the nouns corresponding to processes and states that have only one actant. We can
hypothesize that in Bulgarian se podlaga na will be compatible with another class – with typical
processes as izmenenie ‘change’ (from izmen�t~s�), starenie (‘the process of getting old’).
But empirical data do not corroborate this hypothesis. We took a short list of typical processes
and tested their compatibility with the verb se podlaga na. We used Bulgarian National Corpus
and Bulgarian Internet. Only half of words from our list were bounded with the verb, and the part
of examples is from Internet and not from Corpora. In Russian all these nouns have podvergat~s�
as the normal value of LF Oper1. We may draw a conclusion that subclass of process nouns in
Bulgarian behaves in a different way that the same subclass in Russian.

Bulgarian nouns denoting processes: compatibility with the verb se podlaga na:

izmenenie ‘change’
klatene ‘rocking’
mutaci� ‘mutation’
opasnost`danger'
razruxavane`distruction'
risk ‘risk’
starenie ‘the process of getting old’
s�blaz�n ‘temptation’
obl�qvane`irradiation'

Oper1 (izmenenie) = se podlaga na
–
–
Oper1 (opasnost) = se podlaga na
Oper1 (razruxavane) = se podlaga na
Oper1 (risk) = se podlaga na
–
–
Oper1 (obl�qvane) = se podlaga na
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We consider these data as reliable because other semantic class, typical states, which have
Oper1, show the opposite result. All test keywords, which match with the verb ispytyvat~
‘to feel’ in Russian, in Bulgarian have Oper1 izpitvam: bolka ‘pain’, vleqenie ‘attraction’,
v��delenie ‘lust’, gn�v ‘anger’, gordost ‘pride’, �a�da ‘thirst’, zavist ‘envy’, lixenie
‘privation’, nu�da ‘poverty’, obiq ‘ love’, radost ‘joy’, revnost ‘ jealousy’, sram ‘ shame’, strah
‘ fear’, s�rbe� ‘ itch’, trudnost `difficulty’, u�as ‘horror’. Bulgarian National Corpus gives rep-
resentative examples of collocations including these words and the verb izpitvam, and that is
a reason why we consider the lack of collocations including se podlaga na and process nouns
significant.

There is only one exception from the set of state nouns: the word glad ‘hunger’. It matches
with the verb izpitvam, as it must be according to Russian LF rules, but can also use the verb
se podlaga na as the value of LF OPER1. In other words, it behaves not only as the state but
also as the process. In is not typical for Russian. This fact is an indirect proof of the hypothesis
for the semantic difference of process nouns in Russian and in Bulgarian. We are not ready now to
offer any final judgment about the nature of this difference The main point in this rough analysis
is to show that lexical functions can be a helpful tool to describe and represent the most subtle
differences between the words.
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6 Appendix. Examples of Russian-Bulgarian equivalents

In what follows we give a number of LFs in Russian and in Bulgarian with their definitions (based
on the dictionary of lexical functions for the Interactive lexical textbook by Ju. Apresjan and
L. Tsinman and on the data given and classified in [5]. We give Bulgarian examples first.

Substitutes:
Anti = [Antonym, a lexeme of the same part of speech as X with the meaning

opposite to that of X]
Anti (mal�k) = gol�m
Anti (malen~ki�) = bol~xo�
Anti (momiqe) = momqe
Anti (devoqka) = mal~qik
Anti (p�rvi) = posleden
Anti (pervy�) = posledni�
Anti (sever) = �g
Anti (sever) = �g
Anti (sk�p) = evtin
Anti (dorogo�) = dexevy�
Anti (pobeda) = pora�enie / zaguba
Anti (pobeda) = pora�enie
Anti (bezopasen) = opasen
Anti (bezopasny�) = opasny�
Gener = [A noun, an adjective or a verb denoting the genus under which X is

subsumed]
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Gener (qerven / sin / qeren / b�l) = cv�t
Gener (krasny�/ sini�/ qerny�/ bely�) = cvet
Gener (kruxa/ �b�lka) = plod
Gener (gruxa/ �bloko) = frukt
Gener (r�pa) = zelenquk
Gener (repa) = ovow
Gener (kuqe/ kotka) = �ivotno
Gener (sobaka/ koxka) = �ivotnoe
Derivative substitutes:
S1 = [A noun semantically derived from X and denoting P1 - the person, thing or

situation that does X, has X or is in the state X]
S1 (uqa) = uqitel
S1 (uqit~) = uqitel~
S1 (lekuvam) = lekar
S1 (leqit~) = vraq
S2 = [A noun semantically derived from X and denoting P2 - the person, thing or

situation that undergoes X or is the object of X]
S2 (uqa) = uqenik
S2 (uqit~) = uqenik
S2 (lekuvam) = pacient
S2 (leqit~) = pacient
Adv1 = [An adverb or a preposition + noun collocation semantically derived from

X and describing the property, state or action of P1]
Adv1 (mi�a) = mi�exkom/mi�exkata
Adv1 (�murit~s�) = za�mur�s~
Loc = [an adverb or a collocation of preposition and noun X denoting the standard

spatial or temporal location of something towards X]
Loc (l�to) = prezl�toto/ lete (ADV)
Loc (leto) = letom (ADV)
Loc (pole) = vpoleto/ napoleto
Loc (pole) = vpole/ napole
Loc (den) = prezden�
Loc (den~) = dnem
Loc (prolet) = proletta/ (na) prolet (ADV)
Loc (vesna) = vesno� (ADV)
Loc (veqer) = veqerta
Loc (veqer) = veqerom
Loc (sutrin) = sutrinta
Loc (utro) = utrom
Loc (zima) = prezzimatazime (ADV)
Loc (zima) = zimo� (ADV)
Loc (esen) = esenta/ (na) esen (ADV)
Loc (osen~) = osen~� (ADV)
Loc (now) = preznowta/ nowe/ nowem (ADV)
Loc (noq~) = noq~� (ADV)
Loc (zalez) = pozalezsl�nce
Loc (zakat) = nazakate
Loc (s�nka) = nas�nka
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Loc (ten~) = v teni
Caus = [To cause X to happen or to exist (a verb including the meaning of X in its

own meaning and taking P0 as its grammatical subject and P1 as its primary object)]
Caus (sto�) = postav�m
Caus (sto�t~) = stavit~
Mult = [A noun denoting an organized or natural set or group of X’s and including

the meaning of X in its own meaning]
Mult (uqenik) = klas
Mult (uqenik) = klass
Mult (kniga) = biblioteka
Mult (kniga) = biblioteka
Sing = [A noun denoting one element, instance or sample of X and including the

meaning of X in its own meaning]
Sing (k�drici) = k�drica
Sing (kudri) = kudr�xka
Collocates:
Mult = [A noun denoting an organized or natural set or group of X’s and subor-

dinating X syntactically]
Mult (v�lk) = glutnica (v�lci)
Mult (v�lk) = sta� (volkov)
Mult (ptica) = �to (ptici)
Mult (ptica) = sta� (ptic) / kos�k (ptic)
Mult (piran�) = pasa� (pirani)
Mult (piran~�) = sta� (pirani�)
Mult (riba) = pasa� (ribi)
Mult (ryba) = kos�k (ryby)
Mult (elen) = stado (eleni)
Mult (olen~) = stado (olene�)
Mult (ovca) = stado (ovci)
Mult (ovca) = otara (ovec)
Mult (kon) = tabun/ hergele (kone)
Mult (loxad~) = tabun (loxade�) / kos�k
Sing = [A noun denoting one element, instance or sample of X and subordinating

X syntactically]
Sing (k�drici) = k�drica
Sing (kudri) = kudr�xka
Magn = [a large degree or a high intensity of X]
Magn (propast) = bezd�nna (propast)
Magn (propast~) = bezdonna� (propast~)
Magn (radost) = bezkra�na (radost)
Magn (radost~) = bezgraniqna� (radost~)
Magn (stradanie) = bezkra�no (stradanie)
Magn (stradanie) = nevynosimoe (stradanie)
Magn (l�bov) = bezmerna (l�bov)
Magn (l�bov~) = bezumna�/ gor�qa� (l�bov~)
Magn (strast) = silna (strast)
Magn (strast~) = plamenna�/ slepa� (strast~)
Magn (bolka) = l�ta/ adska/ neponosima (bolka)
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Magn (bol~) = sil~na� (bol~)
Magn (bolen) = te�ko (bolen)
Magn (bol~no�) = t��elo (bol~no�)
Magn (tixina) = absol�tna/ grobna (tixina)
Magn (tixina) = polna�/mertva�/ grobova�/ gluboka� (tixina)
Magn (otliqnik) = p�len (otliqnik)
Magn (otliqnik) = krugly� (otliqnik)
Bon = [An adjective or an adverb expressing a standard positive evaluation of X

and fulfilling the function of an attribute or an adverbial modifier of X]
Part of speech depends on keyword’s part of speech. Nouns require adjectives to express the

standard positive evaluation and verbs – adverbs.
Bon (kra�) = blagopoluqen (kra�)
Bon (konec) = blagopoluqny� (konec)
Bon (obstanovka) = blagopri�tna (obstanovka)
Bon (obstanovka) = blagopri�tna� (obstanovka)
Bon (uslovi�) = blagopri�tni (uslovi�)
Bon (uslovi�) = blagopri�tnye (uslovi�)
Bon (otziv) = blagopri�ten (otziv)
Bon (otzyv) = blagopri�tny� (otzyv)
Bon (otgovor) = blagopri�ten (otgovor)
Bon (otvet) = blagopri�tny� (otvet)
Bon (pamet) = silna (pamet)
Bon (pam�t~) = horoxa� (pam�t~)
Bon (reputaci�) = neopetnena/ dobra/ bezupreqna (reputaci�)
Bon (reputaci�) = nezap�tnanna�/ blest�wa�/ bezupreqna� (reputaci�)
Bon (sluh ) = t�n�k/ ost�r (sluh )
Bon (sluh ) = tonki�/ ostry� (sluh )
Bon (posrewam) = s�rdeqno/ raduxno (posrewam)
Bon (prinimat~) (goste�) = teplo/ raduxno (prinimat~) (goste�)
Bon (vli��) = polo�itelno/ blagotvorno (vli��)
Bon (vli�t~) = polo�itelno/ plodotvorno (vli�t~)
Bon (blagodar�) = s�rdeqno (blagodar�)
Bon (blagodarit~) = serdeqno (blagodarit~)
Son = [To issue a sound characteristic of X (a collocate verb taking X as its

grammatical subject)]
Son (kotka) = m�rkam, m�ukam
Son (koxka) = murlykat~
Son (vodopad) = xum�
Son (vodopad) = xumet~
Son (or�die) = g�rm�
Son (orudie) = gremet~
Son (buhal) = buham
Son (filin) = uhat~
Son (muha/ br�mbar) = br�mqa
Son (muha/ �uk) = �u��at~
Oper 1 = [to do X, to have X, or to be in the state of X (a collocate verb taking

P1 as its grammatical Subject and X as its main Object)]
Oper1 (polza) = donas�mpolza
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Oper1 (pol~za) = prinosit~pol~zu
Oper1 (vli�nie) = okazvamvli�nie
Oper1 (vli�nie) = okazyvat~vli�nie
Oper1 (poddr��ka) = okazvampoddr��ka
Oper1 (podder�ka) = okazyvat~podder�ku
Oper1 (s�protiva) = okazvams�protiva
Oper1 (soprotivlenie) = okazyvat~soprotivlenie
Oper1 (pomow) = okazvampomow
Oper1 (pomow~) = okazyvat~pomow~
Oper1 (usluga) = okazvamusluga
Oper1 (usluga) = okazyvat~uslugu
Oper1 (uqastie) = vzemamuqastie
Oper1 (uqastie) = prinimat~uqastie
Oper1 (apelaci�) = podavamapelaci�
Oper1 (apell�ci�) = podavat~apell�ci�
Oper1 (vik) = nadavamvik
Oper1 (krik) = podnimat~krik
Oper1 (vo�) = nadavamvo�
Oper1 (vo�) = podnimat~vo�
Oper1 (in�ekci�) = bi�/ postav�m/ prav�
Oper1 (ukol) = delat~
Oper 2 = [to undergo the action of X or to be in the scope of X (a collocate verb

taking P2 as its grammatical Subject and X as its main Object)]
Oper2 (polza) = izvliqampolza
Oper2 (pol~za) = izvlekat~pol~zu
Oper2 (opeka) = namiramsepodopeka
Oper2 (opeka) = nahodit~s� pod opeko�
Labor 1–2 = [To subject or expose P2 to X (a collocate verb taking P1 as its

grammatical subject, P2 as its primary object and X as a secondary object)]
Labor1{2 (kritika) = podlagamnakritika
Labor1{2 (kritika) = podvergat~kritike
Real1 = [To use X according to its destination (a collocate verb taking P1 as its

grammatical subject and X as its primary object)]
Real1 (kitara) = svir�nakitara
Real1 (gitara) = igrat~nagitare
Real1 (xah ) = igra�naxah
Real1 (xahmaty) = igrat~vxahmaty
Prepar = [To prepare X for use according to its destination (a collocate verb taking

P0 or P1 as its grammatical subject and X as its primary object)]
Prepar (leglo) = postilamleglo
Prepar (postel~) = stelit~postel~
Prepar (masa) = slagammasa
Prepar (stol) = nakryvat~nastol
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Translation of Polish Uninflected Present Participle
in Bulgarian Literature – on the Basis of Pan Tadeusz

(Mr Thaddaeus) by Adam Mickiewicz★
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Abstract. The article describes the realization of sentences with present participles found
in the Bulgarian translation of Pan Tadeusz by Adam Mickiewicz done by Blaga Dimitrova
[11]. The possibilities of translating participle constructions observed in the translation have
been classified by me into separate groups, divided with regard to linguistic character of
translation.

1 Constructions with uninflected participles

Constructions with uninflected participles in Polish literature on the subject are called “participle
gerund clauses” or “participle declarative clauses”. For a number of years a view was held that
participle constructions with reference to a clause joined to them are always subordinate1 , that
is semantically dependent on the main clause [5, p. 184].

Other grammar authors, such as Z.Klemensiewicz [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], J.Kuryłowicz, D.But-
tlerowa [1], Z. Saloni [14], [15], A. Łęgowska-Grybosiowa [3] rather agreed with this view, or
sometimes, like W. Doroszewski and B. Wieczorkiewicz [2], H. Wróbel [17], proposed a differ-
ent approach not excluding subordination and coordination of participle constructions regarding
a combined clause.

According to R. Grzegorczykowa, constructions of the type: he walks limping “constitute the
borderline between singular and compound sentences: they hide in themselves two predications” [4,
p. 83].

1.1 The occurrence of participle constructions in the Polish language and Bulgarian
language

In the Polish language participle constructions with uninflected participles are still relatively
often used. It is true that they are not as frequent as sentences with inflected participles but they
are present in our grammar.

In the Bulgarian language participle constructions with uninflected participles occur less
frequently. It is caused by the disappearance of a Bulgarian equivalent of perfect participle as well
as the unnaturalness of style, which results from the use of present participle constructions.

1.2 Henryk Wróbel methods of research and classification

H. Wróbel, unlike many other linguists, distinguishes coordinate clauses (paratactical system)
and subordinate ones (hypotactical) among sentences with participle constructions He engages in
polemics with other researchers.

The two systems isolated by Wróbel: paratactical and hypotactical, belong to participle con-
structions as equivalents of a clause.

★ The study and preparation of these results have received funding from the FP7 under grant agreement
Mondilex.

1 I carry out a review of scientific positions concerning the status of clauses with uninflected participles
in a work “Clauses with participles in Pan Tadeusz and their equivalents in the Bulgarian translation
by Blaga Dimitrova”. The book will soon be published by a WSHE printing house in Łódź.
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2 The choice of my own method of description and classification

For the purposes of this article, I worked out my own method of description and classification
of the material in question. In this undertaking I used a way of analysis carried out by Henryk
Wróbel since he discusses most accurately the problems of participle constructions that I examine.
It allows explicit realization of constructions, which enables paraphrase.

In my research, like Wróbel, I see a need for distinguishing two types of clauses with con-
structions consisting of uninflected present participles (paratactical and hypotactical clauses) and
naming them respectively: concurrent and anterior.

For the purposes of this article I analyse only the concurrent group. The rest of the research
will be presented in other author’s works. Additionally, in the concurrent group I single out the
types of translation of equivalents thus isolating groups comprising present participle in places
where it occurs in the original as well as other equivalents where for some reason participle could
not be applied and was expressed with the use of other linguistic means.

2.1 Participle constructions in the paratactic system

Constructions with present participles can be regarded as complementary sentences. At the same
time they can be described as semantically coordinate to combined clauses but formally dependent.
“As a result of this formal dependence of participle, the text with participle construction is more
coherent than a compound sentence ( in particular parentetical ), from which it was derived. It
involves a greater freedom of word order of participle construction in comparison with a combined
clause.” [17]

Wróbel quotes examples where both forms of the verbs can be in turns transformed into
participle construction, e.g.:

Tolo milczał, patrząc na niego z namysłem. (Tolo was silent, looking at him thoughtfully.)
Jakub stał z opuszczonymi rękami i patrzał na niegomilcząc. (Jacob was standing with lowered

hands and looking at her, keeping silent.)
It is the sender of the message who decides what constitutes complementary information at a

particular moment in these two statements. Naturally, sometimes the freedom of such operation- as
the author observes- “is restricted by the reasonableness of putting one action against a background
of the other ”.

Bulgarian sentences are constructed differently. Below are examples where participles were
replaced by a clause and a predicate remained unchanged, e.g.

Dava�ki visoka ocenka na vseotda�ni� i humanen trud na zdravnite rabotnici i iz-
raz�va�ki priznatelnostta na naroda, part�ta i pravitelstvo opredeliha 7 april za den
na zdravni� rabotnik. – Kato davat visoka ocenka na vseotda�ni� i humanen trud na
zdravnite rabotnici i izraz�va�ki priznatelnostta na naroda, parti�ta i pravitelstvoto
opredeliha 7 april za den na zdravni� rabotnik. – Dava�ki visoka ocenka na vseotda�ni�
i humanen trud na zdravnite rabotnici i kato izraz�vat priznatelnostta na naroda,
parti�ta i pravitelstvoto opredeliha 7 april za den na zdravni� rabotnik [13].

Unfortunately, I have not found a single example in Bulgarian grammars, which would support
what Wróbel claims. It is another proof of the differences between participle systems.

Wróbel noticed a certain group of verbs which are characterised by particular susceptibility to
serving the role of a background for a different action. These are the following verbs: stand, sit,
lie, kneel, walk, go, drive, etc.

E.g. Gadali ze sobą stojąc grupkami w bramach albo przed zamkniętymi sklepikami siedząc
na malutkich wyplatanych krzesełkach.

(They chatted standing in groups in gateways or sitting on tiny wicker chairs in front of
closed small shops.)

Jakub nie odpowiadał, lecz słuchał, leżąc oparty na łokciach.
(Jacob didn’t answer but listened lying and leaning on his elbows.) (examples after Wróbel)
Such participle constructions resemble adverbial expressions of time, manner, etc. and are

getting closer to them.
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Among the paratactical systems, sentences with generally inclusive relation predominate. Two
types of sentences are important here: - “where the second sentence is a more accurate version of
the first sentence” (that is so-called inclusive sentences) - and parentetic sentences, introduced in
some contexts with expressions such as: and in addition to which, and before that.

3 Description and classification of the material

3.1 Concurrence in the original and in the translation

Translation equivalent has the form of present participle A group of equivalents having
the form of present participle is not too numerous. It includes sentences in which it was possible to
capture the correspondence between Polish present participle and Bulgarian participle on -a�ki,
-e�ki conveying the same content.

Księga I [12]
1.
Tak mówiąc na Sędziego mrugał, widać z miny,
Że miał i taił inne, ważniejsze przyczyny.
Govore�ki taka, to� smigna d�volito,
no �sno be, qe tuk e newo drugo skrito.
Among the sentences belonging to this group one can find examples- disturbances which convey

modified content despite built-in correspondence participle- participle. It is because of the fact that
the modification takes place on the level of Bulgarian predicate different from the original.

Księga II
1.
Hrabia jeszcze chwilę w miejscu bawił
Śmiejąc się i klnąc razem tej nagłej przeszkodzie;
Pan Graf�t se skonfuzi,
proklina�ki go skrito, deto mu popreqi.
V gradinata pogledna { n�ma niko� veqe.
2.
Już goście zgromadzeni w wielkiej zamku sali,
Czekając uczty wkoło stołu rozmawiali,
T�lpa ot mnogo gosti prazniqnata zala,
oqakva�ki gowavka, xumno se e sbrala.
Another irregularity occuring in the presented group is the condensation of content. As an

example one can quote a sentence from Book XI in which the content conveyed by two present
participles was narrowed and expressed by the construction with one participle.

Księga XI
1.
Na to Zosia rzecze
Wznosząc głowę i patrząc w oczy mu nieśmiało:
Sv�n devo�kata izpitva.
Izdiga�ki oqi, mu otgovar� skromno:

Translation equivalent is not a present participle

Compound sentence in translation When Polish present participle has its Bulgarian equiva-
lent, which is a personal form of the verb, we can find two forms of a predicate in one sentence,
which results in a compound sentence in translation. The formed compound sentences were linked
by means of conjunctions: u, a or without conjunctions , separated only by commas.
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Conjunction u as an index of concurrence This combination index characterizes inclusive
coordinate clauses.

Content S1 combines with content S2, semantic dependence between them is not very strong.
According to Gramatika na s�vremenni� b�lgarski kni�oven ezik [16]: “conjunction u indi-
cates the simplest links without emphasizing any special relations between them.”

Księga I
1.
Z wieku mu i z urzędu ten zaszczyt należy,
Idąc kłaniał się damom, starcom i młodzieży;
zaslu�il ta� qest po rang i po godini;
to� tr�gva i se klan�, kra� kogoto mine {
na dami i na starci, na mlade�i qinni.
One of the more important issues that should be looked into is the problem of aspect. It

should be emphasized that the translator did not always have an opportunity to convey the
content identical with the original. We can notice modifications of the translated material in many
sentences. We can find aspect differences which arose between the original text and the translation.

Księga I
1.
Teraz ręce przy boku miał, w tył wygiął łokcie,
Spod ramion wytknął palce i długie paznokcie,
Przedstawiając dwa smycze chartów tym obrazem;
Cega to� pred g�rdi r�ce na lakti skr�sti,
pod mixnici pokaza s d�lgi nokti pr�sti
i t�� izobrazi dva rem�ka za hr�tka
The participle in the original (derived from an imperfective verb) was expressed by an equiva-

lent of participle- a perfective verb.
In other examples we can notice analogous situations:
Księga II
1.
Gdy skrzypiące stodoły drzwi otwarto z trzaskiem
I bernardyn ksiądz Robak wszedł z węzlastym paskiem,
“Surge, puer! ” wołając i ponad barkami
Rubasznie wywijając pasek z ogórkami.
Bpatata iztrew�. Na praga sam Monaha
zastana:”Surge puer!” – vikna i razmaha
nad mom�ka s�nliv kolana b�l s�s v�zel
i svo�ski go zaxiba, g�sti ve�di sv�sil.

Conjunction a as an index of concurrance This conjunction is typical of a certain kind of
coordiante clauses which are called opposing clauses in the Polish linguistics. In these sentences
content S2 opposes content S1.This construction is perfectly shown by an example from Book I.

Księga I
1.
Spór był wielki, już potraw ostatnich nie jedli.
Stojąc i pijąc obie kłóciły się strony,
A najstraszniej pan Rejent był zacietrzewiony.
Zabrav�t, qe pred t�h e pirxevstvo gol�mo,
ne vkusvat ot bl�data, a na krak vse pi�t.
Notarius�t veqe e ot gn�v na� { zli�t,
govori, bez da spre, izp�nal vratna �ila
i �arkata si req s�s �estove podsil�.
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Comma as an index of concurrence
Księga I
1.
konie, porzucone same,
Szczypiąc trawę ciągnęły powoli pod bramę.
Sami ostaveni konete,
zaskubaha treva, taka s �zdi nesneti.
2.
Nucąc chwyciła suknie, biegła do zwierciadła;
Zatananika, grabna rokl�ta prostr�na,
k�m ogledaloto zatiqa,

Conditional clauses Gramatika na s�vremenni� b�lgarski kni�oven ezik describes condi-
tional clauses as a kind of clauses “that expresses a relation in which one activity is dependent on
the cirumstances of doing the other activity”. Conditional accomplishing of one activity becomes
the basis for accomplishing the other.

Księga II
1.
Kto z nas tych lat nie pomni, gdy, młode pacholę,
Ze strzelbą na ramieniu świszcząc szedł na pole,
Gdzie żaden wał, płot żaden nogi nie utrudza,
Gdzie przestępując miedzę nie poznasz, że cudza!
Ko� mo�e da zabravi vremeto, v koeto
wastliv, naramil puxka, svirkal e v poleto?
Ni sinor, ni okop mlade�ite proku�da;
prekraqix li me�da { ne gledax, qe e qu�da.
- Ako prekraqix - ne gledax, qe e qu�da
The content included in the hypothesis (crossing the baulk) conditions the accomplishment of

the thesis (lack of awareness that the baulk is someone else’s.)

Singular clause in the translation The group includes such cases where a structure derived
from coordinate clauses is expressed by means of a singular clause. The content of the original was
not modified in the majority of cases.

Księga II
1.
“[. . . ]
Kto łaska, proszę za mną“ - rzekła, koło głowy
Obwijając czerwony szal kaszemirowy;
A ko�to bi doxel s�s mene, da pob�rza! {
S qerven kaxmiren xal kosata si zav�rza.
Na Podkomo�i t� povede d�wer�ta,
do glezen vdiga�ki polata si razv�ta.
Lack of the equivalent of a predicate in the original.

Clauses containing syntagmatic relations in the function of adverbials of manner as
equivalents of participles

Adverbial function of manner expressed by adverb
Księga VI
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1.
Sędzia słuchając, z wolna okulary składał
I wpatrując się mocno w Księdza, nic nie gadał,
Westchnął głęboko, w oczach łzy się zakręciły...
A C�di�ta vsluxan, sg�na oqilata
i vtrenqeno se vgleda v Robak m�lqexkata.
V oqite mu s�lzi se b�ha po�vili.

Adverbial function of manner expressed by prepositional phrase The sub-group presented
here can be internally divided into two even smaller sub-groups. The first one includes prepositional
phrases with abstractum, in which predicative content has been maintained whereas the second
includes prepositional expressions, in which a noun relating to the subject is the modified content
of the original.

Prepositional phrase with abstractum
Księga I
1.
Tak mówiąc spójrzał zyzem, gdzie śród biesiadników
Siedział gość Moskal; był to pan kapitan Ryków;
Pri ti� hladni dumi Robak izpod ve�da
k�m kapitana ruski b�rzexkom pogle�da –
2.
to mówiąc, ręce ciągnął wzdłuż po stole
Pri ti� dumi to� r�cete si protegna

Prepositional phrase containing reflection of the content carried by participle
Księga VII
1.
W końcu wszyscy przez długą zaścianku ulicę
Puścili się w cwał krzycząc: “Hajże na Soplicę!”
Podkoven zvek otekva, d�lga v�rvolica
v galop polita s v�zglas: He�, srewu Soplica!

Translation equivalent has the form of the passive participle The presence of the passive
participle in the translation, as part of a noun phrase, gives it the function of an incongruent
attribute. Additionally, one should draw attention to the fact that with the passive participles a
shade of resultativeness is possible, which places clauses with these constructions on a borderline
between concurrence and anteriority. It is most noticeable in the examples of sentences of the type:

Wysmukłą postać tylko aż do piersi kryje,
Odsłaniając ramiona i łabędzią szyję.
Stoi devo�ka mlada
v�v b�lo obleklo, kato cvetec v saksi�,
s otkriti ramene i lebedova xi�.
An element of resultativeness is visible in the translation- the young girl’s shoulders have been

bared earlier. Now we can see the result of that activity- the shoulders are bare.

Structure derived from coordinate clauses expressed by separate clauses In this kind
of sentences we are faced with a situation in which the coordinate construction of the predicate of
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the main clause and participle has been separated. The content carried by participle is represented
by a separate clause, not connected with a sentence containing the predicate of the original.

Księga II
1.
Postrzegłem wtenczas kulę, wpadła w piersi same,
Pan słaniając się palcem ukazał na bramę.
Ho tr�sva v to� mig g�rme� otk�m vratata,
pan Stolnik�t se l�xva i glava otm�ta,
izblikva ot gr�dta mu k�rvavo potoqe.
To� bleden k�m vratata s pr�sta si posoqi.

3.2 Concurrence in the original and its disturbance in translation

In the sentences classified into this group one can notice a shift of the concurrence in the original
to the anteriority in the translation. The class is further internally divided into three sub-classes:

Translation equivalent has the form of a participle on -l In the Bulgarian language this
participle has two forms: perfective- minalo sv�rxeno priqastie and imperfective — minalo
nesv�rxeno priqastie. In the sentences I present the translator uses only one of them- the
perfective form of the participle, replacing Polish present participle. As a result of this operation,
concurrent content represented by the Polish sentence was moved to anteriority in the Bulgarian
sentence. The Bulgarian participle on -l has built-in features of anteriority regarding a different
activity which is not expressed by this participle.

Księga II
1.
Wstrzymując oddech, usty chwytał jej westchnienie
I okiem łowił wszystkie jej wzroku promienie.
Dihanie gorewo, d�h stail pog�lna
i pogled vpi v zenica, s parew bl�s�k p�lna.

Translation equivalent has the form of a sentence in perfectum The past indefinite tense-
perfectum consists of the participle of the past perfective tense and personal forms of an auxiliary
word “c�m” in the present tense. It only shows the fact that a certain activity took place in the past
without specifying the moment, time correlation and accompanying circumstances, as it happens
in other tenses (e.g. aorist). Perfectum most often indicates a resultative state.

Księga II
1.
Dalej maków białawe górują badyle;
Na nich, myślisz, iż rojem usiadły motyle
Trzepiocąc skrzydełkami, na których się mieni
Z rozmaitością tęczy blask drogich kamieni;
I makovi stebla navred s r�ka dos�gax {
nakacali po t�h sa peperudi s�kax
i p�rhat s�s krilca, obagreni v�v xarki
na pisana d�ga i na rubini �rki -

Translation equivalent has the form of anterior clause, thanks to the index -wom
According to Gramatika na s�vremenni� b�lgarski kni�oven ezik “index of the sequentiality
of two activities can be a conjunction wom (...) Sentences with this conjunction express quick,
direct sequence of the second activity.”
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Księga I
1.
Widząc gościa, na folwark dążył po kryjomu
wom qu za gosta nov, ot sma�vane zab�rzan,
iz staite straniqni se ukri

Translation equivalent corresponds to the form of the conditional Księga II
1.
Mogąc żyć u Hrabiego na łaskawym chlebie,
Nie chciał, bo wszędzie tęsknił i czuł się niezdrowym,
Jeżeli nie oddychał powietrzem zamkowym.
Postlal si e v edna ot staite pustinni,
a bi mog�l pri Grafa darom da pomine,
no stari�t prislu�nik qak se pobol�va
bez v�zduha na tazi sgrada veliqava.

4 Summary

The above comparison of the Polish and Bulgarian linguistic material has proved how many differ-
ences divide both languages despite the fact that they belong to one group of Slavonic languages.

A point of departure for this work became Polish sentences with present participles which I
later confronted with their Bulgarian translation.

Despite the fact that the Bulgarian language possesses present participle- deepriqastie, I have
found few examples of accurate translation: participle- participle. I do not know exactly what the
reasons for such state of affairs are. The situation may be dictated by the specificity of the text
studied- Pan Tadeusz and its rhythmicity. It may also result from limited distribution of this
participle in spoken Bulgarian. Most often Polish constructions with the present participles after
translating into Bulgarian did not change semantic or functional relation existing between the
elements of initial structures (however, we can also find even such cases, cf. successive articles).
Most often Polish sentences with these participles were also transformed into Bulgarian compound
coordinate clauses, with indicators of junction: i, a or without conjunction, which correctly high-
lighted the character of the present participles. A group of equivalents of the present participles in
the Bulgarian translation by Blaga Dimitrova was very diverse. Apart from the above mentioned
options, there were also equivalents in the form of prepositional phrase, functioning as adverbials
of manner. I have also found a small group of equivalents- passive participles placing the content
on the borderline between concurrence and anteriority.
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Exponents of Adnumeral Approximation
in Polish and Russian★

Maksim Dushkin

Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland

Abstract. This paper will attempt at presenting the basic theoretical problems that can
be encountered while trying to procure a list of Polish and Russian exponents of adnumeral
approximation.
These exponents are, primarily, some lexemes, indicating approximate numbers in conjunc-
tion with numeric expressions or names of units of measurement. These are, for example,
Polish exponents około (Jaś naliczył około 30 osób, siedzących przy biurkach wzdłuż sali),
przeszło (W ciągu roku statek “Gwiazda morska” przewiózł przeszło 10 tysięcy pasażerów ),
Russian lexemes bolee (Obyqno Vas� edet na rabotu bolee qasa), primerno (Vas�
podo�dal avtobusa primerno polqasa i rexil idti pexkom) etc. Exponents of ap-
proximation can also be used in constructions, such as conjoining two numerals, like 5-10
(5-10 qelovek , 5-10 osób), numeric expressions like sto kilkadziesiąt and so on.
The exponents of approximation were analysed “from content to form”. Approximation can
be understood as a type of information, linguistically transmitted by various means. First,
types of content that can be labeled as “approximation” were defined, and then an attempt
was made at establishing, what linguistic devices are used to express that content in Polish
and Russian.

1. Approximation is widely connected with numbers, but it can also be understood in a broader
context ([6], [12], [10]). An approximate description requires a predicate and a special exponent of
approximation. This exponent denotes that the described state differs or could differ from the state
communicated by the predicate (Cf. Jan ma 30 lat and Jan ma około 30 lat <Jan has> ‘little less
than 30 or 30 or little more than 30 years’). If a numeric predicate is used, the approximation is
called numeric (adnumeral), e.g. Pol. Ekipa pokonała mniej więcej 200 kilometrów piechotą; Rus.
Komanda preodolela primerno 200 kilometrov pexkom. If the predicate is non-adnumeral,
the approximation has a broader meaning (e.g. Pol. Do pokoju weszły dziewczyny wyglądające
mniej więcej jednakowo; Rus. V komnatu voxli devuxki, vygl�devxie primerno odinakovo).
In the broader context, approximation can denote not only designates of numbers, but also of “any
states” [6, p. 29].

This paper, however, will only be concerned with adnumeral (numeric) approximation. Such
approximation should be juxtaposed with numeric accuracy. Both accurate and approximate de-
scriptions of numbers refer to the arithmetic sequence (Cf. 5 and około 5 ), but in a different
manner. Precise descriptions of numbers refer to a specific point in the sequence (e.g. 50 ). Approx-
imate descriptions of numbers, on the other hand, refer to a segment of the sequence. A segment
is a set of points within the sequence. One of these points is a correlate of the specified number.
However, the point itself is unknown (bez mała 50 ‘... 47 or 48 or 49’).

2. This definition of numeric approximation (as a way of referring to the arithmetic sequence)
allows to separate some types of descriptions, which are treated (but perhaps should not be) by
some researchers as approximates.

First, the inaccurate use of definite “round” numerals, such as Pol. W Polsce mieszka 40
milionów osób, Rus. V Pol~xe �ivet 40 millionov qelovek should be separated from the field
of approximation. Such usage has no formal indicators of inaccuracy, while the “round” numeral
★ The study and preparation of these results have received funding from the FP7 under grant agreement
Mondilex.
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does not indicate an accurate number (the phrase Pol. 40 milionów, Rus. 40 millionov does not
indicate precisely 40.000.000 with the exception of all other numbers, such as 40.000.001). Such
descriptions are not normally separated from accurate descriptions of numbers by researchers.
Sannikov 1999 treats them as approximate expressions. This article treats them as “rounded”
usage and separates from the field of approximation. The “roundedness” is based on reference to
the sequence, points of which are numbers with orders of magnitude higher than “1” (the points
are tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.). What is counted is whole orders, e.g. millions, but smaller
numbers are not “calculated”. Approximate descriptions of numbers (consisting of a numeral and
an exponent of approximation) could also be rounded, if counted with units of multiples of tens.
Cf. the ambiguity of the description około 40 milionów osób:

1. ordinary approximate description: ‘little less than 40.000.000 or 40.000.000 or little more than
40.000.000’ (people)

2. “rounded” approximate description: ‘little less than 40 or 40 or little more than 40’ (million
people)1.

Secondly, expressions such as dużo/mało, recognized by Grochowski [6, p. 29–31] as exponents
of approximation, were left out from the field of exponents of approximation. Such expressions
do not refer to the arithmetic sequence (the infinite strain of numbers, starting from 1 up). They
express subjective quantitative assessment, based on quantitative comparison of the type: such
number/quantity is greater/lower than the number/quantity, that would not attract attention
[2]2.

3. An analysis of works by other researchers concludes that Polish and Russian exponents of
approximation set the segment of the arithmetical sequence (or the parameter scale) in different
ways:

– they set the lower boundary of the segment exclusively (e.g. Pol. ponad, Rus. svyxe) or
inclusively (e.g. Pol. co najmniej, Rus. ne men~xe)

– they set the upper boundary of the segment exclusively (e.g. Pol. niespełna, mniej niż, Rus.
bez malogo, menee) or inclusively (e.g. Pol. co najwyżej, Rus. ne bol~xe)

– they set both boundaries of the segment (20-30 )
– they set the centre of the segment (Pol. około, Rus. okolo).

So, 6 methods of defining the segment are available. All of these have their exponents in Polish
and Russian.

4. Individual exponents of numeric approximation differ not only in the way they define the
segment they are representing, but also in several other features.

4.1. Simply speaking, two types of expressions are in most cases considered to be exponents
of approximation - both (a) expressions that can only be connected with numerals and numeric
expressions, e.g. około 5, and (b) expressions that can be connected not only with numerals and
numeric expressions, e.g. prawie: prawie 5 and prawie pusty. By conjoining with numerals and
other numeric expressions, these expressions designate a numeric segment.

Some authors have made only expressions of the former type, i.e. the ones that can only be
connected with numerals and numeric expressions, an object of their study [9], [5]. This allows to
standardize the field of analysed expressions, not only with regard to their syntactic connectivity,
but also semantically: this leads to separation of expressions, whose meaning is connected with
the concept of number and the definition of a segment of numbers, and no other concepts. Such
expressions are exponents of only numeric approximation.

1 More on the phenomenon of roundedness, see: [4].
2 Cf.: “[...] A is tall= A’s size (possibly: which is conspicuous) is greater than his possible size which
would not attract attention” [2].
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4.2. It is noticeable, that some researchers only consider expressions which, in connection with
a numeral, set small segments of numbers (e.g. [12]) to be exponents of approximation, while
others treat expressions which, while setting segments, do not denote their size (e.g. [3], [9],
[6]). For example, około, bez mała are expressions, setting only a small segment; while co najmniej
sets a segment, but does not determine if the segment is small.

4.3. An attempt was made to come up with the list of Polish and Russian expressions, desig-
nating a numeric segment, and to divide them according to the following criteria:

1. connectivity or non-connectivity with expressions other than numeric expressions
2. the lack or presence of the component ‘little’ (information about the small size of the designated

numeric segment or the smallness of the difference between the state communicated via the
predicate and the factual state).

Accepting these criteria allowed to separate four groups of exponents of adnumeral approxi-
mation:

– expressions, appearing only in conjunction with numeric expressions, and carrying the com-
ponent ‘little’ within their meaning (e.g. około);

– expressions, appearing only in conjunction with numeric expressions, but not carrying the
component ‘little’ within their meaning (e.g. ponad);

– expressions, appearing not only in conjunction with numeric expressions, but also many others,
at the same time carrying the component ‘little’ within their meaning (e.g. prawie)3 ;

– expressions, appearing not only in conjunction with numeric expressions and not carrying the
component ‘little’ within their meaning (e.g. więcej niż ).

For the division of known exponents of adnumeral approximation into the abovementioned
groups, see table 1 on page 1924.

What is most interesting in this classification, is the observation that some exponents can only
be connected with numeric expressions (they are strictly adnumeral), while at the same time they
do not contain the component informing about a small difference between the factual state and
the state communicated by the predicate (e.g. ponad 5 ). Moreover, some other exponents contain
the component of this small difference between the factual state and the state communicated by
the predicate, but they are not strictly adnumeral (e.g. prawie 5, prawie zielony), and as such they
are not in the field of strictly numeral approximation.

It should be noted that taking the difference between the components, concerning the semantic
component ‘little’, into account, is especially important while translating. Translating an exponent,
not containing the component ‘little’, using an equivalent, containing this component (and vice
versa), changes the meaning of a sentence, cf.: V ka�do� iz grupp bez malogo 20 qelovek (it
could be 18, 19, but not 10) and W każdej z grup jest mniej niż 20 osób (it could be 14, 18, 19
and even 10).

5. Finally, the specifics of descriptions of numbers, designating a unit of measurement, should
also be mentioned. It turns out that exponents of approximation appear mostly with names of
round numbers (cf. e.g. około 15 osób vs. ?około 13 osób), but this phenomenon is neutralised when
a numeral designates the number of some units of measurement, cf. e.g. *około 2 osób vs. około
2 litrów, około 2 godzin, około 2 kilometrów. In other words, exponents of approximation could
appear alongside not only round numerals, but also unround ones, when the numeral designates a
number of units of measurement. Authors of some works (e.g. [12]) mention the limited connectivity
of exponents of approximation with unrounded numerals, but none of them mention the specificity
of the context of units of measurement.
3 Wierzbicka [12] describes the meaning of not only adnumeral expressions, using the broader concept of
‘difference’ and not the narrower concept of quantitative difference of the ‘more’ – ‘less’ type.

4 It should be noted that the table does not contain exponents of the sense ‘X-Y’, because some specific
problems that merit a larger description are connected with this group.
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A special case of the peculiarity of connections, expressing the approximate number of units of
measurement, can be seen in conjunctions, containing the ellipsis of the numeral 1 (około metra,
przeszło godzinę, ponad kilometr etc.) or the numeral 1 (około jednego litra).

The specificity of conjunctions of exponents of approximation with names of units of measure-
ment stems from the characteristics of these units. A unit, whose name is in the description, could
be – at least theoretically – considered a sum (a number) of units ten/hundred etc. times smaller
(a meter for example, as sum of 10 ten-times smaller units – 10 decimeters). Units of measurement
are objects that can be counted and, on the other hand, divided into smaller objects.

The abovementioned examples of the peculiarities of approximate descriptions in relation to
units of measurement are characteristic of both Polish and Russian.

6. To summarize, it should be stated that approximation is a mechanism of numeric designation,
based on defining a segment instead of one point of the arithmetic sequence. Thus defined, the
concept has numerous exponents in both Polish and Russian.

The most significant differences between the exponents have been discussed in this paper and
a classification, accounting for these differences, has also been presented.

Table 1. Division of exponents of approximation

Exponents with the component ‘little’ Exponents without the component ‘little’
Sense Group A (Ad-

numeral)
Group B (not only
adnumeral)

Group C
(Adnumeral)

Group D (not only adnumeral)

‘<little> less
than X or X or
<little> more
than X’

Pol. circa, gdzieś,
jakieś, koło, oko-
ło, rzędu, z ;
Rus. gde-to,
okolo, por�dka,
s

Pol. mniej więcej, plus
minus, w przybliżeniu
Rus. priblizitel~-
no, primerno

– –

‘<little> less
than X’

Pol. blisko, nie-
spełna; pod
Rus. pod

Pol. bez mała, niecały,
niemal, prawie
Rus. bez malogo, edva
(li) ne nepolny�,
qut~ (li) ne

– Pol. mniej niż ; poniżej ;
Rus. menee (qem), men~xe (qem)

‘<little> more
than X’

Pol. przeszło
Rus. –

– Pol. ponad,
po;
Rus. svyxe;
za

Pol. więcej niż ; powyżej ;
Rus. bolee (qem), bol~xe (qem)

‘X or <little>
less than X’

– – Pol. do
Rus. do ot
sily

Pol. co najwyżej, maksimum, na-
jwyżej, nie więcej niż ;
Rus. maksimum, ne bolee (qem),
ne bol~xe (qem), samoe bol~xee

‘X or <little>
more than X’

– – – Pol. co najmniej, minimum, naj-
mniej, nie mniej niż, przynaj-
mniej ;
Rus. kak minimum, minimum,
ne menee (qem), ne men~xe
(qem), po men~xe� mere, samoe
men~xee
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Definitions of Prepositions, Conjunctions and Particles
in the Explanatory Dictionaries

Oleg Bugakov
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Abstract. Definition formulas of prepositions, conjunctions and particles in the Ukrainian
Language Dictionary are defined. The peculiarities of presenting lexical semantics for these
parts of speech in the explanatory part of the dictionary entry are described.
Keywords: explanatory dictionary, Ukrainian Language Dictionary, preposition, conjunc-
tion, particle, lexical semantics, meaning, definition formula.

A 20-volume explanatory Ukrainian Language Dictionary (ULD) as well as its electronic ver-
sion is now created in the Ukrainian Lingua-Information Fund (ULIF) of the National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine. So far as a large group of lexicographers is working on this dictionary,
the problems have appeared with developing definitions and selecting the illustrations for each
meaning, especially for the polysemantic words. So the necessity of creating the unified definition
formulas for each part of speech and for various lexical-semantic word groups has appeared.

The investigation is concerned to the prepositions, conjunctions and particles. Each of these
parts of speech is not large and seems to be simple word class. But there are a number of pecu-
liarities in the definitions for each of them.

For each representative of these classes we specify its belonging to the part of speech in the
shortened form just after the register word in the left part of the dictionary entry: “pri�m.” – for
prepositions, “spol.” – for conjunctions, “qast.” – for particles. Let’s see each class separately.

Prepositions
The explanatory (right) part of the register prepositions in the ULD is divided to the meanings,

shades of the meaning and illustrations according to the principles for the lexicographic description
of the register words lexical semantics:

B�L�, pri�m. z rod. v. 1. U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� neveliko = v�dstan� m�� kims~,
qims~; kolo, bliz~ko. ...

The peculiarity of the right part of the prepositions dictionary entries is that this part is divided
into 2 fragments for the description of the simple prepositions polysemy. The first fragment begins
with the phrase “Spoluqenn� z + (restrovi� pri�mennik) + vira�a�t~:” (“Combinations
with + (register preposition) + express”):

DO1, pri�m., z rod. v. Spoluqenn� z do vira�a�t~:
The colon finishes the first fragment of the explanatory part for the register preposition.
The second fragment of the explanatory part describes quasilexical semantics of the register

preposition and has through numbering of the meanings – semantic relations that a preposition
expresses. All meanings are divided into parts – semantic relation types. Each of them has a name
that is given with expanded spacing between letters. The names of semantic relation types are
given in the nominative case, plural:

Ob'ktn� v�dnoxenn� (Objective relations)
Prostorov� v�dnoxenn� (Spatial relations)
Qasov� v�dnoxenn� (Temporal relations)
. . .
In the limits of a meaning there may be shades of the meaning that are marked with “//” (mark

of shade of the meaning) and/or letters of the Ukrainian alphabet – a), b) etc., when the meaning
generalize quasilexical semantics of the preposition and require its concretization , specification or
detailed description. Thus , for example, the explanatory part for preposition

V2 (U), r�dko UV – �z znah., m�sc. � rod. v�dm�nkami; c-s., uroq. VO, r�dko VV� (UV�),
V� – �z znah. � m�sc. v�dm�nkami; pri�m.
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has the following structure: initially the first fragment is given –
“Spoluqenn� z v(u) vira�a�t~:”,

then the semantic relation types that unify the meanings are given:
Prostorov� v�dnoxenn�

1. �z znah. � m�sc. v. U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� predmeta, m�sc�, prostoru: a) vseredinu
�kogo, kudi spr�movana d�� (znah. v.). .. b) v �komu, de v�dbuvat~s� d�� qi hto-, wo-nebud~
m�stit~s�, perebuva (m�sc. v.). ...

Ob'ktn� v�dnoxenn�
6. �z znah. � m�sc. v. U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� d� =: a) v �ku hto-nebud~ vkl�qat~s�, vtru-
qat~s� (znah. v.). ... b) v �k�� hto-nebud~ bere uqast~ (m�sc. v.). ...
7. �z znah. � m�sc. v. U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� sferi d��l~nost�, organ�zac� =, ustanovi � t.
�n.: a) do �ko = vstupa, pristupa, kudi perehodit~ abo pri�mat~s� hto-nebud~ (znah. v.).
... b) v �k�� bere uqast~, de prac�, vqit~s� hto-nebud~ (m�sc. v.). ...

In the 11-volume explanatory Ukrainian Language Dictionary that is a basis for creating
a new dictionary there are 15 semantic relation types that prepositions can express: temporal,
quantitative, quantitative-determinative, objective, objective-adverbial, adverbial, determinative-
adverbial, determinative, relations of modus operandi, relations of goal, relations of measure,
causative, spatial, conditional and concessive.

When a preposition has one or some meanings and mainly expresses semantic relations that
belong to one type, the division into parts with pointing the semantic relations is not given. That
is each meaning is given as in the entries of other parts of speech:

Z-PO#ZA, pri�m., z rod. v. U�ivat~s� pri vkazuvann� na predmet, z protile�nogo
abo zvorotnogo boku �kogo spr�movano ruh, d��.

When defining concrete lexical meaning of the preposition, that is semantic state of the prepo-
sition, the following parameters are important: grammatical meanings of the main and dependent
words, lexical meanings of the main and dependent words, semantic relation that a preposition
expresses, and a case by means of which preposition manages a noun [1].

The universal definition formula for preposition looks as follows. The definition begins with
the words: “U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� / pri vkazuvann�. . . ” (Used for determination / for
specifying). Then information on the lexical and grammatical meanings of the dependent word
is given. After that information on the lexical and grammatical meanings of the main word is
given. But grammatical information on the main and dependent words may be specified implicitly
[1]. Thus, the number of preposition meanings depends on the number of possible sets of the
meanings pointed above. For example, one of the meanings of the preposition mi1zh (between)
looks as follows:
“6. �z znah. v. U�ivat~s� na poznaqenn� m�sc�, sukupnost� predmet�v qi os�b, kudi spr�mo-
vana d��.”: zastromiti m�� pal~c�, dertis� m�� kam�nn�.

The main word is a verb or a noun with a meaning of movement, and the dependent word is a
noun with a meaning of place, space or a subject. The main word semantics is more important for
this meaning. It’s also important that only accusative case is chosen from the three possible cases
(genitive, accusative and instrumental), by means of which the preposition manages the dependent
word.

Conjunctions
The description of lexical (quasilexical) semantics of conjunctions also has several peculiarities.

Particularly, the conjunction category should be specified:

1. If a conjunction has one meaning, its category is specified in the left part of the dictionary
entry next to the remark “spol." { conjunction:

A�2, spol. protistavni�. U�ivat~s� dl� podnann� sur�dnih reqen~ abo qlen�v reqenn�
�z znaqenn�m protistavlenn�; ta, ale.

2. If a conjunction has several meanings that concern to the same category, its category is also
specified in the left part of the dictionary entry:
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AD�E#2, spol. priqinovi� 1. Podnu p�dr�dne reqenn� priqini z golovnim; tomu wo,
bo. . .

2. Pridnu reqenn�, �ke slu�it~ obgupruntuvann�m dumki poperedn~ogo reqenn�.

3. If a conjunction has several meanings that concern to the different categories, its category is
specified in the right part of the dictionary entry at the beginning of each meaning in italics:

ABI, spol. 1. umovni�. Poqina p�dr�dn� reqenn� umovi; koli b lixe, t�l~ki b. ...
2. meti. Poqina p�dr�dn� reqenn� meti; wob. ...

4. If conjunction meanings concern to the different categories, and there are several meaning in
the limits of one category, then additional numbering with the Roman numerals is added. But
in the limits of one category the numbering with Arabic numerals begins from 1:

A2, spol. I. protistavni�. 1. Podnu reqenn�, protistavn� za zm�stom odne odnomu; znaqen-
n�m bliz~ki� do a l e , p r o t e , n a v p a k i , t a . . .

2. Podnu reqenn� (abo qleni reqenn�), ne v�dpov�dn� odne odnomu zm�stom, priqomu zm�st
drugogo supereqit~ spod�vanomu zm�stov�, wo vipliva z perxogo; ale, prote, odnak, ta. . .

II. z�stavni�. Podnu qleni reqenn� abo � c�l� reqenn�, v �kih z�stavl��t~s� odnoqasn�
d� =; znaqenn�m nabli�at~s� do t i m q a s o m , u t o � � e q a s . . .

III. pridnuval~ni�. 1. Pridnu nov� reqenn� abo qleni reqenn� pri posl�dovnomu vikla-
d� dumok, opis� r�du predmet�v qi �viw. . .

. . .
The universal definition formula for conjunction looks as follows. The definition begins with

the verb in the third person in the present tense: “Podnu...", \Z'dnu...", \Pridnu...",
“Poqina. . . " (“Combines...”, “Adds...”, “Begins. . . ”) etc. Then there is an indication to the type
of the sentence or the word that are combined. After that the peculiarities of the meaning are
specified:

AD�E#2, spol. priqinovi� 1. Podnu p�dr�dne reqenn� priqini z golovnim; tomu
wo, bo. . .

2. Pridnu reqenn�, �ke slu�it~ obgupruntuvann�m dumki poperedn~ogo reqenn�.
Particles
The definition of the particle contains the peculiarities that define its functional-semantic

meaning in the modern Ukrainian language. As for the conjunctions, the category should be
specified:

A�#K�E, qast., rozm. 1. stverd�. U�ivat~s� dl� stverd�enn� �ko =s~ dumki; av-
�e�, zviqa�no.

2. zapereq. U�ivat~s� dl� vira�enn� nezgodi z qim-nebud~, zapereqenn�, v�dmovi.
The definition begins with the words: “U�ivat~s� dl� tvorenn�..." (Used for forming. . . ),

“U�ivat~s� dl� oznaqenn�...” (Used for determination. . . ), “U�ivat~s� pri vkazuvann�. . . ”
(Used for specifying), “U�ivat~s� na poqatku / v k�nc� reqen~..." (Used at the beginning / at
the end of the sentence) etc.:

BI, p�sl� golosnogo B, qast. 1. U�ivat~s� dl� tvorenn� d�sl�vnih form umovnogo
sposobu. ...

2. U�ivat~s� dl� oznaqenn� ba�anost� abo mo�livost� zd��snenn� d� =, vira�eno = d�-
slovom. ...

Besides the definition formulas for prepositions, conjunctions and particles described above
there is one more way for representation of definitions for these parts of speech. If there are
synonymous relations between the pairs of prepositions, conjunctions and particles, the following
definition formulas are used.

For prepositions there is a definition formula “U�ivat~s� u znaq. pri�m.” (Used in the
meaning of prep.) + specifying the word (words) with expanded spacing between letters:

BEZ1, pri�m., z rod. v.
2. U�ivat~s� u znaq. pri�m. k r � m . . . .
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For conjunctions there is a definition formula “U�ivat~s� u znaq. spol.” (Used in the meaning
of conj.) + specifying the word (words) with expanded spacing between letters:

A2, spol. . . .
V. dnal~ni�, d�al.U�ivat~s� u znaq. spol. � . . . .
For particles there is a definition formula “U�ivat~s� u znaq." (Used in the meaning of)

or “U�ivat~s� u znaq., bliz~komu do" (Used in the meaning close to) + specifying the word
(words) with expanded spacing between letters:

BI, p�sl� golosnogo B, qast. . . .
4. rozm. U�ivat~s� u znaq. m o v , n e m o v , n � b i , b u c � m t o .
The definition formulas described will help lexicographers to make definitions more precise. Of

course such definition formulas are made for other parts of speech. It’s also important to make
such formulas for various semantic word groups, for example, plants, animals, transport, minerals
etc.
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Quelle description pour les préverbes polonais ?
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Abstract. In this paper, we are trying to provide the semantic description for Polish verbal
prefix. We are particularly interested in the prepositional “history” of this operator and
the way the diachronic relation contributes to aspectuality. We use topological operators
for description of spatiality, temporality and activities encoded by preposition and verbal
prefix. The topological intervals serve to represent basic aspectual situations: state, process
and event. These aspects are regarded as a property of the whole predicative relation. We
claim that in the binary predicative relation, P2T

2T 1, the compositionality between verbal
prefix and the second argument T 2 is of aspectual relevance. It follows that aspect encoded
by prefixation does not focus on the verb only, but it can determine a spatial place or an
object. In fact, in the majority of the cases, verbal prefix encodes an achievement understood
as a closure of the right boundary of the process associate with the predicate, which coincides
with the focus on some topological zone. Achievement is understood qualitatively and does
not always implies the “completion” of action, it can indicate “achievement of the beginning”,
“achievement of the end phase”, etc.

1 Le dictionnaire aspectuel des verbes

La description de l’aspect perfectif engendré par le préverbe pose plusieurs problèmes. Le lien
diachronique et sémantique avec la préposition fait que le préverbe, outre les changements as-
pectuels introduit très souvent des modifications de signification dans le verbe de base. Au sur-
croît, plusieurs préverbes peuvent participer à la formation d’une paire aspectuelle et le choix du
préverbe ne présente aucune régularité morphologique. Ainsi, certains verbes possèdent plusieurs
correspondants aspectuels construits avec des préverbes divers (żółknąć - pożółknąć - zżółknąć
‘jaunir’).

Tenant compte de ces difficultés, W. Cockiewicz et A. Matlak ont conçu le dictionnaire struc-
tural et aspectuel du polonais [2]. Le but de ce travail est de présenter le système dérivationnel du
verbe en montrant à la fois ses relations aspectuelles. Pour ce faire, Cockiewicz adopte une théorie
de l’aspect [1] dans laquelle la perfectivité comprend deux sous-catégories: l’aspect au sens stricte
(les verbes qui indiquent la fin de l’action) et l’aspect au sens large (les déterminatifs engendrés
régulièrement avec po-). Formellement, cette distinction se base sur le critère suivant: on consi-
dère qu’un imperfectif et un perfectif forment une paire aspectuelle lorsque parmi de nombreuses
formations préfixées du verbe de base, on trouve celle qui ne peut plus former un correspondant
imperfectif, comme dans: czytać -> przeczytać - >*przeczytywać.

Dans ce cadre théorique, le réseau dérivationnel du verbe pisać ‘écrire’ (le fragment ci-contre)
se présente comme suit (la flèche montre la direction de dérivation et les deux-points indiquent les
relations aspectuelles):

pisać ->: napisać
->: popisać
-> dopisać ->: dopisywać ->: podopisywać
-> odpisać ->: odpisywać ->: poodpisywać
-> opisać ->: opisywać ->: poopisywać

....
etc.

La première position du réseau occupe (dans 75 % de cas) un verbe imperfectif simple. Dans
la deuxième colonne, nous trouvons les formations préfixées. Remarquons que, selon l’acception
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de l’aspect adoptée par les auteurs, seuls napisać et popisać sont considérés comme aspectuels.
La troisième position est réservée aux verbes imperfectifs engendrés par les suffixes. Les forma-
tions perfectives déterminatives créées par le préverbe po- occupent la dernière place. Les auteurs
proposent la traduction anglaise pour chaque verbe préfixé.

Il est clair qu’en plus de l’effort de systématisation du système verbal, ce dictionnaire est
un formidable outil pour l’apprentissage du polonais. Cependant, on peut se poser la question
du choix des critères pour la formation d’une paire aspectuelle dans le cas de la préverbation.
Ces critères, comme on le sait, ont été sujets de maints débats qui portaient sur le sémantisme
du préverbe. Sans rentrer dans les détails de ces discussions, il nous semble que la description du
préverbe devrait se faire dans un cadre théorique plus large que celui d’une paire aspectuelle. Ainsi,
l’approche que nous proposons ne consiste pas à chercher les critères d’opposition entre les formes
imperfectives et perfectives, mais vise, bien au contraire, à nous interroger sur le changement
sémantique introduit par le préverbe, sur les origines prépositionnelles de ce changement et sur sa
contribution à l’aspectualité.

Les études que nous développons utilisent les opérateurs topologiques (voir plus loin) et font
référence à la Grammaire Applicative et Cognitive [6] qui est une extention de la Grammaire Uni-
verselle de Shaumjan [11]. Cette grammaire s’articule sur trois niveaux de représentation interliés
par des formalismes applicatives.

2 Les opérateurs topologiques, les espaces abstraits et l’aspect

La topologie est un formalisme largement employé en linguistique. On se sert des opérateurs
topologiques de l’intériorité (INT), de l’extériorité (EXT), de la frontière (FRO) et de la fermeture
(FER) pour décrire les marqueurs d’espace, de temps et d’aspect. Cependant, la topologie classique
qui divise l’espace en région de l’extérieur et de l’intérieur les séparant par une frontière ne répond
pas toujours aux besoins d’un linguiste. On voit donc naître des calculs qui attribuent des épaisseurs
à la frontière. Nous retrouvons cette idée dans la locologie de M. De Glas [3] et dans la théorie
des lieux abstraits développée par J.-P. Desclés et son équipe [4]. Ce dernier formalisme, qui nous
servira pour les travaux présentés ici, introduit les notions de frontière extérieure (FRO_EXT) et
de frontière intérieure (FRO_INT).

Nous utilisons les opérateurs topologiques pour décrire la signification de la préposition spatiale
et du préverbe correspondant. Ainsi, nous considérons la préposition spatiale comme un opérateur
topologique qui détermine un lieu. Cependant, puisque la préposition peut marquer un lieu spatial,
mais aussi la temporalité, l’activité et ce que Bernanrd Pottier [10] appelle la notion, plutôt que
de privilégier la catégorie spatiale, nous allons parler d’un lieu abstrait.

Historiquement, le préverbe s’est développé à partir de l’adverbe et de la préposition. Ce
procès diachronique implique certaines modifications syntaxiques comme la transitivisation et le
changement d’arité du verbe. Au niveau sémantique, le lien entre la préposition et le préverbe se
remarque surtout dans le verbe de mouvement, mais on l’observe également dans des constructions
temporelles et les opérations indiquant les changements sur l’objet:

(a) Anna biegła do domu -> Anna dobiegła do domu
‘Anna courait à la maison’ -> ‘Anna est arrivée à la maison (en courant)’
(b) Jan czekał do rana -> Jan doczekał rana
‘Jan attendait jusqu’au matin’ -> ‘Jan a attendu jusqu’au matin’
(c) Maria czytała książkę (do końca) -> Maria doczytała książkę
‘Maria lisait un livre (jusqu’à la fin)’ -> ‘Maria a terminé le livre’
Le préverbe possède donc une signification venant de la préposition. Cet opérateur souvent

modifie la signification du verbe, mais il marque aussi l’aspect perfectif. La question qui se pose
concerne le choix du métalangage capable de décrire ces deux opérations.

Nous pouvons représenter l’aspect en interprétant les points de l’espace topologique comme
les intervalles d’instants avec des bornes (frontières) ouvertes ou fermées. Après Desclés [5], nous
allons distinguer trois aspects : état, événement et processus. Nous utilisons les mêmes concepts
pour définir l’aspect lié aux marqueurs grammaticaux et l’aspectualité liée aux prédicats.
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L’aspect état représente une situation stable, où ni le début ni la fin ne sont pris en compte.
En termes topologiques, cet aspect se réalise sur un intervalle ouvert (les bornes n’appartiennent
pas à cet intervalle):

Figure 1: Aspect ETAT

L’aspect événement représente une situation prise dans sa globalité. Il se réalise sur un intervalle
fermé.

Figure 2: Aspect EVENEMENT

L’aspect processus représente un changement initial. Le processus s’oriente vers la fin sans
pourtant l’atteindre. Il se réalise sur un intervalle fermé à gauche et ouvert à droite.

Figure 3: Aspect PROCESSUS

Le processus qui a atteint la borne droite engendre un événement. Ce processus peut être
accompli ou achevé. Un processus est achevé lorsqu’il a atteint la borne au-delà de laquelle il
ne peut plus se poursuivre. Un processus est accompli lorsqu’il a atteint la borne qui n’est pas
nécessairement finale.

L’approche que nous proposons ici suppose la continuité de situations aspectuelles. Il s’ensuit
que les aspects de base, à savoir état, événement et processus sont interdépendants. Cette propriété
distingue la théorie proposée de celle de Vendler [12] ou Mourelatos [9] où les concepts aspectuels
sont organisés hiérarchiquement.

Les trois aspects de base (ASP) s’appliquent à toute la relation prédicative et donnent comme
résultat le schéma prédicatif suivant: ASP (Prédicat, Terme1, Terme2...).

Le choix aspectuel s’effectue dans une situation de l’énonciation qui implique, entre autres, un
énonciateur et un co-énoncatiateur. L’énonciateur insère le schéma prédicatif dans son système
référentiel et l’organise par rapport à son acte d’énonciation. En termes topologiques, nous quali-
fions cet acte comme de processus ce qui nous permet de saisir l’évolution de la production de la
parole: “JE, énonciateur, je suis en train de parler”. La relation entre le processus énonciatif et le
schéma prédicatif (coïncidence, antériorité, postériorité) indique les temps grammaticaux.

Nous pouvons représenter le schéma prédicatif, le processus d’énonciation et les relations tem-
porelles dans une expression applicative suivante:

PROCI (DIT (ASPJ (Prédicat, Terme1, Terme2...)) I) & (I REL J)

Dans ce modèle aspecto-temporel, il serait possible de considérer le préverbe polonais comme
un opérateur qui s’applique à un processus pour en créer un événement achevé. Cependant, une
telle description « écraserait » sa dimension sémantique supprimant la distinction entre napisać
list, dopisać list, popisać list, przepisać list, etc. En effet, pour expliquer certains phénomènes, nous
aurons besoin de considérer les zones qualitatives liées au lexique. Nous faisons la distinction entre
les prédicats processuels, événementiels et statiques. Nous associons aux prédicats dynamiques
(processuels et événementiels) les sept zones lexico-aspectuelles engendrées en projetant les lieux
de la théorie des lieux abstraits (avec des frontières épaisses) sur l’axe temporel :

extériorité: avant
frontière extérieure: zone de préparation
frontière intérieure: zone de commencement
intériorité: pendant l’action, la continuité
frontière intérieure: la résultativité
frontière extérieure: la fin
extériorité: après
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Figure 4: Zones aspecto-temporelles

3 L’achèvement spatial

Comment, avec les outils présentés, modéliser les opérations du préverbe ? Prenons quelques
exemples de verbes de mouvement.

(1) Agata biegłaIMPF przez park
courir à travers parc.ACC

‘Agata a couru à travers le parc’
(2) Agata prze-biegłaPERF przez park

à travers-courir à travers parc.ACC
‘Agata a traversé le parc’

(3) Agata biegłaIMPF do parku
courir jusqu’à parc.ACC

‘Agata a couru jusqu’au parc’
(4) Agata dobiegłaPERF do parku

jusqu’à-courir jusqu’à parc.ACC
‘Agata est arrivée dans le parc’

Dans (1) la préposition przez ‘à travers’ détermine le lieu spatial ‘parc’ dans sa frontière,
son intérieur et la deuxième occurrence de la frontière. Du point de vue aspectuel, l’agent vise
l’occurrence de la deuxième frontière, mais il ne l’atteint pas.

Dans l’exemple (3), la préposition do ‘à’, ‘jusqu’à’ indique la frontière extérieure du lieu ‘parc’,
mais tout comme dans l’exemple précédent, cette frontière n’est pas atteinte. Observons main-
tenant l’opération engendrée par le préverbe. Dans (2) et (4), l’agent termine son mouvement et
il se trouve dans un lieu spatial indiqué par le préverbe. En effet, prze- et do- créent un événe-
ment, mais ils renvoient à des lieux différents selon leurs significations respectives. Examinons de
près l’exemple (2): l’agent a terminé le mouvement au moment où le lieu ‘parc’ a été parcouru.
En termes topologiques, nous dirons que ce mouvement a été achevé lorsqu’on a atteint la deux-
ième occurrence de la frontière du lieu ‘parc’. Nous illustrons ces relations dans le diagramme à
2-dimensions, où l’abscisse indique l’aspectualité du prédicat et l’ordonnée, les lieux. La flèche
marque l’achèvement spatial qui dépend de la valeur des deux axes.

Figure 5: Przebiegła przez park

En comparaison, l’exemple (4) est plus complexe, car le préverbe do indique ici la frontière
d’un lieu mais il marque aussi la phase finale du mouvement. Ainsi, l’achèvement dans ce cas n’est
pas global, mais porte seulement sur la phase finale.

En général, l’achèvement spatial consiste en la fermeture de la borne droite d’un processus ce
qui coïncide avec l’atteinte d’une zone topologique d’un lieu spatial. Cet achèvement n’indique pas
nécessairement la fin de l’action, mais peut renvoyer à l’achèvement du début, l’achèvement de la
fin, etc.
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4 L’affectation de l’objet

Les travaux récents soulignent le lien entre l’aspect et la détermination de l’objet. Dans certaines
langues comme le finnois ou l’estonien, on observe une relation entre l’aspect et le cas partitif
[8]. En français, le choix du déterminant en co-occurrence avec le passé composé peut influencer
l’aspect de toute la relation prédicative en indiquant soit l’achèvement soit l’accomplissement1.

Il semble qu’en polonais le préverbe marque une modification de l’objet et que le résultat de
ce changement soit aspectuellement pertinent. Examinons quelques cas :

(5) Agata zbudowałaPERF dom
prev-construire maison.ACC

‘Agata a construit la maison’

(6) Jan napisał list
prev-écrire lettre.ACC

‘Jan a écrit la lettre’

(7) Anna wypiłaPERF herbatę
prev-boire thé.ACC

‘Anna a terminé son thé’

Dans les deux premiers exemples, l’action progresse simultanément avec la construction de
l’objet pour s’achever au moment où cet objet (‘maison’, ‘lettre’) acquiert une existence. Dans
l’exemple (7), au contraire, l’objet subit une “déconstruction” progressive. Ainsi, ces trois cas
présentent l’achèvement lié à une opération sur l’objet. Le préverbe est ici un opérateur qui
engendre la fermeture d’un processus sous-jacent et, en même temps, il affecte l’objet.

Les exemples traditionnellement considérés comme des modalités d’action, s’expliquent dans
le cadre du même modèle:

(8) Anna dopiłaPERF herbatę
jusqu’à-boire thé.ACC

‘Anna a terminé son thé’

(9) Anna odbudowałaPERF dom
re-construire maison.ACC

‘Agata a reconstruit la maison’

Dans (8), il faut faire appel à la signification du préverbe do et examiner ensuite sa composi-
tionnalité avec le verbe pić. En effet, do marque la modification de l’objet dans une phase finale de
sa “disparition”. Dans l’exemple suivant, nous analysons od -. La notion de odbudować suppose bien
évidemment une construction (budować), mais od - fait implicitement appel à une déconstruction
qui peut s’exprimer par des verbes polonais zburzyć, zniszczyć ‘détruire’. Nous avons donc deux
situations saillantes, l’une où la maison est détruite et l’autre où elle est reconstruite. C’est au
moment de la reconstruction que le processus est achevé. Avec les mêmes outils, nous pouvons
décrire les formations délimitatives créée avec le préverbe po-, telles que poczytać książkę, popisać
list. Nous allons les interpréter comme des achèvements du début.

Pour conclure cette partie, nous dirons que le préverbe dans les exemples (5) - (9) engendre
la fermeture de la borne droite d’un processus ce qui coïncide avec une modification de l’objet
(la construction, la déconstruction, les changements d’état). En fonction de la signification du
préverbe (dans les cas où le préverbe n’est pas totalement grammaticalisé) cet achèvement peut
aussi signifier l’achèvement du début ou de la fin, etc.

1 Comparons: (a) Il a bu un verre de vin et (b)Il a bu du vin. Dans (a) le processus est achevé, alors que
dans (b) l’article partitif nous indique que l’action de boire pourrait se poursuivre. Le processus est
donc accompli.
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5 Transition d’un état à un autre

Nous avons jusqu’à maintenant analysé les verbes qui marquent le changement sur le lieu spatial
ou sur l’objet. Prenons des exemples où les modifications concernent un élément T1 (sujet) de la
relation prédicative.

(10) Jan wyłysiałPERF
pref-devenir chauve

‘Jan est devenu chauve’
Traditionellement, (10) est analysé comme une constructin résultative. En effet, dire Jan

wy łysiał implique l’état résultant ‘jest łysy’, mais nous pouvons inférer également un état an-
térieur ‘nie jest łysy’. La transition d’un état à un autre est exprimée par un processus souvent
lexicalisé (łysieć, chudnąć...). L’application du préverbe ferme la borne de ce processus et marque
l’état résultatif qui est concomitant. Il semble que le polonais se focalise non pas sur le résultat
(celui est seulement impliqué), mais sur le moment-même de l’achèvement. L’exemple en bas, tiré
du corpus IPI PAN montre une succession d’événements:

Malowała powoli, portret robiła wprost latami. Model się zestarzał, wyłysiał,
ożenił, schudł , musiał pozować, chciał czy nie chciał, chyba że umarł.

Nous pouvons, de la même manière, analyser les formations inchoatives:
(6) Darek pokochał Marię

prev-aimer Maria.ACC
‘Darek est tombé amoureux de Maria’

En effet, pokochać ‘tomber amoureux’, zachorować ‘tomber malade’, etc. impliquent un état
initial contraire nie kochać ‘ne pas aimer’, nie być chorym ‘ne pas être malade’... et un état
final. Le processus (non lexicalisé) qui mène d‘un état à un autre est achevé dans son début.
Remarquons que pour expliquer la résultativité et l’inchoativité nous procédons à une décompo-
sition d’un processus sous-jacent en zones qualitatives. Alors que l’inchoativité se focalise sur la
frontière extérieure associée à la phase initiale du processus, la résultativité fait appel à la frontière
en relation avec sa fin.

6 L’opération de l’achèvement

Dans les exemples analysés, le préverbe engendre un achèvement. Il est clair que cette opération
met en jeu plusieurs opérateurs aspectuels qui se situent sur des niveaux différents. Pour l’illustrer,
donnons quelques éléments de l’analyse formelle du préverbe dans le cadre d’une relation prédica-
tive binaire P2T

2T 1. Introduisons un opérateur aspectuel ASP3 qui représente les propriétés
aspectuelles inherant au prédicat (proccessuel, événementiel, statique):

1. (((ASP3P2)T 2)T 1)
Notre analyse a montré qu’une relation entre le prédicat aspectualisé et le terme T2 introduit

de nouvelles caractéritiques aspectuelles. Nous désignons cette relation par ASP2:
2. ((ASP2(ASP3P2)T 2)T 1)
Introduisons enfin l’opérateur de l’aspect grammatical ASP1 (état, événement, processus) qui

porte sur toute l’expression applicative:
3. [ASP1 ((ASP2(ASP3P2)T 2)T 1)]
L’expression (3) est l’opérande de processus d’énonciation qui comprend l’énonciateur S∘:
4. PROC{DIT[ASP1 ((ASP2(ASP3P2)T 2)T 1)]So}
Cette expression signifie que l’énonciateur est en train de dire que la relation prédicative est

aspectualisée (ASP1), que le prédicat possède les propriétés aspectuelles relatives à sa signification
(ASP3) et que la relation entre ce prédicat et le terme T2 est aspectuellement pertinente (ASP2).

Il semble que le préverbe polonais, dans la relation binaire, est la trace de la composition
formelle entre les opérateursASP2 etASP3. Il s’ensuit que l’aspectualité dans ce cadre porte tou-
jours sur un opérande. Quant à l’aspect ASP1, cet opérateur représente le choix de l’énonciateur
entre l’événement achevé (l’antériorité par rapport au processus d’énonciation) et l’événement qui
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se réalisera après le processus d’énonciation. Pour le détail de ce calcul effectué dans le cadre
applictif (logique combinatoire) voir [7].

7 Conclusion

Nous avons présenté une analyse du préverbe polonais autant qu’un marqueur d’un achèvement.
Cette opération complexe se présente comme une fermeture du processus inhérent au prédicat

lexical (une complétude temporelle de l’action) qui coïncide, dépendamment de l’argument, avec
(i) l’atteinte d’une zone topologique d’un lieu spatial ; (ii) la modification de l’objet; (iii) le
changement de l’état d’une entité.

Grâce aux outils topologiques, nous avons pu établir les zones qualitatives de l’achèvement, dans
les cas, où la signification du préverbe introduit les changements aspectuels. Ainsi, l’achèvement
peut être défini plus largement que “la fin de l’action”.

Il est clair qu’au stade actuel cette étude ne pas complète. Par exemple, les préverbes qui
indiquent de la quantité et de la mesure (na-, po-, wy-) nécessitent une analyse à part. D’un autre
côté, il semble la compositionnalité entre le préverbe et się ‘se’ (przespacerować się ‘se faire une
promenade’, nabiegać się ‘courir beaucoup ’...), ne renvoient pas à l’achèvement, marquant plutôt
un accomplissement qui se focalise sur un état (satisfaction, satiété, plaisir). L’autre problème
constitue le classement aspectuel des verbes.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the problem of representing the relational nouns in a lexi-
con. In order to comment on this representation, various approaches towards their classifi-
cation are presented. The author relies on Pustejovsky’s idea about the generative lexicon
for building a hierarchy of relational nouns. Qualia structure and argument structure are
seen in their interdependence. The relational nouns are viewed as continuum rather than a
dichotomy. Also, an experiment with nouns from an explanatory dictionary of Bulgarian is
presented and analysed.
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1 Introduction

The relational nouns can be defined as nouns, whose referents always presuppose some semantic
relation to another referent. However, it is difficult to delimit the boundaries of these nouns. We
support the idea that the nouns do not exist in dichotomy (relational vs. non-relational), but they
rather exist in continuum, depending on their sense.

The classic cases of relational nouns are kinship (mother, father, sister) and part-whole (leg,
hand, head) nouns. The problem remains, which other groups are to be included here. For example,
Hölzner [3] thinks that the argument-taking nouns in German fall into the following groups: nouns
for events (siege, visit), nouns for thematic roles (discovery, examiner) and relational nouns (king,
father). On the other hand, Pitha [4, p. 220] says that it is very difficult to determine all the
relational nouns. He raises the question whether words like doctor and patient are as relational as
brother and friend. Gentner and Kurtz [2] propose the idea that the relational nouns participate
in the so-called relational scheme. For example, the scheme theft comprises also thief, victim, and
stolen property.

From the brief review above, it became clear that there is no common opinion on the scope of
the relational nouns. Thus, the following questions need their answers: a) what are the criteria for
defining a noun as being relational?, b) what types of relations are denoted by these nouns?, c)
are the relational nouns contrasted to non-relational, or is there a gradual approach?

In our opinion, these nouns have to be classified not only according to some semantic criterion,
but also with respect to the following relations: symmetricity, transitivity, reflexivity, etc.

2 Two hypotheses

To solve the above-mentioned problems we rely on two hypotheses: Barker and Dowty [1] and
Pustejovsky [6].

Barker and Dowty [1] rely on entirely semantic approach towards delimiting the relational
nouns. They consider the relational nouns as nouns having one additional argument. For example,
the notation within the set theory would be as follows:

a. [human] = { x ∣ x is human }
b. [friend] = { x ∣ ∃ y such that x is friend of y }
Barker and Dowty [1] choose the part-whole relation as a central one to the relational nouns in

contrast to the possessivity relation. The authors include the following groups: kinship relations,
body parts, other partitive nouns, nouns for abstract characteristics, deadjectival nouns. At the
same time we accept Pustejovsky’s idea that each noun is, in general, relational. I.e. it has at
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least a zero argument, which is in practice its ontological restriction - superconcept (knife is an
instrument; leg is a limb, man is a human, etc.). Pustejovsky introduced the so-called qualia
structure, which includes the following roles: AGENTIVE (origin), CONSTITUTIVE (content),
TELIC (purpose), FORMAL (differentia specifica). However, even the qualia structure is not
enough for differentiating among the nouns. Thus, we use the connection between the qualia
structure and the argument structure. Here are examples, which show this connection:

brother
ARGST = [ARG0 = x:human]

[D-ARG = y:human]
Qualia = [CONST = man (x)]

[FORMAL = brother of(x,y)]
The zero argument (ARG0) indicates the superconcept ‘human’. The default argument (D-

ARG) indicates the connection to another human being. Within the qualia structure FORMAL
characteristics encodes the relation brother_of.

arm
ARGST = [ARG0 = x:limb]

[D-ARG = y:human]
Qualia = [FORMAL = x]

[CONST = part of(x,y:body)]

The zero argument ( ARG0) indicates the superconcept ‘limb’. The default argument ( D-ARG)
indicates the part-whole connection to the human being. Within the qualia structure CONST
characteristics encodes the relation part_of .

honda
ARGST = [ARG0 = x:car]
Qualia = [FORMAL = x]

[TELIC = drive(e,y,x)]
[AGENTIVE = create(e,Honda,x)]

In contrast to the previous two examples, this one lacks a default argument. It indicates only
the superconcept ‘car’. Within the qualia structure TELIC and AGENTIVE relations have values,
which relate to events.

3 Towards a solution

Following Pustejovsky’s ideas, where all nouns have at least one zero argument ( ARG 0) and
often express at least one relation within the qualia structure, we need a more restrictive criterion.
Thus, we will additionally rely on the information within the argument structure. More precisely,
when there is an argument, which is different from the zero one, a test can be made for detecting
the degree of ‘relational-nounness’. Let us sum up what the various types are.

1. The kinship relational nouns are expressed via the FORMAL qualia.
In the argument structure, the zero argument shows that the referent is human, but there is

also a default argument (D-ARG), i.e. the other entity to which the referent relates. This other
entity is also human.

2. The relational partitive nouns are expressed by the qualia CONSTITUTIVE.
Within the argument structure the zero argument says that the body_part is limb or another

respective superconcept, but there is again a default argument, which shows that the body_part is
part of human. In the qualia structure the CONST(itutive) qualia encodes the relation part_of .

3. The relational nouns for purpose and origin are expressed by the qualia TELIC and AGEN-
TIVE. There is not a default argument, because these relations reflect situations rather than
entities.

Therefore, we can conclude that the qualia FORMAL and CONSTITUTIVE are more central
than TELIC and AGENTIVE as tests for detecting relational nouns.
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From the above considerations, the following conclusion can be made: the relational noun
requires for each own referent the existence of another referent or situation, which it depends on.
Thus, when all the specified relations of a noun have value X instead of relation to another object,
it is considered as non-relational. For example, the word man is non-relational in the meaning of
‘human with a certain sex’:

Our idea is to make a hierarchy of qualia, based on the interdependence among referents. For
prototypical ones we can consider the kinship relations and the social roles, which comprise two
referents. They are expressed by the characteristics FORMAL. Next comes the relation part_of,
which has also two referents. They are expressed by the qualia CONSTITUTIVE. Then, pro-
visionally, we order the relations TELIC and AGENTIVE. They usually include situations. In
the farthest end, the abstract and deadjectival nouns are positioned. They have one referent and
relation to one of his characteristics. We call this newly added qualia CHARACTERISTICS.

Thus, i n our opinion the qualia structure characteristics exist in a ranked order with respect
to relational nouns as follows:

FORMAL> CONSTITUTIVE> TELIC> AGENTIVE> CHARACTERISTICS
From left to right the relational nature of the relational nouns decreases, but still is present

within their lexical st ructure.

4 Dictionary-based experiment

In order to gather some realistic language data, we decided to use the information from a lexico-
graphic source. All nouns were excerpted from the Bulgarian ex planatory dictionary [5], which
had in their definition the expression ‘related to’. The number of these nouns was 64. These nouns
were also classified with respect to relations, such as inversed, symmetrical , etc. As expected, it
turned out that the expression ‘related to’ was not a stable criterion due to the variety of ways in
the definition presentation. For that reason, the list of relata is not exhaustive. For example, the
word patient was excerpted, but not the word doctor . Two thirds of the nouns refer to persons.
The same was the situation with the partitive nouns. We used the expression ‘part_of’. However,
it was present in the definition for the word head , for example, but not for the word arm. Our
task in this paper is not to discuss the non-homogeneity of definitions in a dictionary, but this
problem is worth to be mentioned. Below comes our classification of the nouns.

1. Inversed relations If there is a relation R (x,y), where x is R to y, then there exists also
a relation R1 (y,x), where y is R1 to x. Examples: grandmother related to granddaughter;
granddaughter related to grandmother.
Semantic types:
– kinship (father, son-in-law, wife, sister, etc.)
– social roles (alumni, guest, patient, student, etc.)
– partitives (head to body, province to country, etc.)

2. Symmetrical relations If there is a relation R (x,y), where x is R to y, then there is also the
same relation R (y,x), where y is R to x. Examples: I am a companion (fellow-traveller) to
you, and you are companion (fellow-traveller) to me.
Semantic types:
– kinship relations (brother to his own brother; sister to her own sister)
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– other relations (co-religionist, fellow-student, fellow countryman, etc.)
3. Other relations These relations are called qother’ just because they bear a qualia with lower

degree of qrelation nounness’. These are AGENTIVE, TELIC and CHARACTERISTICS.
Please note that the first and the second, presented below, are of type inversed.
– If ther e is a relation R (x,y), where x is a product of y, then there is also relation R1, where

y is a manufacturer of x and produces x. For example, for the word opium the following
definition is provided: it is a narcotic substance, which is derived from a solidified poppy
juice.

– If there is a relation R (x,y), where x is used for y, then there is also relation R1, where
in y x is used. In the dictionary, one of the possible detecting expressions was ‘serve for’
(fan, test-tube, etc.)

– is_X , where X is a characteristics (redness, height, symmetry, reflex).

5 Conclusion

The semantic criterion does not facilitate the detection of relational nouns, since all the nouns are
relational from a certain point of view. Thus, we should rely on the combination of the ontological
and lexico-compositional approach es. These nouns form a continuum, in which there is a different
type of domination qualia. In our opinion, it is misleading to look for which relation is part of
the lexical meaning of the word. Rather, we should consider the dominating one in the specific
context.

The relational nouns should be explicated in lexicons with respect to the connection between
argument structure and qualia structure in Pustejovsky’s sense. The presence of an additional
argument is pointed out also by Barker and Dowty [1]. However, we defend the relativity of the
set of relational nouns. There exist stronger as well as weaker relational nouns. The noun meaning
also plays a crucial role for the lexical entry specification.
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The Lexicographic Description of Modals in Polish

Björn Hansen

Institut für Slavistik, Universität Regensburg

The aim of the contribution is to present a practical application of a lexicographic model which
combines features of the known Russian dictionary ‘Tolkovo-kombinatornyj slovar” with elements
of the Polish ‘Składnia gramatyki współczesnego języka polskiego’. This lexicographic model could
be the basis for a new valence dictionary of Polish. The idea is to combine semantic with syn-
tactic information in a maximally compact and precise way. The model is presented on the basis
of the category of modals, i.e. a class of elements which due to their abstract semantics are lo-
cated between lexicon and grammar. Modals form a cross-linguistic category found in all European
languages and can be grasped in the following way: A fully-fledged modal is a polyfunctional, syn-
tactically autonomous expression of modality which shows a certain degree of grammaticalisation.
‘Polyfunctional’ is understood as covering a domain within the semantic space of modality. A fully-
fledged modal functions as an operator on the predicational and/or the propositional level of the
clause (Hansen /de Haan in press). According to this definition, modals are mainly characterised
by their polyfunctionality in the semantic field of modality (dynamic, deontic and epistemic).

A specific feature of the model is that it combines the advantages of an explaining with a
valence dictionary. Every dictionary article consists of the following sections:

1 LEMMA
2 meaning 1 ‘meaning label’

meaning 2 ‘meaning label’
...

3 Formal syntactic features
1. government (meaning 1) semantic selectional restrictions
2. government (meaning 2)

4a meaning 1 ‘EXPLICATION’
4b illustrating example
5a meaning 2 ‘EXPLICATION’
5b pr illustrating example
6 Pragmatic features

The explication is written in a normalized version of Polish (Apresjan: ‘pod”-jazyk jazyka
ob”ekta) and contains the semantic elements relevant for the individual modals: the modal primi-
tives can (possibility) or must (necessity) or it is better if (weakened necessity as in mieć),
the type of modality (dynamic, deontic and epistemic) and variables which are filled by the syntac-
tic context. We distinguish propositional variables p, q filled with verbal phrases or subordinate
clauses from individual variables. A major advantage of the model is that the lemma contains a
direct link between the meaning explications and the formal syntactic features: the variables in
the explication show up in the government model which indicates the number of valence slots and
the selectional restrictions. We suggest a notation which allows to distinguish between cases where
the valence slots are filled by a semantic actant from cases where the verb opens a syntactic va-
lence slots which, however, is filled by a semantic actant inherited from the infinitival verb (raising
construction).
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Situational and Information Structures of Discourse

Ewa Miczka

University of Silesia

The article regards relations between situational and information structures of discourse. An-
alyzing the possible configurations between these two types of structures, the author aims to
present their role in discourse comprehension – the process which implicates creation of discourse
representation.

The situational structures are defined as a sequence of frames (E. Goffman: 1991). Each frame
permits to conceptualize one event forming a part of information introduced in discourse. The au-
thor proposes to apply the notion of cognitive event and their typology introduced by R. Langacker
(1995) to describe the variations of situational structures of discourse.

The information structures are defined as hierarchically organized thematic-rhematic struc-
tures. The author distinguishes three levels in their thematic part represented by: global theme,
theme of group of sentences and theme of sentence. The rhematic part is divided in two levels: the
first one contains rhematic groups, the second rhemes of sentences.

The author focuses her attention on the highest level of information structure and describes the
relations between the units of situational structures – frames and cognitive events – and choices
regarding the global theme of discourse.



Part of Speech Assignment as a Type
of Semantic Information about a Word

Jadwiga Wajszczuk

University of Warsaw

The title of the paper has a slightly provocative character because when both the traditional
label part of speech and the idea of semantic information are invoked in their mutual combina-
tion, what becomes readily associated with that kind of nomenclature is a threefold division of
vocabulary according to its relevant aspects, a division well known since antiquity, where semantic
characterization of a word has always involved a component corresponding to the concept of a
“part of speech”; whereas it is nowadays clear that this conceptual bias should be abandoned for
more reasons than one. It goes without saying that attempts to solve the primordial question of
how to partition a lexicon from a functional-syntactic point of view (its division into “parts of
speech” being the foremost and to a very great extent efficient materialization of the partition) by
relying on such “ontological categories” as ‘substantiality’, ‘attribute’, ‘number’, ‘action’, ‘state’,
‘process’, etc., are damned to fail.

However, it has hitherto not been made clear what categories that would be apt at revealing
the principles of such a division are in fact needed. No doubt morphological categories must be
relegated to a subsidiary position; the reason is that they are plainly non-universal. Unfortunately,
bold syntactic projects of partitioning a vocabulary (in studies of Polish these are, basically,
Laskowski 1984, 1998, Wróbel 2001 with his draft correction) are flawed by circularity. This is
because they are based on properties of words as sentence components, with ‘sentence’ adopted
as an initial category, while we at the same time lack a syntactic definition of sentence that would
not invoke its constituents (such as verb, nominal phrase, verbal phrase).

It is my contention that the direction of analysis should be reversed. The starting point in my
own project is the word and its combinatory properties rooted in meaning: properties such as the
word’s opening of certain positions with semantic validity vs. its opening of certain positions of
another kind, its filling of certain positions with semantic validity vs. its failing to fill such positions,
its unilaterally opening of certain positions vs. its bilaterally opening of certain positions (in a
further perspective also right-hand vs. left-hand opening should be reckoned with – a distinction
respecting the direction of the relation vector). These properties are taken to be formal indices of
certain meanings, to be described in syntactically relevant terms, such as referentiality,
predicativity, metapredicativity, on the one hand, and, to put it in general terms, metatextuality,
on the other.

It can subsequently be shown that the successive nodes of the classification achieved in this
way admit of a general semantic interpretation that would allow us to account for the function a
given class is called to exercise while co-constituting a unit of a higher order (what is meant here
are partly units of the next-higher level, and partly – not in a direct way! – of the sentence level).



Facilitating Access to Digitalized Dictionaries

Janusz S. Bień

Formal Linguistics Department, University of Warsaw

One of the best formats for scanned documents is DjVu. An essential feature of the format is
the hidden text layer, usually containing the results of Optical Character Recognition. Another
important feature is the ability to store (and serve over Internet) the documents as a collection of
individual pages.

From the very beginning it has been used also for dictionaries, as exemplified by „The Century
Dictionary” (http://global-language.com/CENTURY/). There are also several Polish dictionaries
available in this format. So the question is how to search efficiently the text layer in such large
multi-volume works. For this purpose we intend to adapt Poliqarp (Polyinterpretation Indexing
Query and Retrieval Procesor), a GPLed corpus query tool developed in the Institute of Computer
Science of Polish Academy of Sciences. Some preliminary experiments are described in the talk.

In our „quick and dirty” approach we treat every page as a single document with the metadata
consisting of the name of the document index and the name of the file with the page content. For
every word, instead of grammatical tags, we provide its localization on the page in the form of
the line number and its position in the line. All the data taken together allow to link the search
results to the appropriate fragments of the original scans.



The Confluence of the Dative and Middle Voice
in Croatian and Polish

Mateusz-Milan Stanojević, Barbara Kryżan Stanojević

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb

In Croatian and Polish various constructions with the reflexive marker se/się may or may not
involve a noun in the dative case. In Croatian one may say govori se o ovome problemu ‘this
problem is discussed’ as well as stalno im-DAT se govori o tom problemu ‘they are being told
about this problem all the time’. Other examples include, for instance, Kto wie, co się zdarzy za
dziewięć miesięcy (Polish) ‘Who knows what will happen in nine months’ as opposed to A jeżeli
zdarzy im-DAT się coś złego? ‘And what if something bad happens to them?’. In this paper we will
discuss the way in which the se/się construction interacts with the dative case in the construction
of meaning. A corpus study was conducted on the IPI PAN corpus of Polish (http://korpus.pl/)
and the Croatian National Corpus (http://www.hnk.ffzg.hr) to find examples where the se/się
construction coincided with the dative construction. The results show that there are two basic
semantic groups: the allative/competitor group and the transfer group, which partially corresponds
to semantic groups found for various dative senses (Stanojević and Tuđman in press). In the
allative/competitor group the dative serves as an abstract goal, and the se/się construction marks
the self-movement of the agent (i.e. the fact that it has internal energy). As opposed to that, in
various transfer subsenses the se/się construction is grammaticalized to defocus the agent, and
the dative gradually changes its role from a potentially affected recipient (as in stalno im-DAT
se govori o tom problemu ‘they are being told about this problem all the time’) to a completely
affected experiencer (Meni -DAT kad se plače plačem ‘When I feel like crying I cry’; Wszystko
można, tylko człowiekowi -DAT się nie chce ‘Anything can be done, but a person simply doesn’t
feel like it’). In these senses both the dative and the se/się construction are grammaticalized in
respect to their other senses, and are hence semantically bleached. Therefore, in those senses new
constructional meaning occurs, which is not present in any senses of the two components taken
alone: dative as the experiencer of its internal change of state. Constructional meaning is possible
only in the bleached senses, which are less detailed in respect to the “basic”, diachronically older
senses.



(Mini) Portraits of the Words mistrz and uczeń.
Semantic Relations

Katarzyna Drożdż-Łuszczyk, Zofia Zaron

University of Warsaw

The paper presents the results of research carried out within the project Synchronic and Dia-
chronic Research into Contemporary Proper Names (financed by the Ministry of Science and
Higher Education). The subject matter of the given paper is the relation between the lexemes
mistrz2 (master) and uczeń3 (apprentice)1.

The phrases mój mistrz (my master), mistrz Nowaka (Nowak’s master) and uczeń Kowalskiego
(Kowalski’s apprentice) suggest a kind of convertive relation. Yet it is not the case. The mistrz-
uczeń relation is a unilateral one – it is the apprentice who takes a master and it is the apprentice
who can say jestem jego uczniem (I am his apprentice). The master will confirm this only if uczeń3
(apprentice) is taught by the master and if he is regarded by the mater as a skilled, knowledgeable
person.

However, it is quite unlikely that someone will seriously state about him- or herself: Jestem
mistrzem Iksińskiego (I am Iksiński’s master). It is only Iksiński, who can state Jestem uczniem
Kowalskiego (I am Kowalski’s apprentice). The occurrence of a two-way relation (Iksiński jest
uczniem Kowalskiego, a Kowalski jest mistrzem Iksińskiego [Iksiński is Kowalski’s apprentice and
Kowalski is Iksiński’s apprentice] ) can be indicated only by the speaking subject.

Summary:

– the relationmistrz1-uczeń3 is a three-actant one: ktoś, czyjś, w jakiejś dziedzinie wiedzy (/sztu-
ki) (someone, someone’s, in a field of science(/art)).

– the occurence of the relation mistrz1-uczeń3 depends on the apprentice as he chooses his
master (Jeśli jest uczeń, jest i mistrz; żeby był mistrz, musi być uczeń [If there is an apprentice,
there must be a master; in order to be a master, one must have an apprentice).

– mistrz1 does not have to know that he or she is a master for someone.

– mistrz1, as perceived by the apprentice is a good (the best) guide / teacher in the field of
science or art which is important for both of them.

– uczeń3 can acquire the knowledge directly from the master, but he or she may also continue
his / her master’s work or develop his / her idea without being taught by the master him- or
herself.

1 Numbering of Uniwersalny Słownik Języka Polskiego (the Universal Dictionary of the Polish Language)



Idiom Variability in Croatian:
the Case of the Container Schema

Jelena Parizoska

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb

In cognitive linguistics most idioms (multi-word units which have figurative meanings and
relatively stable forms) are considered to be motivated by various cognitive mechanisms which link
the meaning of idioms with the meanings of their constituents (cf. Lakoff 1987, Gibbs 1994). One
of these mechanisms is the container image schema, which is reflected in Croatian expressions
with the preposition u (‘in’). This schema serves to structure abstract conceptual domains like
situations, events and states. For example, acting in a difficult situation is conceptualized as
being in a container (e.g. biti u sosu (lit. be in a sauce.loc)) or entering a container (e.g. upasti
u dugove (lit. fall into debts.acc)). In addition to motivating the idioms with the constituent u,
the container image schema also constrains their variability.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the systematic motivation of the Croatian idioms
describing difficult situations by the container schema. We performed a study of the Croatian
National Corpus, and ended up with 681 instances of variant realizations of the given idioms. We
analyzed the type of constructions and the verbs used.

Our results show that there are 51% of dynamic (accusative) construals and 49% of static
(locative) construals. Dynamic construals predominantly relate to self-propelled motion (e.g. ući
u žrvanj (lit. go into a millstone.acc)) and the remaining examples are realized as energy transfer
from one entity to another (e.g. uvući koga u klopku (lit. drag someone into a trap.acc)). The
results show that the construction u + NP constitutes the conceptual core of the given idioms,
which serves as the basis for variant realizations that reflect the different ways in which the relation
between the trajector and the landmark is conceptualized.



RAMKI or How Verbs Were Framed

Magdalena Derwojedowa, Jadwiga Linde-Usiekniewicz, Magdalena Zawisławska

University of Warsaw

Project RAMKI (Rigorous Application of the Cognitive-Interpretational Methodology (Inter-
pretative Frames) for Polish Language Description) is an attempt to apply a methodology of the
frame semantics for the Polish language. A template and a benchmark for our project is the Berke-
ley’s FrameNet. The aim of the project is to provide a description of about 200 Polish verbs within
the frame semantics. The verbs were chosen according to two criteria: frequency in a large (ca. 100
million words) Corpus of Polish, and lexical equivalence to lexical unit already described in other
(i.e. Berkeley, German and Spanish) FrameNets. As in Berkeley FN each lexical unit entry will be
tagged with the surface syntactic properties, the interpretative frame activated by the lexeme and
also examples from the corpus, tagged both syntactically and semantically, with the appropriate
frame elements. A lexicographer is provided with a dedicated application, a computer program
that helps to select examples from the corpus, annotate the data syntactically and semantically;
it also keeps the data in a database to facilitate searching according to various criteria, such as
sentence patters, frames and frame elements, and outputs the data for www presentation.



Dictionary Sense Division and Relation to Frames

Dorota Kopcińska, Jadwiga Linde-Usiekniewicz

University of Warsaw

The paper examines the degree in which sense division in Polish language dictionaries matches
frame relations. The word in question is jechać in the sense in which it takes a human subject,
e.g. jechać pociągiem, samochodem ‘go by train, by car’. Polish dictionaries tend to focus on the
use of a vehicle for this sense, in contrast to iść, which means going on foot. Such a vague sense
of jechać matches a non-lexical Motion frame, which is too general to account for the meaning of
the Polish verb. In most cases actual examples can be easily matched with more detailed frames,
i.e. Operate_vehicle, Ride_vehicle and Travel. It seems, however that semantic and syntactic
behavior of the verb in question warrants a more detailed sense division that matches the three
frames. The sense Operate_vehicle is distinguished from the sense Ride _vehicle by the fact that
in the former the Frame element SPEED can be expressed by the adjunct z szybkością . . . . ‘at a
speed of. . . .’. connected directly to the verb jechać. In the latter, this element has to be introduced
in the subordinate clause. The Travel sense differs from the other two on semantic grounds. While
in the Operate_vehicle and, Ride_vehicle senses the verb jechać can refer only to motion on the
ground (by car, train, coach, bicycle, on horseback) and is contrasted with lecieć ‘fly, go by plane’
and płynąć ‘sail’, in the Travel sense it can refer to a plane trip or a sailing trip as well.



Description of Verbs in Polish FrameNet Project
Based on the Example of IŚĆ (‘to go’)

Witold Kieraś

University of Warsaw

The aim of my talk is to present how verbs in Polish FrameNet project (RAMKI) are described,
based on the example of the verb IŚĆ ‘to go’. Twenty homonymous lexical units IŚĆ were extracted
from a dictionary Inny słownik języka polskiego (ISJP) and initially assigned to four different
FrameNet frames (MOTION, BECOMING, ATTACK,

CHANGE_POSITION_ON_THE_SCALE). Lexicographer’s task was to assign these lexical
units properly either to one of the existing FrameNet frame, or to some newly created frame, find
corpus examples for these units, assign semantic roles and choose a proper syntactic sentence
scheme.

My talk is based on the examples of PATH_SHAPE, BEING_OPERATIONAL, MOTION
and SELF_MOTION frames. At least in some of these frames a lexicographer may identify certain
problems. It needs to be decided whether some lexical units should be merged or rather split into
parts and included into other units (and as a consequence into other frames). These decisions
are not straightforward because of the differences between FrameNet (and RAMKI project) and
traditional dictionaries. Some problematic examples from ISJP will be presented.

As a result selected lexical units were assigned to 15 different frames, two of them are new
(non-existing in FrameNet). Also three new lexical units were identified and added on the basis of
corpus research. Some others were merged or found idiomatic and deleted.



Some Questionable Issues of the FrameNet:
the Case of the Death and Killing Frames

Magdalena Zawisławska

University of Warsaw

The theory of Ch. Fillmore places emphasis on the connection between the conceptual level and
its linguistics description. The main premises of Fillmore’ idea is that frames are tools which can
be used to explain lexical and grammatical meaning. The first application of the Fillmore’s idea
is the project FrameNet. Although the Fillmore’s ideas seem very promising, not all realisations
are satisfying. The analysis of two examples: frames Death and Killing shows, that it is not clear
enough what are the relations between frames, on what bases particular lexical units are assigned
to the particular frame and what situation exactly is by the frame described (the frame definitions
are more like glosses than scenarios). The lexical units assigned to the same frame can also differ
very much semantically, but it is not considered in the frame description.
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